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SUBJECT: 2019 Accessibility progress report
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Capital Works

Report Number: CW-47-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 838-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file capital works department report CW-47-19 and Appendix A regarding
the 2019 Accessibility Progress Report.

Purpose:
Respond to legislation.

Background and Discussion:
The 2019 Accessibility Progress Report is the City of Burlington’s annual update on the
measures taken to improve accessibility in our community and to report on the progress
made to implement the activities introduced in the 2019 – 2023 Multi-Year Accessibility
Plan. The Progress Report also highlights the goals and targets the city intends to focus
on for accessibility improvements in the upcoming year.
Appendix A - 2019 Accessibility Progress Report responds to section 4(3) of Ontario
Regulation 191/11, Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR) under the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA) which requires obligated
organizations to prepare an annual status report on the progress achieved on their
multi-year accessibility plan.
As required under the regulation, the 2019 Accessibility Progress Report will be made
available, in an accessible format, on the city’s website. The 2019 – 2023 Multi-Year
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Accessibility Plan is available as an accessible PDF on the city’s website. It is also
available in alternative formats or with communication supports upon request.
On January 28, 2019, Council approved the City of Burlington’s 2019 – 2023 Multi-Year
Accessibility Plan (CW-01-19). The plan describes how the city will continue in its work
to increase and improve accessibility to our city’s goods, services and facilities over the
next five years. The plan builds on the work done by the city to date, incorporates the
legislative requirements of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 and
provides our approach to compliance with Ontario’s accessibility legislation.

Other Reporting Requirements
In addition to the development and publication of annual Progress Reports and MultiYear Accessibility Plans, the city has other reporting obligations to the province. As
required by subsection 14 (1) of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, the
city shall file an accessibility compliance report with the province every two years.
The city filed its most recent accessibility compliance report to the province on
December 8, 2017. The next accessibility compliance report is due to the province no
later than December 31, 2019. The city complies in all areas.

Financial Matters:
As projects and programs are identified for delivery, construction, renovation or renewal,
the requirements for accessibility are applied as part of the regular business process.
Specific costs associated with the continuous improvement initiatives and the legislated
requirements identified in the plan are brought forward for consideration by Council
through the annual capital and operating budget review process.
Funding has been identified in the 2020 – 2029 Capital Budget for accessibility projects
within the city’s facilities. These measures are planned to be implemented over the next
10 years based on priorities from the 2013 Accessibility Audit.

Total Financial Impact
Not applicable

Source of Funding
Not applicable

Other Resource Impacts
Not applicable
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Public Engagement Matters:
While there are no requirements for public consultation of the annual Progress Report, a
draft copy of the report was made available to the Burlington Accessibility Advisory
Committee for their review and comment.

Conclusion:
To meet AODA legislative requirements, the city must prepare an annual Accessibility
Progress Report that describes the measures taken to implement their Multi-Year
Accessibility Plan. Appendix A - 2019 Accessibility Progress Report responds to this
requirement.
The AODA prescribes multiple reporting requirements to the province. In addition to
preparing an annual Accessibility Progress Report, the city must also file an
accessibility compliance report with the province, bi-annually. The next accessibility
compliance report is due to the province no later than December 31, 2019. The city
complies in all areas.
Respectfully submitted,

Judi Lytle
Accessibility Coordinator
905-335-7600 ext. 7865

Appendices:
A. 2019 Accessibility Progress Report

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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City of Burlington
2019 Accessibility Progress Report
Statement of Organizational Commitment
The City of Burlington is committed to ensuring that people of all ages and abilities
enjoy the same opportunities as they live, work, play, visit and invest in our city.
We promote a caring, inclusive and respectful community where city programs, services
and facilities are available to everyone, including people living with disabilities. Our goal
is to ensure accessibility for the public we serve and our employees.

2019 Accessibility Progress Report
Our 2019 Accessibility Progress Report is the City of Burlington’s annual update on the
measures taken to improve accessibility in our community and to report on the progress
made to implement the activities introduced in the multi-year plan.
The City of Burlington’s 2019 – 2023 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan describes how the
city will continue to remove barriers and improve accessibility to our city’s goods,
services and facilities over the next five years. Our plan aligns with the Burlington
Strategic Plan 2015-2040, incorporates the legislative requirements of the Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 and provides our approach to compliance with
Ontario’s accessibility legislation.

Accessibility Legislation in Ontario
The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and its regulations
In 2005, the Government of Ontario passed the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA). Its goal is to make Ontario accessible for people with
disabilities by 2025 by creating, implementing and enforcing accessibility standards.
These standards are the rules that businesses and organizations in Ontario must follow
to identify, remove and prevent barriers so that people living with disabilities will have
more opportunities to participate in everyday life.
The standards are contained in one regulation called the Integrated Accessibility
Standards Regulation, also known as the IASR. Currently, the IASR is made up of five
standards and several general requirements that apply to the city’s business in the
following areas:




Customer Service
Information and Communication
Employment
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Transportation
Design of Public Spaces

The AODA and the Ontario Human Rights Code
The AODA and the Ontario Human Rights Code (the Code) work together to promote
equality and accessibility. The Code states that people living with disabilities must be
free from discrimination where they work, live and receive services, and that their needs
must be accommodated.
Under the Code, the City of Burlington has a legal obligation to accommodate any
person with a disability regardless of whether they are an employee, volunteer, resident
or visitor. The duty to accommodate means that wherever unequal treatment or
discrimination exists, it must be remedied unless the remedy would cause undue
hardship. The Code has primacy over the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act
and its regulations.

Legislated Reviews
Review of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005
In February 2018, the province announced the appointment of the Honourable David C.
Onley to conduct the third review of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.
The review included consultations with the public and an analysis of accessibility
progress made in other jurisdictions. The Accessibility Coordinator and members of the
Burlington Accessibility Advisory Committee participated in the consultations. The final
report was tabled by the province in March 2019. The report provided 15
recommendations to improve the implementation of the AODA and its regulations. The
province has yet to release their plan on the implementation of the Onley Report.
Review of existing accessibility standards
Each accessibility standard is required to be reviewed every five years after it becomes
law to determine whether it works as intended and to adjust, if required. The
Transportation, Employment and Information and Communications standards are
currently under review.
Public feedback was received for the Transportation Standards in July 2017 and the
final recommendations were submitted to the minister for consideration in May 2018.
The province is silent on the timelines for the release of the new Transportation
Standards.
The Employment Standards are currently under review. A member of the Burlington
Accessibility Advisory Committee sits on the Employment Standards Development
Committee. The province released the recommended changes for public review in the
spring of 2018 and submitted its recommendations to the minister in January 2019. The
province is silent on the timelines for the release of the new Employment Standards.
2|City of Burlington 2019 Accessibility Progress Report
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The Information and Communications Standards are currently under review. Proposed
recommendations were made available for public review in the summer 2019. The City
of Burlington provided comments. Comments from the public review will be considered
by the Information and Communications Standards Development Committee when
making their final recommendations to the minister. The province is silent on the
timelines for the release of the new Information and Communications Standards.

New Standards
Two new standards are currently in development – Health Care Standards and
Education Standards. Comprehensive public consultation will take place at a date, to be
determined once the draft standards have been developed. The province is silent on
timelines for the new standards.

Federal Accessibility Legislation
Bill C-81 Accessible Canada Act
Bill C-81, the Accessible Canada Act: An Act to Ensure a Barrier-Free Canada, received
Royal Assent on June 21, 2019 and is currently in force. The Act's stated purpose is to
identify, remove and prevent accessibility barriers in areas that fall under federal
jurisdiction in:







the built environment (buildings and public spaces);
employment (job opportunities and employment policies and practices);
information and communication technologies (digital content and technologies
used to access it);
the procurement of goods and services;
the delivery of programs and services; and
transportation (by air, rail, ferry and bus carriers that operate across provincial,
territorial or international borders).
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2019 – 2023 AODA/IASR Compliance Activities
General Requirements














Actions

Develop accessibility policies
and statement of
organizational commitment
Make policies publicly
available



Develop multi-year
accessibility plan in
consultation with persons with
disabilities and the
accessibility advisory
committee
Post plan in an accessible
format on website
Prepare an annual status
report
Report compliance to the
province



Incorporate accessibility
criteria and features when
procuring or acquiring goods,
services or facilities, except
where it is not practicable to
do so
The city will incorporate
accessibility features when it
designs, procures or acquires
self service kiosks
Ensure that training is
provided on the IASR and on
the Human Rights Code as it
pertains to persons with
disabilities





Existing Corporate
Accessibility Policy,
procedures and other related
documents will be reviewed
and modified as required to
reflect any changes to the Act
and/or its regulations
City of Burlington 2019 – 2023
Multi-year developed and
posted on COB website
Annual Status update posted
on COB website each year

2019 Results

















Report to the province biannually – 2019, 2021, 2023,
2025
Existing by-law, procedures
and other related documents
will be reviewed and modified
as required to reflect any
changes to the Act and/or its
regulations
Reviewed as required when
self service kiosks are being
considered



New staff and volunteers will
continue to be trained as soon
as possible as part of their
orientation process
Training records continue to
be maintained as required
through regulation
Monitor changes to legislation
and modify training materials
as required












No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time

City of Burlington 2019 – 2023
Multi-year developed and
posted on COB website in an
accessible format
2019 Annual Progress Report
presented to Committee of the
Whole on December 2 and
Council on December 16
Print copies available upon
request
Compliance Report to the
province submitted on or
before December 31, 2019
No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time

The city will continue to
include accessibility features
when it designs, procures or
acquires self service kiosks
New staff and volunteers
continue to be trained as soon
as possible as part of their
orientation process
Training records continue to
be maintained as required
through regulation
No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
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Customer Service


Develop, implement and
maintain policies governing its
provision of goods, services,
facilities to persons with
disabilities

Actions






Use of service animals and
support persons







Notice of temporary
disruptions





Train staff, volunteers and
others who provide
goods/services/facilities on
behalf of the city about
providing good and services
to people with disabilities







Existing Corporate
Accessibility Policy,
procedures and other related
documents will be reviewed
and modified as required to
reflect any changes to the Act
and/or its regulations
Procedures relating to
accessible customer service
are in place and will be
reviewed and modified as
required
Existing Corporate
Accessibility Policy,
procedures, By-law and
training materials include
requirements regarding
service animals and support
persons
Materials will be reviewed and
modified as required to reflect
any changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
Procedure for service
disruption notification is in
place and will be reviewed
and modified as required
New staff and volunteers will
be trained as soon as
possible as part of their
orientation process. The city
maintains a record of training
as required through regulation
Continue to offer additional
training opportunities through
a variety of staff Lunch and
Learns to educate about a
range of disabilities, barriers
and solutions
Monitor changes to legislation
and modify training materials
as required

2019 Results





No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time



No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time



No action required at this time



New staff and volunteers
continue to be trained as soon
as possible as part of their
orientation process
Training records continue to
be maintained as required
through regulation
No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
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Customer Service


Establish a process for
receiving and responding to
feedback

Actions



Information &
Communication


Provide or arrange for
documents or information to
be made available in
accessible formats or with
communication supports








Where emergency

procedures, plans and/or
public safety information is
available to the public, provide 
in accessible format or
communication supports upon
request

Accessible website and web
content





Actions





Procedure is in place for
receiving and responding to
feedback
To be reviewed and modified
as required

2019 Results




Procedure is in place for
accessible documents and
communication supports
Accessible Format and
Communication Supports
request form is available on
the COB website
Staff to ensure that
“accessible formats available
upon request” is made
available on all print
documents
To be reviewed and modified
as required
Procedure is in place for
accessible documents and
communication supports
Accessible Format and
Communication Supports
request form is available on
the COB website
To be reviewed and modified
as required
Continue to work towards
achieving WCAG 2.0 Level
AA compliance
Continue to educate staff on
the requirement for accessible
documents

No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
Introduction of a new
knowledge base Corporate
Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system
to improve customer service,
queries, requests and issues

2019 Results











No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
Document and information
made available in accessible
formats or with
communication supports upon
request

No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time

Web and web content
continue to be made
accessible
Staff education on accessible
documents continues
Videos continue to be
captioned
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Information &
Communication

Actions




Standards review



Continue to ensure city
produced videos are
captioned
Monitor changes to legislation
and modify training materials
as required

2019 Results





Employment


Recruitment, selection and
notification

Actions










Accessible formats and
communication supports for
employees



Regularly review our human
resources policies to prevent
or remove systemic
employment barriers
Burlington’s Career
Opportunities web page and
job postings will continue to
include wording advising that
disability-related
accommodations are
available
Candidates selected for
interview will continue to be
advised that disability-related
accommodations are
available
Offer of Employment letters
will advise that disabilityrelated accommodations are
available
Continue to consult with
employees to provide or
arrange for accessible formats
and communications supports
as requested

Draft recommendations from
the Information on
Communication Standards
Development Committee were
made available for review and
comment on July 24, 2019
Comments were provided to
the province on September 5,
2019

2019 Results




We continue to review our
policies to prevent and
remove systemic
discrimination. Over 20202021 an in-depth review will
occur as we undertake a new
ERP system
Continue to include statement
about disability-related
accommodation



On every email sent to
candidates they are notified of
accommodations available



Continues to cite that the
Corporation is pleased to
accommodate individual needs
of employees with disabilities



Our Human Resources
Consultant Employee Health
and Wellness supports all
staff requests
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Employment

Actions

2019 Results



Workplace emergency
response information



Continue to provide
employees with an
individualized workplace
emergency response plan
upon request





Documented individual
accommodation plans



Continue to develop individual
accommodation plans in
consultation with the
employee with a disability





Return to work process



Continue to develop return to
work processes that meet the
needs of the recovery of the
employee





Performance management,
career development and
redeployment



Continue to support employee
development through a variety
of learning opportunities: inclass courses, E-learning
modules, leadership
development, corporate
teams, job rotations,
conferences, webinars and
through the Grow, Learn and
Discover Team
Continue to offer the tuition
reimbursement program to
assist with external
educational pursuits
Monitor changes to legislation
and modify training materials
as required







Standards review



Our Human Resources
Consultant Employee Health
and Wellness supports all
staff requests for personalized
emergency response
requests.
Our Human Resources
Consultant Employee Health
and Wellness develops
individual accommodations for
each employee required,
including any permanent or
temporary accommodations
Each employee returning to
work, will work with human
resources to develop an
appropriate return to work
plan with advice from the
primary care physician
The Corporation continues to
support employees through
many avenues with
continuous evaluation and
changes to support a variety
of learning needs



The SEAB/SEAF committee
continues to run and support
tuition reimbursement for
external educational pursuits



No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
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Transportation

Actions

2019 Results



Accessible equipment



Continue to make information
about accessible equipment
available using multiple
formats of communication





Procurement of equipment







Training



Continue to procure vehicles
and equipment that meet the
technical requirements of the
regulation
Continue to provide AODA
training to all new staff
specific to their job duties
Monitor changes to legislation
and modify training materials
as required
Hold at least one public
meeting each year involving
people living with disabilities
so that they may review the
transportation accessibility
plan and provide feedback on
the plan
Continue to meet the
requirements of the regulation
Continue to meet the
requirements of the regulation
Continue to monitor taxi
owners and operators in
Burlington to ensure they are
meeting the requirements of
the regulations
Continue to encourage taxi
cab owners to add accessible
taxi cabs to their operating
fleet








Accessibility Plans







Conventional Transportation
Service
Specialized Transportation
Service



Taxi cabs















BT continues to have
accessible equipment on our
vehicles and makes the
information available in our
printed information booklets
and online. In 2019, we added
more detailed information
online as to the accessibility
features on our conventional
buses
We continue to conduct the
action stated for procurement

We continue to provide AODA
training to all new staff for
their job duties
We modify training as
required by any legislative
changes
Public meeting held in
September 2019
The Transit Accessibility Plan
was published October 2019
for the year (October 1, 2019
to September 30, 2020)



We continue to do so



4 replacement specialized
vehicles and 1 expansion
specialized vehicle in 2019
A review of the Taxi By-law is
currently underway.
Completion Q2 2020.
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Transportation


Legislative review

Actions




Design of Public Spaces
(DOPS)


Consultation

Review requirements for the
Transportation Standards
pending update to standards
by the province
Modify materials as required

2019 Results



Actions


Continue to consult the
Burlington Accessibility
Advisory Committee and the
public and people with
disabilities in the following
areas:
o Recreational Trails
o Outdoor Play Spaces
o Rest Areas on Exterior
Paths of Travel
o On-Street Parking

2019 Results






Recreational Trails and Beach 
Access Routes




Continue to apply all technical
requirements of DOPS and
the current Burlington
Accessibility Design
Standards to trails and beach
access routes including
boardwalks and ramps
Trail head signage will
incorporate the requirements
of the regulation
Other medias that provide
information about the trail,
beyond advertising will
incorporate the requirements
of the regulation

No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time






Love My Playground Public
Consultation was launched in
Q4 to receive feedback about
the types of equipment users
would like to see at local
playgrounds when equipment
is replaced. The responses
received will inform the
selection of new playground
equipment in 16 parks and
school sites due for
replacement from 2020-2021
Skyway Playground
Francis Bikeway community
trail
Heathfield Trail
The technical requirements of
DOPS are met or exceeded
when constructing trails,
beach access routes
boardwalks and ramps
Trail head signage is
designed to meet or exceed
the regulation
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Design of Public Spaces
(DOPS)

Actions

2019 Results



Outdoor Public Access Eating
Areas



Continue to ensure that a
minimum of 20 per cent of
outdoor tables are accessible





Outdoor Play Spaces







Exterior Paths of Travel





Accessible Parking



The city has an ongoing
commitment to ensure that
our playgrounds meet or
exceed the most current CSA
safety standards as well as
the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act, Design of
Public Spaces Standards
The city will continue to apply
all technical requirements of
DOPS and the current
Burlington Accessibility
Design Standards when
constructing new or
redeveloping existing exterior
paths of travel, including
depressed curbs, curb ramps
and accessible pedestrian
signals
The city will continue to apply
the requirements of Type A
and Type B accessible
parking spaces that are on an
accessible path of travel and
on the shortest distance to the
accessible entrance
The city will consult regarding
the need, location and design
of accessible on-street
parking spaces
The city will continue to apply
all technical requirements of
DOPS and the current
Burlington Accessibility
Design Standards when
constructing new or
renovating existing service
counters, fixed queuing
guides and waiting areas





Obtaining Services











We continue to include
accessible tables at all our
picnic and outdoor eating
areas
We continue to meet or
exceed the most current CSA
safety standards as well as
the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act, Design of
Public Spaces Standards
when designing outdoor play
spaces
We continue to apply all
technical requirements of
DOPS and the current
Burlington Accessibility
Design Standards when
constructing new or
redeveloping existing exterior
paths of travel

We continue to apply the
requirements of Type A and
Type B accessible parking
spaces that are on an
accessible path of travel and
on the shortest distance to the
accessible entrance
There are no accessible onstreet parking spaces at this
time
We continue to apply the
Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act, Design of
Public Spaces Standards
when constructing new or
renovating existing service
counters, fixed queuing
guides and waiting areas
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Design of Public Spaces
(DOPS)

Actions



Maintenance Planning





Legislative review





Communication regarding
preventative and emergency
maintenance procedures and
temporary disruptions to
accessible parts of the city’s
public spaces will continue to
be provided through several
methods, including the city’s
website, notices in City
Update and through social
media including Facebook
and Twitter. Signage will be
provided at locations where
appropriate
Review requirements for the
Design of Public Spaces
Standards pending update to
standards by the province
Modify materials as required

2019 Results


Procedures for preventative,
emergency maintenance and
temporary disruptions of
accessible elements are in
place. Communications about
disruptions continue to be
provided through several
methods



No changes to the Act and/or
its regulations
No action required at this time
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Additional Accessibility Projects 2019
Achievements of Note
Selected technical drawings from the 2016 City of Burlington Accessibility Design
Standards have been proposed to be included in the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada new curriculum on universal design, currently in development.
The City of St. Albert, Alberta has adopted the 2016 City of Burlington Accessibility
Design Standards as the city’s primary reference document of future application and
technical requirements for universal accessibility. An article from St. Albert TODAY,
Equal access for every child references City of Burlington Accessibility Design
Standards.
There has been great interest in the #RespectTheSpace accessible parking campaign.
The Accessibility Coordinator was invited to present the program on 2 occasions in
2019. Presentations were given at the Ontario Network of Accessibility Professionals
conference in May and again in September by webinar to the Accessibility Advisory
Committees across Ontario through the Ontario Ministry of Seniors and Accessibility.
The city’s Respect the Space brochure has been shared as a fillable form so that other
municipalities can use it in their community. Several municipalities have rolled out or are
about to roll out the campaign. An article from Bradford TODAY, Bradford accessibility
champions target local 'vessels for change' cites the Burlington #RespectTheSpace
project.
Professional Development and Membership
The Accessibility Coordinator continues to participate in networking and information
sharing opportunities through:
Ontario Network of Accessibility Professionals, an information sharing network with
more than 180 participants, including municipalities, hospitals, school boards, colleges
and universities and police services across the province.
Rick Hansen Foundation Accessibility Professional Network, a membership network of
accessibility professionals including RHFAC Professionals, accessibility consultants,
and experts in the built environment.
Local Municipal & Regional Accessibility Working Group (Halton Region Accessibility
Coordinators Working Group) whose membership includes staff from the City of
Burlington, the Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton, the Town of Oakville, the
Region of Halton, the Halton Regional Police Service and the Sheridan College Institute
of Technology and Advanced Learning.
The City of Burlington hosted the 2019 Annual Joint Meeting of the Halton Accessibility
Advisory Committee in November 2019, with keynote speaker Alf Spencer, Director of
Public Education and Outreach, Ontario Ministry of Seniors and Accessibility.
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Activities









“Love My Playground” Public Consultation launched in October 2019
2019 Accessibility Progress Report – completed December 2019
AODA Compliance Report to Province – submitted December 2019
Consultations with Sound of Music Festival to improve accessibility at the 2019
festival
Consultations with Joseph Brant Museum for exhibit design, signage and wayfinding
strategy
Consultations with Burlington Transit to develop Bus Stop Design Standards
Handi-Van Process Review Team
Corporate Volunteer Action Team

Facilities











Angela Coughlan Pool, under construction, completion June 2020
Beachway Pavilion, decking replacement, ramp extension and installation of Mobimats – completion Spring 2020
City Hall Facility Revitalization – currently in progress, ongoing 2020 – 2026
City View Park Pavilion – in design
Drury Lane Theatre improvements – under construction, completion November 2019
Mainway Recreation Centre, auditorium washroom improvements – completed
October 2019
Music Centre, exterior ramp to band shell – completion December 2019
Sherwood Forest Park, Washrooms and Pavilion, completed 2019
Seniors’ Centre, Reception Counter and Office upgrades – completed 2019
Skyway Community Centre and Park – in design

Parks and Open Spaces















Ontario St. to Graham’s Lane Multi-Use Trail – completed 2019
Brada Woods Park, renewal of playground, pathway and site furniture – completed
2019
Breckon Park, renewal of playground, pathway and site furniture – completed 2019
Desjardines Park, renewal of playground, swings, site furnishings, walkway, splash
pad and shade structure – in design
Lowville Park, parking lot renewal and information centre – in design
Maple Park, playground, ball diamond, lit pathways – under construction
Maplehurst Public School Playground, playground renewal – completed 2019
Francis Road Bikeway, design and construction – completed 2019
Multi-use trail, hydro corridor (Heathfield to Upper Middle) – completed 2019
Tansley Woods Park, playground renewal – full park renewal including new lit
pathways – under construction
Sheraton Park, renewal of playground, pathway and site furniture – completed 2019
Sherwood Forest Park, bleacher replacements at rugby field – in design
Sherwood Forest Park West, park improvements – completed 2019
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Spencer Smith Park, renewal of playground, swings and safety surface – completed
2019
Burloak Regional Waterfront Park, Masterplan Implementation Phase 2 – completed
2019

Roads, Sidewalks and Pedestrian Signals



Ongoing roadway reconstruction and resurfacing with the addition of Tactile Walking
Surface Indicators (TWSI’s), ladder-style crosswalks and Audible Pedestrian Signals
when adding new or replacing existing Pedestrian Signals
Curb Cuts – each year, sidewalk ramps are constructed to improve access and
safety in accordance with AODA Standards – ongoing

Transit


1 additional Handi-van

Notable activities by the Burlington Accessibility Advisory
Committee (BAAC) in 2019
The AODA requires that the city have an accessibility advisory committee and that a
majority of members be people with disabilities. Established in 1994, the BAAC provides
advice to staff and Council on accessibility issues, not only to help remove existing
barriers but also to prevent new barriers from being created. The BAAC was consulted
on the following projects in 2019:











Burlington Transit 2019 Accessibility Plan and Bus Shelter Standards
City Wide Parking Study
Pop-up Patios pilot project
Angela Coughlan Pool renovation project
New Skyway Community Centre and Park
Civic Square revitalization project
Tansley Woods Park renewal project
Francis Road Bikeway renewal
Heathfield Drive to Upper Middle Road Multi Use Trail
Public education opportunities

The BAAC participated in several public education activities throughout the year to
create awareness on issues relating to people living with disabilities.
BAAC presented ReadAbility during National AccessAbility Week at three Burlington
Public Library branches. Three members of the committee, each with a different
disability, read a book about their disability during Storytime. The children, parents and
caregivers were very interested in the stories and asked many questions. Each library
had a selection of books available about a variety of disabilities, and every book was
borrowed after each ReadAbility event.
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BAAC had a booth at the Burlington Farmers’ Market once a month throughout the
summer and early fall. Members of the committee volunteer at the market each month,
educating the public about the work of the committee, and getting feedback for
improvements to accessibility from the public. This is a way to let Burlington residents
know the BAAC is here for them and take their comments seriously.
In October, the BAAC promoted Accessible Trick or Treat, by distributing free lawn
signs for residents at the Farmers Market. Residents were asked post the sign a few
days before Halloween, so children and caregivers with disabilities would know which
houses they can trick or treat at without barriers. An information sheet was developed to
accompany the sign with tips on how to best create an accessible location.

Goals and Targets 2020
Activities




Parks Master Plan to identify community needs and priorities for parks services in
the future
GIS accessibility layer
2020 Accessibility Progress Report

Facilities





Skyway Community Centre and Park – construction
Angela Caughlin Pool – construction completion June 2020
City Hall Facility Revitalization – currently in progress, ongoing 2020 – 2026
City View Park Pavilion – construction to begin Spring 2020

Parks and Open Spaces














Elgin Street Prominade, Pearl Street to Martha Street – construction
Trailhead Signage, design and installation Ontario Street to Graham’s Lane MultiUse Trail
Trailhead Signage, design and installation Healthfield Multi-Use Trail
Trailhead Signage, design and installation Francis Road Bikeway
Lowville Park, parking lot renewal and information centre – construction
Sherwood Forest Park, bleacher replacements at rugby field – construction
Desjardines Park, renewal of playground, swings, site furnishings, walkway, splash
pad and shade structure – construction
Amherst Park, pathway, shade structure – construction
Brant Hills Public School, playground renewal – construction
Central Park, renewal of pathway, playground and rubber safety surfacing –
construction
Cavendish Park, ball diamond replacement – in design
Cumberland Park, renewal of playground, swings, soccer goal posts, site furnishings
and pathway – construction
Ireland Park, renewal of tennis and basketball courts – construction
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Leighland Park, removal of playground – construction
Kiwanis Park, renewal of playground, swings and site furniture
Community Garden, planning future site T.B.D.

Roads, Sidewalks and Pedestrian Signals



Ongoing roadway reconstruction and resurfacing with the addition of Tactile Walking
Surface Indicators (TWSI’s), ladder-style crosswalks and Audible Pedestrian Signals
when adding new or replacing existing Pedestrian Signals
Curb Cuts – each year, sidewalk ramps are constructed to improve access and
safety in accordance with AODA Standards – ongoing

Transit


1 additional Handi-van

Feedback
We welcome your feedback.
Please let us know if you have questions about our 2019 Accessibility Progress Report
or our 2019 – 2023 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan.
If you have suggestions to help us identify and remove barriers or improve accessibility
to our programs, services and facilities, we’d like to hear from you.
This document is available in alternative formats or with communication supports upon
request.
Please contact:
Judi Lytle, accessibility co-coordinator
905-335-7600, ext. 7865
accessibleburlington@burlington.ca
www.burlington.ca/accessibility
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SUBJECT: 2019 to 2020 group benefits renewal
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Human Resources Department

Report Number: HR-5-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 330-02
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Retain Sun Life Financial as the service provider for the Major Medical, Hospital, Dental
Long-Term Disability and Basic and Optional Life Insurance plans for the December 1,
2019 to November 30, 2020 policy year.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
The City of Burlington’s benefit plan currently covers 1198 employees, retirees and
surviving dependents. Employee group benefits include:






Medical
Dental
Basic Life Insurance
Optional Life Insurance; and
Long-Term Disability

From the above list, only Medical, Dental and Optional Life Insurance are open for
renewal this year. Long Term Disability will be eligible for renewal December 1, 2020
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and Basic Life Insurance on December 1, 2021. These terms were negotiated when the
City moved to Sun Life effective December 1, 2017

Strategy/process
As reported in last year’s renewal, two of the main drivers for the premium increase
were reserve fund levels and pooling charges. Since last year’s renewal, the City has
transferred funds, released from our former carrier Manulife, to fund the Incurred But
Unreported and the Claims Fluctuation Reserve funds with Sun Life. In addition, the
pooling charge applied to our plan was reduced from 5% of paid premiums to 4%, a
reduction of 20% from last year.
Both these items have put us in a much better negotiating position for this renewal and,
as a result, there will be no premium increase this year.

Options considered
Not Applicable

Financial Matters:
Not Applicable

Total Financial Impact
Not Applicable

Source of Funding
There is no additional financial impact for the December 1, 2019 to November 30, 2020
policy year.

Other Resource Impacts
Not Applicable

Connections:
Not Applicable

Public Engagement Matters:
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Not Applicable

Conclusion:
Staff recommends the renewal of the Sun Life benefit plan and rates effective
December 1, 2019.

Respectfully submitted,

Laura Boyd
Executive Director of Human Resources
905-335-7600 ext. 7631

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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SUBJECT: Financial status report as at September 30, 2019
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-44-19
Wards Affected: all
File Numbers: 100-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file finance department report F-44-19 providing the financial status
as at September 30, 2019.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
PART A - FINANCIAL POSITION
The Bank of Canada increased rates twice in 2017 and three times in 2018 to take the
overnight rate from 0.5% up to 1.75%. Towards the end of 2018 commentary from the
Bank of Canada began to shift towards a more neutral interest rate environment. This
commentary has continued throughout 2019 with a slight shift towards a more negative
economic outlook. The Bank of Canada has continued to assert that it will make its
decision based on economic data but also that it must consider geopolitical
circumstances, such as ongoing trade wars. Currently, market expectation is forecasting
for rates to be on hold for the remainder of 2019 with a chance that rates could be cut in
2020.
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Staff will continue to follow current events and their resulting impact on the market while
managing the risk to the City’s portfolio.
Based on the economics of the market, staff will maintain the following investment
strategies leading into 2020;


Maintain investments in the City’s long-term portfolio taking the opportunity to
invest in new bond issuances. Once the interest rate environment stabilizes, invest
in longer durations to maximize rate of return while managing risk to ensure there
will not be a liquidity issue to meet commitments.



Trade bonds for capital gains by taking advantage of market fluctuations generated
by economic data. Staff will focus on maximizing capital gains at the appropriate
times and reinvest in the market taking advantage of higher interest rates at a
longer duration.

Investment income is projected to meet budget for year-end based on the detailed
below.
Projected
Actual
December 2019 December 2018
Total Interest

4,100,000

4,142,978

Budget

5,300,000

5,300,000

(1,200,000)

(1,157,022)

1,450,000

1,805,832

250,000

648,810

Favourable/(Unfavourable)
Variance
Capital Gains
Favourable/(Unfavourable)
Variance

The attached Appendix A shows investment income (interest earned, and capital gains
realized) to September 30, 2019 on the total investment portfolio. The net bank position
as of September 30, 2019 has increased by $21.7M. This increase is slightly offset by
a decrease in the long term portfolio. The remaining increase is attributed to the receipt
of $5.6M from the Federal Government for the one-time top up payment related to the
Gas Tax as well as unexpended capital funds allocated to capital projects.
Appendix B provides a listing of the current portfolio by type of investment, and weighted
average yield, in accordance with the Ontario Regulation 438/97. In following the City of
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Burlington’s investment policy, the City can purchase Region of Halton bonds, up to but
not greater than, the amount of the debenture issued on behalf of the City. As of
September 30, 2019, the City’s investment portfolio included $15.6 million Region of
Halton bonds.
As at September 30, 2019 the City’s investment portfolio is compliant with the guidelines
set out in the City’s investment policy and goals adopted by the City.
PART B – PROPERTY TAX COLLECTION
The City of Burlington collects property taxes for the city, Region of Halton and the Halton
Boards of Education as legislated under the Municipal Act, 2001. Appendix C reflects the
property tax status at September 30, 2019 compared to September 30, 2018. The 2019
total levy is $420.6 million compared to $409.8 million in 2018.
Collections for the current taxation year are 93.6%, which is consistent with prior years
as highlighted in the chart below and detailed in Appendix C.
As at September 30

Current year Collections
Current year Outstanding*

2019
93.6%
6.4%

2018
93.7%
6.3%

2017
93.6%
6.4%

2016
94.0%
6.0%

2015
93.1%
6.9%

*includes installments not yet due

Arrears notices are sent four times per year to aid in collections. In addition to arrears
notices, tax collection letters are sent to owners with arrears in both the current year and
two previous years; business properties are sent letters in the first quarter and residential
properties in the second quarter.
A property title search is undertaken in November on accounts with three years of arrears
and any lenders are notified. This results in most accounts being paid.
For those properties that remain three years in arrears, the Municipal Act, 2001 allows for
a tax sale process to begin in January. The owner or any interested party has one year
to pay out the tax arrears. If arrears remain after the one year period, the city may proceed
with a municipal tax sale. Since 2000 there have been seven tax sales in Burlington.
The city offers multiple payment options including three pre-authorized payment plans
which provide a convenient and reliable payment method for property owners.
Approximately one third (20,000) of all property accounts are enrolled in pre-authorized
payment plans.
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Property tax bills are available electronically via Canada Post’s epost service. There are
currently 2,211 accounts signed up for electronic bill presentment, representing 3.42% of
all property tax accounts.
PART C - DEBT AND FINANCIAL OBLIGATION LIMIT
As of September 30, 2019, the City’s total debt charges as a percentage of own source
revenue is estimated to be 10.3%, which is below the council approved guideline of 12.5%,
and below the provincial limit of 25%. (See Appendix D)
The city has an estimated $95.7 million in total principal debt outstanding. Taking into
consideration principal debt repayments of $14.6 million, a debt issuance of $7.7 million, as
well as $19.6 million in debt which has been approved and not issued, total city principal
debt outstanding at year end 2019 is approximately $108.4 million.
PART D - RESERVES AND RESERVE FUNDS
Reserves and reserve funds are an important element of the City’s long-term financial plan.
They allow the City to set aside funds for a future purpose and fulfill a critical financial need
for the municipality. They make provisions for the replacement and rehabilitation of existing
City assets, provide a contingency for one-time and unforeseeable events and provide
flexibility to manage debt levels and protect the City’s financial position.
Stabilization Reserves and Reserve Funds
Stabilization reserves are used to offset extraordinary and unforeseen expenditure
requirements, one-time expenditures, cyclical expenses, revenue shortfalls and they help to
minimize fluctuations in the tax levy.
Stabilization Reserves/Reserve
Funds

Recommended Balance

September 30
Uncommitted
Balance

Contingency
Severe Weather
Tax Rate Stabilization
Planning Fee Stabilization
Engineering Fee Stabilization

The target balance for the
consolidated stabilization
reserves/reserve funds is
10%-15% of the City's
own source revenues.

Commodity Stabilization
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Based on the City's
2018 own source
revenues of $237
million the
recommended
balance is $23.7 $35.6 million.
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Building Permit Stabilization Reserve Fund
The building permit stabilization reserve fund is used stabilize building permit revenues and
expenditures, which can vary from year to year based on development activity levels in
accordance with Bill 124.

Corporate Reserve Funds

Building Permit Stabilization

Recommended Balance

September 30
Uncommitted
Balance

Total direct costs for
2018 were
approximately $3.3
The reserve fund is
$2.8 million
million. Based on
capped at 163% of direct
(0.85 times the 2018
this the upset
costs.
direct costs)
balance for the
reserve fund is $5.4
million.

Capital Reserve Funds
Capital reserve funds form an important component of any Capital Financing Plan and are
used extensively by the City in financing the capital program for maintenance and
replacement of existing infrastructure to maintain assets in a state of good repair and the
construction/purchase of infrastructure to service the growing community.

Capital Reserve Funds

Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds
Parks & Recreation Infrastructure
Reserve Funds
Transit Related Reserve Funds
Other Capital Reserve Funds

Recommended Balance

September 30
Uncommitted
Balance

The City's 2016 Asset
Management Plan has
The target balance for
total asset
the consolidated capital replacement value at
reserve fund balance is a
approximately $3
minimum of 2% of the billion. Based on this
asset replacement value.
amount the
recommended balance
is $60 million.

$29.2 million
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Corporate Reserve Funds
Corporate reserve funds provide for various contingent and potential future liabilities. The
City budgets annually for the current year costs expected to be incurred from these liabilities
but does not budget for the estimated future liability. The impact of post-employment benefit
expenses is communicated annually as part of the financial statements.

2019 Actuarial Valuation Liability

September 30 Uncommitted
Balance

Employee Accident

$8.0 million

$4.8 million

Benefits

$14.0 million

$2.5 million

Corporate Reserve Funds

The status of the City’s Reserves and Reserve Funds balances are disclosed in Appendix
E. Finance staff will be completing a full review of the Reserve and Reserve Funds in Q1 of
2020 to ensure reserve and reserve funds continue to be relevant, adequately funded and
utilized at the appropriate time. A report on any changes will be brought to Council.
At September 30, 2019, the total of the reserve and reserve fund balances amounted to
$166.8 million, which is $11.3 million lower than the corresponding figure of $178.1 million
at September 30, 2018. This decrease is due to the usage of the reserve funds and
commitment pay outs.
Of the total Reserves and Reserve Funds $52.5 million is committed for various projects
leaving an uncommitted balance of $114.3 million. The commitments represent
expenditures approved by Council or funds held for specific future purposes.
The following chart provides an historical perspective of uncommitted reserve and reserve
fund balances as at September 30:
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Reserve and Reserve Funds Uncommited
Balance as at September 30
125

118.9

$ Millions

120

114.3

115
110

106.8

105.3

102.3

105
100
95
90
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Years

PART E - 2019 BUDGET MONITORING
As of September 30, 2019, the operating budget shows a favourable variance of $509K
with a year end projected favourable variance of $902K (Appendix F & G).
The favourable year end projection is due to supplementary tax revenue and investment
income.
PART F – Financial Position
The financial status report provides information on significant balances on the City’s
statement of financial position. Information is provided on the City’s short and long term
investments and cash balances. Information is also provided on taxes receivable. The
reserve fund balances contain obligatory reserve funds which are shown as deferred
revenue on the City’s statement of financial position. Our net long term liabilities are
discussed in the section on debt and financial obligation limits. Significant balances are as
follows:
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As at September 30th
(Amount are in thousands of dollars)
2019

2018

$

$

Cash & temporary investments

89,820

68,149

Taxes receivable*

30,103

28,450

Long term investments

224,691

233,163

Investment in Burlington Hydro Electric**

133,243

130,726

45,780

49,556

103,429

109,079

Deferred revenue - obligatory reserve funds
Net long term liabilities

* Reported net of allowance for write-offs and based on four installments
** 2019 balance is as at December 31, 2018

The City’s statement of financial position provides a long-term view of the City’s financial
health. A year over year comparison helps to identify indicators that may be of concern or
interest. As of September 30, 2019, there was a decrease in deferred revenue for the
obligatory reserve funds as well as a decrease in net long term liabilities. The decrease in
deferred revenue is due to the usage of funding for 2019 approved capital projects. While
the decrease in net long term liabilities is due to 2018 principal repayments being higher
than the 2019 debt issuance. These indicators currently do not reflect any concern for the
municipality it is important that they continue to be monitored on a regular basis.

Financial Matters:
Not applicable.
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Conclusion:
To present the financial status of the City as at September 30, 2019.

Respectfully submitted,

Michelle Moore
Coordinator of Financial Reporting
(905)335-7600 ext.7535

Appendices:
A. Securities Position and Performance
B. Investment Portfolio
C. Property Tax Collection
D. Debt and Financial Obligation Limit
E. Reserve Funds and Reserve
F. Budget Monitoring (be Service)
G. Budget Monitoring (by Cost Element)

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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City of Burlington
SECURITIES
AND PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
OFPOSITION
THE FOURTH QUARTER
OF 2015 WITH 2014
Period Ended
September 30, 2019

Actual

September 30, 2018

Budget

Actual

(where applicable)

Net bank position

$

29,820,256

Budget

Variance

(where applicable)

$

8,149,400

$

21,670,856

Short term investments

60,000,000

60,000,000

0

Long term investments

224,690,592

233,163,244

(8,472,652)

Total City funds invested

$ 314,510,848

$ 301,312,644

Total Investment Income

$

7,747,803

5,300,000
(Current Fund Only)
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$

7,914,377

$

5,300,000

$

13,198,204

(166,574)
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City of Burlington
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
as at September 30, 2019
PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS
($000's)

CURRENT YIELD
(Weighted Average on cost)

Long Term (at cost)
Government of Canada

34,737

2.10%

Province of Ontario

36,565

3.11%

Region of Halton

15,605

3.06%

Other provinces

70,632

2.73%

Other municipalities

52,577

3.09%

Major banks

14,575

2.72%

$

224,691

2.80%

$

60,000

2.60%

29,820

2.30%

314,511

2.70%

Total Bonds

$

Short Term
Money market
Cash in bank
Total Investments

$
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City of Burlington
PROPERTY TAX COLLECTION
COMPARISION OF THE THIRD QUARTER OF 2019 WITH 2018
Period Ended
Sep 30, 2019

Amount

Sep 30, 2018

Percent of
Current Levy

Amount

Percent of
Current Levy

Variance

Total Levy

$420,601,164

100.0%

$409,841,080

100.0%

$10,760,084

Current Year Collections

$393,642,722

93.6%

$383,945,477

93.7%

$9,697,245

$26,958,442

6.4%

$25,895,603

6.3%

$1,062,839

Current Year Arrears

Amount
Total arrears*
Prior Years Arrears
Current Year Arrears

Amount

Percent of
Total Arrears

Variance

$31,717,062

100.0%

$29,849,425

100.0%

$1,867,636

$4,758,620

15.0%

$3,953,823

13.2%

$804,797

$26,958,442

85.0%

$25,895,603

86.8%

$1,062,839

Amount
Penalties and interest
earned on taxes

Percent of
Total Arrears

$1,832,557

Annual
Budget

Amount

$2,100,000

$1,767,444

* Arrears amounts include outstanding taxes not yet due
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Annual
Budget
$2,100,000

Variance
$65,113
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City of Burlington
DEBT AND FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
as at September 2019

Calculation of Net Debt Charges (2017 FIR)
Gross Debt Charges
Long Term Commitments
Lease & Liabilities (2017)
Joseph Brant Hospital Annual Cash Commitment (2017)
Randle Reef (2017)
NET DEBT CHARGES

$
$
$

Calculation of Annual Repayment Limit (2017 FIR)
Total Revenue Fund Revenues
Conrtibuted Capital Assets
Total Revenue Fund Revenues
EXCLUDED REVENUE AMOUNTS:
Government Grants
Deferred Revenue Earned
Other Municipalities
Sale of Land & Capital Assets
Deferred Revenues Earned
Donated Tangible capital assets
Government Business Enterprise Equity
Total Exclusions

$
$

$

15,889,350
1,008,261

$

16,897,611

$

258,030,198

$

1,850,102
9,208,693
11,876,094
7,491,582
2,234,982
32,661,453

778,261
230,000

258,030,198
-

NET REVENUE FIND REVENUES
25% of Net Revenue Fund Revenues
Less Net Debt Charges

$

225,368,745
56,342,186
(16,897,611)

ANNUAL REPAYMENT LIMIT AT JAN 01/18

$

39,444,575

$

39,444,575

2018 UPDATED ANNUAL REPAYMENT LIMIT
2018 Annual Repayment Limit
Net Adjustments
Change in Debt Charges
Gross Debt Charges 2018 (2017 FIR)
Debt Charges (2018 Issue)
Debt Charges (2019 Issue)
Debt Approved Not Issued (2019)

(3,975,223)

Change Long Term Commitments
Lease & Liabilities (2019)
Joseph Brant Hospital Annual Cash Commitment (2019)
Randle Reef (2019)
Total NET ADJUSTMENT

$
$
$
$

15,775,038
(1,947,330)
(93,957)
(2,048,247)

$
$
$

778,261
2,334,127
230,000

(2,334,127)

2018 Adjusted Annual Repayment Limit
City's Debt Charges as a Percentage of Net Revenues Fund Revenues

$

(6,309,350)

$

33,135,226
10.3%

Note: City Debt Charges excluding Long Term Commitments (hospital, randle reef) is approximately 8.8%
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City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At September 30, 2019 with Comparatives from December 31, 2018

1. CAPITAL RELATED RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Development Related Reserve and
Reserve Funds
Growth Studies
Library
Transit
Transportation*
Storm Drainage*
Fire Protection*
Parks & Recreation
Park Dedication
Public Benefits
Future Services
Future Services Signs & Barricades
Future Services Trees
Total Development Related Reserve Funds
B ) Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds
Vehicle Replacements - Fire
Vehicle Replacements - RPM & PR
Vehicle Replacements - Tyandaga
Total Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2018
117,563
57,467
1,201,757
10,034,944
4,887,617

BALANCE

COMMITMENTS

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
34,844
18,054
860,644
0
9,539,845
(1,024,811)
3,908,080

34,844
18,054
860,644
9,539,845
2,883,269

$

(1,009,440)
1,257,227
15,062,064
6,125,352
481,887
195,253
38,411,691 $

(28,400)
121,791
8,885,388
500,718
11,172,589
481,887
142,173
34,612,801

$

1,592,665
2,803,472
319,049
4,715,186 $

792,499
3,592,073
234,649
4,619,220

$

1,024,811
500,718
5,822,172
6,322,890 $

(1,053,211)
121,791
8,885,388
5,350,416
481,887
142,173
28,289,911

$

-

792,499
3,592,073
234,649
4,619,220

$

*A portion of the committed balance represents borrowing between Development Charge Reserve Funds for capital projects. The current
outstanding amount borrowed is disclosed in the commitment however repayment is expected to take place over a number of years.
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Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At September 30, 2019 with Comparatives from December 31, 2018

C) Transit Related Reserve Funds
Transit Inter-Regional/Capital
Transit Capital
Provincial Gas Tax
Federal Gas Tax - Transit Dedicated
Transit Shelters
Total Transit Related Reserve Funds

D) Other Capital Reserve Funds
Burlington Hydro Proceeds
Capital Purposes
Infrastructure Renewal
Information Technology Renewal
MRBII
Federal Gas Tax
Public Art Reserve Fund
Railway Crossing
Joseph Brant Memorial Hospital
Strategic Plan
Strategic Land Acquisition
Total Other Capital Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
BALANCE
As at Dec 31, 2018
157
11,672
117,099
147,460
1,822,461
1,037,952
969,850
809,443
1,330
1,330
$
2,910,896 $
2,007,857

$

8,475,064
4,841,923
6,627,546
1,197,500
0
3,530,432
626,607
707,548
7,133,200
33,139,820 $

10,706,276
2,950,881
7,128,607
957,445
0
9,338,707
603,498
7,809,290
7,646,126
848,611
7,188,508
55,177,948
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COMMITMENTS

$

$

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
11,672
147,460
1,037,952
500,000
309,443
1,330
500,000 $
1,507,857

5,153,158
10,000
1,150,000
5,095,000
20,900
7,809,290
7,646,126
241,063
(384,693)
26,740,844 $

5,553,118
2,940,881
5,978,607
957,445
0
4,243,707
582,598
607,548
7,573,200
28,437,104

City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At September 30, 2019 with Comparatives from December 31, 2018

2. OPERATING RELATED RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Stabilization Reserves and Reserve Funds
Contingency
Severe Weather
Tax Rate Stabilization
Building Permit Stabilization
Planning Fee Stabilization
Engineering Fee Stabilization
Commodity Stablization Reserve Fund
Total Stabilization Reserve Funds
B) Corporate Reserve Funds
Employee Accident
Benefits
Total Corporate Reserve Funds
C) Corporate Reserves
Election Expense
Insurance
Early Retirement
Emergency Plan
Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation
Tree Planting
Future Expense
Total Corporate Reserves

Uncommitted Balance
BALANCE
As at Dec 31, 2018
6,272,559
10,230,715
3,912,790
3,912,790
4,191,959
6,235,469
2,773,637
2,773,637
3,706,352
3,706,352
664,949
664,949
195,449
195,449
$
21,717,696 $ 27,719,361

$

3,919,373
2,106,052
6,025,425 $

6,796,736
2,477,289
9,274,025

$

2,846
140,934
17,280
838,920
999,979 $

324,500
6,618,105
2,846
134,434
254,372
17,280
714,749
8,066,286
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UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
8,083,433
3,912,790
3,337,072
2,773,637
3,506,352
664,949
195,449
$
22,473,682

$

2,147,282
2,898,397
200,000
5,245,679

$

2,003,149
2,003,149 $

4,793,587
2,477,289
7,270,876

$

324,500
6,618,105
6,942,605 $

2,846
134,434
254,372
17,280
714,749
1,123,680

City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At September 30, 2019 with Comparatives from December 31, 2018

3. LOCAL BOARDS AND PROGRAM SPECIFIC RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Program Specific Reserve Funds
Economic Development
Parks & Recreation Infrastructure

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2018
43,848

Waterfront Centre
Paletta Mansion
Senior's Centre
Tyandaga Facility
LaSalle Park Pavilion
Burlington Youth Centre
Sports Fields
Haber Community Centre
Recreation Centre
Pools
Arenas
Culture
Randal Reef
Downtown Streetscape
Community Heritage
Mundialization Committee
Naval Memorial
LaSalle Marina
Policy Initiatives
Culture Initiatives
Energy Initiatives
Community Investment
Sims Square Reserve Fund
Forestry Reserve Fund
Total Program Specific Reserve Funds

$

397,192
586,619
502,195
128,826
414,847
136,737
398,338
203,252
425,026
433,885
138,190
50,665
265,410
197,551
40,748
1,089,717
119,415
50,096
194,223
800,411
30,011
6,647,202 $

BALANCE

COMMITMENTS

43,848
98,154
433,619
474,712
63,826
404,847
19,241
172,503
402,338
311,817
477,288
443,868
155,074
1,220,242
50,665
265,410
199,484
40,748
455,396
2,696,109
169,415
60,116
194,223
800,411
580,011
10,233,363
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$

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
43,848

19,241
1,220,242
455,396
2,406,391
50,000
10,020
565,000
4,726,289 $

98,154
433,619
474,712
63,826
404,847
172,503
402,338
311,817
477,288
443,868
155,074
50,665
265,410
199,484
40,748
289,717
119,415
50,096
194,223
800,411
15,011
5,507,074

City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At September 30, 2019 with Comparatives from December 31, 2018

B) Local Boards Reserve Funds
Parking District
Downtown BIA
BEDC Operations
BEDC Strategic Initiatives
BEDC Innovation Centre
Library Board
Tourism Burlington
Museums Board - Joseph Brant General
Museums Board - Joseph Brant Project
Museums Board - Ireland House General
Museums Board - Ireland House Project
Museum Board - Joseph Brant Transformation Project
PAC
PAC - CPRF
PAC Donations
Total Local Boards Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
BALANCE
As at Dec 31, 2018
9,259,235
8,968,504
290,105
338,105
295,383
295,383
217,410
217,410
162,147
162,147
1,885,309
2,090,763
87,505
87,505
131,651
138,648
155,630
155,630
175,799
202,636
93,321
87,368
919,377
919,377
612,700
576,434
701,321
787,587
8,164
13,443
$
14,995,055 $ 15,040,939

C) Program Specific Reserves
Crime Prevention
Burlington International Games
Total Program Specific Reserves

$

Total Reserve Funds

$

Total Reserves

$

Total Reserve Funds and Reserves

$

26,810
63,907
90,716 $

COMMITMENTS

$

26,810
63,907
90,716

$

122,290,411 $ 148,454,799

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
8,968,504
338,105
295,383
217,410
162,147
2,090,763
87,505
138,648
155,630
202,636
87,368
919,377
10,279
566,155
787,587
5,279
8,164
15,558 $
15,025,381

$

26,810
63,907
90,716

$

42,906,410 $

105,047,671

18,387,717

$

9,590,605 $

9,297,830

129,653,666 $ 166,842,517

$

52,497,015 $

114,345,501

7,363,255 $
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CITY OF BURLINGTON
2019 BUDGET MONITORING
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2019

2019
Variance YTD

Actuals YTD
Services
Building Code Permit &Inspection
Development Review Service
Business Economic Development Cor
A City that Grows
Roadway Maintenance Service
Parking Service
Roads & Structure Design & Construction
Traffic Operations Management Service
Transportation (Network) Planning
Conventional Transit
Specialized Transit
A City that Moves
Parks and Open Space Maintenance
Tree Management Service
Organized Sport Support
Recreation Service
Parks & Open Space Design and Development
Surface Water Drainage Service
Environment & Energy Service
Cemetery Service
A Healthier and Greener City
Cultural Service
Communications Service
Burlington Performing Arts Center
Library Services
Museum Services
Art Gallery of Burlington
Tourism Services
An Engaging City
Animal Control Service
Bylaw Enforcement Service
Emergency Management Service
Fire Communications
Fire Prevention & Education
Emergency Response Service
Halton Court Services
A Safe City

$
$

$

$

(767,792)
2,177,294
1,026,038

15.0%
-32.7%
0.0%

2,435,540

119% $

(672,311)

-38.1%

7,354,971
(1,035,524)
1,196,736
3,157,743
341,243
8,482,496
1,499,542

66%
124%
97%
65%
70%
65%
87%

322,046
(201,068)
(200,513)
405,294
29,211
492,891
6,070

4.2%
16.3%
-20.1%
11.4%
7.9%
5.5%
0.4%

20,997,208

17,168,551

13,655,025
408,500
518,508
109,853
1,296,220
767,239
20,218,427
(313,651)

$

%

(135,864)
(536,447)
-

1,150,584
1,325,535
757,831
8,433,718
684,867
972,154
330,338

$

$
63% $
115%
75%

4,736,385
2,480,544
3,418,047
4,391,059
567,586
1,104,789
334,777
135,363

$

%

23,005,095

66% $
90%
69%
78%
69%
87%
65%
76%
128%

76% $
80%
82%
75%
77%
96%
100%
83%

80% $
73%
61%
68%
135%
66%
70%
43%

72% $

853,931

Fav/
Unfav
U
U
U
F
U
U
F

3.9%

U
F
U
U

(378,883)

-2.3%

U

36,606
(123,059)
0
-

3.1%
-10.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

(86,453)

-0.6%

(6,436)
72,846
18,386
65,836
124,579
95,279
(52,982)

-1.6%
12.3%
14.3%
4.8%
14.0%
0.5%
14.5%
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$

(1,228,042) $
1,900,365
1,368,050

2,040,373

$

31,645,050

$

22,487,134

$

17,076,562

$

$

31,750,342

2,056,564

$

30,984,742

$

23,084,032

$

1,370,629
1,727,152
1,010,441
10,930,072
712,955
972,155
399,556

$

562,892
849,360
161,175
960,816
1,160,161
28,789,204
(733,265)

F

(1,214,191) $
1,902,706
1,368,050

5,519,038
3,574,507
4,429,495
6,444,710
675,453
1,883,910
430,693
126,226

1,444,024
1,607,360
1,010,441
10,930,072
712,955
972,155
399,556

$

Projected
Year-End

10,943,368
(623,376)
1,460,070
4,446,836
475,702
12,590,819
1,691,323

5,236,404
3,590,794
4,383,890
6,372,335
650,421
1,707,458
440,459
105,373

U

F

Projected
Year-End

11,129,540
(835,850)
1,232,877
4,841,551
490,852
13,072,032
1,714,047

$

-3.6%
6.1%
-5.5%
-2.6%
-4.2%
-2.0%
-1.5%
-36.5%

1.4%

$

F

(165,471)
162,091
(179,058)
(110,760)
(22,643)
(21,891)
(4,981)
(36,169)

317,508

Net Approved
Budget

17,122,960

$

560,662
737,430
161,175
955,675
1,051,326
28,710,799
(731,000)

$

31,446,068

$

(13,851)
(2,341)
-

(16,191)
186,172
(212,474)
(227,193)
394,715
15,150
481,213
22,725
660,308
(282,634)
16,287
(45,604)
(72,376)
(25,032)
(176,452)
9,766
(20,853)
(596,898)
73,395
(119,792)
(46,397)
2,229
111,929
5,140
108,835
78,405
(2,265)
304,274
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CITY OF BURLINGTON
2019 BUDGET MONITORING
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2019

2019
Variance YTD

Actuals YTD
Services
Corporate Management Service
Internal Audit Service
Mayor and Council
Council & Citizen Committee Service
Corporate Legal Service
Good Governance
Facilities & Buildings Design and Construction
Human Resources Service
Asset Management Service
Service Burlington
Financial Management Service
Information Technology Service
Geographic Information & Mapping
Corporate Signs
Fleet Management Service
Enabling Services
City Services
Total Corporate Expenditures
Total Corporate Revenues

TOTAL

$
1,225,986
150,342
1,188,175
1,595,233
938,340

$

5,098,076

%

$

%

65%
69%
71%
83%
59%

131,246
13,904
61,769
(120,940)
268,761

9.7%
8.5%
4.9%
-8.2%
22.3%

70% $

354,741

6.5%

583,198
1,677,955
531,189
244,931
2,724,694
5,205,122
435,672
110,543
(144,577)

79%
66%
72%
66%
80%
75%
70%
215%
37%

$
$
$
$

11,368,728
93,728,223
50,827,747
(178,455,724)

76%
74%
99%
100%

$

(33,899,754)

Fav/
Unfav
F

U
F
F

28,057
68,556
22,076
22,058
47,945
63,582
34,940
(33,232)
(252,283)

4.6%
3.9%
4.0%
8.3%
1.7%
1.2%
7.4%
-43.0%
63.6%

U

$
$
$
$

1,699
390,234
(726,076)
845,320

0.0%
0.4%
-1.4%
-0.5%

F
U
F

$

509,478
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Net Approved
Budget

Projected
Year-End

1,898,528
218,550
1,672,197
1,915,356
1,603,561

$

7,308,191

1,831,928
218,550
1,611,756
2,020,621
1,306,722

$

739,041
2,542,297
733,956
372,432
3,406,296
6,963,097
624,263
51,506
(394,747)

$
$
$
$

15,038,141
127,345,793
51,239,911
(178,585,704)
0

Projected
Year-End

6,989,578

$

717,181
2,517,148
721,796
362,642
3,357,443
6,905,006
587,521
85,361
(226,227)

$
$
$
$

15,027,870
126,711,813
52,249,974
(179,863,389)

66,600
60,441
(105,265)
296,838
318,614
21,859
25,150
12,160
9,790
48,853
58,092
36,742
(33,855)
(168,520)

$
$
$
$

(901,602) $

10,271
633,980
(1,010,062)
1,277,685
901,602

CITY OF BURLINGTON
2019 BUDGET MONITORING
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2019

2019
Variance YTD

Actuals YTD
Description

$

Appendix G of F-44-19

%

$

%

Fav/
Unfav

1.5%

F

Net Approved Budget

Projected
Y-End

Projected
Y-End
Variance

By Cost Element Category:
Human Resources

86,323,208

72.7%

1,341,586

Operating/Minor Capital Equip.

11,445,046

71.0%

169,983

1.5%

Purchased Services

16,105,529

69.7%

(438,533)

-2.8%

Corp. Expenditures/Provisions

87,036,371

93.4%

(5,799,599)

-7.1%

Internal Charges & Settlements

2,994,288

57.6%

3.5%

111,799

118,777,945

117,509,724

F

16,125,235

16,415,947

(290,712)

U

23,104,302

24,422,258

(1,317,955)

U

93,211,623

98,997,881

(5,786,259)

F

5,201,329

5,089,400

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

203,904,443

79.5%

(4,614,764)

-2.3%

U

256,420,434

262,435,210

Controllable Revenues

(28,122,853)

68.8%

(1,104,080)

3.8%

U

(40,901,144)

(40,842,319)

1,268,221

111,930
(6,014,776)
(58,825)

General Revenues & Recoveries

(209,681,344)

97.3%

6,228,323

-3.1%

F

(215,519,290)

(222,494,493)

6,975,203

TOTAL REVENUES

(237,804,197)

92.7%

5,124,242

-2.2%

F

(256,420,434)

(263,336,812)

6,916,378

(901,602)

901,602

NET OPERATING BUDGET

33,899,754-

509,478
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SUBJECT: 2020 Interim Tax Levy By-Law
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-47-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 415-02-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Approve by-law XX-2019 attached as Appendix A to finance department report F-47-19
which provides for the levy of the 2020 Interim taxes.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
The City bills property taxes twice a year; first at the beginning of the year with
installment due dates in February and April. This is known as interim billing. The
second billing, known as final billing, is completed upon the approval of the city and
region’s budgets and receipt of the education tax rates from the province. The final
billing installment due dates are in the months of June and September. A by-law
approved by Council is required for each of the billings.
By-law XX-2019, attached as Appendix A, provides for the levy of interim taxes for the
2020 taxation year as authorized under the Municipal Act, section 317.
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Strategy/process
The Municipal Act, section 317 requires that the interim levy not exceed 50 per cent of
the total final taxes levied on a property for the previous year (including tax adjustments
such as supplementary assessments and assessment appeals). The interim levy is
calculated based on the assessments provided in December by the Municipal Property
Assessment Corporation multiplied by 50% of the applicable notional tax rate (2019).
The reason for calculating interim taxes this way is as follows:



The ability to bill (for interim purposes) new properties added to the
assessment roll as there was no levy in 2019 (prior year).
For properties with reassessment impacts, the entire impact is spread
over the interim and final installments, rather than over the final
installments. The final tax installments will include any budget increases
by the City and Region for 2020 taxation.

At the time of writing this report, notional tax rates, used to raise approximately one-half
of approved 2019 budgets, are not available as the City is not in receipt of the 2020
assessment roll from the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation. Once received,
notional tax rates will be calculated to apply to the 2020 interim levy. The rates will
restate the 2019 tax rate to an amount that when applied to the new assessment values
will generate approximately one-half of the tax revenue of the approved 2019 budget.
Once approved by Council, Finance staff will generate the interim tax bills to be
forwarded to property owners in order to meet the legislative time requirement for the
initial interim tax due date.
The interim taxes will be due in two installments as follows:
February 21, 2020
April 21, 2020

Financial Matters:
The interim tax levy is required to provide the necessary cash flow to meet the
obligations of the City including payments to the Region of Halton and the Boards of
Education until the final tax rates are established.
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Public Engagement Matters:
Interim tax bills will be mailed to property owners in January 2020. Advertisements will
be placed in the local newspaper to remind taxpayers of the tax due dates

Conclusion:
By-law XX-2019 provides for interim taxes for the 2020 taxation year as authorized
under the authority of the Municipal Act, 2001.

Respectfully submitted,

Sandra Chau
Assessment Analyst
905 335-7600 ext.7754

Appendices:
A. Appendix A: By-law XX-2019, A By-law to Levy 2020 Interim Taxes and Establish
Penalty and Interest Rates

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BURLINGTON
BY-LAW NUMBER XX-2019
A by-law to levy 2020 interim taxes and establish penalty and interest rates

WHEREAS sections 317 and 345 of the Municipal Act, 2001, as amended,
provides the authority for the Council of The Corporation of the City of Burlington
to levy interim taxes and to charge penalty and interest rates for the default of
payment; and
WHEREAS it is desirable before the adoption of the estimates for 2020, to levy
on the whole of the assessment according to the last returned assessment roll.
NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE
CITY OF BURLINGTON HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1) a) There shall be an interim levy on property within the City of Burlington which
shall be calculated on the whole of the assessment for taxable property
according to the last revised assessment roll, the sum produced by applying
a notional tax rate (a tax rate derived from determining an amount not
exceeding 50% of the 2019 approved budget when applied to the phased in
assessment as delivered for 2020 taxation).
b) The Levy determined in accordance with paragraph (a) of section 1 shall be
adjusted for all properties in the multi-residential, commercial and industrial
property classes to equal 50% of the taxes levied in 2019, adjusted to annualize
any assessment changes incurred during 2019.
2) The authority to adjust the interim levy of any property at the request of the
property owner is delegated to the Treasurer. The Treasurer may adjust the
interim levy of the property if the taxes imposed by this By-law are in excess of
50% of the taxes levied on the property in 2019, adjusted to annualize any
assessment changes incurred during 2019. No adjustment made by the
Treasurer shall reduce the 2020 interim levy below 50% of the 2019 adjusted tax
amount. No adjustment shall be made by the Treasurer after the Final 2020
taxes for the property have been calculated.
3) The rates provided for in section 1 of this By-law shall be paid on the following
dates:
a) One half of the amount hereby levied shall become due and payable on
February 20, 2020; and,
b) The balance shall become due and payable on April 20, 2020.
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4) Any payment required to be made to The Corporation of the City of Burlington in
accordance with the dates set out in section 3 which are not paid by those dates
shall become due and payable and considered to be in default for the purposes
of this By-law.
5) Upon default of the payment of the interim levy, or part thereof, late payment
charges will be imposed as follows:
a) Penalty of one and one quarter percent of the amount in default shall be
added on the first day of default; and,
b) Interest charges shall be applied at the rate of one and one quarter percent on
the last day of each month on the outstanding tax balance. When a penalty
has been applied in a given month, interest of one and one quarter percent will
be prorated from the date of default.
6) Taxes may be levied in accordance with the provisions of this By-law on the
assessment of property that is added to the Assessment Roll after this By-law is
passed.
7) The Treasurer is authorized and directed to serve either personally or by mail
notices of the taxes levied under the By-law to the person or persons taxed at the
person’s residence or place of business or upon the premises in respect of which
the taxes are payable by such person, or to the taxpayer’s mortgage company or
third party designated by the property owner.
8) This by-law shall come into force on January 1, 2020.

ENACTED AND PASSED this 16th day of December, 2019.
MAYOR
Marianne Meed Ward

CITY CLERK
Angela Morgan
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SUBJECT: Temporary Borrowing By-Law
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-38-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 110-04
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Approve the by-law attached as Appendix A to finance department report F-38-19, to
authorize the temporary borrowings of monies from the Royal Bank of Canada to meet
the ordinary expenditures of the Corporation for the 2020 fiscal year; and
Authorize the Mayor and Clerk to execute the Security Agreement, subject to the
satisfaction of the City Solicitor.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
At various times during the year, it may be necessary to arrange short-term loans from
the City’s banker in order to meet the current ordinary expenditures of the municipality.
There are times in the year when cash flow is at the lowest point and operating
expenditures have to be covered during the period just prior to the collection of the
property taxes. In previous years, we have borrowed from our Reserve Funds during
this time and will continue to do so as necessary in 2020.
The legal authority to borrow short-term funds is obtained pursuant to a By-law
prepared under Section 407 of the Municipal Act (S.O. 2001). A copy of the proposed
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By-law is attached (Appendix A). It is also a requirement of the Royal Bank of Canada
that a security agreement is executed by the Mayor and City Clerk and copies of both
documents be forwarded to the Bank. A copy of the security agreement is attached as
Appendix B.

Financial Matters:
Borrowing arrangements with the Royal Bank provide us with a $5,000,000 line of credit
at the prime-lending rate minus 3/4%. At the current time, prime stands at 3.95%. It has
not been necessary to access this credit line during 2019 or prior years nor is it
anticipated to be needed for 2020. The By-law is prepared in order to meet the
requirements of the bank.

Conclusion:
The attached by-law and security agreement should be presented to Council to
authorize the temporary borrowings of monies from the Royal Bank of Canada as
needed.
Respectfully submitted,
Florence Akinloye
Coordinator of Accounting Services
905-637-8207 ext. 7394

Appendices:
A. Borrowing By-Law
B. Security Agreement

Notifications:
Royal Bank of Canada, Chris Hiebert – chris.hiebert@rbc.com

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Chief Financial
Officer, and Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel. Final
approval is by the City Manager.
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The Corporation of the City of Burlington By–law
F-38-19 Appendix A

City of Burlington By–law "enter by-law number"
Description
A by–law to authorize the temporary borrowings of monies from the Royal
Bank of Canada
File: "if unsure or not known see uniform file plan"
Whereas pursuant to Section 407(1) of the Municipal Act, 2001 S.O. 2001, c.25, as
amended, a municipality may authorize temporary borrowing; and
Whereas the Council of the Corporation of the city of Burlington (the “Corporation”)
deems it necessary to borrow the sum of Five Million dollars ($5,000,000) to meet, until
taxes are collected and other revenues are received, current expenditures of the
Corporation for the year;
Now therefore the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington hereby enacts as
follows:
1. Any two of the following:
Chief Financial Officer; Mayor; City Manager; City Clerk; are hereby authorized to
borrow on behalf of the Corporation from THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA (the
“Bank”) from time to time by way of promissory note or bankers’ acceptance a
sum or sums not exceeding at any one time Five Million dollars ($5,000,000) to
meet, until taxes are collected and other revenues received, current expenditures
of the Corporation for the year 2020.
2. Any two of the officers listed in paragraph 1 above are hereby authorized to sign,
make or draw on behalf of the Corporation and to furnish to the Bank from time to
time promissory notes or bankers’ acceptances for the sum or sums so borrowed
with interest or any other charges at a rate not exceeding the Prime Commercial
Lending Rate, which the Bank may determine from time to time, minus ¾%.
3. The Chief Financial Officer is hereby authorized and directed to furnish to the
Bank at the time of each borrowing and at such other times as the Bank may
from time to time request, a statement showing the nature and amount of the
estimated revenues of the Corporation as set forth in the estimates adopted for
the preceding year and also showing the total of any amount borrowed in the
current year and in any preceding year that have not been repaid.
Page 1 of 2
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4. All sums borrowed from the Bank and any interest thereon and any other
charges in connection therewith shall be a charge upon the whole of revenues of
the Corporation for the current year and for any preceding years as and when
such revenues are received and that the Chief Financial Officer is hereby
authorized to sign on behalf of the Corporation and to furnish to the Bank an
Agreement or Agreements of the Corporation charging the said revenues of the
Corporation with payment of all sums borrowed from the Bank and any interest
thereon and any charges in connection therewith.
5. The Chief Financial Officer is hereby authorized and directed to apply in payment
of all sums borrowed from the bank, and any interest thereon and any charges in
connection therewith, all of the moneys hereafter collected or received on
account or realized in respect of the taxes levied for the current year and for any
preceding years and all of the moneys collected or received from any other
source

Enacted and passed this 16 December 2019
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
Clerk Angela Morgan
Online version of this document does not contain signatures. Please contact City Clerk
to obtain a copy of the signed original.
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Schedule B
Security Agreement - Municipalities and School Boards

To:

The Royal Bank of Canada (the “Bank)

WHEREAS by a By-law or Resolution passed by the Council of the Corporation of the City of
Burlington on the 16th day of December 2019, authority was given to any two of the following:
Chief Financial Officer; Mayor; City Manager; City Clerk;
to borrow from the Bank the sum or sums therein mentioned and this Agreement was authorized.

AND WHEREAS the Corporation may desire to borrow the said sum or sums from the Bank.

NOW IT IS AGREED by the Corporation that in consideration of the Bank advancing or
providing the said sum or sums to the Corporation that all the revenues of the Corporation of
whatever nature and kind are hereby charged to and in favour of the Bank, as security for
payment of the moneys so advanced or provided by the Bank and any interest thereon and any
other charges in connection therewith and the Bank shall have a lien upon all such revenues until
the charge hereby and by the said By-law or Resolution created is satisfied.
The Corporation represents and warrants that the whole or any part or parts of the revenues of
the Corporation are not subject to any prior charge, except as disclosed to the Bank in writing.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE Corporation has caused this agreement to be executed by its
proper officers as required by law this 16th day of December 2019.

WITNESS
)
_____________________

)
)

By: ______________________
Marianne Meed Ward, Mayor

)
)
)

______________________
Angela Morgan, City Clerk
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SUBJECT: Book publication agreement with E.G. Keenleyside
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

City Manager's Office

Report Number: CM-26-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Authorize the City Manager to negotiate and execute an agreement with E.G.
Keenleyside for the publication and distribution of his book “An Illustrated History of the
Burlington Cenotaph, The Story of a Community Memorial” to the satisfaction of the City
Solicitor and any related documents related thereto.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance
 Community Building through Arts and Culture via Community Activities

Background and Discussion:
The Burlington Cenotaph has been a part of the history of the community for close to
100 years. Eighty-two Burlington veterans of the First and Second Wars have their
names inscribed on the Cenotaph. The first 38 names were inscribed in 1922, with the
additional 44 occurring in 1947 via a bronze plaque added to the Cenotaph.
Mr. E.G. (Ed) Keenleyside, a Burlington resident, a retired member of Canada’s Royal
Canadian Air Force, a former high school history teacher and former City of Burlington
employee has written a manuscript of the history of Burlington’s Cenotaph. The
manuscript, entitled “An Illustrated History of the Burlington Cenotaph: The Story of a
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Community Memorial,” was written in order to commemorate the upcoming 100th
anniversary of the unveiling of the Burlington Cenotaph; the Cenotaph was unveiled on
April 10, 1922.

Strategy/process
Mr. Keenleyside has approached the City of Burlington and has offered the City the
non-exclusive right to publish and distribute copies of his book. The City would not pay
Mr. Keenleyside for the publishing or distribution rights, however would only incur the
cost of actually printing the books.
Printing and distributing this book, is a small gesture that the City of Burlington can do to
recognize soldiers from Burlington who gave their lives during war. Copies of the book
could be printed as gifts to visiting dignitaries or used for special occasions such as
Remembrance Day ceremonies.
Mr. Keenleyside would retain ownership of the book.
Mr. Keenleyside is the author of another book titled, “We Were Just Doing our Bit.” The
City of Burlington does not own the rights to that book nor has any discussion taken
place regarding that book.

Future Requests
In considering whether staff felt the City should proceed with an agreement with Mr.
Keenleyside, consideration had to be given to other requests of this type coming in. To
date the City Manager’s Office is not aware of other requests of this type, nor has the
City’s Legal Department drafted an agreement like this in the past.
If other requests such as this came forward, they should be evaluated on a case-bycase basis. Although no formal criteria is in place, any further considerations should
take into account such factors as historical importance to Burlington, connection of the
author to the community, financial considerations and opportunities for the City of
Burlington to use the manuscripts.

Options considered
An option considered is not to move forward with the agreement and therefore not
accept print or distribute the book. As mentioned above, the Burlington Cenotaph
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represents an important part of Burlington’s history, and making copies of the book
available to the public is another way to ensure this history is not forgotten.

Financial Matters:
There is no cost to the City of Burlington to receive the rights to print and distribute the
manuscript. Costs will be incurred by the City when copies of the manuscript are
printed.

Source of Funding
Initial printing costs will be managed by Corporate Communications & Government
Relations within the City Manager’s Office.

Conclusion:
Entering into this agreement with Mr. Keenleyside allows for further preservation of the
history of the Burlington Cenotaph.

Respectfully submitted,

Kwab Ako-Adjei
Director, Corporate Communications & Government Relations
905-335-7600 x7747

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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SUBJECT: Regional road maintenance 2020
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Roads, Parks & Forestry

Report Number:

RPF-20-19

Wards Affected:

All

File Numbers:

150-04

Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Delegate to the Executive Director of Environment, Infrastructure and Community
Services the authority to negotiate amendments and enter into agreements with Halton
Region for the provision of contracted road maintenance services and to negotiate
amendments and enter into agreements as outlined in Halton Region Report No. PW29-19 to the satisfaction of the Executive Director of Legal Services and the Chief
Financial Officer.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
The Region of Halton has an Agreement with the City of Burlington for the provision of
maintenance on Regional Roads within the City. The agreement along with the
Contractor’s Maintenance Services documents ensures that standards are in effect.
This contract is renewed on a 5-year cycle.

Strategy/process
The Region and the City have engaged in a process over several years to seek
efficiencies in this agreement as recommended through a review of the administration of
the agreements undertaken by the Region.
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Financial Matters:
None

Total Financial Impact
None

Source of Funding
Operating budget

Other Resource Impacts
The additional resources for routine road patrol of regional roads have been requested
as temporary for 2020 and a business case will be submitted for the 2021 budget cycle.

Conclusion:
To approve entering into a 5-year Regional Roads Maintenance Agreement with Halton
Region for changes to the administration of the Regional Roads Maintenance
Agreement, and to delegate authority to the Executive Director of Environment,
Infrastructure and Community Services to negotiate amendments to the agreement to
the satisfaction of the Chief Financial Officer and the Executive Director of Legal
Services.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Battaglia
Director – Roads, Parks & Forestry

Appendices:
A. Halton Region Report No. PW-29-19
B. Halton Region Report No. PW-29-19 attachement

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Chief Financial
Officer and Executive Director of Legal Services. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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The Regional Municipality of Halton

Report To:

Regional Chair and Members of Regional Council

From:

Jim Harnum, Commissioner, Public Works

Date:

June 19, 2019

Report No. - Re:

PW-29-19 - Regional Road Maintenance Agreements

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Halton Region enter into new Road Maintenance Agreements with the City of
Burlington, the Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton and the Town of Oakville
for the repair and maintenance of Regional Roads for a period of five years
commencing January 1, 2020 with an option to extend an additional five years to
December 31, 2029.
2. THAT the Director of Legal Services and Corporate Counsel be authorized to
prepare all agreements and ancillary documents to carry out the above
recommendations and that the Regional Chair and Regional Clerk be authorized
to execute such agreements and documents upon passage of a By-law for that
purpose.
3. THAT the Commissioner of Public Works be delegated authority to negotiate
amendments to the Road Maintenance Agreements between the Regional
Municipality of Halton and its Local Municipalities as outlined in Report No. PW29-19 to the satisfaction of the Director of Legal Services and Corporate Counsel
and the Commissioner of Finance and Regional Treasurer.
4. THAT the Regional Clerk forward a copy of Report No. PW-29-19 to the City of
Burlington, the Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton and the Town of Oakville
for their information

REPORT
Executive Summary
•

Halton Region contracts the repair and maintenance of Regional Roads to the
Local Municipalities, which includes winter maintenance activities.
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•

A review of the administration of the Regional Roads Agreements was undertaken
to identify opportunities to streamline and achieve efficiencies that would not
significantly change service levels or have a budget impact beyond inflation and
growth.

•

The Halton Area CAOs approved the recommendations from the review as noted
in Attachment #1 to Report No. PW-14-17, re: “Regional Road Maintenance
Agreements” and Memorandums of Understanding were entered into with each of
the Local Municipalities for a one-year trial period to test the administrative
changes to the program.

•

As the trial period has proven to be successful, the Halton Area CAOs recommend
that the Regional Roads Maintenance Agreements be amended to reflect the
changes unanimously approved by the Halton Area CAOs.

•

It is recommended that the Commissioner of Public Works be delegated authority
to negotiate amendments to the Agreements to incorporate the administrative
improvements noted in the individual Memorandum of Understanding and
observed during the trial period. Any contract changes would need to be to the
satisfaction of the Director of Legal Services and Corporate Counsel and the
Commissioner of Finance and Regional Treasurer.

•

The new Regional Road Maintenance Agreements will commence January 1,
2020 and the current Memorandums of Understanding will be extended to
December 31, 2019.

Background
Halton Region has an Agreement with each of the four Local Municipalities for the
provision of maintenance on Regional Roads in their respective jurisdictions. The Road
Maintenance Agreement sets out specific services to be provided by each of the Local
Municipalities with respect to Halton Region’s road infrastructure, establishes the
timeframes in which these activities are to be completed and how maintenance works are
reported back to Halton Region. These Agreements, along with the accompanying
Contractor’s Maintenance Services document, ensure that the best practices for road
maintenance are adhered to and minimum maintenance standards are in effect.
In May 2015, Regional Council approved Report No. PW-15-15 which approved a 5-year
extension to the Regional Road Maintenance Agreements with each of the Local
Municipalities to June 1, 2020 with an option to extend an additional five years to June 1,
2025.
In 2016, BMA Management Consulting was engaged to review the administration of the
Regional Road Maintenance Agreements to identify opportunities to streamline
processes and create efficiencies.
The Halton Area CAOs approved detailed
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recommendations from the review as noted in Attachment #1 to Report No. PW-14-17.
The basic recommended changes included:
For non-winter maintenance:
•
•
•
•

A fixed price (including administrative overhead) contract for summer activities
based on a lane/km cost,
Broad definition of the routine maintenance to be included in fixed price,
Invoicing based on work orders only for one-time or emergency situations; and,
Local Municipalities assuming responsibility for non-winter road patrol of Regional
Roads.

For winter maintenance:
•

•
•

Establishing a consistent approach for allocating winter maintenance costs
between Local and Regional Roads that is based on a lane/km and incorporates a
weighting to reflect the effort required for the class of road (i.e. primary vs.
secondary vs. local/residential roads);
Where winter maintenance costs for Regional Roads are tracked separately,
actual costs will be billed plus a 15 per cent administration fee; and,
Salt will continued to be billed with a 10 per cent administration fee.

The recommended changes were primarily related to the streamlining and simplifying of
the billing process for the Agreement to create efficiencies for both Halton Region and the
Local Municipalities. The transfer of non-winter road patrol responsibilities to the Local
Municipalities also resulted in operational and service improvements.
In June 2017, Regional Council approved Report No. PW-14-17 authorizing the
Commissioner of Public Works to negotiate amendments to the Agreements and enter
into a Memorandum of Understanding with each of the Local Municipalities.
Discussion
The Memorandums of Understanding for the one-year trial period with each of the Local
Municipalities were implemented on the following dates:
•
•
•
•

Town of Halton Hills: December 1, 2017
Town of Oakville: January 1, 2018
Town of Milton: April 1, 2018
City of Burlington: July 1, 2018

As commitment in the program needs to be unanimous in order to move forward on a
permanent basis, the end of the one-year trial dates were extended to June 30, 2019 as
agreed to by each Local Municipality to be consistent with the City of Burlington’s end
date. It is expected that the end date will be further extended to December 31, 2019 to
allow necessary approvals from Regional Council and each of the Local Municipal
3
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Councils as well as time required to negotiate and finalize the administrative changes to
the agreements. It is therefore recommended that the new amended agreements
commence January 1, 2020.
Non-Winter Maintenance Efficiencies Identified during the Trial Period
The trial period resulted in opportunities to create efficiencies in program areas.
Specifically, the following efficiencies were identified for non-winter maintenance during
the trial period:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The number of work orders issued has decreased from 2,083 in 2017 to 1,003 in
2018. It is expected that work orders will decline further as Halton Region was still
issuing work orders to the City of Burlington for 6 months and the Town of Milton
for 3 months in 2018.
Reduced administration requirements and costs associated with issuing, tracking,
invoicing and closing work orders.
Invoicing has been simplified to a monthly lump sum based on a cost/lane km
including a 15 per cent administration fee rather than separate line items for each
work order.
Annual inflation and growth is addressed by applying the Consumer Price Index
Ontario, all-items for the preceding year along with any changes to the lane kms in
the road network.
Presents opportunities for improvement to levels of service and utilizing staff more
efficiently.
Flexibility for Local Municipalities to schedule routine activities not determined by
work orders.
Providing Local Municipalities incentive for efficiencies in their work.
Regional Road patrol is now performed by each Local Municipality within their
jurisdiction. Actual costs for road patrol are currently being tracked separately
from the local road patrols to confirm costs to be calculated into the cost/lane km.
Initial results have shown the costs to be comparable to Halton Region’s previous
costs. Any efficiency with road patrol and other inclusive activities implemented by
the Local Municipalities as part of their overall maintenance program would be a
savings incentive for them.

In regard to winter maintenance and the recommendations from the 2016 BMA
Management Consulting study, staff reviewed the current process and confirmed a
weighting of primary vs. secondary roads for local/Regional Roads is currently in place
for Burlington and Oakville. Where this is not in place it was confirmed that Regional
Road winter maintenance was being tracked or contracted separately with actual costs
invoiced. The weighting and actual costs are both per the BMA Management
Consulting’s recommendation and no further changes will be implemented.
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FINANCIAL/PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS
The following table summarizes the breakdown of the approved 2019 Regional Roads
budget in accordance with the recommended maintenance billing classifications.

Respectfully submitted,

Rob Rivers CET
Jim Harnum
Director, Waste Management and Road Commissioner, Public Works
Operations
Approved by

Jane MacCaskill
Chief Administrative Officer

If you have any questions on the content of this report,
please contact:

Attachments:

Rob Rivers

Tel. # 8289

Attachment #1 – Halton Area CAOs Regional Road Maintenance Agreement Update
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Report To:

Regional Chair and Members of Regional Council
Mayor and Members of Council of the the
City of Burlington
Town of Halton Hills
Town of Milton
Town of Oakville

From:

Halton Area CAOs

Date:

June 19, 2019

Re:

Regional Road Maintenance Agreement Update

RECOMMENDATION
That Halton Region enter into new Road Maintenance Agreements with the City of
Burlington, the Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton and the Town of Oakville
for the repair and maintenance of Regional Roads for a period of five years
commencing January 1, 2020 with an option to extend an additional five years to
December 31, 2029.

REPORT
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to recommend that Halton Region, the City of Burlington, the
Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton and the Town of Oakville, enter into new
Regional Road Maintenance Agreements based on the efficiencies identified through the
streamlining of contract administration during the one-year trial periods established
through the Memorandums of Understanding initiated in 2018.
Background
Since 1996 the Local Municipalities have provided maintenance services for Regional
Roads in accordance with the Regional Road Maintenance Agreements.
This
arrangement is very beneficial providing economies of scale, seamless service delivery to
residents, and reduced capital requirements (salt domes, equipment, facilities etc.).
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In 2015 the Regional Road Maintenance Agreements were extended for an additional
five-year period commencing June 2, 2015 to June 1, 2020 with an option to extend an
additional five years to June 1, 2025. Amendments to the Agreements addressed
technical issues such as forestry, landscaping, maintenance in construction zones, street
lighting, etc.
In 2016, BMA Management Consulting was retained to undertake an independent review
of the administration of the Regional Road Maintenance Agreements. This review
included a comprehensive analysis of the administration activities between the Local
Municipalities and Halton Region. In 2016, the Area CAOs approved the following
recommendations from consultant’s review:


For non-winter maintenance:
o A fixed price (including administrative overhead) contract for summer
activities based on a lane/km cost.
o Broad definition of the routine maintenance to be included in fixed price.
o Invoicing based on work orders only for one-time or emergency situations.
o Local Municipalities assume responsibility for non-winter road patrol of
Regional Roads.



For winter maintenance:
o Establishing a consistent approach for allocating winter maintenance costs
between Local and Regional Roads that is based on a lane/km and
incorporates a weighting to reflect the effort required for the class of road
(i.e. primary vs. secondary vs. local/residential roads).
o Where maintenance winter cost for Regional Roads are tracked separately,
actual costs will be billed plus a 15 per cent administration fee. Salt will
continued to be billed with a 10 per cent administration fee.

The following is a list of routine activities that were included in the cost/lane km that has
been established with the Local Municipalities through the pilot project:















Asphalt cold/hot patch
Sweeping and flushing
Shoulder maintenance
Erosion control
Weed control
Graffiti removal
Debris pick up
Manhole maintenance and ditch repair
Minor bridge maintenance
Entrance culvert maintenance
Culvert maintenance
Storm sewer maintenance/cleaning
Catchbasin maintenance/cleaning
Curb/gutter maintenance
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Sign maintenance
Right of way hazards, safety devices/guiderails (temporary)
Street light maintenance
Emergency maintenance
Landscaping, horticulture and brush control
Street light locates
Traffic signal locates
Storm sewer locates
Weather monitoring

Note: The list above varies from municipality to municipality and the specifics related to
each municipality will be addressed in the Contractor’s Maintenance Services document
as an appendix to the Regional Road Maintenance Agreements.
In 2017, through Attachment #1 to Report No. PW-14-17, the Halton Area CAOs also
approved a recommendation that Halton Region and the Local Municipalities enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding for a one-year trial period to test the effectiveness of the
administrative changes.
Discussion
Findings from the One-Year Trial Period
The Memorandums of Understanding for the one-year trial period with each of the Local
Municipalities were implemented on the following dates:





Town of Halton Hills: December 1, 2017
Town of Oakville: January 1, 2018
Town of Milton: April 1, 2018
City of Burlington: July 1, 2018

During the trial period which was extended to June 30, 2019, staff from both Halton
Region and the Local Municipalities reviewed the effectiveness of the trial period. The
review identified that the changes made to the Regional Road Agreements for the
administration of non-winter and winter maintenance through the Memorandums of
Understanding created efficiencies and service improvements.
New Road Maintenance Agreements
Based on the successful one-year trial period and extension, through this report, the Area
CAOs unanimously agree that the changes included in the Memorandum of
Understanding and observed through the trial period with each Local Municipality be
permanently incorporated and that Halton Region into new Road Maintenance
Agreements with the City of Burlington, the Town of Halton Hills, the Town of Milton and
the Town of Oakville for the repair and maintenance of Regional Roads for a period of
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five years commencing January 1, 2020 with an option to extend an additional five years
to December 31, 2029.
The Area CAO’s also agree that the existing Memorandums of Understanding be
extended to December 31, 2019 to allow for approvals by each of the local municipalities
and allow staff time to prepare the agreements and updates to the Contractors
Maintenance Service document as an appendix to the Agreements.
FINANCIAL/PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications associated with this report.
Respectfully submitted,

Jane MacCaskill
Chief Administrative Officer
Halton Region

Brent Marshall
Tim Commisso
Interim Chief Administrative Chief Administrative Officer
Town of Halton Hills
Officer
City of Burlington

Bill Mann
Chief Administrative Officer
Town of Milton

Ray Green
Chief Administrative Officer
Town of Oakville
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SUBJECT: Provincial Audit and Accountability Fund – Service
Reviews Final Report
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

City Manager's Office

Report Number: CM-29-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Table the “City of Burlington 2019 Service Delivery Reviews Final Report” prepared by
Performance Concepts Consulting and Dillon Consulting, dated November 27, 2019;
and
Direct the City Manager to report back in Q1, 2020, on the proposed disposition of the
four service reviews and recommendations contained in the “City of Burlington 2019
Service Delivery Reviews Final Report.”

Purpose:
Burlington’s Strategic Plan
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
In August 2019 the City of Burlington’s request for funding through the Province’s Audit
and Accountability Fund was approved. The Government of Ontario agreed to provide
funding of up to $250,000 towards the review of the following City services, by an
independent third-party reviewer:


Pre-Building Permit Development Approval Process
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Winter Maintenance
Loose Leaf Collection
Corporate Fleet.

Prior to receiving Provincial approval of the funding, Report CM-14-19 was approved at
the June 10, 2019 Committee of the Whole meeting. This report included a
recommendation that directed the Director of Finance to single source a third-party
consultant to conduct the review. Performance Concepts Consulting together with Dillon
Consulting were engaged to conduct the reviews of the four City services.
The objective of the Audit and Accountability Fund program is to find efficiencies while
protecting important front-line service. An additional important outcome of the reviews
from the City’s perspective is that moving forward we will have an approach to service
reviews that can be applied to all City services. The four reviews are the start of a
permanent, ongoing service review process within the City Manager’s Office, that will be
under the direction of the new Executive Director of Strategy, Risk and Accountability.
A requirement of the funding is to:




Submit a draft of the consultants’ report to the Province by November 30, 2019;
Publish the consultant’s report on the City’s website by December 31, 2019;
Submit the financial report for funding by January 17, 2020.

Strategy/process
Appendix A is the final third-party report that outlines the process undertaken for each
review, the performance lenses that formed the basis of the reviews along with the
service profiles, “as-is” and “as-should-be” state of each service and review findings and
recommendations.
Below is a summary of the recommendations outlined within the report.

Pre-Building Permit Development Approval Process:







Process and organizational changes (this work is in line with the objectives for
Phase 2 of the City’s organizational redesign).
Consideration of a technology workflow solution that allows for electronic
submission of drawings and facilitates an integrated applicable law clearance
process.
Fee changes.
Refined approach to all applicable law clearance processes and Committee of
Adjustment.
Process performance measurement dashboard.
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Integration and application of LEAN practices for ongoing continuous
improvement.

Staff propose that a Council workshop be held on March 31, 2020 with a focus on the
proposed future state.
Winter Maintenance:
Efficiencies:





Immediate implementation of the increase to guaranteed service delivery
program (GSD). This has already occurred.
Work with Halton Region on the recovery/billings methodology for Regional
roads.
Redesign of the future contract based on review findings.
Investigate the feasibility of temporary re-supply depots.

Technology Investments:





Implementation of an Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) solution that supports
winter control functionality, performance and route optimization (which will
replace manual processes).
Installation of dashboard mounted cameras and tablets.
Ensure the rollout of the new corporate maintenance management system
includes event specific reporting of expended labour hours (City and contractor),
for local, secondary and primary road categories.

Loose Leaf Collection:
The proposed approaches are:




Maintain the program as is
Modify the program to areas with the highest percentage of tree coverage
Remove the program given Halton Region currently provides leaf and yard waste
collection program.

Council consideration and direction is required on the overall program and the specific
service standard/level that will be delivered.
Council consideration is also required for the options for the 2020 program including
budget resources by Q3 2020.
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Corporate Fleet:








Implementation of an AVL solution that supports ongoing fleet data collection,
vehicle inspections and vehicle fault code reporting
Develop and implement a customized “right-sizing” vehicle assessment process
that ensures vehicles match the work that is required. Hybrid vehicles to be
considered the default, unless assessment indicates otherwise.
Assess vehicles with low kilometers to identify opportunities for vehicle sharing,
and possible non-replacement.
Prioritize investment in hybrid vehicles over standard gasoline/diesel vehicles.
Invest in hybrid conversion technologies.
Pilot auxiliary power technologies.
Develop and implement a corporate take-home vehicle policy.

Financial Matters:
The four service reviews that were conducted for the City of Burlington were on the “as
is” state of the services and focused on finding cost savings, efficiencies and cost
avoidance. The reviews did not look at any service enhancements. Service
enhancements for the Winter Maintenance program were provided as additional
Business Cases for the 2020 budget deliberations.
The cost for the third-party consulting engagement was funded through the Provincial
Audit and Accountability Fund.

Connections:
To ensure the reviews were in keeping with the City of Burlington’s priorities the
following lenses were applied: a climate lens, financial savings and/or cost deferral,
process improvement, and streamlined service delivery in a two-tier government
structure.
As staff review the report and its recommendations they will also ensure that any
process improvements or service modernizations co-ordinate, when possible, with the
work being done on the City’s major corporate projects and initiatives such as, but not
limited to; Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Business Intelligence (BI), the
upgraded case management development application system (AMANDA 7), Enterprise
Asset Maintenance System (EAMS), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).
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Public Engagement Matters:
All four service reviews included engagement. Facilitated internal City business unit
consultations took place. Peer municipalities were consulted as part of benchmarking
and, best practice scans and members of the community (voice of the customer) were
asked to provide input through online surveys on “Get Involved Burlington.” A summary
of the Get Involved Burlington survey results is attached to this report as Appendix B.
The survey questions are also attached as Appendix C.

Conclusion:
The City of Burlington is grateful to the Province of Ontario for providing the funding to
complete these service reviews. Staff will review the analysis and recommendations
contained in the City of Burlington 2019 Service Delivery Reviews Final Report and
report back to Committee on next steps and implementation.

Respectfully submitted,

Helen Walihura
Government Relations Manager
905-335-7600, ext. 7895

On behalf of the Service Review Project Team
Brynn Nheiley, Ang Capone, Jamie Tellier, Heather MacDonald, Mary Battaglia, Mark
Adam, Nadia Blackburn, Jessica Wesolowski, Joan Ford, Reena Bajwa, Sandy O’Reilly,
Christine Swenor, Frances Grano, Stephanie Venimore.

Appendices: (if none delete section)
A. City of Burlington 2019 Service Delivery Reviews Final Report
B. Get Involved Burlington Service Review Survey Results
C. Get Involved Burlington Service Review Survey Questions
D. CONFIDENTIAL – Winter control review
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Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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1.0 Introduction & Background 1

1.0 Introduc on & Background
The City of Burlington is committed to continuous improvement and ongoing accountability in the
delivery of public services to its residents and businesses.
In a report to Committee of the Whole on June 10, 2019, the City Manager recommended Council
initiate a funding request from the Provincial Audit and Accountability Fund. This $7.3M Fund was
announced in May 2019 to support large municipalities in the execution of independent third party
service delivery efficiency reviews. As per Audit and Accountability Fund directives, completed third
party efficiency reviews should quantify any identified financial savings/expenditure control
opportunities. An efficiency review final report must be posted on the City’s website before yearend
2019.

1.1

Why These Four Reviews?
The City Manager’s June 10th report to Committee of the Whole set out three services for review that
are delivered by the Roads, Parks and Forestry department. They are as follows:
·
·
·

Winter Control for Roads/Sidewalks;
Curbside Leaf Collec on; and
Corporate Fleet.

The Mayor’s Red Tape/Red Carpet initiative has identified the need for a fourth service delivery review
focused on infill development approvals process (DAP) that precede the Building Permit application
process.
Council endorsed the City Manager’s recommended program of four service reviews at its June 17th
2019 meeting. The bundle of services to be reviewed represents $13.5M in gross expenditures (2019
budget). The following excerpt from the City Manager’s June 10th report to Committee of the Whole is
instructive re: expected deliverables.
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Service
Corporate
Fleet

Leaf
Collection
Winter
Maintenance

Pre-Building
Permit
Development
Approval
Process

Focus of Review
Assess the corporate wide inventory of
vehicles; Green Fleet Strategy, allocation
and use of corporate vehicles and best
practices.
Assess the effectiveness and service level
of the current program.
Assess efficiencies in service delivery and
cost effectiveness of employing internal vs
external resources, review of service
standards and best practices.
Assess the detailed business process for
Zoning clearance and verification, Site
grading and alterations, and Committee of
Adjustment variances.

2019 Gross
Operating
Expenditure
$3.0 M

$0.8 M
$6.0 M

$3.7 M

Finally, the City Manager indicated in his June report to Committee of the Whole that the 2019 Audit
and Accountability Fund service reviews should support internal capacity building around continuous
improvement tools linked to strategic management:
“One of the outcomes of the reviews would be to develop a robust approach to service review that
could be efficiently applied to all City of Burlington services. The services proposed in this report will
effectively act as “pilot projects” for the development and refinement of Burlington’s service review
process. Subject to approval, use of the Provincial funding will help ensure service reviews become
embedded in the City’s ongoing strategic management of the organization. “
The Performance Concepts Consulting/Dillon Consulting review team was subsequently retained in
August 2019 after an evaluation of our team’s methodology/qualifications conducted by the City
Manager and a City staff project support team.
This Draft Technical Report contains the Findings & Recommendations generated by the third party
independent review team’s completed execution of the four service reviews proposed by the City
Manager and endorsed by Council.
This Technical Report also quantifies financial savings/cost avoidance, climate change adaptation gains,
and operational efficiency opportunities as per the requirements of the Provincial Audit and
Accountability Fund and the strategic priorities of City Council.
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1.2

Project Team Structure & Methodology
The following project management model was adopted by the City and the Performance
Concepts/Dillon team to ensure timely transfer of financial and operational information required for
timely and successful execution of the four service reviews.
Table: Project Management Model
Performance Concepts/

Technical Review

City

Dillon Team Leads

Role

Project Team Leads

Todd MacDonald &

Project Coordination

Helen Walihura

Todd MacDonald

Winter Control

Mark Adam

Betsy Varghese

Leaf Collection

Mark Adam

Darla Campbell &

Fleet

Jessica Wesolowski

DAP

Brynn Nheiley

Darla Campbell

Kathryn Palmer
Todd MacDonald

Using this project management model, the Performance Concepts/Dillon team executed our four service
work plan according to the following critical path (reflecting revised Report submissions announced by
the Province).
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The methodology utilized by the Performance Concepts/Dillon team across all four service reviews
incorporated the following common elements:
·
·
·

·

A data supported Service Proﬁle that documented current opera onal processes and ﬁnancial
prac ces;
A willingness to consider poten al insights gleaned from Voice of the Customer surveys
undertaken independently by the City during our team’s review process;
An “As Is” performance snapshot iden fying opera onal eﬃciency improvement opportuni es.
The “As Is” snapshot includes peer municipal benchmarking using comparator groupings
customized to ﬁt each of the three forward-facing services being reviewed (Winter Control, Leaf
Collec on and Development Approvals Process); and
An inventory of “As Should Be” opera onal/management improvements using a variety of
performance improvement lenses (e.g. ﬁnancial, climate change, process improvement and
disentangled 2- er municipal government).

This evidence-based methodology has generated “As Should Be” findings and recommended
improvement opportunities. It has also informed our quantification of potential go-forward efficiencies
and the necessary change management implementation actions/initiatives required to secure these
efficiencies.
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1.3

Performance Eﬃciency Lenses
The four service reviews have employed a number of performance lenses to identify improvement
opportunities for Burlington. These performance lenses are as follows:
· A ﬁnancial sustainability lens that focuses on the need for budget discipline, cost control and
cost avoidance;
· A process streamlining lens that eliminates low value-added red tape and secures measurable
reduc ons in service delivery melines;
· A level of service lens that iden ﬁes pressures to maintaining current service levels and
opportuni es to reallocate resources to maintain or minimize eroding service levels;
· A disentangled local government lens that ra onalizes the roles of the City and the Region,
avoiding non-produc ve overlap or duplica on of services; and
· A climate change adapta on lens that strips surplus carbon emissions out of City opera ons in
line with and Council’s climate change emergency declara on.
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PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT LENS
Financial sustainability lens (need
for budget discipline, cost control
and cost avoidance)
Process streamlining lens
(eliminate low value-add red tape
and secure measurable reduction
in service delivery timelines)
Level of service lens (identify
pressures to maintaining current
service levels and opportunities to
reallocate resources to maintain
or minimize eroding service levels)
Disentangled local government
lens (rationalize the roles of the
City and the Region, avoiding nonproductive overlap or duplication
of services)
Climate change adaptation lens
(reduce carbon emissions)

Winter
Control
X

Leaf
Collection
X

Fleet

DAP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The assortment of efficiencies identified across the four service reviews have been generated using
differing combinations of these lenses as appropriate in each review. Not surprisingly the identified
efficiencies are not all expressed in dollar terms; some are expressed in reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, or reduced application processing days or productive blade-down plowing hours. The dollar
based efficiencies are also somewhat diverse; appearing as increased non-tax user fee revenues
streams, avoided impending cost spikes, and actual spending reductions that can be reinvested in given
services or can flow to the bottom line based on future Council direction.

1.4

Voice of the Customer
The Performance Concepts/Dillon team has always employed a customer-centric point of view when
executing operational reviews for municipal clients over the past 15 years. For instance, the “customer
journey” experienced by applicants across the unavoidably complex Development Approvals Process
(DAP) is central to a properly executed service review. Resident service level priorities/expectations
around outcomes are also carefully considered in reviews of deployment based services such as Winter
Control or Curbside Leaf Collection. The recommendations contained in this report across the four
targeted City service areas are consistent with our team’s commitment to improving customer based
value and affordability.
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The City has supported our team in this regard by executing a well-crafted resident survey on the three
forward-facing services covered in this review. The City’s survey (Get Involved Burlington) was executed
in a timely fashion, in parallel with our team’s independent research and investigations/analyses. The
results of the City’s resident surveys around DAP, Winter Control and Leaf Collection have informed our
work without infringing on our obligation to provide Council independent third-party expert analysis and
an evidence-based identification of efficiencies/improvement opportunities.

1.5

Technical Report Structure
The next four chapters of this Technical Report set out the performance improvement storyline and
opportunities associated with each of the four service reviews. The Technical Report summarizes the
quantifiable service delivery efficiencies and operational improvements across the reviews.
The final chapter of the Technical Report delivers go-forward recommendations around triaged
implementation priorities and internal City capacity building. In this chapter our team provides our
strategic perspective on building go-forward capacity within the City to execute staff-driven
improvement projects using LEAN or other continuous improvement toolkits.
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2.0 Winter Control Review
2.1

Service Proﬁle
The City of Burlington delivers winter control services across a roads network consisting of 1,883 lane
kilometres. The Burlington road network is categorized by posted speed limits and average daily traffic
counts (AADT) into primary, secondary and local winter maintenance categories. Under an MOU with
the Region, Burlington also maintains 246 lane kilometres of Halton’s primary roads.

The City also provides winter control services across 847.2 kilometres of sidewalks. Sidewalk winter
control service has traditionally been limited to plowing during major system-wide winter event
responses. However, the upcoming winter season will feature material spreading for the first time in
order to achieve bare sidewalks and avoid infrastructure damage caused by freeze/thaw cycles.
Burlington delivers a 24/7 service level through the Guaranteed Service Delivery (GSD) program for
winter control from December 1st to March 31st. For winter events that fall outside the GSD period (i.e.
November and April) Burlington uses a mix of Roads staff and contractor resources. Since the 2014-15
season there have been 20 winter events that occurred outside the GSD time period. Twelve of these
events occurred in November. Winter contractor costs are typically incurred for these November winter
events because City trucks required for winter operations are still being used for the annual Fall curbside
leaf collection program, and they have not yet been configured for winter operations.
The annual winter control gross spending budget of $4.924M in 2015 has grown to $5.269 in 2019. Net
of revenues, the property tax supported budget of $4.118 in 2015 has grown to $4.428M in 2019. Tax
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supported spending growth of 7.5% over four budget years roughly mirrors the rate of CPI inflation over
the same period. In recent years roughly 20% of annual/seasonal winter control costs can be attributed
to spread materials. Early indications (i.e. media reports around Waterloo Region’s $500k cost increase
for salt supply) suggest potential price point exposure for the coming winter.
Burlington Winter Profile + Operating Costs
Winter Events Profile
Season
2014 – 2015
2015 – 2016
2016 – 2017
2017 – 2018
2018 - 2019
Average

System-Wide
Event
Responses
11
7
6
16
13
10.6

Partial System
Event
Responses
49
48
41
46
53
47.4

Gross
Net

2015
Budget
Actual
$4,924,865 $5,067,036
$4,118,642 $4,196,288

2019
2016
2017
2018
Budget
Actual
Budget
Actual
Budget
Actual
Budget
$4,981,074 $4,891,124 $5,269,245 $4,173,941 $5,145,374 $4,261,571 $5,269,168
$4,171,125 $4,056,703 $4,408,392 $3,444,380 $4,311,439 $3,550,496 $4,428,999

Over the past five winter seasons, Burlington has responded to an average of approximately 11 major
winter events of varying severity/duration. The system-wide event data reveals a high degree of
variability in a given winter from the 11 event average. All of the major winter events in a given winter
season required a full system-wide event response across Burlington’s mapped grid of 28
secondary/local road zones plus the entire multi-lane primary road network.
The City has also responded to an average of 47.4 limited winter events per season that required a
partial system response delivered by differing blends of staffed City units and contractors.
Burlington’s winter control resourcing is summarized in the table below. The Burlington winter control
direct delivery/contracted model is a flexible hybrid; appropriate for the variety of winter event
responses experienced across the 2014 to 2019 seasons.
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City Resourcing

Contractor: MSO

Contractor:
Fidale

Contractor: Anthony’s

Operators (22 FTE Winter Roads)
Operators (22 Parks FTE for Winter Roads)
Operators (33 Parks FTE for Winter
Sidewalks

11 Road plows + Operators
13 Combo Plow/Salt/Sand
+ Operators

10 Road Tractors +
Operators

9 Sidewalk units + Operators

Service Level: 24/7 Guaranteed Service
Delivery (GSD= other units) from December
1 to March 31st
Two 12-hour GSD shifts A-B for winter roads
(14 route zones)

Service level: 1.5 shifts of
stand-by capacity (per 24
hour period)

Contribute to GSD
as Required

Contribute to GSD

Manager + Supervisors (11 FTE)

Burlington’s diverse deployment toolkit features full-time Roads staff, seasonally deployed Parks staff
and an assortment of Roads Parks and Forestry (RPF) supervisors. This group of City staff execute winter
control services across roads, sidewalks, parking lots and transit stops. They represent a fixed cost
component of the City’s winter control budget.
The three contracted services provide the City with additional/flexible winter control capacity required
for a variety of winter event scenarios (roads + sidewalks). The City cannot execute a system-wide event
response to a significant winter event without the full participation of these contracted service
providers. However, the contractors do have limited/finite capacity to respond. In the case of MSO,
there is only capacity for a maximum of two 12-hour deployments across 14 routes/zones. After the
first 24 hour period, MSO’s capacity reportedly erodes. This response erosion happens because they do
not fund two complete shifts with stand-by pay. They simply run out of staff who are eligible/qualified
to work.
The contractors represent a blend of fixed and variable costs for the City’s winter control budget.

2.2
. .

“As Is” Current State
“As Is” Cost Recovery for Halton Region Primary Roads
Burlington provides winter and non-winter maintenance services for the portion of Halton’s primary
road network that falls within City boundaries. Halton has a similar maintenance arrangement with the
Region’s other three local municipalities.
As noted already in the Winter Control service profile, Burlington maintains 246 lane kilometres of
Halton’s primary road network. Winter Control cost allocations and billings vis-a-vis Halton Region are
set in a longstanding MOU. That MOU is currently up for renegotiation by Burlington and the Region
heading into the coming winter season.
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The MOU currently allocates City winter control costs to the Region in the following fashion:
·

·

100% cost recovery of Highway 5/Dundas Street winter control costs (55 lane km). Eligible costs
for 100% recovery billings are documented by a stand-alone Highway 5/Dundas Street budget
cost-centre in the City’s winter control budget; and
Winter control costs for the remaining 144 lane km of Halton primary roads are billed back to
the Region via a “vanilla” 13% cost driver derived from the Region’s % share of total system lane
km’s being maintained by Burlington. This imprecise 13% cos ng factor is required because
Burlington does not have a budget cost centre that isolates its maintenance-intensive primary
road winter costs from its less maintenance-intensive secondary roads. Burlington’s local road
network winter costs are isolated in their own dis nct cost centre.

The table below (next page) contains an overview of Burlington’s seasonal winter spending adjusted
from an annual reporting period into a winter season reporting period composed of a large winter
January to April) plus a small winter (November-December). This seasonal cost adjustment is
appropriate given the City’s operational realities of managing staff and contractors across an entire
season that spans two calendar budget years. The seasonal spending serves as an easy-to-follow base
for reviewing the City’s cost recovery billings to the Region.
Dundas Street machine hour effort/materials and associated costs are isolated; allowing for easy 100%
cost recovery. However, the “Primary” winter control spending category is named in a misleading
fashion within the City’s budget structure. This City budget cost centre actually tracks expenses for both
primary and secondary road categories. Therefore, Halton’s primary road winter control machine hour
effort/materials and associated costs are blended with Burlington’s primary and secondary road winter
control machine hour effort/materials and associated costs. It is this unfortunate blending of “apple and
orange” road category costs that creates the need for the “vanilla” 13% factor used in the MOU to
recover costs from the Region. If the City truly isolated its primary road network costs in a standalone
budget cost centre, then a cost allocation factor of 21% (based on Halton’s share of primary lane
kilometres) would be perfectly appropriate from an activity based costing perspective.
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The table also sets out the annual Halton cost recoveries by budget year as well as winter season.
Primary/Secondary Roads Budget
Primary/Secondary Small Winter
Primary/Secondary Big Winter
Dundas Small Winter
Dundas Big Winter
Ops Small Winter
Ops Big Winter

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
$616,412 $593,929 $634,650 $573,966 $695,887
$2,292,993 $2,266,379 $2,413,191 $2,334,919 $2,206,047
$97,473 $100,413
$93,971 $78,220 $78,175
$206,935 $216,137 $241,354 $252,143 $251,309
$27,800
$27,038
$27,084 $27,047 $26,764
$59,688
$57,350
$66,242 $72,508 $72,519

2016 Season
$2,882,791

2017 Season
$3,007,120

2018 Season
$2,969,569

2019 Season
$2,780,013

$313,610

$341,766

$346,114

$329,529

$85,150

$93,280

$99,592

$99,566

$3,281,551

$3,442,166

$3,415,275

$3,209,108

2016 Season
$459,990

2017 Season
$481,473

2018 Season
$474,101

2019 Season
$476,904

$312,665

$329,307

$331,951

$357,025

$13,275

$14,297

$15,611

$16,688

-$785,750

-$825,086

-$817,664

-$850,616

$785,930

$825,077

$821,663

$850,617

Halton $ Revenue Recovery
Small Winter Recovery
Big Winter Recovery
Dundas Small Recovery
Dundas Big Recovery
Ops Small Recovery
Ops Big Recovery
Total Region Recovery (Small)
Total Region Recovery (Big)

2015
$98,018
$367,487
$97,411
$206,997
$4,450
$9,550
-$199,879
-$584,034
$769,913

2016
2017
$96,500 $106,682
$361,972 $384,973
$101,286 $107,304
$215,254 $228,021
$4,112
$4,745
$8,825
$10,185
-$201,908 -$214,732
-$585,871 -$623,178
$775,012 $826,980

2018
$98,001
$367,419
$105,716
$224,647
$5,063
$10,866
-$208,780
-$602,932
$795,783

2019
$93,413
$378,903
$78,715
$251,309
$4,292
$11,625
-$175,880
-$641,837
$802,340

Dundas = 100%
Other Halton
Primaries =
13% of total
City lane km

Approximately $500k of the seasonal $800k+ Halton recoveries are generated by the 13% “vanilla” cost
driver factor imbedded in the current MOU.
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. .

“As Is” Guaranteed Service Delivery (GSD) Roads Winter Control Model
Burlington delivers a 24/7 winter control service level to the public. Regardless of when a winter event
occurs during any given day/week across the December-March season, the City can deploy a
consistent/timely level of event response.
In order to deliver a 24/7 event response level of service most Ontario municipalities would be forced to
deploy three shifts of staffed machines across a 24-hour period.
Burlington’s Guaranteed Service Model (GSD) avoids the costly 3-shift default approach to 24/7
coverage. This innovative model delivers a 24/7 service level across the December-March winter season
by deploying two 12-hour shifts of City staff “volunteers”. GSD shifts A and B can be flexibly
scheduled/deployed during a 2-week scheduling cycle to match the available staffed hours to forecast
weather events. During the December-March period GSD staff do not take holidays. They receive a
$4.75 per hour shift premium and they are paid at a “heavy machinery operator” hourly rate. Their
service hours accrue certain pension calculation advantages.
The “no holiday during GSD” business rule has a significant operational impact beyond the winter
season. Staff that forego a winter vacation probably take their entire vacation allotment during the
summer months. This erodes the number of available productive work hours for road, park and sports
field planned maintenance programs. Overtime funded hours become necessary to compensate for lost
productivity due to vacation. The GSD vacation ban protects service delivery capacity during the winter
season, but it generates difficult-to-quantify overtime costs in the non-winter programs delivered by the
same staff.
The GSD two-shift deployment model is significantly less expensive for Burlington taxpayers than a
conventional 3-shifts-per-day deployment model (i.e. 8 hours per shift) that would otherwise be
required to deliver 24/7 guaranteed winter coverage. Performance Concepts estimates that a
conventional 3-shifts per-day deployment model achieving 24/7 coverage would probably add an
additional $700k to $1M per season to the winter control budget for staffing.
The GSD shift premium of $4.75 per hour has not been updated since 2005; thereby causing a significant
decline in its purchasing power over time due to inflation. The number of City staff signing up for GSD
has declined in recent years. The hours can be long, and the work can be difficult. The absence of even
a short winter holiday can be off-putting to some City staff who may grudgingly participate in GSD or not
participate at all. In the run-up to the 2019-2020 winter season it has not been clear that GSD staff signup rates would be sufficient to properly operate the program. This innovative, cost-saving program is
suffering from moderate-to-serious sustainability risk.
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. .

“As Is” Single Yard Deployment Model for Winter Event Response
Burlington Roads Parks and Forestry (RPF) deploy from a single facility located at 3330 Harvester Rd.
This 675+ hectare property includes an operations building, vehicle maintenance and washing, salt and
sand storage domes, brine production and storage, ProMelt solution storage, a refueling facility, vehicle
weigh scales and a general works yard. During the winter months, a portion of the yard is also used by
the winter contractor for their operations. All winter operations are supervised from an undersized
command post located on the ground floor of the operations building.

Refueling Pinch Point

Winter Event “Command Centre”

The Harvester Road facility is being used to its capacity and is quite congested. The refueling facility can
only accommodate two trucks at a time and often becomes a choke point during a winter event
response.
There is insufficient indoor storage for all needed vehicles and accessories, with some vehicles being
plugged in outside with extension cords traversing wet ground. There is insufficient space to hold the
winter season’s salt requirements, so sand has been removed from one of the storage domes pending
arrival of a third fabric storage facility that is currently on order. Access in and out of the property is
limited to two controlled gates, but the slow operation of the gates renders them useless for security
during winter events.
The location of the Harvester Road RPF facility and surrounding high traffic volumes cause additional
bottlenecks with winter control units delayed in getting out onto their routes. This bottleneck (i.e. time
wasting inefficiency) is exacerbated when road plow/combo units that are deployed on northern
Burlington routes must cease productive work and drive back to Harvester Road to re-stock materials.
This long, unproductive drive back to the Harvester Road re-supply location occurs four to five times
during a significant winter event.
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To date, RPF has adapted to these facility limitations with early shift starts and pre-positioning trucks to
avoid rush hour impacts on timely deployment. Additional measures are required to address the lost
productive machine hours associated with material re-stocking during a winter event.

. .

“As Is” Contracted Roads Winter Control Model
The City manages the following portfolio of winter control service delivery contracts. Two contracts
have a pending award for renewal. The major contracts for road plowing are now up for renewal. Some
of these contracts have allowed CPI inflation adjustments in billing rates. Others have not; thereby
creating upward price point pressure at renewal.
Tender #

1. RFT-311-19

Activity

Snow Plowing at City Facilities
(Parks & Rec – Dylan Gauley / Wayne Ireland)

Vendor

The Gordon Company

2. RFT-308-19

Sidewalk Snow Plowing
(RPF – Mark Adam)

Anthony’s Excavating

3. TEN-09-11

Roadway Plowing
(RPF – Mark Adam)

MSO Construction

4. TEN-09-12

5. RFQ-116-15

6. RFT-306-16

7. RFT-318-17

8. RFT-315-18

Roadway Plowing (Combo Units)
(RPF – Mark Adam)
Windrow Plowing
(RPF – Mark Adam)

MSO Construction

CSL Group

Roadway Plowing (Tractors)
(RPF – Mark Adam)
Municipal & Museum Lot Plowing
(Transportation / AGB / Museums)
Snow Plowing @Bus Stops & Shelters
(RPF – Mark Adam)

Fidale Snow Services

Buist Landscaping Inc.

Anthony’s Excavating

SAP Contract#

First Term

Pending
award

Nov-15-19 to
Mar-31-22

Optional Extensions
Annual CPI allowed
Nov. 2022 – March 2023
Nov. 2023 – March 2024

Pending
award

Nov-15-19 to
Mar-31-22

Annual CPI allowed
Nov. 2022 – March 2023
Nov. 2023 – March 2024

71000488

Dec. 2010 to
Mar. 2018

Annual CPI allowed
Dec. 2018 – March 2019
Dec. 2019 – March 2020

71000489

71000733

71000776

Nov. 2010 to
Mar. 2018

Nov-15-15 to
Mar-31-16

Nov-15-16 to
Apr-15-19

Annual CPI allowed
Nov. 2018 – March 2019
Nov. 2019 – March 2020
No CPI allowed
Nov. 2016 – March 2017
Nov. 2017 – March 2018
Nov. 2018 – March 2019
Nov. 2019 – March 2020
No CPI allowed
Nov. 2019 – April 2020
Nov. 2020 – April 2021

71000824

Nov-15-17 to
Mar-31-20

No CPI allowed
Nov. 2020 – March 2021
Nov. 2021 – March 2022

71000866

Nov-15-18 to
Mar-31-21

No CPI allowed
Nov. 2021 – March 2022
Nov. 2022 – March 2023

CONFIDENTIAL
Pricing Information

T
heG
ordonC
ompan
y-RFT
-311-19.pdf

TE
N-09-11Contract
71000488-MSORen

TE
N-09-12Contract
71000489MSORene

RFQ
-116-15
C
ontract7100073320

R
FT
-306-16
C
ontract 71000776-e

RFT
-318-17
C
ontract 71000824R

RFT
-315-18
C
ontract 71000866-

The imminent renewal of the major road plowing contracts represents a significant financial risk event
for Burlington. Market intelligence on GTA municipal winter contract renewals suggests significant price
escalation is probable. Risk mitigation will be required to prevent significant negative property tax
impacts. The need to play tax management “defence” around contract pricing may eliminate any
potential service level enhancements around windrows or bare pavement service standards that came
up in the City’s “voice of the customer” survey conducted during this review.
The current mix of direct/contracted winter control delivery is advantageous to Burlington operationally
and financially. A significant increase in the stand-by hour price for the upcoming road plowing
contracts may change that calculation. An evidence based evaluation of potential contractor
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submissions under the upcoming tendering process should include an in-source-outsource cost/benefit
analysis. GSD expansion is one possible alternative that should be evaluated against any significant price
spike for road winter control services.

. .

“As Is” Informa on Technology/Performance Repor ng
In many ways Burlington is operating its winter control operation using 1970’s technology - a.k.a. with
paper. The City Internal Auditor’s September 2018 report on winter control is instructive in this regard.
The Audit Report states the following:
“After a winter event, City supervisors sift through time clock and scale data to record
contractor start and finish times…specified start time call-in, operator equipment downtime
etc. is recorded in a paper winter event.”
Realistically, what this means is that there is no capacity to do timely winter control results reporting to
City Management and Council - for a $5M City program. Performance Concepts/Dillon was unable to
obtain post-event road network cleanup times for review. These post-event cleanup times are at the
core of the Provincially mandated Minimum Maintenance Standards the City attempts to meet as an
operational service standard. The data confirming these MMS standards are in fact being complied with
are stored in paper-filled binders packed in boxes. City staff lack basic information technology tools like
the Ontario Good Roads Association winter season planning app - an easily available tool. Winter unit
truck drivers navigate routes (including routes they may not know well) with clip board written
instructions they must read during difficult-to-drive-in winter events. There are no tablets or dashboard
nav-devices that guide them across their routes. This basic kind of technology support is widely
available across municipal winter control operations.
Aside from the City website “Where’s My Snowplow” public information feature, it is not clear to our
team what benefit the City is receiving from its current Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) contract.
Spread rate reporting and route status/completion reporting using AVL data during an event is a
standard large municipality practice, yet Burlington’s operational performance dashboard designed by
Management cannot be populated with AVL data (up until now).
Operational performance and fiscal accountability are suffering due to a chronic under-investment in
appropriate data management tools.

. .

Peer Municipal Benchmarking
In order to compare Burlington winter control operations to similar peers, a short survey was developed
using the on-line MentiMeter.com polling tool. Five municipalities that are normally used as
comparators for Burlington were selected and were contacted to participate in the
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survey. Communications between the peer municipalities and the Performance Concepts/Dillon
Consulting team indicated the peers’ willingness to complete the surveys. Unfortunately, the survey
was distributed shortly before the onset of the early winter storm that affected all of the peer
municipalities in mid-November. Despite numerous communications to encourage completion of the
survey, peer municipalities reported being too busy with winter operations to participate. At the end of
the available time period, three completed surveys were available for comparison with Burlington. The
simplified results are summarized below:
·

One respondent operates thirty (30) routes from one yard, the second twenty-six (26) from two
(2) yards, while the other operates ﬁ y-two (52) routes from three yards. These compare to
Burlington’s forty-eight (48) routes from one yard.

·

Respondents reported the average length of their routes as between twenty-four (24) and
seventy-three (73) km (average 49). These compare to Burlington’s seventy (70) kms.

·

One respondent reported using twenty (20) direct and one hundred and twenty ﬁve (125)
contractor resources for road plowing/sal ng, the second twenty-seven (27) direct and sixtyeight (68) contractor, while the other reported three (3) direct staﬀ and forty-nine (49)
contractor resources . Burlington u lizes eighteen (18) direct and thirty (30) contractor
resources.

·

Two respondents reported their winter control season as November 15th to March 31st while the
third reported November 15th to April 15th. These compare to Burlington’s December 1st to
March 31st GSD season and an extended contractor season covering late November and early
April.

·

Two respondents deploy two (2) eight-hour shi s (Days and Nights) with a single a ernoon
patroller, while the other deploys direct staﬀ on eight-hour day shi s with on-call and call-back,
while their contractor provides 24/7 coverage with various shi s. Burlington’s GSD program
staﬀs two twelve-hour shi s, ﬁve days a week, with contractors on stand-by and call-back for 12
hour shi s.

·

One respondent reported twelve (12) full- me and twelve (12) seasonal staﬀ, the second
reported eighteen (18) staﬀ, while the other primarily contractor-based respondent reported
three (3) City staﬀ operators and addi onal patrol and supervisory staﬀ. This compares to
Burlington’s twenty-two (22) full- me and ﬁ y-ﬁve (55) seasonal staﬀ.

·

All three respondents reported allowing winter control staﬀ to take vaca on during the winter
control season under Collec ve Bargaining condi ons that limited the number of staﬀ and
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priori zed opera onal requirements. Burlington currently does not allow vaca ons during the
winter control season for GSD staﬀ.
·

One respondent currently uses the provincial minimum maintenance standard as it’s standard
while the other respondents and Burlington currently exceed provincial minimum maintenance
standards by Council direc on.

·

All three respondents and Burlington currently u lize AVL technology to various degrees, for
response management, performance repor ng and public availability of plow loca on. None of
the three currently use a Storm App to assist in response management or dashboard genera on.

·

All three respondents and Burlington currently tender for stand-by rates in the RFPs that secured
their contractors

While the peer municipalities being compared obviously utilize different combinations of contracted and
in-house staff to deliver winter control services, there are no obvious deficiencies in service delivery that
are exclusive to Burlington. Technology and applications to help manage storm events are lacking from
all three municipalities. The three peers seem to be advanced in allowing staff to take controlled
vacations during the winter control season, while Burlington’s GSD program seems to be a best practice
in value-for-money terms.
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2.3
. .

“As Should Be” Performance Improvement Opportuni es
“As Should Be” Halton Cost Recovery
The Performance Concepts/Dillon team has conducted an activity-based costing analysis of Halton roads
cost recovery. The analysis has concluded that the “As Is” vanilla cost allocation based on Halton’s share
of total Burlington lane kilometres is sub-standard. During the course of this analysis Performance
Concepts delivered an October 2019 interim memo to the City setting out an improved cost allocation
justification. The purpose of the interim memo was to provide timely analysis/support to City officials
renegotiating the MOU with the Region for the upcoming 2019-2020 winter season. The following
excerpt from the interim memo is noteworthy:
“ The 13% billing factor in the MOU is only valid if all the lane km of roads maintained by Burlington
consume very similar amounts of winter control staff effort, machine hour effort, and spread
material volumes. This is clearly not the case. Primary road lane km’s (whether City or Region)
consume significantly more effort and materials during a winter event response than the rest of the
secondary/local road system. Halton roads are ALL primary roads; representing 21% of the primary
road network in Burlington. Therefore, Halton should be billed 21% of primary road system winter
maintenance costs.
At this point in time, the City does isolate its own primary road winter control costs, or Region
primary road costs beyond Highway 5/Dundas Street. On a go-forward basis, cost tracking
refinements for the primary road network should be possible using AVL technology to document
actual machine hours and material consumed by Halton primary roads. Our final report will speak to
this AVL technology refinement.
In the meantime, a reasonable cost approximation can be made in the form of a “2-times effort”
factor for primary roads. Burlington primary roads (including Halton roads) receive 4-vehicle tandem
clearing per lane km during winter event responses. Other roads do not. As well, primary roads are
the priority during any significant winter event response; receiving more pass km of effort and
spread materials than other road categories.
The Performance Concepts review team recommends that a “2-times” weighting factor be used as a
defendable proxy for AVL tracking in order to better estimate winter control costs for all of
Burlington’s primary roads - including Halton’s primary lane km’s. This “2-times” factor
coincides/mirrors an allocation of estimated primary road costs to Halton in line with its 21% share
of total primary road lane km’s.
Using the “2-times” factor, we estimate the Halton share of total Burlington winter control costs
would increase by approximately $150,000 to $175,000 per season, based on spending patterns
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across recent winter seasons. Detailed financial modeling (attached) will be contained in our Winter
Control final report to be submitted later this year. “

The financial modeling in the table below is the same modeling referenced in the October interim
memo. Annual “As Should Be” recoveries for Halton roads over the past four winter seasons all migrate
upwards towards $1M. In total these recoveries would increase by approximately $600k over the 20162019 seasons. The annual average increase will likely fall within the $150k to $175k range. The annual
savings could offset necessary investments in GSD and technology upgrades without any negative tax
impacts.
Halton $ Revenue Recovery
Small Winter Recovery
Big Winter Recovery
Dundas Small Recovery
Dundas Big Recovery
Ops Small Recovery
Ops Big Recovery
Total Region Recovery (Small)
Total Region Recovery (Big)

2015
$98,018
$367,487
$97,411
$206,997
$4,450
$9,550
-$199,879
-$584,034
$769,913

2016
$96,500
$361,972
$101,286
$215,254
$4,112
$8,825
-$201,908
-$585,871
$775,012

2017
$106,682
$384,973
$107,304
$228,021
$4,745
$10,185
-$214,732
-$623,178
$826,980

2018
$98,001
$367,419
$105,716
$224,647
$5,063
$10,866
-$208,780
-$602,932
$795,783

2019
$93,413
$378,903
$78,715
$251,309
$4,292
$11,625
-$175,880
-$641,837
$802,340

2016 Season
$459,990

2017 Season
$481,473

2018 Season
$474,101

2019 Season
$476,904

$312,665

$329,307

$331,951

$357,025

$13,275

$14,297

$15,611

$16,688

-$785,750

-$825,086

-$817,664

-$850,616

$785,930

$825,077

$821,663

$850,617

2016 Season "Should Be" Recovery
$943,591

2017 Season "Should Be" Recovery
$999,498

2018 Season "Should Be" Recovery
$996,608

2019 Season "Should Be" Recovery
$939,325

Difference
$157,661

Difference
$174,421

Difference
$174,944

Difference
$88,708
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. .

“As Should Be” Strengthened GSD Model
The GSD 2-shift deployment model delivers a 24/7 winter control service level. It delivers an ongoing
efficiency dividend of $750k to $1M per season. GSD does so by providing a superior level of flexible
response to winter events; the 10 available A and B shifts per 2-week scheduling period can be moved
around to overlap with forecast winter events. Staff volunteer to participate in the flexible GSD
deployment model outside the normal scheduling parameters associated with the collective agreement.
In return the City pays the $4.75 shift premium as part of a GSD compensation package.
The GSD shift premium has not been adjusted for inflation since its inception in 2005. The shift premium
in 2019 should be updated to $6.50 to reverse the purchasing power lost to inflation. The updated shift
premium will act as a renewed financial incentive for staff to participate in GSD, despite the long hours
and sometimes difficult work environment. Immediate implementation of the updated shift premium
for the 2019-2020 winter season is critical to strengthening GSD sustainability. The $50-$55k in
additional compensation costs can be financed from the financial dividend associated with improved
Halton primary road cost recovery. Eroding staff willingness to participate in GSD detected by
management in recent seasons should be reversed. Going forward, a CPI inflation adjustment to the
GSD shift premium should be built into the annual winter control budget.

Original GSD $ Shift
Premium (2005)

$4.75

GSD $ Shift Premium
Updated For Inflation

Estimated Annual $
Impact of Updated Shift
Premium on Roads GSD

3 Shift Alternative to
Roads GSD (Extra $ Cost
Avoided)

$50k-$55k

$750k-$1M

$6.50

The City should also consider an exception to the “no vacation during GSD” business rule. The vacation
exception should initially apply to the 28 GSD plow/combo unit operators on shifts A and B. By
permitting a series of spread-out 5-day vacation allotments during the 17 week GSD season, the City
would alleviate some of the vacation-based erosion of productive maintenance hours during the
summer months. Summer overtime costs could and should be reduced as a result.
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. .

. . .

“As Should Be” Contrac ng Model

Future Contract Structure for Roads Winter Control
As the City finalizes its RFP structure for the upcoming road plowing contract renewal(s) Performance
Concepts/Dillon has identified the following contract design parameters for consideration:

Contract Length:

An 8-year term plus an option for two single-year extensions.

Bid Price:

Require an hourly stand-by rate price submission. Provide an
hourly winter event response call-out price in the RFP. Include a
fuel price adjustment factor to hedge the risk for a contractor
associated with impossible-to-manage fluctuations in fuel costs.
Also include an annual CPI-anchored adjustment in the seasonal
stand-by hourly rate.
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Required Contractor Resources:

Require two guaranteed 12-hour shifts A and B (5 shifts per
week for A and B) to mirror the City’s GSD deployment
commitment. Stand-by rate funding for both shifts. Eliminate
existing plow-only units in favour of more efficient combo units.

Provide pricing for new plow/sand/salt units with mandated
spreader/AVL technology. Pricing options as follows:
·
·
·
·

8 units with 16 operators
10 units with 20 operators
12 units with 24 operators
14 units with 28 operators

The menu driven approach to differing numbers of staffed contractor units is critically important.
It will allow the City to consider productivity improvements derived from introducing winter event resupply depots. Fewer contractor units may be required under the new contract to service 14 route
zones plus primaries.
. . .

Managing Risk Re: Contract Price Escala on
A cost-benefit analysis has been designed and executed to support the City in evaluating upcoming
contract bid prices for roads plowing. It applies to the work currently being executed by MSO across
primary roads and 14 route-zones. The diagram below explains the cost-benefit methodology.

Winter Event
Scenarios
Scenario: Light Winter

Event Type
Full response event
Short Full response
Partial System Response

Frequency
Over
Season
4
5
35

Duration
(Hours)
24
18
12

Scenario: Standard/Average Winter

Event Type
Full Response (long)
Full Response
Partial System Response

Frequency
Over
Season
5
6
47

Duration
(Hours)
24
18
12

Frequency
Over
Season
6
8
59

Duration
(Hours)
24
18
12

Scenario: Busy Winter

Event Type
Full response event
Short Full response
Partial System Response
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The analysis compares the cost-effectiveness of City GSD versus a new contractor; with each delivering
winter services across 14 secondary/local route-zones and primary roads. The model considers three
winter season event scenarios: Light, Standard/Average and Heavy. Each season’s weather scenario
contains a different mix of stand-by hours and event-response callout hours. City GSD and a future
contractor (referred to as MSO for convenience sake only) have hourly stand-by rates and callout rates
that are applied against each winter season event scenario. Price comparisons across the seasons can
be used to make service delivery inferences about in-sourcing or out-sourcing decisions. The model will
be useful for evaluating actual pricing data submitted during the imminent road plowing RFP.
The table above also contains the detailed composition of winter events that constitute the Light,
Average/Standard and Heavy hypothetical winters used in the cost-benefit model. It is exceedingly
difficult/impossible to definitively forecast future winter scenarios, but these hypothetical scenarios
reflect actual experience in Burlington blended with reasonable variations in winter event frequency and
intensity/duration. The 11 system-wide response events in the Standard/Average Winter Scenario
reflect the past five seasons in Burlington. The Light Winter includes 9 system-side response events,
while the Heavy Winter contains 14 system-wide response events.
The following three tables set out the results of the cost-benefit analysis across the contract pricing
scenarios applied against three winter season event scenarios (Light, Standard/Average, Heavy).
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. .

“As Should Be” Winter Event Response Model
As noted earlier in this report, the City of Burlington deploys its entire roads winter maintenance
operations/fleet from a single site located at 3330 Harvester Rd. All City and contractor plow units
deploy from the Harvester location and proceed to their various assignments, which can vary depending
on the type of winter event. In the course of this review our team observed that “blade down”
productive machine hours were probably being lost due to excessive travel time (back and forth )
between assigned routes and Harvester Rd. for re-stocking of spread materials. We hypothesized that
”blade up/spreaders off” non-productive travel time could be reduced; thereby securing increased
efficiency. We concluded that the key requirement to secure travel time efficiencies would be a
materials re-stocking depot or depots (located appropriately) to serve existing north Burlington
plow/sand/salt routes. In short, a spread materials re-stocking alternative to Harvester Road.
A simulation of the productivity improvements generated by hypothetical re-stocking depot(s) has been
undertaken by our team in association with colleagues at Transnomis Solutions Inc. Transnomis
Solutions has utilized their proprietary ITS Central system to model selected existing City winter control
routes to document efficiencies/productivity gains that could result. The full Transnomis technical
analysis is attached as an appendix to this report .

The 13 routes selected for the simulation were all north of Upper Middle Rd; routes with longer travel
times and problematic traffic congestion during Monday-Friday workday trips to/from Harvester Road.
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Three potential restocking locations for salt, brine and salt were identified as follows for the purpose of
simulation modelling:
· “Cityview” – Cityview Park at 2500 Kearns Rd. (NW)
· “Harrison” – Harrison Ct. industrial area (NE); and
· “Kilbride” – Kilbride Fire Hall at 2241 Kilbride St.
A simulated full-response winter event was used for the modelling. During the simulated 12-hour event
City/contractor trucks initially plow and treat primary/secondary routes. At the end of the event a full
system clean-up is executed across all primary, secondary and local roads. Key performance metrics
were calculated at the end of the simulation as follows:
1. The number of Round Trips (all assigned primary and secondary roads on a route) completed
during the event
2. Productive distance/time travelled
3. Non-productive distance/time travelled
4. Total distance/time travelled
The calculated simulation metrics have allowed our team to compare the potential benefits of adding
one or more of the alternate supply locations to the Harvester “status quo” and determine for each
route which alternate supply location would add the greatest “blade down” productivity. Combining the
Harrison site with Harvester gave the greatest “blade down” productivity yield, although not
significantly greater than Cityview (20 minutes less in time savings). As expected, adding a Kilbride
location to either the Harvester/Cityview or Harvester/Harrison combinations offered significant savings
for the Kilbride routes.
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Route

Tandem 1 to Area 19
Tandem 1 and 1a to Area 23
Tandem 2 and 2a to Area 28
Tandem 4 and 4a to Area 10 and 11
Tandem 6 an 6a to Area 6
Tandem 10 to Area 26
Tandem 11 to Area 7
Tandem 11 to Area 12
Tandem 12 to Area 27
Tandem 13 and 13a to Area 13
Tandem 13 and 13b to Areas 13 and 27
Tandem 14 to Area 13
Dundas Tandem #1
Dundas Tandem #2
Dundas Tandem #3
Dundas Tandem #4

Harvester "Status Quo"
Total Distance
Prod
Travelled
Time
(meters)
(secs)
361,623
34,976
399,473
44,897
259,579
37,379
391,001
43,787
356,168
39,809
347,148
37,943
347,153
42,295
367,605
44,706
344,776
27,735
391,465
37,103
418,156
40,018
377,679
32,573
318,450
42,745
318,450
42,745
318,450
42,745
318,450
42,745
634,201
Mins
Hours

Depot Options
Best Alternate
Location
Harvester
Harvester
Harrison
Cityview
Cityview
Harrison
Cityview
Cityview
Harrison
Kilbride
Kilbride
Kilbride
Harrison
Harrison
Harrison
Harrison

10,570
176.2

Prod
Time
(secs)
34,976
44,897
39,887
45,286
41,123
39,508
44,756
45,769
35,055
39,687
46,971
45,252
49,464
49,464
49,464
49,464
701,023
11,684
194.7

Improvement

18:34:00

Improve
Ratio
1.000000
1.000000
1.067096
1.034234
1.033008
1.041246
1.058187
1.023778
1.263926
1.069644
1.173747
1.389249
1.157188
1.157188
1.157188
1.157188
1.105364
Kms

Distance
Saved
(meters)
0
0
17,415
2,077
9,122
10,870
12,919
7,378
8,030
22,130
48,286
3,752
3,262
3,262
3,262
3,262
155,027
155.0

155.0

The Harrison/Kilbride combination of re-stocking depots yielded a 18.5 hour increase in productive
“blade down/spreader working” time across the system; which included six additional plow circuits on
various routes in the simulation. The Harrison/Kilbride option generated a 10.5% overall productivity
improvement system-wide - and is equivalent to two additional plows on the road throughout the
winter event. In addition, even though six additional circuits were provided, truck travel was reduced by
a total of 155 km during the event.
During the simulation exercise, Transnomis Solutions identified long "blade up/spreader off" nonproductive travel time between primary and secondary route assignments. A complete route
optimization study would be a beneficial next step to minimize non-productive route time.

. .

“As Should Be” Informa on Technology/Performance Repor ng
A technology transformation is required to bring Burlington’s winter control operation into the 21st
century. Existing City information management projects should be able to generate all of the required
improvements. Performance Concepts/Dillon have noted the following “must have” toolkit:
·

An AVL solu on that supports a winter control performance dashboard. The performance
dashboard will be used to evaluate winter event response performance during and a er major
system-wide events. Staﬀ have developed an opera onal dashboard focused on material spread
rates versus target and actual plow route coverage/progress versus planned. It is also desirable
to record pass kilometres and spread rates across the Halton primary road network to ensure
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accurate cost recovery. At minimum City primary network costs/eﬀort must be isolated from the
rest of the system for Halton billing purposes. Post-event clean-up AVL data must be separated
from AVL data associated with plow unit eﬀort and pass kilometres expended during the event.
Once AVL is being used properly, cost per pass kilometre unit cost performance indicators can be
assembled and compared across City units and contractor units (by event and across the
season). An important note: Burlington currently does not have access to contractor AVL data a problema c limita on to rolling out a performance dashboard.
·

Dashboard mounted cameras and tablets are one- me technology upgrades that will pay
opera onal performance dividends. Cameras will help manage driver performance and reduce
liability. Tablets will provide visual guidance to drivers unfamiliar with certain routes and
automa cally record route comple on; thereby avoiding sub-op mal route coverage and
improving opera onal safety during diﬃcult weather condi ons.

·

The rollout of the city’s new maintenance management system (MMS) should include robust
event speciﬁc repor ng of expended labour hours (GSD + contractor) against local, secondary
and primary road categories. A similar structure should be developed for sidewalks. Budget cost
centre structures should be amended to mirror these MMS labour tracking categories. The
OGRA winter management app is an aﬀordable bridging op on for the upcoming season;
pending MMS future rollout.
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2.4
. .

Findings & Recommenda ons
Documented Eﬃciencies
Documented efficiencies include significant non-tax revenue enhancement, cost avoidance, and process
improvement action items. An updated cost-recovery model with Halton region will yield an estimated
$150k-$175k in reduced tax burden per season. These revenues can easily fund the necessary reinvestment in the GSD shift premium plus key technology investments. In turn the GSD shift premium
investment will reverse problematic GSD staffing erosion and avoid the expensive 3-shift model ($700k
to $1M in new costs) that would otherwise have been required to preserve 24/7 winter control service
levels.
The productivity improvements associated with a winter event re-supply depot could reduce the total
number of contracted road units required in the soon-to-be tendered road plowing contract. This
reduction in required units could offset a significant portion of any contract price escalation.
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. .

Overall Conclusions & Implementa on Priori es
The efficiencies associated with improved Halton roads cost recovery and the GSD Shift premium
upgrade have already been implemented going into the 2019-2020 season. On a net basis, these two
initiatives have generated a net bottom-line cost savings of $100k or more per season for Burlington.
They have also avoided a financially significant cost spike of $700k to $1M that would otherwise have
been required if GSD participation had continued to erode, and a conventional deployment model third
shift was required to maintain 24/7 service.
The remaining “As Should Be” efficiency options can be implemented during the upcoming season (i.e.
temporary re-supply depots) or in preparation for the 2020-2021 season (I.e. execute a new roads
winter contract and/or consider insourcing if contract prices supports this type of restructuring).
While the “As Should Be” IT investments supported in this review do not generate an easy-to-quantify
efficiency dividend, they are nevertheless sound investments in operational safety, performance
planning/measurement, and cost-recovery billing improvements re. Halton. They can be financed in
large part by the imminent Halton billings dividend with no adverse property tax impact.
From an overall risk management perspective, the City will continue to “play defence” when it comes to
winter control. At current budgeting levels existing 24/7 service levels need to be protected rather than
expanded. Any expansion of existing property tax supported winter control service levels should be
dealt as a decision-unit with via the 2020 budget process. Cost management and cost avoidance, rather
than service level enhancement, will continue to be the focus at current budgeted levels.
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Recommendation Highlights:
The efficiencies associated with improved Halton roads cost recovery and the GSD Shift premium
upgrade have already been implemented going into the 2019-2020 season. On a net basis, these two
initiatives have generated a net bottom-line cost savings of $100k or more per season for Burlington.
They have also avoided a financially significant cost spike of $700k to $1M that would otherwise have
been required if GSD participation had continued to erode, and a conventional deployment model third
shift was required to maintain 24/7 service.

The remaining “As Should Be” efficiency options can be implemented during the upcoming season (i.e.
temporary re-supply depots) or in preparation for the 2020-2021 season (I.e. execute a new roads
winter contract and/or consider insourcing if contract prices supports this type of restructuring).
From a risk management perspective, the City will continue to “play defence” when it comes to winter
control. Cost management and cost avoidance, rather than service level enhancement, will continue to
be the focus.

Affordable 24/7 service level protection will require significant productivity improvements from
initiatives like the temporary material re-stocking depots. A complete route optimization study would
be an appropriate next-step.
Improved service delivery sustainability in the upcoming road plowing contract is a necessary
investment to manage liability risk and protect the travelling public during and after severe/prolonged
winter events. Climate/weather volatility moving forward will require prudent risk management for
extreme winter events, despite a short term cost impact.
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3.0 Loose Leaf Review
3.1
..

Service Proﬁle
Descrip on of the Service
There are two waste collection programs within the City of Burlington (City) that handle leaf waste. The
first service is provided by the City to the majority of households and is a loose-leaf, curbside collection
program that is carried out by City staff and equipment. The schedule for this program has varied slightly
over the years as collection zones have changed but in general, the collection of loose leaves runs in the
late fall (typically November).
The other service is provided by Halton Region (Region) which involves the collection of paper bagged,
binned, and/or bundled leaf and yard waste (LYW) from urban areas (represents approximately 93% of
the total number of private dwellings within the City). This program runs from April to mid-December
and occurs bi-weekly on the same day as garbage collection. In addition to the collection of LYW, Halton
also provide a weekly Blue Box collection program for recycling items, a weekly Green Cart organics
program bi-weekly garbage collection, and bi-weekly bulky waste collection.
This report will examine the loose-leaf collection program being offered by the City in terms of how it’s
implemented, the costs to run it and associated efficiencies and inefficiencies. The report will also
provide the approach and results of how the program compares to other similar municipal programs as
well as provide a summary of feedback received from a recent public survey. The report is based on
2018 data received from the City and in some cases, historical data from 2015 to 2018 to understand
past trends and estimate annual averages. We acknowledge that in 2019 the program has a slightly
different delivery model but expect that the changes do not majorly impact the major findings of the
service review.

..

Deployment Model
Staff beginning training on the loose-leaf collection program in the last three weeks of October and
deploy in early November with the goal of collecting the leaves within an approximate six-week period.
At present, there are four collection zones with three of the zones receiving two collections (Areas 1, 2,
and 3) as they contain more households in general plus larger lots and/or more mature trees that
produce a high quantity of leaves in the fall. The 2018 schedule and map from the Leaf Collection
Program brochure is presented below in Figure 1. The schedule provides dates when residents are to
place their leaves to the edge of the road by and dates when City staff will collect the leaves by. This is
to provide City staff with greater flexibility in completing the routes as efficiently as possible.
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Importantly, this figure also describes that collection is weather dependent. The winter maintenance
program (i.e., snow removal) is a mandated and regulated service whereas loose leaf collection is a
discretionary service. Therefore, whenever there is an early snowfall, winter maintenance will take
priority over loose-leaf collection to stay in compliance with the regulations and residents are instructed
to place any remaining leaves into bags/bins for collection by the Region.
Figure 1: Loose-Leaf Collec on Program Map and Schedule (2018)

The deployment model for this program fluctuates slightly each year in terms of schedule, staffing and
equipment. Staff and equipment from the Parks and Roads divisions of the City are utilized to deliver the
loose-leaf collection program. There are currently 86 staff within the Parks and Roads departments at
approximately a 70% and 30% split, respectively. Of the 86 staff, 80% (or 69 City staff) are brought in to
deliver the seasonal loose-leaf program. A timeline of where and when staff work is presented in Figure
2. In the last three weeks of October, staff begin preparing and training on the loose leaf collection and
winter maintenance programs. Staff work among the different areas between November and December
as well, weather depending.
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Figure 2: Current Schedule and Distribu on of Roads and Parks Staﬀ
Please refer to Sec on 1.2 for more informa on
Winter Maintenance (Roads)

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Spring-Summer Maintenance (Roads and
Parks)
Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Fall Leaf
(Parks and
Roads)
Nov

Generally, residents rake their leaves to the curb and the crews use large and/or small equipment (i.e.,
rakes) to gather the leaves for collection into the vehicles. The collected leaves are hauled to one of five
central collection points and then transported to the Halton Waste Management Site in Milton for
processing.
A schedule is developed each year where crews of staff are put together with different equipment and
in 2018, there were eight crews as shown in Table 1 and Figure 3. Specifically, there were three loader
crews that use equipment such as a loader and backhoe to collect leaves and five vactor crews that use
suction enabled vehicles (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). It is noted that in 2017 this breakdown changed
slightly with two vactor crews being combined into one loader crew due to the loaders being a more
efficient means to collect the leaves.
Table 1: Breakdown of Staﬀ and Equipment per Crew (2018)
Please refer to Sec on 1.2 for more informa on
Crew 1
Crew 2
Crew 3
Crew 4
Crew 5
(Loader 1) (Loader 2) (Loader 3) (Vactor 1) (Vactor 2)
9 staff
1 Loader
operator
1 Backhoe
operator

9 staff
1 Loader
operator
1 Backhoe
operator

1 Low-bed
trailer
driver

1 Low-bed
trailer
driver

1 Street
Sweeper
operator
4 Tandem
dump truck
drivers
1 Raker

1 Street
Sweeper
operator
4 Tandem
dump truck
drivers
1 Raker

9 staff
1 Loader
operator
1 Low-bed
trailer
driver
1 Skid Steer
operator

1 Street
Sweeper
operator
4 Tandem
dump truck
drivers
1 Raker

5 staff
1 Vactor
trailer unit
1 Low-bed
trailer
driver
1 Singleaxle dump
truck
driver
3 Rakers

5 staff
1 Vactor
trailer unit
2 Low-bed
trailer
drivers
3 Rakers
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Crew 6
(Vactor 3)

Crew 7
(Vactor 4)

Crew 8
(Vactor 5)

5 staff
1 Vactor
trailer unit
1 Low-bed
trailer
driver
1 Singleaxle dump
truck
driver
3 Rakers

5 staff
1 Vactor
trailer unit
1 Low-bed
trailer
driver
1 Tandem
dump
truck
driver
3 Rakers

5 staff
1 Vactor
trailer unit
1 Low-bed
trailer
driver
1 Singleaxle dump
truck
driver
3 Rakers
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Figure 3: Staﬀ Collec on Schedule (2018)
Please refer to Sec on 1.2 for more informa on
Crew 6, Crew 7, Crew 8 (8-hour shift)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Crew 1, Crew 2, Crew 3 (10-hour shifts)
Crew 4, Crew 5 (10-hour shift)

Figure 4: Loader Crew

Figure 5: Vactor Crew
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..

Financial Informa on and Trends
City staff provided historical financial information on the loose-leaf collection program from 2015 to
2018. The annual operating costs ranged around $588,000 in 2017 to $864,000 in 2018 with the
average annual operating cost between these four years of approximately $753,000. Costs can fluctuate
year-to-year and/or vary from budgeted costs due to additional collection periods or, in the case of
2017, the costs were less than budgeted due to the program being cut short as a result of early snowfall.
In 2019 the operating budget for the loose leaf collection program is approximately $828,800.
Figure 6 presents the distribution of the average annual operating costs to run the loose-leaf collection
program. Vehicle usage (i.e., fixed hourly rate to cover fuel, parts/labour, insurance, depreciation, etc.)
and staffing contribute the highest costs. The City pays the Region tipping fees on a per tonne basis
(approximately $25 per tonne) to process the collected leaves at the Region’s Halton Waste
Management Site in Milton. The tipping fees account for approximately 14% of the total average annual
operating cost. Contract services follows, at 10%, which involves hauling the leaves from the five central
collection points to the Halton Waste Management Site for processing. Promotion and education of the
program, including signage, and purchase of small equipment such as rakes contribute to approximately
1% of the total average annual operating cost.
Figure 6: Distribu on of Average Annual Opera ng Costs (2015 – 2018)
Description of costs provided above.

Staffing, 36.4%

Vehicle Usage,
38.6%

Promotion and
Education, 0.6%

Tipping Fees to
Halton, 13.5%

Contracted
Services , 10.4%

Small Equipment ,
0.4%
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3.2
. .
. ..

“As-Is” - Current State
Current Service Delivery Performance Snapshot
Loose Leaf Collec on Program
The City provides collection of loose-leaves to approximately 97% of households within the City. Halton
Region provides LYW collection to the City. The historical quantities of loose-leaves collected by the City
and LYW collected by the Region in both Burlington and the Region as a whole, is illustrated in Figure 7.
Note that the quantities of LYW collected in Burlington (red bars) is also included in Halton Region’s
annual totals (yellow bars). As previously mentioned, the loose-leaf program was cut short in 2017 as a
result of early winter weather.
Figure 7: Historical Quan
See description above.

es of Loose-Leaves and LYW Collected by City and Region (2010 – 2018)

Leaf and yard waste generation varies seasonally with peaks in the spring and fall seasons and low
points in the summer and winter, in terms of quantities collected. The amount of precipitation and
temperature impact the generation of LYW. Figure 8 provides the average monthly quantities of LYW
collected by the Region in both the City and the Region as a whole based on data received by the Region
from 2014 to 2018. Similar to Figure 7, the quantities of the City’s LYW is also included the Region’s
monthly totals.
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Figure 8: Average Seasonal Varia on in LYW Collected by Halton Region (2014 – 2018)
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In terms of environmental impacts, the greenhouse gas emissions were es mated using the total
distance travelled by the 34 vehicles currently required to deliver the loose-leaf collec on program.
Figure 9 presents the es mated distance travelled, by area, during the program. For collec on areas that
receive two collec ons per season, the distances were doubled. The total distance travelled to complete
the loose-leaf collec on by the City is es mated to be 1,230 km per season. An emission factor for onroad diesel vehicles (2,748 g CO2e/L fuel) and an assumed diesel fuel eﬃciency for a heavy duty truck (57
L/100 km) was applied to give an es mated 66 tonnes of CO2 equivalents generated by the City to deliver
the loose-leaf program. To put this into perspec ve, this is equivalent to approximately 14 cars driving
for a year (based on each car travelling approximately 18,000 km per year).
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Figure 9: Total Distance Travelled by Loose-Leaf Collec on Area per Year (2018)
Area 4, 65

Area 3, 367

Area 1, 435

Area 2, 359

. .

Municipal Benchmarking
To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the loose-leaf collection program in Burlington, the
service review involved comparing the City to other similar jurisdictions that both offer a loose-leaf
program and some that offer a seasonal LYW program only. The comparator municipalities chosen,
demographic information taken from Statistics Canada Census data and the rationale for inclusion, are
presented in Table 2. The City of Burlington demographic data from Statistics Canada is also included for
comparison purposes. It is noted that the City offers the loose-leaf program to approximately 97% of
households and Table 2 is for the whole City. Results from the benchmarking are discussed further in
Section 3.1.1.
Table 2: Comparator Municipali es Contacted for Service Review and Ra onale for Inclusion
Demographics
Loose Leaf
Comparator
Rationale for
Population
Population
Area
Density
Collection
Municipality
Inclusion
Size
Change 2011
(km2) (persons/km2)
(Y/N)
(persons)

to 2016 (%)

Burlington

183,314

4.3

186

986

Y

Cambridge

129,920

2.5

113

1,150

Y

Guelph

129,920

2.5

113

1,150

Y
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Demographics
Comparator
Municipality

Oakville

. .

Population
Size
(persons)

Population
Change 2011
to 2016 (%)

Area
(km2)

Density
(persons/km2)

Loose Leaf
Collection
(Y/N)

Rationale for
Inclusion

193,832

6.2

139

1,394

Y

Same program,
part of Halton,
similar population

St. Catharines

133,113

1.3

96

1,387

N

Whitby

128,377

5.2

147

873

N

Program
previously
offered.
Similar density,
area, does not
provide loose leaf

Public Survey Feedback
A public survey was released through Get Involved Burlington to collect information on resident’s
perceptions and understanding of existing services, including the loose-leaf collection program. The
survey was released on October 23, 2019 and closed on November 4, 2019. A total of 185 residents
participated in the survey. A summary of the results on the existing program are provided in this section
and questions related to the potential future of the program are provided in Section 3.1.2.
The majority (93.5%) of residents surveyed were aware of both the City of Burlington’s curbside loose
leaf collection (loose-leaf) and Halton Region’s bagged/binned LYW curbside collection (bagged/binned).
Small percentages of respondents were only aware of the loose-leaf program (2.7%) or the
bagged/binned program (3.2%). Refer to Figure 10. These responses indicate that education and
information campaigns about the programs are effective.
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Figure 10: Awareness of Available Programs in the City to Manage LYW (Survey Response)

Based on these results it is perhaps not surprising that the majority (92%) of respondents reported they
had used the Region’s LYW program and only 8% had not used it and when asked to specify why not,
many indicated that it was due to living in an apartment (33%) or using a lawn care service (7%). The
remaining 60% of respondents had specific answers around mulching or generally allowing leaves to
remain on their property.
About 82% of respondents reported using the loose-leaf collection program. Of the almost 18% of
respondents who indicated they did not use the program, almost 65% indicated that they use the
Region’s program instead. Others stated that they let the leaves stay on the lawn, they compost at
home, it’s not available in their area and it was a waste of money.

. .

Emerging Performance Issues and Risks
The following provides some of the key issues and risks associated with the loose-leaf collection
program based on the consulting team’s observations and feedback from City staff.
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. . .

Timing
The key issue associated with the loose-leaf collection program is the impact weather can have on
program planning. City staff plan for the program in terms of promotion and education materials to the
public and City Council, moving staff from the Roads and Parks departments, staff training and preparing
equipment. However, given the fact that winter maintenance (i.e., snow removal) is a priority service,
the loose-leaf program can be interrupted or cut short in the event of winter weather during the
originally scheduled timelines to complete the program. Although residents are informed of the
potential for disruption or stoppage of the loose-leaf program if winter weather comes early in
promotional and educational materials (e.g., brochure, website, social media), the City is still inundated
with complaints when it does happen. Primary complaints are associated with leaves not being collected
and reduced number of collections.
The weather also impacts the timing of transitioning staff between Parks and snow removal and the
transitioning of equipment from loose-leaf collection to winter maintenance.

. . .

Health and Safety
The only acceptable materials in the program are leaves however, it is common to find branches, wood
pieces, pumpkins and even concrete pieces in the piles of leaves brought to the curb for collection.
Collection operators and the public are at risk of slipping or tripping over unacceptable materials mixed
in with the leaves.
In the event that not all leaves are collected (e.g., program stopped earlier, resident raking leaves after
designated ‘collect by’ date), the leaves freeze with the winter weather making it difficult to shovel and
creating a slippery surface.
Lastly, leaves can clog catch basins which can lead to flooding on roads. City staff do try to prevent this
from happening by proactively clearing catch basins. Flooding in the winter can create additional slip
hazards to the public.

. . .

Resources
As previously mentioned, unacceptable materials are sometimes mixed in with the raked leaves. In
addition to creating slip hazards to operators and the public, the vacuum truck can get damaged if large
materials get stuck in the hose. This leads to down time of equipment for maintenance purposes.
About 80% of the available staff in the Parks and Roads departments are involved in delivering the
loose-leaf collection program (almost 70 staff). It is likely that there would be other work within the City
that staff could do, including a better transition between Parks and snow removal, if they were not
doing leaf collection.
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Similarly, vehicles (aside from vacuum trucks) would also likely be able to serve other purposes within
the City.
. . .

Complaints
The City receives a high volume of complaints related to the leaf collection program that is dealt with
manually or by email. As mentioned above, common complaints include leaves not collected (if set out
after the collection vehicles have passed), when is the City coming back to collect, cannot bag all the
leaves for Region collection, snow falls early and the leaves remain all winter long and that leaves are
still there in the spring and there’s no City service to collect them.
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3.3
. .
. ..

“As-Should Be” Future State
Analyses Iden fying/Suppor ng Speciﬁc Performance Improvement Opportuni es
Benchmarking
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the service review involved reaching out to specific municipalities to
obtain information on their LYW program(s). A questionnaire was prepared and emailed to staff that
focused on questions related to service levels, quantities managed, costs, etc. A copy of the
questionnaire template is provided in Appendix A. Of the five targeted municipalities, three provided a
fairly full set of responses, one provided data from 2016 and one did not have time to complete within
the requested timeframe. In addition, Halton Region was approached to provide data on the LYW
collection programs for Burlington and the Town of Oakville. Follow up with municipal representatives
was completed through telephone calls and/or email in order to clarify the information provided.
The level of data provided varied as there are differences in levels of service, how the program is funded
as well as how program costs are calculated, which makes it challenging to conduct straight comparisons
to the City. That said, through follow-up with municipal representatives, the data was refined to the
extent possible. Program information such as service levels, service delivery approach, quantities
managed and staff levels are provided in Table 3. When comparing the City to other municipalities that
offer the loose leaf collection service, it appears that the City is offering a similar level of service in terms
of collection frequency (1 to 4 collections) and months the service is offered (late Fall).
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Table 3: Summary of Data Received from Comparator Municipali es (2018)
Refer to Sec ons 2.2.2 and this sec on for more informa on.
Number of
Months
Who
Comparator
Service
Households
Service is
Delivers
Processing
Municipality
Frequency
that Receive
Offered
the Service
Program

Burlington Loose-Leaf

Oct - Nov

1-2x/zone

The City of
Burlington
70,500

Burlington LYW

Apr - Nov

Bi-weekly
with
garbage
collection

Cambridge Loose-Leaf

November

One visit
per
household

Cambridge LYW

Mar - Dec.
Christmas
trees in
Jan.

Bi-weekly

Guelph Loose-Leaf

November

1x in
November

Halton
Region

The City of
Cambridge

Contractor
through
Region of
Waterloo
City
Operations
Department

50,000

157,000

49,000
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Approximate
Annual
Tonnes

Staff
Required

Private
sector facility

3 loader, 2 backhoe, 9
low bed trailer, 3
single axle dump truck,
13 dump trucks, 1 skid
steer, 3 street
sweepers
3 loaders, 6-12
garbage trucks, 1 tub
grinder, 1 screener, 2
stackers
(pick-up, raker, loader,
backhoe, 4-5 dump
trucks) x4
2 vacuum trucks, 2-3
sweepers

6,000

52

7,500

~22 (for all
collections)

1,540

48

38,000

N/A

1-2 loaders (LYW), 1014 trucks (LYW and
green bins)

1,980

N/A

N/A

Halton Waste
Management
Site

Waterloo
Region
Waste
Management
Site

Equipment
Required
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Comparator
Municipality

Guelph - LYW

Oakville Loose Leaf

Oakville LYW

St. Catharines
- LYW

Whitby - LYW

Service
Frequency

Who
Delivers
the Service

Number of
Households
that Receive
Program

Spring &
Fall

1x spring,
1x fall

Private
sector
through
Solid Waste
Resources

49,000

Oct - Dec

Older areas
- 3x
Newer
areas - 1x

Town of
Oakville

30,000 house
receive
program

Months
Service is
Offered

Bi-weekly
with
garbage
collection

Halton
Region

Year
Round

Weekly

Niagara
Region

April November

Bi-weekly
set out
limit in
spring and
summer,
no limit in
fall

Apr - Nov

Town of
Whitby

Processing

Approximate
Annual
Tonnes

Staff
Required

Equipment
Required

Private
sector facility

565

N/A

N/A

45

3 loaders, 14 tandem
axle dump trucks, 11
vacuum leafers

9,000

~22 (for all
collections)

3 loaders, 6-12
garbage trucks, 1 tub
grinder, 1 screener, 2
stackers

N/A

N/A

N/A

4,800

3 - low
season
4-6 - peak
season

3 side loaders, 1-2 rear
loading waste vehicles

4,250
Halton Waste
Management
Site

68,000

155,000

40,000

N/A – Not available
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Niagara
Region
Landfill

Durham
Region
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Municipalities provided costing data (most are 2018 actual costs with the exception of one 2016
dataset) but cautioned its use in direct comparisons to the City noting that some data was not
reviewed/confirmed by municipal finance departments. The City of Guelph’s LYW program was not
included in the cost range below as the service is offered twice a year compared to seasonally by the
comparator municipalities.
The intended purpose of the benchmarking is to see how the City performs against other similar
municipalities and not to scrutinize the costs of participating municipalities. For that reason, and noting
some concerns regarding the public nature of this report, cost information is presented as a range for all
programs reviewed. Average tip fees, cost per household serviced, and annual operating budgets are
provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Cost Ranges for Comparator Municipali es and City Costs
Refer to Sec on 2.2.2 and this sec on for more informa on.
Loose-Leaf

Range
Burlington

LYW

Average
Tip Fees
($/MT)

Cost Per
Household

Annual
Operating
Cost

Average
Tip Fees
($/MT)

Cost Per
Household

Annual
Operating
Cost

$25 to $35

$4 to $33

$34

$4 to $15

$25

$12

$223,000 to $1
million
$864,000

$34

$11

$680,000 to
$993,100
$756,000

Additionally, opinions and perceptions were collected from City representatives on the loose leaf
collection program. The feedback ranged from positive (i.e., residents like it, City is responsible to
manage City trees, saves money since clearing debris and preventing clogs in catch basins) to negative
(i.e., expensive program, clogs catch basins, causes flooding). One common theme among all
comparator municipalities was the challenges during the transition from the leaf collection season to
the winter maintenance program.
. ..

Public Survey Feedback
In the Get Involved Burlington public survey that was conducted in the fall of 2019, residents were given
information about the purpose of the loose leaf service review and how the City has declared a climate
change emergency and then asked about the importance of the loose leaf collection program. The next
question described some of the operational challenges (e.g., same vehicles used for snow removal,
timing of program delivery, clogged sewers) and then asked the question again about the importance of
the loose leaf collection program. The responses are described in this section.
Residents were given this information prior to answering the question on how important the loose leaf
program is:
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The review that is currently underway on City services includes determining if and/or where
efficiencies can be gained from environmental, financial and social perspectives. In addition, the
City has declared a Climate Change Emergency, with a goal of the City operations being net
carbon neutral by 2040.
Of the 184 respondents to this question, 53% indicated that they rely on the loose leaf program and that
it is very important to them while 45% indicated that it was either not important to them or that they
would be able to adjust if the program was removed (Figure 11).
Figure 11: Response to Importance of Loose-Leaf Program with Climate Change Informa on (2019)
Refer to Sec on 3.1.2 for more informa on.
3%

Very Important - I rely on it

Important - I could adjust and
use Halton Region Program

24%

Not Important - I have/currently
use other options to manage my
leaves
Other

53%

21%

The second time information was provided, respondents were told that:
The City uses the same trucks for loose-leaf collection as for snow removal so when the first
snowfall hits, the trucks need to have snow removal equipment installed. This can sometimes
happen before all the leaves have been picked up, which could result in the program ending and
the remaining leaves may be plowed onto your boulevard. In addition, leaves raked to the
curbside can lead to clogged sewers.
Given this information they were once again asked the importance of the loose leaf program to them.
This additional information resulted in a decreased number of respondents indicating that the program
was “very important - I rely on it” (from 53% to 41%). Additionally, those that indicated they could
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adjust and use another program or that is was not an important program for them increased from 45%
to 56%.

Figure 12: Response to Importance of Loose-Leaf Ques on with Climate Change and Opera onal
Challenges Informa on (2019)
Refer to Sec on 3.1.2 for more informa on.
Very Important - I rely on it

2%
41%
27%

Important - I could adjust and
use Halton Region Program
Not Important - I
have/currently use other
options to manage my leaves
Other

29%

Comments provided by survey respondents varied in terms of opinions and perceptions of the program
from positive (i.e., older neighbourhoods with high tree coverage needs the program, bagging the high
quantity of leaves would be problematic) to negative (i.e., wind creates more work after leaves are
raked to the curb, clogs sewer, causes flooding)
Finally, respondents were asked to choose up to two attributes of a leaf collection service that were
most important to them. The majority of respondents selected:
1. Being environmentally responsible (e.g. reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) production associated with
leaf disposal – CO2 and other GHGs are released from collection and processing vehicles).
2. Being fiscally responsible (e.g. reducing worker hours required to offer services, wear and tear on
City infrastructure and the maintenance required to deliver the service, etc.).
Convenience was the next most comment response. The results of this question are presented in Figure
13.
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Figure 13: Response to “When Thinking About the Loose-Leaf Program, What’s Most Important to You
(choose 2)?” (2019)

Some respondents further elaborated that the “convenience” option did not properly describe their
need for the service. They indicated that the large number of mature trees on their property and in their
area made bagging leaves an infeasible option. Further, some respondents indicated that extending the
regional bagged/binned leaf pick up could lessen the blow for residents in heavily treed areas if the
loose leaf collection is removed. With some concern expressed for discouraging tree planting if the loose
leaf collection service is removed.

. .

Performance Lens(es) and Eﬃciencies
As mentioned above, it appears that the City’s loose leaf collection program is operating similarly to
other municipalities that offer the same program.
In terms of City staff offering this program, there have been challenges with operating the service
particularly with respect to timing, resourcing and equipment. This year, there was an early snowfall in
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November that caused an abrupt stoppage to the loose leaf collection program and the quick transition
to the winter maintenance program. As previously mentioned, the winter maintenance program is
regulated and the loose leaf collection program is a discretionary program and therefore, the winter
maintenance program takes priority. This however, causes frustration to residents who expect that the
service is offered and in turn, results in an increase in calls handled by the City’s customer service line. In
terms of general efficiencies, the main stress of the program relates to weather and the impact an early
snowfall has on the ability to complete the program each year. Therefore, there are no efficiencies
associated with this main pain point of the program.
When comparing the types of programs offered to other Ontario urban municipalities to manage leaf
and yard waste, the City’s loose-leaf collection program is among the minority. There is a distinct
difference between the level of service offered as the majority of urban municipalities in Ontario offer a
seasonal leaf and yard waste collection program that typically lasts from the start through to the end of
the growing season (generally from April through November). The amount of collections offered varies
from weekly all season long to more frequent collections in the spring and late fall and less frequent
collections in the summer. A small number of selected urban municipalities offer a reduced level of leaf
and yard waste collection such as a small number of collections for bagged leaf and yard waste in the
spring and fall.
To illustrate this, Figure 14 provides a snapshot of some of the urban Ontario municipalities and the
types of services offered to manage leaf and yard waste. The map demonstrates the most comment
service offered to manage leaf and yard waste is through a seasonal bag-based program.
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Figure 14: Management of Yard Waste in Select Urban Ontario Municipali es

14
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3.4
. .

Findings & Recommenda ons
Findings
The service review conducted on the City of Burlington’s loose-leaf collection program identified that
the program is operating in line with other comparable municipalities that offer a similar program in
terms of service levels, staffing levels and origin (i.e., parks, roads), equipment used and availability of
Regional government providing seasonal LYW collection. Operational challenges are experienced by all
comparators pertaining to early snowfalls and the impact that has on the ability to complete the
program.
The general public are aware of both programs offered to handle LYW (City, Region) and both are
commonly used as per the public survey results. In terms of City staff operating the program, there are
noted challenges associated with weather and provision of sufficient time to transition staff and
equipment. Early snowfalls cause the program to be disrupted or stopped completely resulting in an
increase in customer complaints handled by City staff and potential creation of health and safety
hazards associated with frozen and slippery leaves left behind. Leaves have the potential to clog catch
basins which results in street flooding creating more slippery road conditions. When comparing the
program to how other urban municipalities in Ontario manage LYW, it is clear that the City is among the
minority as most offer only a seasonal LYW collection program.

. .

Recommenda ons
Going forward, it is recommended that the City consider the findings in this report along with the
following four potential options on the future of the loose-leaf collection program:
1. Maintain Program – keep the existing program as-is.
2. Enhance Program – keep the existing program as-is from a resident standpoint but conduct a
study on options to provide a consistent level of service (e.g., contractor, additional City
resources).
3. Modify Program – conduct a study to determine the areas with a high percentage of tree
coverage and provide the service to only those areas.
4. Remove Program – stop the loose-leaf collection program and continue with Halton Region’s
seasonal LYW program.
Table provides advantages and disadvantages associated with each of the four options.
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Table 5: Advantages and Disadvantages with Loose-Leaf Collec on Program Op ons
Option
Advantages
Disadvantages

1.

2.

3.

Maintain
Program

Enhance
Program

Modify
Program

·
·
·

Staﬀ are familiar with opera ons

No change in resident behaviour

·

Reduced eﬀects from early snowfalls

Maintain same level of service
Staﬀ are familiar with opera ons
Reduced complaints if program is
consistently completed

S ll experience struggles with ming and
impact on other departments

·
·

No change in GHG reduc ons

·

Pay processing fees to Region

·

Poten al challenges with ming and impact
on other departments

·

May need to hire contractors or retain
addi onal City staﬀ to ﬁll resourcing gaps
which will increase opera ng costs

·
·

No change in GHG reduc ons

·

Some challenges will s ll exist with ming
and impact on other departments

Con nue to handle large volume of
customer complaints

Pay processing fees to Region

·
·

Reduces GHG impact
Frees up some staﬀ and equipment for
other City services

·

Program will need to be modiﬁed as
diﬀerent neighbourhoods mature

·

Poten al reduc on in customer
complaints

·
·

Reduced level of service

·

Challenges with alloca ng costs

Biggest reduc on in GHG emissions

·

Frees up all staﬀ and equipment for
other City services

Will likely encounter temporary public
opposi on

·

Roads may need addi onal me to remove
debris from catch basins and respond to
ﬂooding

·

Reduced level of service

·
·
Remove
Program

Maintain same level of service

·
·
·
·

·

4.

No change in resident behaviour

·

Reduces processing fees to Region

·

All waste collec on concerns would be
directed to Region

·

Eliminate processing fees to Region
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4.0 Corporate Fleet Review
4.1

Service Proﬁle
The scope of the assessment for the Corporate Fleet review included active, on-road vehicles. Active
vehicles are defined as vehicles with kilometerage and/or fuel usage data available for one or more of
the assessment years (2017 or 2018).
Not included in the scope of the study included:
·
·

Equipment; and
Vehicles/equipment managed by Transit and Fire Departments.

This fleet service delivery review is a high-level study that considers larger trends in the overall fleet
composition and usage, not an individual vehicle-by-vehicle operational analysis.
Performance lenses for this study include:
·
·
·
·

..

Climate (i.e. greenhouse gas [GHG] reduc ons);
Financial deferral of costs;
Process improvement; and
Level of service.

Objec ves
The current fleet service delivery review considered the following objectives:
1. Identifying opportunities for cost savings while maintaining the required levels of service;
2. Benchmark comparisons to peer municipalities on specific areas of interest; and
3. Providing preliminary guidance for the forthcoming update to the City’s Green Fleet Strategy.
In the context of this fleet study, efficiency categories considered included:
·
·
·

..

Spending reduc ons, spending avoidance, high Return on Investment (ROI) spending investments;
Improved business process performance; and,
GHG reduc on and sustainability.

Fleet Costs
Based on the City’s 2019 Operating and Capital Budget1, overall costs for the fleet include:
1

As per <https://www.burlington.ca/en/your-city/resources/Budget/2019-Budget/2019-Budget-Book-Combined-WEB.pdf>.
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·
·

..

Capital expenditures for Fleet Vehicles in 2019 was $3,393,619, with annual average from 2017
to 2019 of $2,159,037; and
Operating expenditures for Fleet Vehicles in 2019 is $2,927,168.

Methodology
The fleet service delivery review was conducted using fleet data provided by the City’s Roads and Parks
Maintenance Department (Fleet Services area) and a municipal scan/survey of peer municipalities.
These approaches are discussed in further detail in the sub-sections below.

.. .

Fleet Analysis
A fleet inventory was provided by the City of Burlington that included the make, model, year, City
Department, Service Area (sub-Department), and other data (including whether the vehicle is a hybrid)
specific to individual vehicles in the fleet. Full year data sets were provided for 2017 and 2018, and
partial year data set for 2019. The data included fuel consumption and kilometers traveled by individual
vehicles which was used to calculate vehicle usage trends including: fuel efficiency, GHG emissions, and
estimated annual fuel costs. Data from 2017 and 2018 was used to develop annual vehicle usage trends
given that the full years of data were available.
In addition, special operational requirements were identified by City staff for vehicles that are:
·
·
·

Auxiliary power providers for specialized equipment (e.g. aerial li s on HD trucks);
Mobile oﬃces; and/or
Take-home vehicles (authorized to be driven to and from an employee’s home on a daily or
occasional basis).

Select vehicle units (55 units total) were removed from the assessment due to:
·
·

Lack of complete data; or
Unreliable data (e.g. fuel eﬃciency rates above 100 L/100 kilometers or below 4 L/100 kilometers).

Additional data provided by the City included a sample set of percent idling rates based on a 2018 study
of 29 sample vehicles. Where available, idling rates were also integrated into the study.
.. .

Municipal Scan/Survey
In addition to evaluating the City of Burlington’s current operations, a peer municipal survey was
released to understand and learn alternative methods for fleet management. The survey was circulated
to six peer municipalities in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) and/or municipalities with
similar climate, population and green fleet action strategies. The municipalities that participated in the
benchmarking survey included:
·

City of Hamilton;
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·
·
·
·
·

Town of Oakville;
City of Toronto;
City of Richmond (Bri sh Columbia);
City of O awa; and
City of Mississauga.

See Appendix C1 for a summary of raw survey results.
In addition, the City completed an internal survey in 2017 on the subject of the City’s take-home
vehicles. The results of the internal survey were also reviewed and included in this study.

4.2

. .

"As-Is" Current State

Fleet Inventory
The City’s fleet is comprised of 169 active on-road vehicles. Dillon classified these vehicles by type and
service level (heavy duty or light duty).
Vehicles were classified as:
·
·
·
·

Car;
SUV (Sports U lity Vehicle);
Truck; or
Van.

Vehicles were further classified by Dillon based on their gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR), as per the
Province of Ontario’s definition of ‘commercial vehicle’2:
·
·

Light duty (LD) vehicles with a gross vehicle weight ra ng (GVWR) of 4,500 kg or less; or
Heavy duty (HD) vehicles with a GVWR greater than 4,500 kg.

In addition, each vehicle was allocated by the City to specific City Departments and Service Areas,
defined in Table 1 below. This table presents only the Departments which were considered ‘in-scope’ in
this study.

2

Province of Ontario’s Highway Traffic Act O.Reg 419/15 defines commercial vehicle as having a GVWR above 4,500 kg.
<https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/150419>
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Table 6: In-Scope City Departments and Service Areas
Department
Building & Bylaw

Transporta on
Roads, Parks & Forestry

Recrea on Services

Capital Works

Service Area
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Animal Control*
Municipal Law Enforcement and Licensing
Building Code Permits and Inspec on
Traﬃc Opera ons Management
Parking Management*
Cemetery*
Corporate Management*
Fleet Services*
Organized Sport Support*
Parks and Open Space Maintenance
Road and Sidewalk Maintenance
Sign Produc on*
Surface Water Drainage
Tree Management
Organized Sport Support
Recrea on
Arts and Culture*
Tyandaga Golf Course*
Roads and Structures - Design and
Construc on
Environment and Energy*
Surface Water Drainage*
Facili es and Buildings-Design and
Construc on

* Where there are two or fewer vehicles allocated to a single Service Area, the count is grouped under the “other” category
throughout this analysis. In addition, vehicles not identified as being allocated to one of these Departments or Service Areas are
defined under the “other” category.

Note that data for the 19 vehicles allocated to the Building Code Permits & Inspection Service Area
(BCP&I) are presented separately as well as in aggregate with the entire fleet inventory throughout this
report. The budget for the BCP&I Service Area is managed and allocated separately from the general
Fleet Management budget and is tied to building permit revenue and reporting.
Figure 1 presents the number of active on-road vehicles in the City’s fleet by classification and includes
both the total quantity of vehicles and the associated percentage allocation within the overall on-road
fleet. Figure 2 presents the number of both conventional and hybrid vehicles by vehicle classification.
Figure 15: Vehicle Inventory by Classiﬁca on
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16%
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35%
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HD Truck
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LD Truck
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Figure 16: Conven onal and Hybrid Vehicles by Classiﬁca on†
70

BCP&I Vehicles

60

2
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40
30

59

15

55

20
4

10
12

13

LD Car

LD Van

1

8

0
LD Truck

Conventional Vehicles

LD SUV

HD Truck

HD Van

Hybrid Vehicles

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2
2

4

LD Car

5

LD Truck

6

LD SUV

Hybrid Vehicles
Conventional Vehicles

† One HD Truck hybrid system has been dis-engaged due to operational challenges.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the quantity of active on road vehicles by Department and Service Area,
respectively.
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Figure 17: Vehicle Inventory by Department
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Figure 18: Vehicle Inventory by Service Area
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. .

Climate Change Implica ons
The National Inventory Report 1990–2017: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada (Environment
and Climate Change Canada, 2019) methodology was used to estimate the GHG emissions from the
City’s on-road fleet. The 2017-2018 fuel consumption data (by vehicle) was used to develop average
annual emissions of carbon dioxide equivalent3 (CO2e) by vehicle classification, as presented in Figure 5.
The 2017-2018 average annual emissions GHG emissions by Service Area are presented in Figure 6. In
addition, Table 2 presents GHG emissions by Service Area, with contextual information such as the
number of vehicles within that Service Area, the kilometers travelled, and the average fuel efficiency.

3

CO2e. 100-year global warming potential for carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O)
considered.
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Figure 19: GHG Emissions by Vehicle Classiﬁca on (tonnes CO2e)
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Figure 20: GHG Emissions by Service Area (tonnes CO2e)
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19%
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* Shared Service Areas includes:
Organized Sport Support, Recreation
Environment & Energy, Facilities and Buildings-Design and Construction
Organized Sport Support, Road & Sidewalk Maintenance
Parks & Open Space Maintenance, Road and Sidewalk Maintenance
Tree Management, Road and Sidewalk Maintenance
Surface Water Drainage, Road & Sidewalk Maintenance
Fleet Services, Recreation
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Table 7: GHG Emissions by Service Area

Service Area

GHG
Emissions
(tonnes CO2e)

Vehicle
Count

Average
Kilometerage†

Average Fuel
Usage (L)†

Average
Vehicle Fuel
Efficiency
(L/100 km)

314

22

349,099

120,804

53.69

109

16

172,937

41,824

24.64

71

9

94,692

28,876

25.56

57

10

63,557

21,600

37.89

53

9

174,427

22,734

12.25

44

19

181,974

19,200

10.98

43

10

141,955

18,629

12.34

31
28
218
196
1,164

7
3
32
32
169

89,035
191,426
n/a
n/a
n/a

13,498
11,969
n/a
n/a
n/a

14.36
10.23
n/a
n/a
n/a

Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Traffic Operations
Management
Tree Management
Municipal Law
Enforcement & Licensing
Building Code Permits &
Inspection
Roads and Structures Design and Construction
Recreation
Parking Management
Shared Services Areas*
Other
Total

† Average annual kilometerage and fuel usage over 2017 and 2018
* Shared Service Areas includes:
Organized Sport Support, Recreation
Environment & Energy, Facilities and Buildings-Design and Construction
Organized Sport Support, Road & Sidewalk Maintenance
Parks & Open Space Maintenance, Road and Sidewalk Maintenance
Tree Management, Road and Sidewalk Maintenance
Surface Water Drainage, Road & Sidewalk Maintenance
Fleet Services, Recreation

. .

Poten al Areas for Fleet Usage Eﬃciency Improvements
A review of the available fleet data identified five key potential inefficiencies/usage habits which
developed the basis for the recommendations presented in Section 4.4. As described in the sub-sections
below, these topics include:
·
·
·
·
·

Large vehicle classes;
Low travel vehicles;
Vehicle sharing;
Take-home vehicles; and
Idling.
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. . .

Large Vehicle Classes
As noted in the fleet inventory presented in Section 2.1, 34% of the on-road fleet are HD trucks, 35% are
LD trucks, 8% are vans, and 7% are SUVs. This leaves only 16% as LD cars. The majority of City vehicles
are large and therefore have comparatively larger fuel consumption rates and GHG emission rates. It is
understood that for a variety of operational reasons, LD cars may not be suitable for certain job
functions. However, there is an observed trend of relatively large vehicle classes within the City’s onroad fleet.

. . .

Low Travel Vehicles
A total of 80 vehicles are identified as low travel vehicles (less than 10,000 kilometers travelled
annually), representing 47% of the total on-road vehicle inventory, based on 2017 and 2018
kilometerage data. According to City documents such as a draft right-sizing assessment, 10,000
kilometers is the usage threshold for which a city-owned vehicle is more cost-effective than paying out
personal mileage on employee-owned vehicles.
As such, it is suggested that low usage vehicles may be candidates for non-replacement and/or task
sharing. It is also important to note that in many cases, there may be operational rationale for individual
vehicles to travel a relatively small number of kilometers annually, and this must be considered on a
case-by-case basis. However, the general low kilometer trend observed across the fleet may point to the
opportunity to downsize the fleet as a whole (i.e. reduce the total number of vehicles).

. . .

Vehicle Sharing Between Service Areas
A total of 32 active on-road vehicles are currently shared between two or more Service Areas. The
quantity of both shared and dedicated vehicles by Service Area are presented in Figure 7. Fourteen (14)
vehicles of these vehicles which share Service Areas are also identified as low kilometerage vehicles.
Further vehicle sharing practices may present an opportunity to reduce the overall fleet size.
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Figure 21: Number of Shared and Dedicated Vehicles by Service Area†
Vehicle Sharing - by Service Area
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† Services Areas with dedicated vehicles only (i.e. no shared vehicles) not presented in this figure. Service Areas without shared
vehicles are not depicted above.

. . .

Take-Home Vehicle Policy
The City does not currently have an official written take-home (personal use) vehicle policy for their
fleet. However, the City currently allows for 49 in-scope vehicles (29% of the total active fleet) to be
dedicated to a single employee who is permitted to take the vehicles to their personal residence at the
end of the work day. Many of these take-home vehicles are observed to be attributed to City
Departments and/or Service Areas in which employees do not necessarily work in an office consistently
including building/property inspection works, by-law etc.). Commute or personal kilometerage versus
work-related travel does not appear to be tracked or logged on a consistent basis.
Ques onnaire: Review of Take-Home Vehicle Policy Employee Awareness
As part of this study, the responses to a 2017 questionnaire which was provided to 18 City employees,
to understand their views on the current take-home vehicle practices, were reviewed. Employees were
asked eight questions to determine what they understand about the take-home vehicle initiative and
how they feel about potential future changes to this policy. The first question asked was if the
employees were aware of a current policy for take-home vehicles. Of the 17 responses, 100% of the
employees were not aware of a current policy for take-home vehicles. This indicates employees do not
know when, who or what responsibilities/positions warrant the provision of a City-owned take-home
vehicle. As a result, all employee respondents identified that a policy should be implemented to ensure
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consistency throughout the organization and provide transparent rules and accountability. However,
before a policy is developed, 63% of the employees indicated that an evaluation be completed to
understand the efficiency and cost benefits of keeping or removing the take-home vehicle initiative, so
as to provide context to the final outcome.
If and when a policy is developed, 40% of the employees indicated that the take-home vehicle
operations should be limited to only employees that require it as part of their role (i.e. on-call staff,
senior leaders, etc.). More than half of the employee respondents indicated that the policy should not
have or be restricted by distance travelled as it would be difficult to enforce and implement at this time.
Employees did raise concerns that the implementation process should be carefully presented as to not
result in a decrease in morale and the potential for financial hardship for some employees. To ensure
seamless operations, 82% of the employees indicated that a minimum 6 month notice period would be
required if the policy changes to allow for employees to adjust for the unexpected expense of changing
their commute.
. . .

Idling
The sample set of percent idling rates from a 2018 study on 29 vehicles provided by the City
demonstrates idling rates which are higher than expected. As demonstrated in Table 3 (Table 9 BCP&I
only) below, idling rates of the individual City vehicles sampled in the study ranged from 20% to 72%
with an average of 36%. According to the 2018 study, this represents 4% - 44% of the vehicles fuel
consumption directed toward idling activity, with an average of 15%. Unless there is operational
rationale for a particular vehicle to idle (e.g. to power auxiliary equipment as discussed in Section 4.4.4),
time that a vehicle spends idling is inherently its most inefficient operating state. Elevated levels of idling
observed in the 2018 study may indicate that there are opportunities to reduce fuel consumption by
targeting high-idling vehicles.
Table 8: Idling Rates – Total On-Road Ac ve Fleet
Idling Fuel
Idling Time
Usage
Minimum
Maximum
Average

20%
72%
36%

4%
44%
15%

Idle Fuel
Usage (L)
Average per Vehicle
Total

Table 9: Idling Rates - Building Code Permits & Inspec on Service Area
Idling Fuel
Idling Time
Usage
Minimum
Maximum
Average

27%
72%
45%

4%
44%
14%
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~200
~5,800

Idle Fuel
Usage (L)
~200
~1,200
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. .

Overview of Current State
The following potential opportunities exist for efficiencies in moving the City fleet’s current state to a
future state:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.3

Identifying and addressing unnecessarily large vehicle units;
Identifying and addressing low-travel vehicles;
Investigating opportunities for increasing vehicle sharing between Service Areas;
Developing and introducing a take-home vehicle policy; and
Investigating and addressing the operational rationale for vehicle idling habits.

"As-Should-Be" Future State
The City’s 25-year strategic plan published in 2016 includes the commitment to have net carbon-neutral
operations by 2040. Further, on April 23, 2019, the City of Burlington declared a climate emergency,
which elevated climate action to be a priority consideration in all City actions and decisions. In terms of
fleet, the path forward to implementing the necessary carbon emissions reductions is presumably via a
Green Fleet Strategy or similar. As stated in the City of Burlington Corporate Energy and Emissions
Management Plan: 2019-2024 (CEEMP), the City intends to prepare an update to the 2008 Green Fleet
Strategy. The recommendations presented herein are intended to support and guide the forthcoming
update to the Green Fleet Strategy.
In order to meet the City’s carbon neutrality objectives, the City will need to continue shifting to hybrid
and electric vehicles, with the goal of full or near-full conversion of the fleet to low or no carbon
emission vehicles over the next 20 years. In addition, the City will need to invest in technologies and
studies to support these shifts including:
·
·
·

·
·

A detailed Fleet Opera ons Analysis, including the study of the opera onal requirements of
individual vehicles, and how they may be used more eﬃciently;
The adop on of on-board vehicle data capture (automated vehicle loca on [AVL] including GPS
loca on, fuel use, kilometers travelled, idling rates, and driver behaviour, and other metrics);
Dedicated personnel to track vehicle performance including fuel eﬃciency and opportuni es for
improvement and conduct repor ng to relevant departments/service areas for both individual
vehicles and the ﬂeet as a whole;
Greater adop on of hybrid technologies across all vehicle classiﬁca ons; and
Development of electric vehicle charging infrastructure to facilitate transi on to greater electric
vehicle adop on within the City.

These modifications would require that policy and technological shifts be implemented to support
successful deployment. Some of the required shifts include:
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·

·

·

·

4.4

Enhanced funding from provincial and federal governments to allow for faster and more
consistent integra on of technological solu ons, including ﬂeet analy cs, electric charging
infrastructure, and technology to support reserving/signing out shared vehicles;
Addi on of resources (personnel) to capture, analyze and report on data related to ﬂeet
performance and costs, and future enhancements (technologies, opera onal considera ons)
that may be relevant to the City;
Changes within the City to allow for the Fleet Department to have enhanced management over
the City’s ﬂeet, as the current structure provides hurdles to this corporate func on to be
delivered equally across Departments (e.g., level of engagement and responsiveness of
customers in others Departments); and
Con nued alloca on of expenditures to unit owners (Departments/ Service Areas) such that
there is transparency on the cost of vehicle opera ons and owners can be held accountable for
the full costs.

Findings & Recommenda ons
Five recommendations have been identified, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Right-sizing vehicles;
Right-sizing/reducing the overall fleet;
Investing in hybrids;
Piloting auxiliary power options; and
Introducing a take-home vehicle policy.

The recommendations are further discussed in the sub-sections below.

. .

Right-Size by Vehicle
Of the on-road vehicles in the fleet, 34% are HD trucks, 35% are LD trucks, 8% are vans, and 7% are
SUVs. This leaves only 16% as LD cars. In summary, the majority of City vehicles are large and therefore
have comparatively larger fuel consumption rates and GHG emission rates. It is understood that for a
variety of operational reasons, LD cars may not be suitable for certain job functions. However, the
rationale for procuring larger vehicles should be clearly identified in each case.
It is recommended that the City develop and implement a customized ‘Right-Sizing Assessment’
process. The process should be implemented at the outset of purchasing a new or replacement vehicle.
Table 10 below lists criteria that may necessitate the need for a larger vehicle. Each vehicle procurement
will need to be assessed on a case-by-case basis; however, a written process/procedure would provide
transparency, accountability, and consistency in the right-sizing process. Note that criteria such as driver
personal preferences and historical vehicle size should not be considered in the right-sizing assessment
(exceptions may apply for driver accessibility or other needs, on a case-by-case basis). If the assessment
does not suggest any reasonable operational requirements for an increased vehicle size, then a LD car
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(ideally hybrid) should be used as the default. If the assessment does suggest that operational
requirements necessitate a larger vehicle, then the most fuel efficient vehicle that still meets
operational needs should be selected4. In order to effectively implement the right-sizing assessment
across the organization, it is recommended that authorization must be acquired from a high level of
management if vehicle users decide not to abide by the Fleet Services right-sizing assessment vehicle
recommendation.
Table 10: Suggested Vehicle Right-Sizing Assessment Criteria
Assessment Criteria
Off-Road Travel – Will the vehicle travel off-road
regularly? Will the vehicle be on construction sites
regularly?
Towing Capability – Will the vehicle be required to
tow equipment? What is the required towing
capacity? What is the weight of the equipment being
towed? How often will the vehicle tow?
Equipment – Will the vehicle have mounted
equipment? How often will the mounted equipment
be used? Will the vehicle be used as a mobile office?
Will the vehicle be used to transport equipment or
materials (e.g. signs)?

Safety/Security – Is the vehicle operated in the
vicinity of large heavy duty equipment?
Other Operational Requirements – Are there other
operational requirements that necessitate a certain
vehicle size?
Other Personnel Requirements – Are there other
personnel related requirements that may
necessitate a certain vehicle size (e.g.
accommodations for disabilities).
. ..

Assessment Analysis

Vehicles that travel off of paved roadways (e.g. on
boulevards, on construction sites) may require larger
vehicle classes.
Vehicles towing equipment regularly may require larger
vehicle classes.
If the vehicle is not towing equipment regularly, the
potential to share a larger vehicle may exist.
Vehicles with mounted equipment may require larger
vehicle classes.
If the vehicle does not have the equipment mounted
regularly, the potential to share a larger vehicle may
exist.
If the vehicle is required to transport materials regularly
larger cargo capacity/truck bed space may be required.
Vehicles operating in the vicinity of equipment with
poor sightlines may require larger vehicle classes for
visibility.
Certain unique operational requirements may require a
larger vehicle class.

Certain unique personnel requirements may require a
larger vehicle class.

Cost Implica ons
As previously discussed, the current analysis did not consider the operational requirements of individual
vehicle units. However, Table 11 presents general estimated cost savings of downsizing individual
vehicles across classes.

4

Fuel efficiency ratings for various vehicle makes/models is available from Natural Resources Canada’s Fuel Consumption Guide
which is updated annually <https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/energy-efficiency-transportation/fuel-consumptionguide/21002>
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Table 11: Right-Sizing Vehicles Cost Implica ons†
Capital Cost
Downsizing Category
Savings
Heavy Duty Truck à Light Duty Truck
Light Duty Truck à Hybrid SUV
Light Duty SUV à Hybrid Car

$2,000
$18,000
n/a

2020 – 2024 Fuel
Savings*

Total 5-Year
Savings

$3,500 - $4,000 per year
$2,000 - $2,500 per year
$500 - $700 per year

$20,000
$30,000
$4,000

† Costs are approximate. Costing basis provided in Appendix C2.
* Based on the fuel consump on for the average ﬂeet annual kilometerage of 15,500 kilometers/year. Annual fuel savings for
2020 includes a $20/tonne CO2e carbon tax with a $10/ year increase up to $50/tonne carbon tax in 2024 (as currently
projected).

Given that the Right Sizing Assessment would be implemented during the replacement process, cost
savings associated with this recommendation would be distributed over time, and would be depended
on the degree to which vehicle downsizing is undertaken across the fleet.

. .

Right-Size/ Reduce Fleet
A second component of right-sizing involves the consideration of the fleet as a whole. Right-sizing the
fleet strikes the balance of owning/managing the smallest possible fleet while still meeting operational
needs such that employees can efficiently and effectively do their work to the level of service expected
by City residents.
There are a number of vehicles that show low kilometers travelled. Specifically, there are 80 vehicles
(approximately 47% of the active on-road fleet) which travelled less than 10,000 kilometers in 2017 or
2018 (see Appendix C3). Analysed in a slightly different way, there are 66 vehicles (39%) which travelled
less than 10,000 kilometers averaged over 2017-2018 reporting years (including four vehicles in the
BCP&I Service Area). Note that there is operational rationale for individual vehicles travelling low
kilometers for many vehicles, which must be considered on a case-by-case basis. However, the general
low kilometerage trend may point to the opportunity to downsize the fleet as a whole (i.e. reduce the
total number of vehicles).
It is recommended that the City undertake an assessment of vehicles with low kilometerage (e.g. less
than 10,000 kilometers per year). The option for interdepartmental or task sharing should be considered
for vehicles that have no operational rationale for low kilometerage. Investing in an AVL system would
provide valuable vehicle usage information to support and rationalize vehicle sharing on a unit-by-unit
basis.
In addition, the ‘Right-Sizing Assessment’ discussed in the previous section should include an assessment
of kilometers travelled in the case of a replacement vehicle. If the total annual kilometerage was less
than 10,000 – 15,000 kilometers (and there is no reasonable operational rationale), then
non-replacement, car sharing across Service Areas, or other means of reducing fleet size should be
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considered. It is recommended that this process be undertaken gradually, through the implementation
of a rigorous vehicle replacement assessment process, as opposed to a sudden reduction in the vehicle
fleet. A gradual approach will mitigate potential impacts to fleet functionality for City staff.
Current vehicle sharing between Departments/Service Areas is typically on a seasonal basis. There is
currently no formal system for vehicle sharing tracking as vehicles are parked at the same shared
location (City Operations Centre). Service Area Supervisors coordinate vehicle sharing internally. The
move towards greater interdepartmental task sharing will necessitate an investment in vehicle tracking
technology and/or an electronic vehicle booking/sign-out system.
The Service Areas which may benefit from this low kilometerage assessment, and which currently
demonstrate the greatest potential for task sharing within a Service Area include (see Figure 22):
·
·
·

Parks and Open Space Maintenance;
Road and Sidewalk Maintenance; and
Tree Management.

Figure 22: Low Travel Vehicles (<10,000 km) - by Service Area
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. . .

Cost Implica ons
It is not possible to determine which vehicles have a reasonable operational requirement for low usage,
or low kilometerage without conducting a thorough vehicle-by-vehicle analysis. However, reducing the
number of individual vehicles in on-road fleet has obvious capital cost savings. For example, if one third
(approximately 27) of the low-kilometerage vehicles were removed from the fleet through improved
vehicle sharing practices, approximately $1,100,000 in capital cost savings could be observed over the
vehicles’ regularly scheduled replacement/lifecycle period. Similarly if one fifth (approximately 16) of
the low-kilometerage vehicles were removed from the fleet, approximately $665,000 in capital cost
savings could be observed over the vehicles regularly scheduled replacement period. Investment in AVL
technology is a key element to this low-kilometerage vehicle assessment, as it would allow for the
capture and analysis of data related to driver behaviour and usage. An approximate breakdown of this
analysis is presented in Table 12.
Table 12: Fleet Reduc on Cost Implica onsα
Approximate
Number of
Vehicle
Capital Cost of
Low-travel
Class
Replacement
Vehicles
Vehicle
LD Car
LD Truck
HD Truckγ
LD Van
LD SUV
Total

13
25
33
6
3
80

~$19,000
~$47,000
~$50,000
~$32,000
~$23,000
-

Capital Cost Savings if
ONE THIRD of Low
Kilometer Vehicles
were NOT Replacedβ

Capital Cost Savings if
ONE FIFTH of Low
Kilometer Vehicles
were NOT Replacedβ

~$80,000
~$390,000
~$545,000
~$65,000
~$25,000
~$1,100,000

~$50,000
~$235,000
~$325,000
~$40,000
~$15,000
~$665,000

α Assumptions:
·
Vehicles with less than 10,000 kilometers travelled in 2017 or 2018.
·
Capital cost savings based on Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) of a vehicle typical to the City’s exis ng
ﬂeet. The City’s nego ated tender price may diﬀer.
·
Approximate capital cost is presented for conven onal vehicle replacement. Hybrid premium not included.
β Vehicle assessments should be undertaken to determine whether or not there is opera onal ra onale for vehicles travelling
low kilometers.
γ HD truck count includes 15 units which are iden ﬁed as snow plows. Capital cost of HD Truck replacement assumed to be a
‘typical passenger vehicle’ as per Appendix C2.

. .

Invest in Hybrids
The City has set a target to achieve net carbon neutrality by the year 2040, as stated in the City’s
Strategic Plan. As previously mentioned, moving toward carbon neutrality will require a significant
uptake in hybrid and electric vehicles.
The City currently has 21 hybrid vehicles within its fleet (15 LD cars, four SUVs and two HD trucks). The
City does not have any fully electric vehicles at this time.
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Procuring hybrid vehicles in lieu of conventional vehicles during regular replacement processes may
demonstrate a slightly higher capital investment, but will also demonstrate fuel savings and GHG
emission reduction over time. It is recommended that the City prioritize investment in hybrid vehicles
over conventional vehicles as vehicles come due for replacement.
Currently, trucks (both HD and LD) make up 85% of the City’s on-road fleet related GHG emissions, as
presented in Figure 19 of Section 4.2.2. Hybrid and electric technology is often more focused on LD
vehicles. And although LD vehicles may be excellent candidates for hybrid or electric replacement (given
the lower capital cost differentials and operational requirements of these types of vehicles in City
functions), the City will see greater GHG emissions reductions with a focus on HD trucks.
As presented in Table: 13 below, the observed fuel efficiencies for conventional and hybrid vehicles in
the City’s fleet show that by transitioning to hybrid vehicles, the fuel efficiency of vehicles could improve
by approximately 5 L/100 kilometers on average across various vehicle classes.
Table: 13: Observed Fuel Eﬃciencies for Conven onal and Hybrid Fleet Vehicles
Average Fuel Efficiency
Minimum Fuel Efficiency Maximum Fuel Efficiency
Vehicle
Conventional (Hybrid)
Conventional (Hybrid)
Conventional (Hybrid)
Classification
[L/100 km]
[L/100 km]
[L/100 km]
LD Car
LD Van
LD Truck
LD SUV
HD Truck
HD Van
. . .

9.9 (5.8)
18.2
17.7
10.7 (5.9)
51.7 (46.1)
29.8

6.9 (3.0)
11.0
12.3
7.4 (3.7)
24.0 (45.6)
n/a

13.3 (8.8)
22.1
37.0
17.0 (8.2)
97.9 (46.5)
n/a

Conven onal Truck Conversion Technologies
Currently, the market is limited for hybrid and/or electric pickup trucks. As such, reducing the GHG
emissions associated with LD trucks will have to be achieved through reducing the overall usage of such
vehicles in the near term. There are, however, new technologies on the market which provide
conversion of LD pickup trucks to hybrid. These after-market technologies can be installed on Ford,
Chevrolet, GMC, Isuzu vehicles and possibly on others5. It is recommended that the City invest in hybrid
conversion technologies for LD trucks where no hybrid vehicle class is commercially available.
XL Fleet Electrification (XLFE) is an example of a company offering these services. XLFE quotes an
estimated 25% – 50% reduction in fuel consumption post-installation of the conversion technology, at a

5

XL (2019). Electrify Your Favorite Fleet Vehicles. Accessed November 7, 2019 from
https://www.xlfleet.com/content/vehicles/
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cost of approximately $10,000 per LD truck ($20,000 for conversion to PHEV). Neighbouring
municipalities/regions including Oxford County, City of Toronto, and York Region have converted a
portion of their fleet using XLFE technologies. XLFE technology includes the installation of a traction
motor for regenerative braking, and a battery pack for energy storage. XLFE also offers an option which
includes plug-in charging capacity (conversation to plug-in hybrid)6.
. . .

Cost Implica ons
See Table 14 for fuel efficiency, capital cost savings, fuel savings, and overall GHG reductions with the
replacement/conversion of a single conventional LD truck with a hybrid LD truck. The same information
is also provided for a conventional LD car replacement with a hybrid in Table 10. Through the lens of
ROI, it is estimated that it would take approximately 5 to 10 years for the increased capital cost of a LD
truck to be balanced by fuel cost savings (dependant on observed fuel efficiency improvements), and
approximately 4 years for the LD car.
Table 14: LD Truck Single Vehicle Conversion to Hybrid Cost Implica ons
Conventional
Hybrid
Fuel Efficiency* (L/100 km)
Capital Cost‡
Annual Fuel Cost†
Annual GHG Emissions (tonnes CO2e)

18.0
~$47,000
~$3,500
6.47

9.0 to 13.5
~$57,000
~$1,500 to ~$2,500
3.24 to 4.85

Difference
-4.5 to -9.0
~ +$10,000
~-$1,000 to -$2,000
-1.62 to -3.24

* Based on observed City fuel eﬃciency averages from 2017-2018. Hybrid fuel eﬃciency improvements es mated to be 25% 50%, as per XLFE data.
‡ Hybrid capital cost investment es mated to be $10,000 as per XLFE data.
† Based on observed average vehicle kilometers travelled in 2017 and 2018 (15,500 kilometers). Projected carbon tax included.
Costs are presented for 2020.

Table 15: LD Car Single Vehicle Replacement with Hybrid Cost Implica ons
Conventional
Hybrid
Fuel Efficiency* (L/100 km)
Capital Cost
Annual Fuel Cost†
Annual GHG Emissions (tonnes CO2e)

9.8
~$19,000
~ $2,000
3.53

Difference

6.1
~$23,000
~$1,000
2.18

-3.7
~ +$4,000
~-$1,000
-1.35

*Based on observed City fuel eﬃciency averages from 2017-2018
† Based on observed average vehicle kilometers travelled in 2017 and 2018 (15,500 kilometers). Projected carbon tax included.
Costs are presented for 2020.

6

XL (2019). Fleet-Ready™ Upfits: Electrification Without Limits. Accessed November 7, 2019 from
https://www.xlfleet.com/content/technology/
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. .

Consider Auxiliary Power Op ons
City staff have identified that there are currently 27 on-road vehicles in the fleet with the function of
providing auxiliary power to mounted equipment (e.g. aerial lifts) or lighting. These vehicles leave their
engines idling in order to power the necessary equipment. In addition there are 30 vehicles used as
mobile offices (17 under BCP&I Service Area).
It is recommended that the City invest in the implementation of auxiliary power options in vehicles
identified as being mobile offices or otherwise requiring auxiliary power. Vehicles identified as having
high-idling rates study (as discussed in Section 4.2.3.5) may also be considered for early adoption of this
technology to determine savings potential and ROI rates prior to a larger investment in this technology
option. The GRIP Idle Management System is an example of an after-market vehicle retrofit option
which reduces vehicle idling. GRIP quotes an estimated 30% reduction in vehicle idling post-installation7.

. . .

Cost Implica ons
Cost implications for the investment in GRIP technology for HD trucks range from approximately $7,500
to $18,000 as presented in Table 16. The estimate for GRIP installation in a LD vehicle (for use in
powering a mobile office, for example) is approximately $5,000 with necessary options (including
installation). The estimated fuel savings resulting from the investment in auxiliary power are presented
in Table 17.
Table 16: Heavy Duty Truck (Aerial) GRIP Upﬁ ng Cost Es mate
Simplicity Air Ltd. GRIP Technology
Cost per Vehicle*
GRIP Installation
Option #1 - Replace Original Equipment Manufacturer Batteries
Option #2 - Diesel Espar Heater Kit
Option #3 - AC System
Capital Cost
Estimated Cost Savings per HD Truck (over 5 years)‡

$7,500
$1,500
$3,500
$5,500
$7,500 - $18,000
~$8,500

*Costs are approximate and represent an estimate prepared on October 7, 2019 by Simplicity Air Ltd. (Quote #1649) for the
City of Burlington. Costs are subject to change without notice and are exclusive of HST.
‡Cost savings es mate is approximate. Includes carbon tax and fuel cost as detailed in Appendix C2.

Table 17: Auxiliary Power Vehicles Es mated Savings
Auxiliary Power
Vehicle
30% Fuel Usage
Requirements
Count
(Estimated Fuel Savings)*
Mobile Office Only

30

23,000 L

7

Estimated
5-year Savings*
~ $150,000

GRIP Idle Management Inc. (n.d) Deploying Anti-Idling Technology to Reduce Operational Costs and Improve Fleet
Performance. Retrieved November 13, 2019 from https://wicleancities.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Duncan-Curd-GRIPIdle-Management.pdf
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Auxiliary Power
Requirements

Vehicle
Count

30% Fuel Usage
(Estimated Fuel Savings)*

Estimated
5-year Savings*

Auxiliary Equipment Only

27

35,000 L

~ $235,000

Total Requiring Auxiliary Power

57

58,000 L

~ $385,000

* Totals may not add up due to rounding
* Estimated cost savings for vehicles active in 2017 and/or 2018 based on unit-specific average fuel use, kilometerage, and fuel
efficiency data. Cost savings for new vehicles active in 2019 only estimated based on average vehicle kilometers travelled in
2017 and 2018 (15,500 kilometers). Does not include the cost of auxiliary power equipment.

. .

Reﬁne the Take-Home Vehicle Policy
As described in Section 4.1.3.2, a benchmarking scan involving six per municipalities was undertaken as
a par this assessment. Full details of municipal scan results are presented in Appendix C1.
All six peer municipalities permit staff to take-home vehicles, under specific policy or job function
conditions, generally on-call/emergency functions. All municipalities surveyed also park fleet vehicles at
secure satellite facilities (e.g. community centres, public works buildings, etc.), with security features
ranging from cameras, to locked gates/fencing, to simple lighting. One municipality highlighted that
their fleet’s AVL (including GPS) provided an additional element of security, as these devices allow
remote tracking of the vehicles with notification of unauthorized vehicle access or movement.
The results of the municipal and employee surveys indicate that it would be beneficial for the City to
develop and introduce a take-home vehicle policy to provide clear direction on when take-home
vehicles are appropriate, and implement the policy consistently across City Departments.
This policy may include, but is not limited to:
·
·
·

Clarifying roles and/or func ons that may warrant taking a vehicle home (ex. employee is on-call);
Iden fying and providing two to three secure ‘satellite’ parking loca ons to accommodate
employees who do not necessarily work in a consistent oﬃce loca on; and
Clarifying the applica on and approvals procedure for either:
o Take-home vehicles; or
o Parking vehicles at a satellite loca on overnight.

Results of the municipal scan indicated that eligibility criteria for take-home vehicles included primarily
job func ons related to responding immediately to emergency events (e.g. on-call response to water
main breaks, ﬁre response).
. . .

Cost Implica ons
As discussed in Section 4.2.3.4, personal use kilometers on take-home vehicles are not accurately
tracked. As such reliable data on fuel use associated with personal vehicle use is not readily available.
However, estimates from City staff (based on approximate home locations of individual take-home
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vehicle operators) estimate that approximately 30% of take home-vehicle kilometers can be considered
“personal use”. Based on this assumption, the estimated savings in fuel usage costs and GHG emissions
are presented in Table 18.
Table 18: Take-Home Vehicle Policy Es mated Savings
Reduction in Kilometerage

Annual Fuel Cost Savings*

Annual GHG Emissions Reduction
(tonnes CO2e)*

30% Reduction (~235,000 km)

~ $38,000

70.9

* Totals may not add up due to rounding. Annual fuel cost savings includes carbon tax savings.

. .

Recommenda ons Summary
The following five key recommendations for cost savings and GHG reduction opportunities within the
City’s fleet are suggested:
1. Develop and implement a customized ‘Right-Sizing Assessment’ process to be implemented at the
outset of purchasing a new or replacement vehicle;
2. Undertake an assessment of vehicles with low kilometerage to identify further opportunities for
vehicle sharing within Service Areas and interdepartmentally, and to identify candidate vehicles for
‘non-replacement’;
3. Prioritize investment in hybrid vehicles over conventional vehicles as vehicles come due for
replacement, and retrofit existing conventional vehicles with hybrid conversion technologies;
4. Invest in the implementation of auxiliary power options in vehicles identified as being mobile offices
or otherwise requiring auxiliary power; and
5. Introduce a take-home vehicle policy, and implement it consistently across Departments.
In order to meet the City’s carbon neutrality objectives, the City will need to prioritize investment in
hybrid and electric vehicles over conventional vehicles, with the goal of full or near-full conversion of the
fleet to low or no carbon emission vehicles over the next 20 years. In addition, the City will need to
invest in technologies and studies to support these shifts including:
·
·
·
·
·

A detailed Fleet Opera ons Analysis, including the study of the opera onal requirements of
individual vehicles, and how they may be used more eﬃciently;
The adop on of AVL (including GPS loca on, fuel use, kilometers travelled, idling rates, and driver
behaviour, and other metrics);
Personnel resources to track vehicle performance including fuel eﬃciency, assess AVL analy cs, and
iden fy opportuni es for improvement for both individual vehicles and the ﬂeet as a whole;
Hybrid conversion technologies; and
Electric vehicle charging infrastructure.

These modifications would require that policy and technological shifts be implemented to support
successful deployment. Some of the required shifts include:
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·

·

·

·

Enhanced funding from provincial and federal governments to allow for faster and more consistent
integra on of technological solu ons, including ﬂeet analy cs, electric charging infrastructure, and
technology to support reserving/signing out shared vehicles;
Addi on of resources (personnel) to capture, analyze and report on data related to ﬂeet
performance and costs, and future enhancements (technologies, opera onal considera ons) that
may be relevant to the City;
Changes within the City to allow for the Fleet Department to have enhanced management over the
City’s ﬂeet, as the current structure provides hurdles to this corporate func on to be delivered
equally across Departments (e.g., level of engagement and responsiveness of customers in others
Departments); and
Con nued alloca on of expenditures to unit owners (Departments/ Service Areas) such that there is
transparency on the cost of vehicle opera ons and owners can be held accountable for the full costs.
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5.0 DAP
5.1
..

Service Proﬁle
Focus of DAP Service Review
The Development Approvals Process (DAP) is a forward facing City service composed of three major
components: i) Planning Act mandated land use decisions, ii) Engineering driven servicing/grading
solutions, and iii) Building Code Act permits and inspections. From a customer journey perspective, DAP
should be an efficient, coordinated and predictable “conveyor belt” designed to secure timely and
predictable regulatory decisions from the City and other agencies as required. This service delivery
review zooms in on the infill development component of DAP that immediately precedes Building
permit applications. The review addresses Burlington’s multi-residential and non-residential Site Plan
approval stream as well as Site Plan-exempt residential re-development scenarios.

..

Development Approvals in Post-Greenﬁeld Burlington
Burlington has almost completed its urban form evolution from a GTA greenfield growth municipality
into a mature, built-out City primarily experiencing infill redevelopment. Experts agree that municipal
development approvals in a greenfield municipality are inherently straight-forward compared to the
complex development approvals issues faced by an infill municipality. There are economies of scale
inherent in sub-division based planning, servicing and grading/drainage matters. Zoning in a greenfield
setting is typically less complicated. Inspections for multiple residential units can be efficiently bundled
for execution on one site. There are typically few neighbourhood “spillover” issues during greenfield
development for Council and staff to contend with. Greenfield public consultation is generally less
intensive and less contentious.
Infill development is a different story. Both the policy framework and the execution of municipal infill
development approvals is more complex. The interests of new development and existing development
are not necessarily the same. A difficult balancing act of these interests is required. Applicants for infill
development projects rightly expect timely, consistent and predictable municipal decision-making
processes. Neighbours and established communities rightly expect minimal disruption and no adverse
impacts on their properties. They also expect their neighbourhood character issues to be given
appropriate weight in the decision-making process for new construction.
The consequences of infill development are clear in terms of Burlington’s approvals process timeframes
and required staff resourcing. While a mature infill municipality like Burlington may experience lower
overall application volumes than it did during its greenfield development phase, the staff processing
effort per application is orders of magnitude higher and the technical challenges are more difficult to
resolve.
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..

Red Tape/Red Carpet
Under the leadership of the Mayor’s Office, Burlington has undertaken the Red Tape/Red Carpet
initiative to engage with concerned citizens/builders/businesses around performance issues and
improvement opportunities associated with the development approvals process (DAP). Constructive
criticism about a confusing and uncoordinated development approvals “journey” have been brought
forward by builders and consultants operating in the custom home construction sector. Their critique
has played an important role in positioning and informing our team’s work.

..

Bill

Game Changer

Provincial legislative changes have put considerable pressure on municipal DAP processes across
Ontario. Bill 108 has compressed the “No Municipal Decision” timeframe trigger for Local Planning and
Appeals Tribunal (LPAT) appeals pertaining to Official Plan Amendments, Re-zonings and Draft Plan of
Sub-division. Municipalities have responded by attempting to compress DAP processing timeframes in
an attempt to match the new Bill 108 timeframe triggers. Burlington has made Planning Act application
processing a priority to manage LPAT appeals risk resulting from Bill 108. In turn, timely deployment of
finite available resources to applicable law clearances has been negatively affected.

Figure: Clearances Required for Site Plan & Site Plan Exempt Projects
Bill 108 has compressed timeframes that trigger an LPAT appeal. OPA and Re-zoning LPAT appeal
timeframes have been cut by a third. Bill 108 has upped the ante on the City to process Planning Act
applications on timelines that approach/mirror the LPAT trigger times. As a result, the City staff who
deal with Planning Act applications and Zoning/Grading approvals (that are the subject of this review)
face difficult triaging decisions about where to devote finite resources.
Given all of the above scope defining factors, this 3rd party independent service review has been
undertaken to answer the following fundamental question:
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Are Burlington’s “As Is” development approvals processes, staffing commitments, IT tools, and cost
recovery user fees efficiently and effectively calibrated to deal with the complexities and realities of
infill development in a mature, post-greenfield City?

..

Zoning and Grading/Drainage Clearances: Background & Origins
In 2005 the Province passed Bill 124 amendments to the Building Code Act. Bill 124 imposed mandatory
building permit decision timeframes on all Ontario municipalities. For instance, under Bill 124 complete
building permit applications for single family housing would require a permit issuance decision by the
municipality in ten business days or less. The compressed timeframes contained in Bill 124 posed a
significant operational challenge for high volume building permit municipalities like the greenfield
Burlington of 2005.
In order to simplify the building permit process that was subject to “the Bill 124 clock”, Burlington
undertook a significant re-engineering of its traditional development approvals approach. The Zoning
compliance check and the Grading/Drainage plot plan review that had traditionally been executed by
City staff after the receipt of a complete building permit application would now precede the complete
building permit application. The City would require building permit applicants to first acquire a Zoning
Clearance certificate and a Grading/Drainage Clearance certificate. The result was a significant
streamlining of the “on the clock” Bill 124 building permit process, which would focus exclusively on
Building Code compliance. The City could now avoid the coordination challenges of dealing with zoning
compliance and grading/drainage issues during a compressed ten business day timeframe. In 20052006, Burlington’s Zoning and Grading/Drainage Clearances were expected to be issued in 5-7 business
days after receipt of a complete application. See Figure X.

Figure: Origins of the Burlington Clearance Model (2005-06)
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Zoning and Grading/Drainage clearances have evolved from their greenfield development origins in
2005-2006 to become important elements of Burlington’s infill development approvals processing
model in 2019. See Figure.

Figure: Clearance Required for Site Plan & Site Plan Exempt Projects
This clearance driven infill development approvals model is explored below in more detail in the “As Is”
section of this report.

5.2
. .

"As-Is" Current State
"As Is" State of Inﬁll Residen al Development Approvals
In Burlington infill residential development on a single lot of record is exempt from Site Plan control. In
recent years approximately 100 tear down/rebuild houses and 200+ significant additions/accessory
buildings have been approved annually through the City’s Site Plan exempt development approvals
clearances model. A fluctuating but significant volume of minor accessory buildings, swimming pools
and decks are also processed under the Site Plan exempt approvals model.
The Performance Concepts team (and expert City planning staff) believe a compelling legal argument
can be made that Grading/Drainage and Tree Protection By-laws are “linked elements” of the Zoning ByClearance, which in turn is indisputably applicable law for Building Permits. Therefore, we conclude
there are three distinct streams of “applicable law” approvals in Burlington that infill residential
development applicants need to satisfy in order to submit a building permit application. These three
applicable law approval streams are set out in the “As Is” figure below.
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Figure: “As Is” Current Processing Realities
Zoning and Grading/Drainage Clearances are mandatory requirements for each and every residential
infill building permit application. The Chief Building Official (CBO) currently will not accept a building
permit application without these Clearances. Our team fully supports the CBO in taking that position. A
parallel City permit to remove or damage a qualifying pubic tree or a qualifying private “development
tree” should also be required when appropriate. This relatively new business rule is consistent with
tree canopy protection, and the City’s climate change emergency resolution. The number of private
“development trees” requiring removal/damage permits would increase significantly if Council expands,
and makes permanent, its private tree bylaw across the entire City. For instance, Oakville currently
processes around 900 private “development tree” permits annually. Burlington is not yet properly
resourced to take on this expanded review/site inspection burden. A City report containing the staff
resourcing business case for overseeing development tree matters (prior to Building permit applications)
is imminent.
Currently the City’s Zoning and Grading/Drainage clearances can be/are applied for separately and can
be/are processed on independent timelines - despite the fact that the technical rationales for these
approvals can be interwoven and should be resolved in parallel. The tree removal/damage permit is
almost never applied for at the same time as the Zoning/Grading clearances. In fact, many applicants are
unaware of the need to apply for all three applicable law approvals. Grading/drainage clearance
drawings may or may not display impacted development trees that require a permit. If they do, then
Engineering Development unit staff notify the applicant and Forestry staff of the need for a permit.
Often the existence of tree permit requirements only become evident when Engineering Development
staff conduct a site visit associated with the Grading/Drainage clearance application review process. The
City’s website does not emphasize the interrelationship of the three applicable law permits, nor does it
layout the optimal customer journey process for obtaining the necessary approvals prior to building
permit application.
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From the perspective of the applicant’s development approvals journey the current process is
disjointed, inefficient and sluggish. Applicant dissatisfaction has been well documented through the
Mayor’s Red Tape/Red Carpet initiative. Four City business units imbedded in three City departments,
residing in two separate buildings, are charged with administering the three applicable law approval
flows.
From a risk perspective, the current model for executing pre-building permit applicable law approvals is
not sustainable. The isolated/uncoordinated execution of these three applicable law approval process
flows could, and probably does, result in materially different sets of drawings being used by staff to clear
the way for a building permit application for a tear down/rebuild house, an addition, or an accessory
building.
Of particular note; there are no standardized “applicable law” decision timeframe targets currently in
place in Burlington. City staff deal with processing timeframe demands on a “best efforts” basis, that is
dependent on workload and application volumes they experience at any particular point in time. Staff
were unable to extract Clearance timeframe reports from the City’s AMANDA workflow system despite
numerous requests made by the Performance Concepts/Dillon team during this review. The City is
essentially “flying blind” in terms of any situational awareness of the overall approval timeframes being
experienced by applicants across the three streams of applicable law approvals for infill residential
redevelopment.
Finally, the City’s current organizational design is not optimal for efficient DAP execution. The four core
business units that need to seamlessly coordinate their DAP processing efforts are currently imbedded
in three different City departments located within multiple City buildings. The City Manager is currently
reconfiguring the City’s overall organization design to improved service delivery performance and
reduce risk. His model of restructuring will include a series of increasing specific org design refinements.
The organization design holy grail of “form must follow function” will be useful in considering
organization design refinements that will align with DAP processing improvements.
The following figure itemizes the various performance improvement issues.
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Figure: “As Is” Model Performance Challenges

. .

“As Is” State for Inﬁll Site Plan Approvals Process
Site Plan approval is an applicable law requirement for multi-residential and non-residential
development in Burlington. No building permits are issued without draft approved or final approved
Site Plans. Zoning and Grading/Drainage clearance certificates (including stamped paper drawings) are
currently produced at the end of the Site Plan approval process in order to trigger Chief Building Official
acceptance of building permit applications.
There is an emerging consensus across the Greater Golden Horseshoe regarding “best practices” in
municipal development approvals business rules and processes. These “best practices” definitely apply
to Site Plan approvals in Burlington and across the rest of the Greater Golden Horseshoe. The municipal
“best practices” consensus involves the following matters:
Mandatory pre-consultation meetings with applicants and municipal staff are critical to developing
mutually agreed-upon “complete application” submission requirements. High-quality complete
application submissions enabled by fulsome pre-consultation reduce the number of required
downstream technical review cycles, the number of applicant re-submissions, and the overall
timeframes for approval.
Zero tolerance business rules regarding incomplete application submissions is actually good customer
service. Once application submission requirements are made clear to the development community in a
mandatory pre-consultation meeting, the acceptance of incomplete applications is poor customer
service. Incomplete application intake requires a municipality to expend finite staff resources chasing
down missing information or engaging in uncoordinated technical review cycles based on inconsistent
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information (commonly referred to as the drib -and-drabs problem). These sub-optimal intake
processes actually penalize experienced and competent applicants (with excellent submission quality)
from receiving prompt and expedited attention from staff. In short, good customer service is all about
rewarding high-quality submissions and not enabling sub-par submissions. Any other approach risks
systemic process breakdown from a LEAN management perspective.
High performance e-portals and workflow software can provide “countdown clock” LEAN processing
support for municipalities that commit to consistently achieving application processing timeframe
targets. To employ LEAN terminology, workflow software countdown clocks provide both internal staff
“push” and external customer “pull” across the Site Plan approvals process. (Please see
https://youtu.be/DoXE_lX3Zzo for an explanation of LEAN push and pull)
Delegated Site Plan approval to senior City staff compresses approval timeframes without
compromising governance accountability. Controversial files can still be elevated for Council
consideration. Compared to a municipality like Vaughan, where Committee of the Whole and Council
deal with virtually every Site Plan application, Burlington’s process is significantly streamlined via
delegation. Council has been farsighted in trading low value-added control for high value-added results.
The figure below documents important process improvement opportunities (consistent with LEAN
thinking) present in the current Burlington Site Plan approvals model. The red circles indicate “best
practices” in process streamlining not yet incorporated within the Burlington Site Plan approvals
process.
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Specifically, Burlington does not yet require mandatory applicant/City staff pre-consultation working
sessions to establish precise submission requirements. Burlington does not yet operate according to a
“zero tolerance” approach regarding the intake incomplete application submissions. Burlington does
not yet utilize a high-performance DAP workflow software solution featuring “countdown clocks” that
support timeframe target setting and achievement. Widely available cloud-based workflow solutions
incorporate countdown clock functionality “out of the box”.
Burlington does however employ delegated staff approvals to significantly shorten Site Plan approval
timeframes. Staff and Council should be commended in this regard. Delegation shaves off an estimated
50-60 processing days from the City’s approvals process. Council has wisely traded low-value added
control for high value-added results. Delegation should continue to be the default processing rule, with
minimal examples of file escalation for Council involvement and intervention.

. .

“As Is” Role of Commi ee of Adjustment in Securing Applicable Law Clearances
The City has a precise and exacting Zoning By-law that has internalized previous policy guidelines around
community character. In order to secure the required Zoning Clearance, many applicants require Minor
Variances from the Committee of Adjustment. Minor Variances are required for 25% or more of
residential infill projects. Applicants often pursue these Minor Variances prior to embarking on the
somewhat siloed Grading/Drainage Clearance or Tree Removal/Damage Permit processes. The figure
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below captures the sub-optimal process looping result of applicants moving through the Committee of
Adjustment process prematurely to secure a Zoning Clearance without addressing interwoven grading
and tree protection requirements. Multiple passages through the Committee of Adjustment for
additional variances occurs; largely because applicants are not being supported with a roadmap by the
City that properly links these four interrelated processes (Zoning, Grading/Drainage, Tree Protection,
Minor Variance). The AMANDA workflow tool does not link these interrelated process flows properly
either; as evidenced by the inability of the City to provide reports on the number Minor Variances linked
to Clearances applicants have submitted for.

Figure: Sub-Optimal Use of C of A Detour to Secure Clearances

. .

“As Is” Staﬀ Resourcing & Cost Recovery Issues for Applicable Law Clearances/Permits
Staff resourcing for Burlington’s Development Approvals Process (DAP) service delivery model has not
been comprehensively reviewed during its transition period out of the past greenfield model into the
mature city infill redevelopment model. Current staffing levels were adequate for the economies-ofscale driven subdivision model of the past. The critical issue moving forward is whether resourcing
levels are adequate for the effort intensive, complex realities of infill re-development.

. . .

Development Engineering
In the Development Engineering business unit, staff are fully involved in processing and commenting on
Planning Act applications impacted by Bill 108 (OPA/Re-zonings/Site Plans). Development Engineering
staff also review and comment on numerous Committee of Adjustment applications. Development
Engineering plays the lead role in the intake and issuance of Grading/Drainage Clearances for all infill
residential development applications. The new Grading and Drainage By-law has had the unintended
consequence of significantly increasing the number of clearance applications being generated (some
with relatively minor projects with marginal impacts). Finally, the Development Engineering business
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unit monitors construction site management by Site Plan applicants and Clearance applicants. If there
are neighbour-to-neighbour grading/drainage conflicts in established/mature residential areas, staff are
often called upon to mediate these conflicts by providing “as built” documentation of approved grading
versus current grading in place.
Current workload burdens facing Development Engineering have prevented staff from including
swimming pools in the Grading/Drainage by-law. This omission is illogical given the fact that swimming
pools require a Zoning Clearance and a swimming pool related accessory building requires a
Grading/Drainage Clearance. If swimming pools are added to the portfolio of structures requiring a
Grading/Drainage clearance, a range of low impact building projects (e.g. 2nd floor additions could likely
be removed to compensate.

. . .

Forestry
The Forestry business unit is currently in the midst of a shifting mission/mandate based Council’s
declaration of a climate change emergency. A robust urban tree canopy is an effective and important
climate change adaptation tool and municipal asset. Unregulated private tree removal for development
purposes is inconsistent with tree canopy maintenance/expansion. The pilot By-law in Roseland (432018) is setting the stage for a city-wide by-law. At this point, Forestry is not properly staffed to oversee
the expansion of the pilot by-law. A business case combining fee adjustments necessary to create a
viable revenue stream, as well as a staffed unit to oversee tree removal/damage permits and by-law
compliance is being developed. A report due before end-of-year will set out the business case rationale
and the revenue/cost budget. Performance Concepts has reviewed the business case and concurs that
fee modernization and staffing investments are necessary to meet tree protection policy objectives.
These same staff investments will play a critical role in the timely processing of tree protection permits
that need to be integrated into the applicable law Clearance model for infill residential development.

. . .

Zoning Examina on
The Zoning Examiners business unit is grappling with the workload impacts of complex teardown/rebuild
infill housing. Technical review of these non-traditional, often architecturally complex houses requires
detailed mathematical calculations of setbacks and lot coverage in order to consider a Zoning Clearance
application. The processing and review time per application is significantly greater than the time
required in the greenfield Burlington era. The significant information requirements/detailed drawings
often generate multiple re-submissions from applicants to be deemed complete. Frequent counter
support to guide applicants is the norm for Zoning Examiners, despite the fact that 4 Zoning Examiners
cannot staff a five-day-per-week counter without an adverse impact on file processing productivity.
Zoning Examiners also comment on Planning Act applications and are impacted negatively by Bill 108
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timeframe compression. Finally, Zoning Examiner capacity is consumed by their core commenting role
on Minor Variance applications processed by the Committee of Adjustment.

. . .

Cost Recovery Improvement
One potential solution to Burlington’s existing staffing capacity “pain-points” can be found in a
sustainable stream of non-tax revenues. Like Planning Act fees and building permit fees, the application
fees associated with Zoning Clearances, Grading/Drainage Clearances and Tree Protection Permits
should generate a cost recovery revenue stream. The figure below (next page) documents “As Is” cost
recovery shortcomings associated with the key applicable law clearance fees.

Figure: Current Cost Recovery Performance is Sub-Optimal
The Zoning Clearance fee of $450 for infill teardown/rebuild infill houses covers 5.5 billable hours of
Zoning Examiner effort. A typical/average application consumes approximately 9 hours of Zoning
examiner effort. The “orphaned effort” of 3.5 hours per application is being subsidized by property
taxpayers. The current fee needs to increase by an estimated $286 to achieve cost recovery.
The Zoning Clearance fee of $295 for a residential infill addition to a house covers 3.6 billable hours of
Zoning Examiner effort. The “orphaned effort” of 4.4 hours per application is being subsidized by
property taxpayers. The current fee needs to increase by an estimated $441 to achieve cost recovery.
The Grading/Drainage fee of $1,350 for an infill teardown/rebuild house, an infill addition, or a large
accessory building covers 17 billable hours of the designated Development Engineering staffs’ effort. A
typical/average application consumes an estimated 20 hours of effort. The “orphaned effort” of 3.0
hours per application is being subsidized by property taxpayers. The current fee needs to increase by an
estimated $238 to achieve cost recovery.
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The Tree removal/Damage fee (three tree scenario) of $300 for an infill teardown/rebuild house covers
4.0 billable hours of Forestry staff effort. A typical/average application consumes an estimated 7-9 hours
of effort. The “orphaned effort” of 3-5 hours per application is being subsidized by property taxpayers.
The current fee needs to increase by an estimated $246-$410 to achieve cost recovery.
Total $ Impact on A Teardown/Rebuild House
The current overall cost recovery performance deficit for an infill teardown/rebuild house is as follows:
Table: Revenue Generation Improvement Opportunity (All Streams)

Total $ Impact on Small Projects
The staff effort associated with minor projects requiring clearances does not decrease proportionately
compared to a more complex teardown/rebuild house; it remains relatively “sticky” since the
administrative processes/site visits are quite similar in many respects. Performance Concepts has
estimated that orphaned effort for minor projects requiring applicable law clearances would run at
approximately 50% of major projects; 5-6 hours for each of the 250 or so annual applications. This
equates to $400-$500 of cost recovery revenue improvement per site/project.

. .

“As Is” DAP Workﬂow IT Toolkit
Burlington currently uses AMANDA as its information repository and workflow management tool for
DAP. AMANDA is widely used by numerous Ontario municipalities for these same purposes. The City is
planning an AMANDA system upgrade in Q1 2020. There appears to be a corporate commitment to
AMANDA as the go-forward DAP workflow tool.
That being said, it needs to be acknowledged that there is a wide-ranging dissatisfaction with AMANDA
among frontline DAP staff participants in Burlington and beyond (across the GTA municipal community).
Performance Concepts believes AMANDA’s workflow management functionality is not particularly
robust. Expert City staff agree. Performance Concepts has observed across numerous assignments that
timely extraction of relevant data reports out of AMANDA is not easily achievable. Finally, our team can
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report that AMANDA is not at all flexible in term of accommodating new/changing business process
configurations. Typically changing municipal business processes are only accommodated via
subsequent AMANDA version releases. Many municipalities simultaneously employ different release
versions of AMANDA because all valued functionality is not carried into subsequent release versions.
Numerous GTA municipalities are actively considering AMANDA alternatives, and a number have already
opted for alternative cloud-based/portal equipped solutions.
In parallel to the City’s imminent AMANDA upgrade, Burlington has committed a cloud based CRM
solution. The Burlington CRM solution is using a modified Microsoft Dynamics 365 platform. The
Dynamics 365 platform is also a robust workflow management solution being adopted by government
regulatory agencies across Canada. Dynamics 365 is currently being used by a large GTA municipality to
pilot an alternative DAP workflow solution to AMANDA. A DAP pilot workflow “experiment” using the
City’s already-purchased CRM tool would not be inconsistent with current rollout plans of CRM across
City business units.
In the course of this review, Burlington staff (despite a much-appreciated protracted effort) were not
able to extract basic data reports from AMANDA on DAP application volumes or processing timeframes
that were requested by our team. In defence of staff, this was not a unique one-time event.
Performance Concepts has experienced report extraction blockages from AMANDA across multiple DAP
reviews executed for Ontario municipalities.
There are probably a number of potential reasons for this reporting failure aside from the AMANDA
software itself; including the way DAP operational data is being organized, certain City business units
involved in DAP not using AMANDA at all, and inconsistent substandard data entry practices. It must
also be acknowledged that the AMANDA tool itself has serious functionality limits that need to be
acknowledged moving forward.
Burlington faces a difficult imminent choice; move forward with an existing, familiar, imperfect workflow
tool that, at best, offers limited functionality compared to breakthrough CRM tools like Microsoft
Dynamics 365. Or pause around AMANDA implementation and consider a CRM pilot/experiment that
might catapult the City into a “best practices” leadership position re. DAP information management.
Any software tool, in and of itself, cannot transform Burlington DAP performance. But combined with
the other “as Should Be” improvements identified in this report, a CRM workflow tool experiment/pilot
could act as a “force multiplier” in generating game-changing improvements in DAP execution.

. .

Peer Municipality Benchmarking
A survey questionnaire was developed to guide interviews conducted with other municipalities that
were considered comparable peers to the City in terms of size and development patterns.
The following five municipalities were selected for comparison:
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·
·
·
·
·

City of Hamilton;
City of Kitchener;
City of Markham;
City of Richmond Hill; and
Town of Oakville.

Interviews were conducted by phone with senior staff in each municipality between October and
November 2019. The questionnaire consisted of almost ninety questions in total, split into three
portions focussed on the zoning, grading and tree approval permitting processes.
Questions touched on the following topics:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Approvals process approach;
Staﬃng resources and organiza onal structure;
Applica on volumes;
Intake processes and applica on completeness;
Service standards;
Inspec ons and enforcement; and
Use of informa on technology resources.

Peer survey response rates varied between the three main focus areas, with grading seeing the lowest
response rate. Repeated efforts were made to contact and follow up with senior municipal staff to
complete interviews by phone. In cases where staff did not respond or interviews could not be
scheduled within the timeframe of the study, supplementary information was sought from publiclyaccessible sources (e.g., municipal websites) and included where available.
A detailed record of peer benchmarking feedback is contained in an appendix to this report.
Highlighted observations appear in the figure below. Overall, peer benchmarking does not point to a
“best practices” approach to Site Plan-exempt infill residential development approvals. Some municipal
peers are using Site Plan control to try to coordinate Zoning, Grading and Tree Protection approvals
prior to Building permit application. Others are not effectively coordinating these matters prior to
Building permit application. Finally, one peer is using an optional version of a Zoning clearance.
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Figure: Peer Benchmarking: No Peer Approach to Emulate Re: Infill Teardown/Re-Builds
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5.3
. .

"As-Should-Be" Future State
“As Should Be” Model for Inﬁll Residen al Development Approvals
Having documented and evaluated the City’s “As Is” processes for the three streams of applicable law
approvals required for infill residential building permits, the creation of an “As Should Be” processing
model is appropriate. The figure below sets out our team’s recommended “As Should Be” processing
model.

Figure: “As Should Be” Applicable Law Clearance Processing Model
The “As Should Be” model features the following process improvements; based on peer municipal best
practices and our team’s wide-ranging expertise in reviewing municipal DAP.
·

A single “Applicable Law“ Clearance that incorporates and coordinates the previously siloed
Zoning, Grading/Drainage and Tree Protec on review streams. The new integrated Clearance
would have one applica on intake point and one ﬁnal decision point;

·

At the beginning of the applicant journey a mul -disciplinary Applicable Law Clearances Permit
Tech will coordinate two-stage applica on intake. The Permit Tech will have
adequate/appropriate content knowledge to ensure the overall process (including submission
requirements and processing meframes) are clearly communicated to applicants at the outset
of the process. The Permit Tech will schedule a mandatory pre-consulta on mee ng to
determine and document the precise set technical submission requirements for each
applica on. Following the pre-consulta on session, applicants will agree to these submission
requirements in wri ng;

·

Upon receiving a submi ed applica on package, the Permit Tech will evaluate the package and
deem it complete (or incomplete, which will trigger the submission package to be returned to
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the applicant). No incomplete submissions packages will be accepted for processing. When the
package is eventually deemed complete by the Permit Tech, a new Clearance decision
“countdown clock” will be triggered. The City will then be commi ed to processing the
applica on and arriving at a decision according to a new measurable service level standard (i.e. X
number of business days to be determined by the City). If/when addi onal informa on or
ac on is required of an applicant, the countdown clock turns oﬀ. It turns back on again when
ac on is again required of the City to move the applica on review/decision forward. In this way
the countdown clock focuses exclusively on City-controlled performance and not
applicant/consultant responsiveness or lack thereof; and
·

. .

The previously siloed business units responsible for the three streams of approvals should
func on in a closely coordinated interdisciplinary team. Technical staﬀ regularly involved in the
process will all be located at City Hall (in reasonable proximity). A designated City Senior
Manager should have full accountability to ensure the cross-disciplinary teams are integrated,
and that the “As Should Be” process func ons as designed. Considera on should be given to an
organiza on design model that creates “One Stop DAP” by integra ng Forestry and
Development Engineering business units inside the Community Planning, Regula on and
Mobility Service Group.

Enabling “As Should Be” Using Advanced Workﬂow Tools
The Performance Concepts/Dillon team has concluded that a robust, configurable workflow tool is
necessary to leverage the coordination and integration required of City staff working on the “As Should
Be” Applicable Law Clearance. These tools are widely available and are increasingly being utilized by
governments across Canada engaged in regulatory approvals. The DAP service is, of course, a regulatory
approval process at the core of the City’s service delivery mission and mandate. Existing cloud based
workflow tools and solutions are readily adaptable to DAP implementation. Our team has direct
knowledge of cloud-based workflow tool functionality already being tested/adopted by GTA
municipalities to better coordinate DAP. The key benefit of these tools is the flexibility in configuring “As
Should Be” processes, enforcing process execution timeframes and providing easy-to-access robust
performance reporting. The cloud based storage of data is in some respects an incidental benefit.
The figure below documents the functionality a DAP workflow tool requires to efficiently execute the
“As Should Be” processes recommended in this review.
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Figure: “As Should Be” Future State: Coordinated Execution of Applicable Law Clearances
Highlights of a “best practice” DAP management platform are provided below:
·

A Portal World that enables applicants to submit applica ons, drawings, studies, technical resubmissions etc. The Portal also allows municipal staﬀ to communicate with DAP applicants in
terms of process milestone progression and no fy them of issues requiring ac on. Finally, the
Portal can provide access to the Region, Conserva on Halton or other agencies involved in
reviewing/approving applica ons made to the City;

·

A Sandbox World that acts as a central repository for all applica on submission
documents/drawings. Sandbox World automa cally updates re-submi ed applicant content;
thereby ensuring only one version of any submi ed document is ac ve among City review team
members. The Sandbox also contains the standardized workﬂow process milestones for each
applica on type. It documents all staﬀ approval points; crea ng a tracked progression trail of
the City’s detailed review and approvals. This approval trail can be shared with applicants on a
“view only” basis across the Portal;

·

Countdown clock func onality injects process discipline on each and every Clearance
applica on. As countdown clocks wind down across the Zoning, Grading/Drainage and Tree
Protec on channels, staﬀ will be alerted to move the ﬁle along. The countdown clocks will
ensure each discipline coordinates their eﬀorts to meet an overall agreed upon meframe. The
result will be conveyor belt style consistency and LEAN-style “push and pull” balance that
sa sﬁes both the City and applicants;
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·

A performance dashboard will enable low-eﬀort standardized repor ng to both the City and
applicants. Reports can be easily tailored (in terms of detail) to mul ple audiences. Repor ng
can be ﬁle speciﬁc, ﬁle category speciﬁc or area speciﬁc (e.g. by Ward). This would represent a
marked improvement over the performance measurement func onality limita ons experienced
with AMANDA; and

·

Approved Clearances can easily be linked to the Minor Variances that contributed to the
approval via linked countdown clocks, as well as to downstream Building permits and
inspec ons. Overall applicant journey processing meframes (to occupancy) can be calculated
and reported via these countdown clock linkages.

This menu of “best practice” functional requirements is provided in full by the Microsoft Dynamics CRM
application already purchased by the City.

. .

“As Should Be” Coordina on of Applicable Law Clearance + Minor Variances
Applicants regularly seek relief from applicable law zoning provisions through an Application for Minor
Variances. The approval of the Minor Variance (or amendment to the proposal to ensure compliance) is
required to secure the Zoning Clearance. In the “As Should Be” model being proposed, Zoning decisions
will only be made in close coordination with Grading/Drainage and Tree Protection review streams. It is
crucial that the technical data and review process consider all three streams in parallel. Therefore, any
needed detour to the Committee of Adjustment to secure Minor Variances needs to be executed as per
the figure below.

Figure: New Applicable Law Clearance Process + Required Minor Variances
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The “As Is” problem of Committee of Adjustment process looping identified in this review can be solved
by the City educating applicants and better policing the timing of entry into the Committee of
Adjustment “detour”. The “As Should Be” business rule is clear and straightforward. Applicants should
apply for the new Applicable Law Clearance and proceed through one technical review cycle by City staff
before proceeding to secure necessary Minor Variances. Then a technically viable solution can be
devised in advance of the Committee of Adjustment process; culminating in single set of workable
variances. Technical loose ends can be handled during the Minor Variance appeal timeframe, and a
“just in time” Clearance can be issued after the appeal period ends. This eliminates the need for looping
back for multiple passes through the Committee of Adjustment detour need occur.

. .

“As Should Be” Model for Site Plan Approval of Inﬁll Development
The “As Is” review of the Burlington Site Plan process set out in this report has already identified
elements of “best practice” DAP execution that the City has not yet implemented. The figure below
provides a high level summary of an “As Should Be” process that incorporates mandatory preconsultation, zero tolerance for incomplete applications, and a compressed two review cycle pathway to
draft Site Plan approval. The “As Should Be” process retains the significant efficiencies associated with
delegated approval. It also incorporates the benefits of overlapping Building permits triggered for
“below grade” excavation/shoring and foundation prior to final Site Plan approval (i.e. at the point
where staff approval for construction is granted during the Condition Clearance Phase.

Figure: “As Should Be” Site Plan Processing Model
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Appendix D-2 includes a detailed “As Should Be” process flow for Site Plan applications that integrates
the benefits of cloud-based workflow software with DAP processing “best practices” such as mandatory
pre-consultation and zero tolerance for incomplete application submissions. This kind of detailed
process flow mapping is a high value-added first step in executing the cloud-based workflow pilot
solution recommended in this report.
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5.4

Findings & Recommenda ons
The City’s change plan that evolves from this DAP review should be premised on the following proven
recipe for success - using three sequenced change implementation lenses:

Figure: Integrated Approach to Change Plan
Improved cost recovery fee structures (Lens 1) will provide the financial fuel to secure Council approval
for the staff muscle required to execute the new infill DAP “As Should Be” Applicable Law Clearance
(Lens 2). Robust cloud-based workflow software will provide additional leverage/process execution
discipline to successfully implement the needed “As Should Be” processes (Lens 3).
The documented service delivery efficiencies address the following performance lenses:
·
·

. .

Cost recovery/revenue genera on; and
Process eﬃciency.

Cost Recovery/Revenue Genera on Performance Lens
Employing a cost control/revenue generation performance improvement lens the following measurable
efficiencies have been documented in this review:
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Table: Cost Recovery Efficiencies Available via Fee Restructuring

. .

Process Eﬃciency Lens
Repeated attempts during this review to secure AMANDA processing timeframe reports for Zoning
Clearances + Grading/Drainage Clearances + Tree Protection Permits + Minor Variances on selected
properties failed. That being said, City staff have made it abundantly clear that the uncoordinated “As
Is” processes mapped in this report have resulted in unacceptably long decision-making timeframes.
The Mayor’s Red Tape/Red Carpet feedback has confirmed this to be the case. Timeframe compression
and predictability are “must have” improvements.
Performance Concepts believes it is not unreasonable to forecast that identified “As Should Be” process
improvements supported with a strategic Permit Tech staffing upgrade at the counter, implemented in
tandem with cloud-based workflow software, could reduce processing timeframes by as much a50%
for residential infill Applicable Law Clearances. Significant Site Plan processing efficiencies would also
be realized by implementing the detailed “As Should Be” model. A two-cycles delegated Site Plan
model is achievable.
The figure below itemizes overall improvement opportunities identified in this DAP review.
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Implement “As Should Be” Portfolio of Improvements over 2020
•
Secure improved revenue generation re. Clearance based fees
•
Optimize staffing & Org design (e.g. properly functioning Clearance Permit Tech
+ Development Engineering unit imbedded in One-Stop DAP)
•
Integrated Applicable Law Clearance
•
Refined approach to C of A (Variances)
•
Site Plan ”Best Practices” processing model
•
Cloud-based workflow tool Pilot to secure Applicable Law Clearance + Site Plan
“As Should Be” process improvements
Figure: Overall Improvement Opportunities Identified in the DAP Review

. .

Key to Implementa on: Get-it-Done Focus on Execu on
The Performance Concepts/Dillon review team recommends Burlington create a rapid deployment
LEAN restructuring team composed of external/staff champions to drive the implementation of the “As
Should Be” model forward in 2020. The rapid deployment LEAN restructuring team should organize its
efforts within a “Best Practices” workflow Pilot focused on the new Applicable Law Clearance. The
ideal workflow tool for this Pilot is the already purchased Dynamics 365 CRM application. This pilot
could realistically be completed by August 31st 2020. Detailed DAP fee re-design could also realistically
be completed by the same end of August 2020 date. This recommended Get-It-Done execution project
is a natural “Part 2” continuation of the Provincial grant-funded re-invention of the City’s DAP service
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6.0 Summary and Next Steps
Summary of Eﬃciencies & Discussion
Each of the reviews were presented earlier in the report in separate chapters. The purpose of this
section of the Technical Report is to provide a summary of the efficiencies identified for each of the
service reviews and to provide commentary on the cross-review efficiencies. Public services delivered
by a municipality are complex and interrelated where changing one component of service delivery can
have unintended consequences elsewhere. This section of the report is intended to identify any crosscutting challenges and/or raise awareness of potential consequences.

WINTER CONTROL
W-1: Improved Halton roads recoveries/billings methodology.
Cost Reduction: $150k to $175k in City property tax funding of
winter control
W-2: Guaranteed Service Delivery (GSD) shift premium upgrade.
Cost Investment: recover inflation erosion since 2005. Seasonal
increase of $50k to $55k in City property tax funding of winter
control.
Cost Avoidance: of 3rd shift required to maintain 24/7 winter
service level if GSD erodes. Cost avoidance of $700k to $1M via
shift premium upgrade per year.
W-3: Future contract design.
Cost Addition: contract RFP for road plowing to include 2 full shifts
of stand-by event response. Actual cost subject to stand-by hourly
bid rate. No public disclosure of this modeled cost.
Cost Avoidance: cost-benefit model’s analysis will provide decision
support to identify in-sourcing cost avoidance (savings) of $400k
to $650k per season if contract bid price spikes.
Cost Avoidance: contract upgrade to 2 full stand-by shifts will
balance event response capacity with GSD and deliver reduced

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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The tables below present each of the recommendations arising from the four reviews and identifies
which lens(es) were applied for each recommendation.
Financial
Sustainability

6.1

Climate
Change

Disentangled
Local Govt

Level of
Service

Process
Streamlining

WINTER CONTROL
RECOMMENDATIONS

Financial
Sustainability
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liability plus improved public safety during sever/prolonged winter
events.

LOOSE LEAF COLLECTION
L-1 Scenarios provide a range of efficiency benefits.
Reduce GHG: reduce emissions by up to 73 tonnes of CO2e per
year
Cost Reduction: reduce or eliminate processing fees to Halton (up
to $145k per year)
Improve Service Level: frees up staff and equipment for other City
services (approx. 50 staff and equipment)
Reduce Duplication: Halton already provides leaf collection
services as part of annual yard waste program
Winter Control Readiness: staff and equipment available for
winter control without seasonal transition time; better able to
respond to earlier snow events
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X
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W-4: Temporary Resupply Depots.
Cost Reduction: Improved productivity of 18.5 machine hours over
a simulated winter event (equivalent to the work delivered by 2
units in the same event at current productivity levels). Should
reduce pending RFP purchase of contractor units by 2 units (14
down to 12).
Cost Avoidance: Productivity savings will reduce required # of
contracted units, thereby offsetting a significant portion of
expected/negative contract cost impacts

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

COPORATE FLEET
F-1 Right-Size Vehicles.
Cost Reduction: Over 5 years save $4k to $30k per vehicle when
reducing size of vehicle at time of replacement
Reduce GHG: smaller vehicles generate less GHG. Replacement
strategy includes hybrids as default.
F-2 Right-Size/Reduce Fleet.
Cost Reduction: avoid $665k to $1.1M in capital when choosing to
not replace vehicles.
F-3 Invest in Hybrids.
Cost Investment: additional capital cost of $4k to $10k per vehicle.
Cost Reduction: fuel savings of $1,000 to $2,000 per year.
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F-4 Pilot Auxiliary Power Technologies.
Cost Investment: capital cost of $7.5k to $18k per vehicle
Cost Reduction: save $150k to $385k (5-years)
F-5 Take-home Vehicle Policy.
Cost Reduction: save $38k in fuel per year
Reduce GHG: reduce 70.9 tonnes of CO2e per year

Process
Streamlining

COPORATE FLEET
RECOMMENDATIONS

Financial
Sustainability
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DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS PROCESS (DAP)
D-1 Secure Improved Revenue Generation.
Improve Revenue: $193,000 to $234,000 annually in reduced City
property tax burden

X

D-2 Optimize staffing and Org design

X

X

D-3 Integrated Applicable Law Clearance

X

X

D-4 Refined approach to C of A (Minor Variances)

X

X

D-5 Site Plan “Best Practices” processing model

X

X

D-6 Workflow Tool Pilot improvement process

X

Of particular interest is the summary of the financial sustainability lens and the climate change lens, as
these identify efficiencies that are quantifiable. See table below.
Table: Highlights of the Financial Sustainability Lens and the Climate Change Lens
Service Area
Cost Investment
Cost Avoidance
Cost Reduction
Winter Control

$50k to $55k per
season

Loose Leaf
Collection
Fleet: depends on #
vehicles and
implementation
schedule
TOTAL IMPACT

Additional capital
for hybrid, for
auxiliary power
$50k to $55k per
season PLUS
additional capital
for vehicles at time
of replacement

Reduce GHG

$1.1M to $1.65M
per season
reallocate resources
to other City
services
$665k to $1.1M one
time (over time)

$150k to $175k per
season
$102k per year

$38k in fuel per
year

70.9 tonnes CO2e
per year

$665k to $1.1M
one time savings
PLUS
$1.1M to $1.65M
per winter season

$290k to $315k per
year

143.9 tonnes CO2e
per year
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6.2

. .

Capacity Building Insights/Ideas for City Con nuous Improvement
Program

Building Capacity Around Con nuous Improvement - A Next Steps Roadmap
City government is best understood as a service delivery system. Inputs (staff, equipment etc.) are
organized into business units/departments. In turn these City business units collaborate to create
outputs; the forward-facing services (i.e. products) that are consumed by residents, businesses and
other community stakeholders. Hopefully these service outputs generate positive outcomes/results
that are measurable and commensurate with the budgeted/expended inputs. When viewed as service
delivery systems, the traditional org structure model of a City government (vertical org chart silos and $
information) is turned on its side (real-world horizontal linkages and workflows). This real-world
horizontal workflow version of a City government is a prerequisite for securing continuous
improvement.

Understanding City of Burlington as a Service Delivery System
Creating

Inputs
Resources organized &
budgeted around
City business units that
are sorted into
Departments

Outputs

Generating

Outcomes
Measurable results/impacts
benefiting the public/key stakeholders

Service
delivery
Activities

Service
delivery
Processes

Service
delivery
Products

Figure: Understanding City of Burlington as a Service Delivery System
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are a second critical ingredient in the continuous improvement
recipe for a City government. KPIs should be imbedded in the annual Plan-Deliver-Evaluate cycle of
management/budgeting for a municipal service. KPIs support operational decision-making, results
based target-setting, and results based public reporting. A KPI scorecard will both inform and expand a
made-in-Burlington continuous improvement model. City staff should proceed to design KPI scorecards
as implementation/execution tools for any of the 2019 Service reviews that will receive focused and
rigorous execution in 2020 or beyond. Our team stands ready to support such an initiative, which
requires active participation and buy-in from City staff.
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Figure: Using Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Across Service Delivery Cycle

The amount of available capacity is a defining variable for designing a municipal continuous
improvement program. Burlington has finite resources. An estimated 80% any organization’s capacity to
do anything is consumed in the Whirlwind of day-to-day operations - the Day Job. The Whirlwind must
be recognized as an unavoidable constraint when considering the scope and reach of a continuous
improvement program built around the expertise and commitment of existing City staff.

Figure: Capacity to Drive Change/Improvement Limited by Realities of the Whirlwind
To balance the need for Whirlwind (Day Job) stability with a focused effort towards continuous
improvement, it is useful to think of municipal Service reviews as black boxes full of improvement ideas
rolling down an assembly line. These boxes full of improvement ideas first need to be generated, and
then each box needs to be opened up and properly assembled (i.e. executed). There is no point in
creating so many black boxes that the City never gets around to assembling them, and they fall off the
assembly line in a jumbled pile of un-executed ideas. Execution at a sustainable, measured pace is at
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the heart of continuous improvement. For a continuous improvement program to actually work, the
City should create a limited series of improvement idea black boxes in Year 1 (discovered via Service
reviews). These improvement idea boxes must then be subjected to rigorous, focused execution in Year
2. Only as Year-1 improvement idea black boxes are executed in Year 2 should the City introduce new
black boxes onto the continuous improvement assembly line. Failure to maintain a measured pace will
prompt a corporate capacity “gag reflex” and reduce staff’s commitment to continuous improvement.
Reach must not exceed grasp.

Figure: Avoid Imbalance of Too Many Reviews & Not Enough Execution

. .

Ac on Plan: Rollout a Part Execu on Project for the

DAP Review (Pilot)

The now completed 2019 DAP review is an ideal pilot for developing the City’s continuous improvement
capacity around Year-2 Execution. DAP is a service that is central to Burlington’s mission - high quality,
environmentally sustainable city-building. DAP involves relatively complex processes involving multiple
business units. Executing DAP continuous improvement via a LEAN-equipped execution team will send a
strong signal across the organization: if our team can fix DAP your team can fix anything! Lessons
learned around a LEAN driven Get-It-Done execution of the DAP service review will inform the launch
platform for subsequent Year-1/Year-2 executed service reviews. Preparations for a Year-2 DAP
execution pilot (driven by LEAN) can and should proceed without delay. This execution pilot is a
legitimate and necessary extension of the provincially funded 2019 review. The Province has announced
a 2020 continuation of the same grant-funded improvement program.
City staff should also consider a parallel 2020 LEAN driven execution of the 2019 Fleet review. Fleet is
an indirect support function that has important performance improvement linkages with multiple City
business units and forward-facing services. The Fleet review also aligns with Council’s declaration of a
climate change emergency. Finally, a LEAN review of Fleet can act as a learning platform for future
reviews of City indirect support/administrative processes.
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Appendix A
A

Winter Control
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MEMORANDUM

To:

John Prno
Performance Concepts Consulting

From:

Simon Foo, Ph.D., P.Eng. (Transnomis)

Date:

2019-11-15

Re:

City of Burlington Winter Control Simulation

Overview of How City Responds to Winter Events
The City of Burlington currently deploys its winter maintenance operation centrally from 3330
Harvester Road – “Harvester”. All City and contractor trucks start at the Harvester location and
proceed to their primary road assignments, usually as part of a tandem of multiple trucks. This allows
multi-lane primary roads to be plowed from curb to curb at one time. Once a primary road
assignment is completed, the tandem trucks split up and travel to their assigned areas to complete
secondary roads/routes individually. Once secondary assignments are completed, trucks regather to
repeat their primary road tandems, and so on throughout the day. Once the winter event ends and
cleanup begins, trucks will first clear the primary and secondary roads, and then finally their assigned
local roads.
All City and contractor trucks currently return to 3330 Harvester numerous times per shift to restock
(salt/brine) and to complete their shirt (refuel/salt/brine). To model the efficiency of multiple resupply locations, a number of alternate potential locations have been identified to restock salt and
brine as needed. These are:
•
•
•

“Cityview” - Cityview Park at 2500 Kearns Rd.,
“Harrison” - Harrison Ct. industrial area, and
“Kilbride” - Kilbride Fire hall at 2241 Kilbride St.

The purpose of this modeling assignment is to document efficiencies/productivity gains that could be
secured if trucks in all the areas north of Upper Middle Road can restock at one of the above facilities
plus Harvester, instead of only at Harvester (i.e., “Status Quo”). The zones included are Areas 6, 7, 11,
12, 13, 18, 19, 23, 26, 27, and 28. They are operated by truck routes: Tandem 1 and 1a, 4 and 4a, 6
and 6a, 10, 11, 12, 13, 13a and b, 14, and Dundas. For the purpose of this project, only these routes
are considered.
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Methodology of Improved Response Simulation
In order to simulate truck movements, the truck routes were traced using Transnomis Solutions’ ITS
Central system. Below is the route drawn for Route 42. Purple lines are the primary roads. Orange
lines are the secondary roads. Light blue lines are the local / residential roads. The green building icon
represents the alternate Cityview location. The routes are traced based on the file 20192020_RoadEchelonsSchedule.pdf.

Below is a map of all the routes (within scope of project) traced in the Transnomis ITS Central system:
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A simulation program “run” has been developed to mimic the operation of the trucks along their
assigned routes.
Each simulation scenario consists of a route, and a set of one or more yard locations. “Status Quo” is
the case where the yard location is Harvester only.
A route consists of individual road segments that generally align with the road segments listed in the
Road Echelon file.
Decision points are pre-determined before the simulation. They are assigned to the starting point of
those road segments that are closest to the yard locations. There is one decision point for each yard
location.
At the start of a winter storm event, a truck begins its journey at Harvester. It drives to the starting
point of its primary road route. That distance is counted toward “non-productive distance” and that
travel time is counted toward “non-productive time”. It then travels over the assigned primary roads.
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Once these primary roads are complete, the truck will drive to the start of the assigned secondary
roads (which counts towards non-productive distance and time).
At the end of each round of primary + secondary roads, we determine if it will be beyond the shift
duration when the truck drives back to Harvester (counts towards non-productive time/distance). If
so, it will drive back to Harvester. If not, the truck will go for another round of assigned roads.
This pattern repeats until the snow storm period is over.
When the storm period is over, the truck will go over the primary roads, secondary roads and local
roads once in a final clean-up.
At each of the decision points, the truck operator determines if the unit has enough salt to get to the
next decision point. If not, the operator will drive to the yard corresponding to the decision point
(round trip counts towards non-productive time/distance).

Simplifying Assumptions
In order to create a tractable simulation, Transnomis has made a number of assumptions /
simplifications:
•
•
•
•
•

No consideration of traffic congestion, signal timing, etc.
Do not consider time required to setup the tandem (wait time and formation)
We treat sand the same as salt in terms of spread rates
Same travel speed whether the truck is salting or not
Same travel speed for local roads (would have minimum impact as local roads are salted only
once at the end)

Simulation Parameters
Below are the parameters used for the simulation:
Parameter
Storm duration
Shift duration
Time to refill
Salt capacity
Vehicle speed

Value
12 hours
12 hours
10 minutes
70 km of route travel
25 km/hr
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Simulation Results
The key performance metrics calculated for each simulation are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

# Round Trips (primary + secondary roads) during the winter event
Productive distance/time
Non-productive distance/time
Total distance/time

By comparing with Status Quo, we can estimate productivity improvements to the above four
performance metrics.
All distances below are in meters. Times are formatted as hours : minutes : seconds.
Route / Truck
R01 5224
R01 5224
R01 5224
R01 5224
R04 5217
R04 5217
R04 5217
R15 Combo 11
R15 Combo 11
R15 Combo 11
R25 Combo 13
R25 Combo 13
R25 Combo 13
R39 Combo 26
R39 Combo 26
R39 Combo 26
R41 5214
R41 5214
R42 5215
R42 5215
R44 5211
R44 5211
R44 5211
R44 5211
R45 5219
R45 5219
R46 5226
R46 5226
R46 5226
R46 5226
R46 5226
R47 5209
R47 5209
R48-51 Dundas
R48-51 Dundas
R48-51 Dundas
R48-51 Dundas

# times refill # Round Trips Prod Dist Non-Prod Total Dist % Prod Dist Prod Time Non-Prod Time Total Time % Prod Time
Scenario
361623
67.20%
9:42:58
5:34:56
15:17:54
63.50%
Harvester (Status Quo)
5
5
242902 118720
Cityview Park
5
5
242902 169137
412039
59%
9:42:58
7:35:56
17:18:54
56.10%
Harrison Ct
5
5
242902 132153
375055
64.80%
9:42:58
6:07:10
15:50:08
61.40%
361502
67.20%
9:42:58
5:14:38
14:57:36
64.90%
Cityview Park | Harrison Ct | Harvester
3
5
242902 118600
87686
399473
78%
12:28:17
4:20:27
16:48:44
74.20%
Harvester (Status Quo)
5
4
311787
Harrison Ct
5
4
311787
87979
399766
78%
12:28:17
4:21:09
16:49:26
74.10%
Harrison Ct | Harvester
5
4
311787
87686
399473
78%
12:28:17
4:20:27
16:48:44
74.20%
77.80%
12:09:47
4:28:37
16:38:24
73.10%
6
6
304077
86925
391001
Harvester (Status Quo)
86772
14:58:42
70.20%
Cityview Park
6
5
262684
349456
75.20%
10:30:27
4:28:15
12:09:47
4:03:38
16:13:25
75%
304077
84847
388924
78.20%
Cityview Park | Harvester
4
6
77.60%
11:03:29
3:51:19
14:54:48
74.10%
4
8
276453
79715
356168
Harvester (Status Quo)
76%
276453
70593
347046
79.70%
11:03:29
3:29:25
14:32:55
Cityview Park
4
8
76%
3:29:25
14:32:55
70593
347046
79.70%
11:03:29
Harvester | Cityview Park
4
8
276453
4:00:46
14:33:09
72.40%
83653
347148
75.90%
10:32:23
Harvester (Status Quo)
4
7
263495
76.10%
79.50%
11:48:04
3:42:31
15:30:35
4
8
295026
76050
371076
Harrison Ct
74.70%
7
263495
72783
336278
78.40%
10:32:23
3:34:41
14:07:04
Harvester | Harrison Ct
4
79.80%
11:44:55
2:58:15
14:43:10
293719
53435
347153
84.60%
Harvester (Status Quo)
5
11
83.70%
87.90%
11:44:55
2:17:14
14:02:10
4
11
293719
40515
334234
Cityview Park
Harvester (Status Quo)
5
9
310460
57146
367605
84.50%
12:25:06
3:07:09
15:32:15
79.90%
81.50%
12:25:06
2:49:26
15:14:33
310460
49767
360227
86.20%
Cityview Park
5
9
Harvester (Status Quo)
3
8
192604 152172
344776
55.90%
7:42:15
6:35:13
14:17:28
53.90%
Kilbride
3
9
214004 134973
348977
61.30%
8:33:37
5:53:56
14:27:33
59.20%
Harrison Ct
3
9
214004 122741
336746
63.60%
8:33:37
5:24:35
13:58:11
61.30%
8:33:37
5:53:56
14:27:33
59.20%
214004 134973
348977
61.30%
Kilbride | Harrison Ct
3
9
Harvester (Status Quo)
5
5
257662 133803
391465
65.80%
10:18:23
6:11:08
16:29:31
62.50%
Kilbride
6
5
257662 111693
369355
69.80%
10:18:23
5:28:04
15:46:27
65.30%
17:23:34
63.90%
66.50%
11:06:58
6:16:37
4
3
277900 140256
418156
Harvester (Status Quo)
11:06:58
4:58:43
16:05:40
69.10%
277900 107796
385695
72.10%
Harrison Ct
4
3
16:20:42
68%
391956
70.90%
11:06:58
5:13:44
4
3
277900 114057
Cityview Park
Kilbride
4
3
277900
91971
369870
75.10%
11:06:58
15:27:41
71.90%
4:20:44
369870
75.10%
11:06:58
4:20:44
15:27:41
71.90%
Harrison Ct | Cityview Park | Kilbride
4
3
277900
91971
Harvester (Status Quo)
4
4
226199 151480
377679
59.90%
9:02:53
6:43:33
15:46:26
57.40%
15:47:26
68.20%
Kilbride
5
5
269418 104509
373927
72.10%
10:46:36
5:00:49
3
11
274010
44440
318450
86%
10:57:37
2:16:39
13:14:17
82.80%
Harvester (Status Quo)
Cityview Park
4
12
296844
20560
317403
93.50%
11:52:25
1:29:21
13:21:46
88.90%
94.20%
Harrison Ct
4
12
296844
18344
315188
11:52:25
1:24:02
13:16:27
89.50%
Cityview Park | Harrison Ct
4
12
296844
20560
317403
93.50%
11:52:25
1:29:21
13:21:46
88.90%
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Non-Prod Dist Saved
120
0
153
2078
9122
9122
7603
10870
12920
7379
17199
29431
17199
22110
32460
26199
48285
48285
46971
23880
26096
23880

Non-Prod Time Saved
0:20:18
0:00:00
0:00:22
0:24:59
0:21:54
0:21:54
0:18:15
0:26:05
0:41:01
0:17:43
0:41:17
1:10:38
0:41:17
0:43:04
1:17:54
1:02:53
1:55:53
1:55:53
1:42:44
0:47:18
0:52:37
0:47:18

# extra round trips
1
0
-1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
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Tandem 1 and 1a to Areas 19 and 23

Tandems 1 and 1a benefit very minimally (if at all) with the new yards as much of the routes are south
of Harvester.
Tandem 4 and 4a to Areas 10 and 11

Tandems 4 and 4a benefit slightly with the addition of Cityview, as Harvester is a relatively short
detour from the original primary road.
Tandems 6 and 6a to Area 6

The addition of Cityview offers a modest saving of about 9km travel distance and 22 minutes of travel
time as Harvester is a relatively short detour from the original primary road.
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Tandem 10 to Area 26

The addition of Harrison offers a modest saving of about 11km travel distance and 26 minutes of
travel time as Harvester is a relatively short detour from the original primary road.
Tandem 11 to Area 7

Cityview offers a 13km travel distance and 41 minutes travel time savings compared to refilling at
Harvester. Much of this route is near Cityview Park.

Tandem 11 to Area 12
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Cityview offers a 7km travel distance and 18 minutes travel time savings compared to refilling at
Harvester. Savings are much less than Route 41 as the secondary and residential roads are closer to
Harvester in this case.

Tandem 12 to Area 27

Significant savings can be achieved with just Harrison (29 km and 70 minutes). The south end of this
route is quite close to Harrison. Kilbride is fair bit west of the route and as such, offers less benefit.
Tandems 13 and 13a to Area 13

Kilbride offers savings of 22km and 43 minutes in non-productive travel. Savings may not be as
pronounced as expected because the distance from the route to Kilbride is still significant (3.5 km)
compared to 7.7 km for Harvester.
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Tandems 13 and 13b to Areas 13 and 27

Kilbride offers the most significant savings (48km and almost 2 hours of non-productive travel) for
these as Kilbride is directly on the route. Harrison offers less but still significant savings (32km and 1
hour 17 minutes).
Tandem 14 to Area 13

As expected, Kilbride offers some very significant travel savings (47km and 1 hour 42 minutes) as it is
at the north end of Burlington and the route passes the Kilbride firehall.
Dundas Tandem
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The Dundas tandems can benefit with the addition of either Cityview (24km / 47 minutes) or Harrison
(26km / 52 minutes). Harrison offers slightly better savings because it is slightly closer to Dundas than
Cityview. Note that since this affects 4 truck routes – the aforementioned savings are multiplied by 4.
All Routes Considered (Total Productivity Impact)
The table below shows the total savings if one new yard is implemented:

Kilbride
Cityview
Harrison

Non-Productive
Distance Saving
135 km
153 km
174 km

Non-Productive Time
Saving (hours:minutes)
5:02
5:57
6:17

Based on this result, if only one new yard is to be implemented, it should be Harrison.
The table below shows the additional savings by implementing Cityview and Kilbride once Harrison is
implemented. Note that the second new yard offers a very much diminished return.

Kilbride
Cityview

Non-Productive
Distance Saving
85 km
31 km

Non-Productive Time
Saving (hours:minutes)
3:04
1:46

The second yard to be implemented should be Kilbride.
Note that the savings estimated above are based on a single 12-hour snow event occurring across all
of the routes considered in this study.

Conclusions
The simulation offers some significant insight on how the addition of the Cityview, Harrison and
Kilbride locations for refilling could help improve the efficiency/productivity of the winter
maintenance operation of the City. We find that, just by adding Harrison, the City can reduce the
amount of non-productive travel distance and time by 174 km and 6 hours respectively, over a 12hour snow event.
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During the course of entering the routes into the ITS Central system, we observed that a number of
the routes have the start/end points of their primary roads quite a long distance away from the
secondary roads. These include tandem routes 1 and 1a, 12, 13, 13a and b, and 14. It is recommended
that the City optimize all routes such that less distance/time is wasted travelling between primary
roads and secondary roads.
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Route / Truck
R07 Combo 28
R07 Combo 28
R07 Combo 28

Scenario
Status Quo
Harrison Ct
Harrison Ct / Harvester

# times refill # Round Trips Prod Dist Non-Prod Dist
Total Dist % Prod Dist Prod Time Non-Prod Time Total Time % Prod Time
4
7
259579
95755
355333
73.10%
10:22:59
4:29:49
14:52:48
69.80%
4
7
259579
78340
337918
76.80%
10:22:59
3:48:01
14:11:00
73.20%
4
7
259579
78340
337918
76.80%
10:22:59
3:48:01
14:11:00
73.20%
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Non-Prod Dist Saved Non-Prod Time Saved # extra round trips
17415
0:41:48
0
17415
0:41:48
0
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Questions for Comparator Municipalities
Preamble: We're reaching out because we are doing a review of the leaf and yard waste collection program offered by the City of Burlington. Your City has been identified as a good comparator to evaluate Burlington's program against.
We hope that you will share some of your data with us. Please provide the most up-to-date numbers possible but estimates are also fine. Feel free to reach out to Mychal-Ann Hayhoe if you have any questions mhayhoe@dillon.ca.

1. Do residents of your City currently receive loose leaf, curbside collection?

1

YES (Loose Leaf Questions)

NO (Leaf and Yard Waste (LYW) Questions)

¯
¯
¯
During what months does the program run (select 'x' for all that apply)?
Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
July

2

5

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Comments:

Comments:

How frequently is the service offered?
Weekly
Bi-weekly
Collection days (enter in #)
Other (please explain):__________________

How frequently is the service offered?
Weekly
Bi-weekly
Collection days (enter in #)
Other (please explain):__________________

Who delivers this service, the Regional or Local municipality (confirm department) or the private sector?
Response:

Who delivers this service, the Regional or Local municipality (confirm department) or the private sector?
Response:

How many households are serviced?

How many households are serviced?

3

4

Aug

¯
¯
¯
During what months does the program run (select 'x' for all that apply)?
Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
July

households

households

Where are the leaves processed?
Leaves:
LYW:

Where is the LYW processed?
Leaves:
LYW:

What is the average annual quantity of loose leaves collected?
tonnes

What is the average annual quantity of LYW collected?
tonnes

How many staff are required for a) management of the program and b) delivery of collection services per collection day
and c) other roles?

How many staff are required for a) management of the program and b) delivery of collection services per
collection day and c) other roles?

Response:
a)
b)
c)

Response:
a)
b)
c)
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Dec

How many vehicles do you use for the loose leaf collection program and what types?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

How many vehicles do you use for LYW collection program and what types?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Loaders
Skid steers
Dump trucks
Garbage trucks
Vac truck
Other (please identify and list quantities for each)

Loaders
Skid steers
Dump trucks
Garbage trucks
Vac truck
Other (please identify and list quantities for each)

What is the per tonne cost to process?
Response:

What is the per tonne cost to process?
Response:

What is the approximate annual operating cost to run the loose leaf program?
Collection:
Processing:
Other:

What is the approximate annual operating cost to run the LYW program?
Collection:
Processing:
Other:

Do you have any issues or concerns with the program?
Response:

Do you have any issues or concerns with the program?
Response:

Are any changes being proposed to this program?
No
Yes: please explain: Response:

Are any changes being proposed to this program?
No
Yes: please explain: Response:
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(1)

Are staff allowed to take vehicles home? If yes:
(i) Is there a policy regarding the roles/use of take-home vehicles?
(ii)

(2)
(i)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(7)
(8)

Does the policy have distance restrictions and/or specific job functions requiring
take-home vehicles? Can the specifics of these be shared with us?
Is any fleet parked at “satellite” locations (e.g municipal facilities aside from the
main fleet lot)? If yes:
Is there a standard security protocol or amenities at these locations to protect the
vehicle assets?
Does your Fleet Management Policy and/or Green Fleet Strategy include fire,
emergency services, and/or transit vehicles within its scope?
What department or service does Fleet belong to (i.e. corporate service from
corporate office or within one or more department(s)? If within department(s),
which one(s)?
Are fire, emergency services, and/or transit fleet managed separately from other
corporate fleet?
Is the fleet equipped with analytics/vehicle data units? If yes:
What is recorded (e.g. fuel consumption, kilometers, idling, GPS location, driving
behaviours such as hard breaking or fast acceleration etc.)?
Are telematics included (e.g. real time data on driving behaviours)?
Does this include fire, emergency services, and/or transit?
Do you have a dedicated FTE with a job function focused on fleet fuel efficiency and
GHG reduction?
Any additional comments?

CITY A
Yes
Yes

CITY B
Yes
Yes

CITY C
Yes
Yes

CITY D
Yes
Yes

CITY E
Yes
Yes

Still in development

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fire and EPS only

No

Public Works

Corporate ServicesInfastructure Commission

Corporate Services

Engineering and Public
Works

Innovative Client Services

Transportation & Works
Department

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
All the above on Select
units
Select Units
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fuel and Km for all

Fuel, km, GPS & Idling

Depends on the unit

Yes

No
unknown

Select units
Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes

Yes
Not included in Fleet

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
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CITY F
No
No
Only Fire Chiefs are
permitted (24 hour
response)

(1)

CITY A
Yes

Are staff allowed to take vehicles home? If yes:

(2)

CITY C
No

A revised “take home / personal” policy with definitions / business
requirements was introduced in Public Works on Oct 20, 19 and is scheduled
for implementation for end year.

There are old corporate SOP’s/Policies to the matter which we are seeking to re-write ourselves. Fire Chiefs are the only staff that are permitted to take Fleet Vehicles home and this is for 24 hour response to emergencies

Does the policy have distance restrictions and/or specific job functions requiring
take-home vehicles? Can the specifics of these be shared with us?

Units are aligned to job positions with take home units being a focus.
Additional information could be provided year end.

No distance restrictions as yet which is one concern. Take home vehicles are limited to
supervisory staff who are on call.

Is any fleet parked at “satellite” locations (e.g municipal facilities aside from the
main fleet lot)? If yes:

Vehicles are parked at many locations throughout the city

(i) Is there a policy regarding the roles/use of take-home vehicles?

(ii)

CITY B
Yes

Is there a standard security protocol or amenities at these locations to protect
(i)
the vehicle assets?

Yes

No
Assests will be parked at a Municipal facility if not at a fleet site , such as community centres.

there are various security arrangements (some equipment locked in a public
parking lot)

All premises are under cameras, card or wi-fi access locked gates and other security measures.
Transit has its own major facility for the buses, most parked inside. Some vehicles are parked at
Town Hall. Parking operations vehicles may be remotely kept at other town premises as
convenient. Excluding Transit we have a main depot and two other depots, plus Harbours and
Cemeteries.

Parking lot lights, fenced compounds and some sites have CCTV

(3)

Does your Fleet Management Policy and/or Green Fleet Strategy include fire,
emergency services, and/or transit vehicles within its scope?

Part of the Office of Energy initiatives strategies include CAFE and GHG
reduction targets

We have a green fleet policy administered by our Environmental Policy group with variations as
may be required by Fire and Transit. Emergency Services is by our regional government.

Corporate Fleet Policy does not apply to Transit of Fire

(4)

What department or service does Fleet belong to (i.e. corporate service from
corporate office or within one or more department(s)? If within department(s),
which one(s)?

Fleet Services reports to Public Works, and is accountable to support many
user groups / equipment outside of PW within the city

Fleet is a division of Roads & Works Operations within the Corporate Services-Infrastructure
Commission.

Corporate Fleet is under the Transportation & Works Department, specifically the Works, Operations and Maintenance Division

(5)

Are fire, emergency services, and/or transit fleet managed separately from other
corporate fleet?

Yes

(6)

Is the fleet equipped with analytics/vehicle data units? If yes:

Yes

(i)

What is recorded (e.g. fuel consumption, kilometers, idling, GPS location, driving
Select units. Equipment is capable of all above
behaviours such as hard breaking or fast acceleration etc.)?

(ii) Are telematics included (e.g. real time data on driving behaviours)?
(iii) Does this include fire, emergency services, and/or transit?
(7)
(8)

Do you have a dedicated FTE with a job function focused on fleet fuel efficiency
and GHG reduction?
Any additional comments?

As Above

Transit and Fire manage their own. Emergency Services is regional. Fleet however maintains
Roads & Works, Parks, Hydro, Fire equipment.
Yes
Where fitted yes to all of these items.
Traceable but not real time as yet.

information above - no

would have to verify with Transit & Fire, no to EMS.

Fleet / Office of Energy Initiatives – not solely “focused” on, but a communal
action item
No

Analytical duties/needs shared between Fleet Manager, Work Order Technician, Asset
Management and others as required.
No
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Yes
Yes
All the above
Yes
No. Transit and fire have their own telematics system not managed by Coporate Fleet
Yes - New position in 2019 - Fleet Business Improvement Specialist- Responsibility include analyzing telematics and Green Fleet data
No

(1)

Are staff allowed to take vehicles home? If yes:

(i) Is there a policy regarding the roles/use of take-home vehicles?

(ii)

(2)

CITY D
Yes

CITY E
Yes

Yes

High end supervisors, management that require on-call/emergency response eg. Highest
supervisors in water get vehicles to respond to main breaks. These people have their own
dedicated vehicles with the required equipment, specifications. They do pay a taxable benefit
when using for personal use. They calculate how much they drive to and from work. 5 managers,
15 work vehicles - around 20 total allowed to be taken home of about 700 units. Carpool system.
Carpool vehicles go home with staff and staff pay fee. 10-12 vehicles. Part of community
emissions reductions plan. There is a policy for take-home vehicles. Manager of Dept has to
approve request. Official take-home vehicle request form. Needs to be justified. Has to be
authorized on 3 levels (management levels). Role is a determining factor in allowing take-home
vehicle. Authorization form needs to be filled out if role is replaced with new person.

Yes

Yes

No specific distance restrictions in this policy. Here’s the bulk of the policy: “ The personal use of City vehicles is strictly prohibited.
Nevertheless, certain circumstances may arise where personal use of City vehicles is necessary for an individual to carry out his/her
duties of employment. Specifically, such personal use of City vehicles includes the following: The employee is on-call to respond to
emergencies and is authorized or required to take a vehicle home. The drive between the employee’s regular place of work and his/her
personal residence shall be considered personal use, even where such travel is required by virtue of the employee’s duties. Distances
travelled between the employee’s home and the site of an emergency shall not be considered personal use. These authorized on-call
situations require that the following conditions are met: § In order to respond to the on-call, the employee requires certain specialized
equipment in the vehicle in order to provide for a rapid response. For a definition of “specialized equipment” please see the Definitions
section. § On-call emergencies are generally directed towards the health and safety of the general population, or significant disruption
to the employer’s operations. When an employee has been authorized to take a vehicle home as outlined in the provisions above, the
employee shall use a direct route from the last point of business to the employee’s home. Note: Where the on-call is temporary or of a
seasonal nature, or where it is related to severe weather warnings, the assignment of vehicles under this clause shall be limited to the
duration of that emergency period. When an employee is on the road and is entitled to a break, the vehicle may be used for
transportation to the nearest appropriate location. It is not permissible to take a City vehicle out for the sole purpose of going for a
break. In other circumstances, where there are reasonable grounds to approve personal use of a City vehicle, subject to documented
General Manager/Director approval.”

Does the policy have distance restrictions and/or specific job functions requiring
take-home vehicles? Can the specifics of these be shared with us?

Yes

Is any fleet parked at “satellite” locations (e.g municipal facilities aside from the
main fleet lot)? If yes:

Yes

CITY F
Yes

Most or all at Eng/Public works or City Hall. Reason to park at alternate locations is operational
efficiency (related to Green Fleet Action Plan). Proximity to work locations.

Yes

Is there a standard security protocol or amenities at these locations to protect
the vehicle assets?

Falls under general City locations/facilities access/security policies and
procedures.

Most facilities have cameras on the lot (not all). Generally if in a remote area, it is gated and
locked nightly. No specific policy, but in general have camera and/or gate/fence. Plus GPS and
VDUs on vehicles in an added level of security. Digital 'fence' automatically notifies manager of
unauthorized vehicle movements after hours.

Yes, there is security at these sites

(3)

Does your Fleet Management Policy and/or Green Fleet Strategy include fire,
emergency services, and/or transit vehicles within its scope?

Yes, we have just released the new Sustainable City Fleets plan.

Yes - in reporting. But management is seperated. Fleet Management Policy trumps Green Fleet
Strategy.

Yes, Fire and EPS

(4)

What department or service does Fleet belong to (i.e. corporate service from
corporate office or within one or more department(s)? If within department(s),
which one(s)?

Corporate Services

Engineering and Public Works. Not part of "corporate", within a separate department. But
corporate makes final capital decisions.

Innovative Client Services (made up of: Fleet, Supply, HR, IT, Public Info and Media Relations, Service, Service Transformation, and Legal
Services)

(5)

Are fire, emergency services, and/or transit fleet managed separately from other
corporate fleet?

Yes

(6)

Is the fleet equipped with analytics/vehicle data units? If yes:

Yes

(i)

Community Safety - Fire dept and emergency, police, emergency programs, Eng and Public Works Yes, Transit has it’s own organization, however we share a Commercial Vehicle Operator Registration (and therefore have a joint safety
- main fleet (everything else). Public Transit provided regionally
program), Municipal Fleet buys non-revenue transit vehicles, and last we cooperate with regard to review of trends etc.
Yes

Yes

Includes fuel, km, GPS location, idling. Fuel management system - provides data analytics on fuel
What is recorded (e.g. fuel consumption, kilometers, idling, GPS location, driving Fuel and usage (kilometres and engine hours) for all and other data for select consumption usage, idling (All city vehicles EXCEPT fire). Each fire station has their own gas
(i)
Depends on unit, we are currently implementing telematics.
behaviours such as hard breaking or fast acceleration etc.)?
units.
station. GPS/ Driving performance - GPS component run only on a handful a vehicles have this
currently (pilot).
Analytics re driving behaviour and vehicle locations. Cautions GPS locations. Tracking vehicle only (ii) Are telematics included (e.g. real time data on driving behaviours)?
For Select Units
cannot track people. Includes telematics and alerts to managers (security, location, km travelled, We are currently implementing telematics
etc)
(iii) Does this include fire, emergency services, and/or transit?

Does not include Fire of Transit

Yes

(7)

Do you have a dedicated FTE with a job function focused on fleet fuel efficiency
and GHG reduction?

Yes

No. Worked into role Fleet Manager when required. No dedicated person for that work. However,
would like to do this in the future. Requires 1 or more people with this focus. A current budgetary
"ask". Reems of data provided, poor at analysing it due to understaffing.

No

(8)

Any additional comments?

No

No

No
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The sample vehicle data for each vehicle class used to develop the cost implications for each
recommendation in Section Error! Reference source not found. is presented in Table C2-1. Table C2-2
presents the fuel and carbon tax costs used for annual vehicle operation cost estimates.
Table C2-1: Right-Sizing Vehicle Assessment - Raw Data
Vehicle
Classification
HD Truck
LD Truck
LD SUV
Hybrid SUV
LD Car
Hybrid Car

Make / Model of Sample
Vehicle

Capital Cost†
(MSRP)

Average Fuel
Efficiency
(L/100 km)

Average Fuel
Consumption
(L)

Chrysler Dodge RAM 4500
Chrysler Dodge RAM 1500
Mitsubishi RVR
n/a‡
Toyota Corolla
n/aα

$49,520
$47,095
$22,998
$22,990
$18,990
$29,498

37.3
18.02
9.45
5.92
9.83*
6.08

5,782
2,793
1,465
917
1,524
943

† Capital cost for hybrids is the base cost of the conven onal vehicle plus average hybrid premium cost8
‡ Typical Hybrid SUV not iden ﬁed in ﬂeet. Fuel eﬃciency data is presented for all Hybrid SUVs in ﬂeet (Mitsubishi RVR and
Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV)
* Fuel eﬃciency presented is for Toyota Matrix ﬂeet vehicles, now discon nued
α Typical Hybrid Car not iden ﬁed in ﬂeet. Fuel eﬃciency data is presented for all Hybrid Cars in ﬂeet (Chevrolet Volt, Hyundai
Sonata, Toyota Prius, Toyota Camry, and Ford C-Max)

Table C2-2: Fuel and Carbon Tax Costs*
Year
Fuel Costs ($/L)
Carbon Tax ($/tonne)
2019

$1.16

$10

2020

$1.19

$20

2021

$1.21

$30

2022

$1.23

$40

2023

$1.26

$50

2024

$1.28

$50

2025

$1.31

$50

* All vehicles consume gasoline fuel for compara ve purposes. Gasoline costs is 116.3 cents per litre in 2019 (based on Toronto
September 2018 to September 2019 average) and inﬂated by 2% per year un l 2025.

8

Cunningham, Wayne; CNET (2012). The hybrid premium: How much more does a hybrid car cost? Retrieved
November 1, 2019 from https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/the-hybrid-premium-how-much-more-does-ahybrid-car-cost/
Toyota Canada (2019). Retrieved November 1, 2019 from https://www.toyota.ca/toyota/en/build-price/rav4
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Table C3 -1-: Low Travel Vehicles
Kilometerage
2018 (km)

Service Level

<10,000 KM
2017/2018
Average

Animal Control

No

Unit ID

Classification

Kilometerage
2017 (km)

0007-12

LD Truck

20,468

9,848

0014-12

LD Truck

9,510

15,893

0015-10

LD Car

10,461

8,232

0019-10

LD Car

3,322

0

Other

Yes

0024-12

LD Truck

7,200

5,928

Yes

0025-12

LD Truck

2,740

3,205

0026-13

LD Truck

6,257

6,755

0031-18

LD SUV

0

5,516

0033-10

LD Car

16,257

5,549

0036-13

LD Truck

9,131

13,439

2002-11

LD Truck

6,691

8,820

2008-13

LD Van

8,289

7,476

Sign Production
Building Code Permits &
Inspection
Building Code Permits &
Inspection
Building Code Permits &
Inspection
Municipal Law Enforcement &
Licensing
Municipal Law Enforcement &
Licensing
Organized Sport Support,
Recreation
Organized Sport Support

2009-09

LD Truck

11,080

4,714

Arts & Culture

Yes

2011-12

LD Truck

9,383

16,254

No

2012-12

LD Truck

11,577

5,029

Yes

2015-10

LD Car

15,489

8,590

Recreation
Organized Sport Support,
Recreation
Recreation

2016-14

LD Truck

8,384

10,761

Recreation

Yes

2501-15

HD Truck

2,816

2,522

Tyandaga Golf Course

Yes

3002-11

LD Car

6,453

5,395

Fleet Services

Yes

3003-11

LD Car

6,828

4,026

Yes

3019-12

LD SUV

10,354

8,661

3048-09

LD Car

6,195

5,564

3049-09

LD Car

6,990

17,413

Recreation
Roads and Structures - Design
and Construction
Roads and Structures - Design
and Construction
Roads and Structures - Design
and Construction
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Municipal Law Enforcement &
Licensing
Building Code Permits &
Inspection

No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes
No

Unit ID

Classification

Kilometerage
2017 (km)

Kilometerage
2018 (km)

5001-08

LD Car

8,613

25,806

5002-10

LD Car

9,659

6,734

5003-12

LD SUV

7,034

17,004

5004-17

LD Car

4,100

4,766

5006-18

LD Truck

0

681

5009-13

LD Truck

5,735

4,315

5010-10

LD Truck

8,286

5,783

5014-09

LD Car

8,525

4,466

5015-11

LD Truck

6,931

11,189

5017-13

LD Truck

12,113

9,174

5018-10

LD Truck

8,923

5,339

5022-16

HD Truck

7,752

4,748

5023-13

LD Truck

21,646

5,982

5024-06

LD Truck

6,895

6,295

5025-08

LD Truck

4,602

5,930

5026-07

LD Truck

10,564

661

5027-18

LD Truck

0
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5030-10

LD Truck

6,934

12,284

5037-18

LD Truck

0

3,242

5041-18

LD Truck

0

649

5042-12

HD Truck

10,630

8,387
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Service Level
Building Code Permits &
Inspection
Tree Management
Fleet Services, Recreation
Environment & Energy,
Facilities and Buildings-Design
and Construction
Organized Sport Support,
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Traffic Operations
Management
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Tree Management
Tree Management
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Cemetery
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Fleet Services
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Other
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Tree Management, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Tree Management
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance

<10,000 KM
2017/2018
Average
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unit ID

Classification

Kilometerage
2017 (km)

Kilometerage
2018 (km)

5047-14

HD Truck

2,463

2,074

5053-16

LD Van

10,313

8,695

5062-11

LD Van

7,082

6,995

5063-07

LD Van

10,483

7,999

5064-11

LD Van

8,490

8,910

5123-14

HD Truck

8,868

10,839

5126-15

HD Truck

11,105

8,762

5128-16

HD Truck

7,588

0

5129-08

HD Truck

8,593

7,125

5130-08

HD Truck

11,327

3,511

5131-12

HD Truck

11,202

9,117

5156-14

HD Truck

8,360

8,991

5157-09

HD Truck

8,666

7,220

5191-06

HD Truck

8,406

4,659

5192-18

HD Truck

0

5193-18

HD Truck

0

5210-18

HD Truck

0

2,270

5212-18

HD Truck

0

2,322

5214-09

HD Truck

7,865

7,136

5217-18

HD Truck

0

9,201

5218-07

HD Truck

6,246

4,676

Service Level

<10,000 KM
2017/2018
Average

Cemetery
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance
Other
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance, Road and
Sidewalk Maintenance
Traffic Operations
Management
Traffic Operations
Management
Other

Yes

2,406

Tree Management

Yes

363

Tree Management
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Other

Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Kilometerage
2018 (km)

<10,000 KM
2017/2018
Average

Unit ID

Classification

Kilometerage
2017 (km)

5218-18

HD Truck

0

7,609

5219-18

HD Truck

0

6,252

5220-12

HD Truck

9,318

9,719

5221-07

HD Truck

5,704

3,753

5221-18

HD Truck

0

9,911

5222-07

HD Truck

6,853

7,497

5224-11

HD Truck

9,118

9,853

5225-11

HD Truck

6,926

7,309

5228-07

HD Truck

5,970

4,865

Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance, Parks and Open
Space Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Other
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Road & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Other

5229-07

HD Truck

5,372

5,119

Other

Yes

5231-07

HD Truck

10,284

9,834

Tree Management

No

5232-07

HD Truck

9,039

8,405

Tree Management

Yes

5233-08

HD Truck

9,287

7,560

Tree Management

Yes

7026-14

LD Van

27,601

8,779

No

7028-10

LD Car

4,873

9,200

Parking Management
Traffic Operations
Management
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Service Level

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
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1 Peer Benchmarking
A survey questionnaire was developed to guide interviews conducted with other municipalities that
were considered comparable peers to the City in terms of size and development patterns. The following
five municipalities were selected for comparison:
·
·
·
·
·

City of Hamilton;
City of Kitchener;
City of Markham;
City of Richmond Hill; and
Town of Oakville.

Interviews were conducted by phone with senior staff in each municipality between October and
November 2019. The questionnaire consisted of almost ninety questions in total, split into three
portions focussed on the zoning, grading and tree approval permitting processes. Questions touched on
the following topics:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Approvals process approach;
Staffing resources and organizational structure;
Application volumes;
Intake processes and application completeness;
Service standards;
Inspections and enforcement; and
Use of information technology resources.

Response rates varied between the three main focus areas, with grading seeing the lowest response
rate. Repeated efforts were made to contact and follow up with senior municipal staff to complete
interviews by phone. In cases where staff did not respond or interviews could not be scheduled within
the timeframe of the study, supplementary information was sought from publicly-accessible sources
(e.g., municipal websites) and included where available.
The findings of the peer benchmarking interviews are described in the following sections.

1.1 Approach to Development Approvals
Survey questions were developed to understand the scale of development activity present within each
municipal peer comparator, with particular regard to infill development of single-detached residential
uses.

1.1.1

Building Permit Volumes

Kitchener reported processing 968 building permit applications for which the primary use was
residential in 2018. Applications involving infill development of single-detached residential uses
accounted for approximately five percent of files processed in 2018.
Oakville reported processing 1,278 building permit applications for which the primary use was
residential in 2018. Applications involving infill development of single-detached residential uses
accounted for approximately nine percent of files processed in 2018.
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Richmond Hill processed 1,148 building permit applications for which the primary use was residential in
2018, however information regarding the proportion of those permits accounted for by infill
development of single-detached residential uses was not available.
No information was available for Hamilton and Markham.

1.1.2

Applicability of Site Plan Control

Hamilton and Kitchener reported that infill development of single-detached residential uses is not
typically subject to Site Plan Control. However, Hamilton has implemented a pilot project to regulate the
redevelopment of residential properties located in mature neighbourhoods in Ancaster by way of the
Site Plan Control process.1 The policy is explicitly intended to allow the City to manage issues relating to
site grading, elevations, and tree preservation. Applicable to lands zoned “Existing Residential (ER)”
within the former Town of Ancaster, the following categories of development are subject to Site Plan
Control:
·
·
·
·

New dwellings;
Substantial additions to existing dwellings;
Accessory buildings or structures with a ground floor area greater than or equal to forty square
metres; and
Accessory buildings or structures which result in a lot coverage greater than thirty-five percent
on lots subject to a maximum lot coverage of thirty-five percent.

Oakville has amended its Site Plan Control by-law to enable implementation of a specific approvals
process whereby certain instances of infill single-detached residential development would be subject to
the Town’s regulatory authority under the auspices of Site Plan Control. Known as the “Development
Engineering Site Plan” (DESP) process, the process applies to properties zoned for low-density
residential uses located in the southern half of Oakville. Through the DESP process, authority to impose
conditions relating to site grading and drainage is delegated to the Town’s Director of Development
Engineering.
Markham and Richmond Hill did not report whether Site Plan Control typically applies to instances of
infill development of single-detached residential uses. While both municipalities generally exclude
single-detached dwellings from the applicability of Site Plan Control, this exclusion does not apply in
specific areas throughout each city.

1.2 Zoning Compliance Processes
1.2.1

Approaches to Zoning Compliance

Most of the City’s peer comparators reported that they do not employ a standalone zoning compliance
process, and instead conduct review of zoning compliance as part of the Building Permit or development
approvals (e.g., Site Plan Control) processes.

1

See: City of Hamilton. (2019, July 26). Pilot project—Building new homes in Ancaster’s mature neighbourhoods.
Retrieved November 15, 2019, from City of Hamilton website: https://www.hamilton.ca/city-planning/officialplan-zoning-by-law/ancaster-existing-residential-er-zone
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Kitchener and Oakville employ the zoning occupancy certificate process as provided for in subsection
34(6) of the Planning Act, however such certificates are only intended to confirm whether a proposed
change in use would be permitted according to the applicable zoning by-law(s). Hamilton employs what
it refers to as the “Zoning Verification and Property Report,” process, which proponents can pursue to
confirm whether a proposed change in use is permitted, check if heritage restrictions or the need for
conservation authority approvals apply, and confirm whether any outstanding permit issues are
associated with a property. None of these processes are intended to fulfill the function of a fulsome
review of zoning compliance.
Markham employs a standalone zoning compliance process in the form of their Zoning Preliminary
Review (ZPR) approach. The process is intended to confirm compliance with applicable zoning
regulations prior to the submission of an application for building permit or other development
approvals. As the process is optional, the ZPR is not required to apply for and submit an associated
building permit application.

1.2.2

Organizational Structure and Resource Levels

No information was available regarding the organizational structure Markham employs to deliver the
ZPR process, nor the typical level of effort required from staff to process ZPR applications which involve
infill development of single-detached residential uses.

1.2.3

Intake, Processing and Service Standards

1.2.3.1 Application Volumes
No information was available regarding the volume of ZPR applications processed by Markham in 2018.
1.2.3.2 Intake Process and Fees
Markham has deployed a customer-facing online permitting platform (ePlans) through which ZPR
applications can be submitted and processed.
Application fees are depend on the type of development proposed: for the 2019 calendar year,
application fees were charged as a flat fee of $250.00 for low-rise residential uses and $350.00 for all
other types of development.
No information was available regarding the rate of occurrence of incomplete ZPR applications.
1.2.3.3 Service Standards
No information was available regarding service standards and typical processing timeframes pertaining
to Markham’s ZPR process.

1.2.4

Inspections and Enforcement

No information was available regarding whether inspections are carried out as part of the ZPR process.

1.2.5

Information Technology

Markham is unique in offering a fully-digital, customer-facing online permitting platform, however the
software system used to administer this system was not reported.
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1.3 Grading Compliance Processes
Survey questions were developed to examine the means through which the municipal peer comparators
regulate the alteration of site grading, with particular regard to standalone grading approvals processes.
Despite repeated efforts at contact and follow-up, responses from senior management responsible for
grading review processes were limited to Hamilton and Oakville. Supplementary information was sought
from publicly-accessible sources (e.g., municipal websites) and included where available. Accordingly,
caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions from responses pertaining to grading compliance
processes.

1.3.1

Approaches to Grading Compliance

All municipal peer comparators employ standalone grading compliance approvals processes to regulate
site alteration, typically by way of site alteration permits. Such permits typically apply to all site
alteration activities which would not otherwise be subject to development approvals processes such as
Site Plan Control. Kitchener and Markham exclude properties larger than 0.405 ha (1.0 ac) in area from
the need to obtain site alteration permits.
Several municipalities employ site alteration permitting processes which specifically apply to infill
residential development. Markham has begun to employ its Residential Infill Grading and Servicing
(RIGS) process in cases involving infill single-detached residential development which are not otherwise
subject to Site Plan Control. Oakville applies the Development Engineering Site Plan (DESP) process to
applications involving redevelopment of properties zoned for single-detached residential uses, however
this process is unique in that it is implemented as a form of streamlined Site Plan Control.
Hamilton and Oakville both noted that while site alteration permits, if required, would need to be
obtained prior to issuance of a related building permit, both permit processes could be pursued
concurrently.

1.3.2

Organizational Structure and Resource Levels

Site alteration permitting in Hamilton and Oakville is administered by municipal departments primarily
concerned with engineering-related matters. Both municipalities reported that review for grading
compliance is undertaken by staff who are responsible for a variety of tasks, with permit review being
one task among many.
Oakville reported that applications involving infill residential development which were processed
through the DESP stream typically required 19 hours of staff time for review of grading compliance and
issuance of a decision.
Data regarding typical staff effort required for review of site alteration permit files was not available
from any of the municipal peer comparators.

1.3.3

Intake, Processing and Service Standards

1.3.3.1 Application Volumes
Hamilton reported having processed twenty-four site alteration permit applications in 2018, of which
eighty-five percent involved infill development of single-detached residential uses.
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Oakville reported having processed one-hundred and eighty DESP applications in 2018, all of which
involved infill development of single-detached residential uses.
1.3.3.2 Intake Process and Fees
Hamilton and Kitchener make use of an application form which is specific to the site alteration permit
process. Oakville employs an application form which is used for multiple development engineeringrelated permitting processes.
Hamilton and Markham allow for digital submission of site alteration permit applications, with the
former being limited to email submissions while the latter employs a customer-facing online permitting
platform (ePlans).
All municipal peer comparators levy application fees in relation to site alteration permits and related
grading compliance processes. Fees for site alteration permits range as follows:
·
·
·
·

Hamilton: $696.00 flat fee for residential uses, $2,770.00 flat fee for non-residential uses;
Kitchener: $280.00 for the initial application, plus $175.00 for each revised submission;
Oakville: $1,061.00 flat fee; and
Richmond Hill: $476.00 flat fee.

Oakville charges a flat fee of $1,867.00 for applications made through the DESP stream.
Hamilton and Oakville reported that fee payments can only be made in person or by mail (i.e., cheque).
With respect to completeness of applications, Hamilton reported that virtually all site alteration permit
applications it received in 2018 were considered incomplete at the time of submission, largely due to
missing information. Conversely, Oakville reported much lower rates of incomplete applications for the
DESP stream in 2018 (five to ten percent). Both Hamilton and Oakville reported that staff will reject
incomplete applications when they are received.
1.3.3.3 Service Standards
Hamilton estimated that site alteration permit applications involving infill development of singledetached residential uses typically required fifteen business days to complete reviews and issue
decisions in 2018.
Oakville reported that applications made through the DESP stream typically required ninety business
days to complete review. As the DESP process is implemented under the auspices of Site Plan Control,
the legislated timeframes which apply to the Site Plan Control process apply equally to the DESP
process. Notwithstanding this requirement, Oakville noted that staff maintain an internal target of
providing initial responses to DESP applications within fifteen business days.
Hamilton reported that while the site alteration permit process is not subject to legislated timeframes
for review and issuance of a decision, staff work towards an internal service standard of fifteen business
days. While this target turnaround time is communicated to the public, it is not framed as a
commitment.
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1.3.4

Inspections and Enforcement

Both Hamilton and Oakville reported that inspections are conducted as part of the grading compliance
approvals process.
Hamilton reported that it treats inspections of infractions and related enforcement actions as a high
priority, whereas Oakville reported that infractions are considered a lower priority than day-to-day
application review given the level of available staffing resources.

1.3.5

Information Technology

Both Hamilton and Oakville employ CSDC AMANDA version 7 to coordinate the grading compliance
approvals process.
Markham is unique in offering a fully-digital, customer-facing online permitting platform, however the
software system used to administer this system was not reported.

1.4 Tree Permitting and Approvals
Survey questions were developed to examine the means through which the municipal peer comparators
regulate the injury or removal of trees, with particular regard to permitting processes applicable to trees
on private land.

1.4.1

Approaches to Tree Permitting and Approvals

Of the peer comparators that responded, all reported that regulations and necessary approvals apply to
the injury or destruction of trees on both private and public property. In all cases, the regulatory scheme
employed differed depending on whether the application involved trees on public or private land. For
the purposes of this report, focus was placed on the means by which regulations and approvals applied
to trees on private land.
Respondents typically noted that tree permitting processes were further subdivided between those that
fell under the auspices of Planning Act applications (e.g., Site Plan Control, Plan of Subdivision) and
those that did not involve broader development approvals processes: typically, development
administered under Planning Act applications would be reviewed under the auspices of those processes
and would not be subject to an applicable tree permitting by-law. Accordingly, for the purposes of this
report, focus was placed on the means by which regulations and approvals applied to instances of
development which were subject to applicable private tree permitting by-laws.
The requirement for approval to injure or destroy a tree on private land is typically triggered on the
basis of the physical measurements pertaining to the tree in question, with particular regard to the
diameter at breast height (DBH) value. The following variations to the triggers for approval apply:
·
·
·

Kitchener: Trees on private land with a DBH of 10 cm or greater on lots of 1 acre in size or
greater
Oakville: Trees on private land with a DBH of 15 cm or greater
Richmond Hill: Trees on private land with a DBH of 20 cm or greater

Respondents similar challenges between them with respect to the manner in which tree approvals
integrated with the broader development approvals process. All respondents noted that, while by no
means the intended policy outcome, it would be possible for a proponent to obtain a building or
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demolition permit without first obtaining the applicable private tree by-law permit if a tree permit file
had not already been created. Respondents noted that such instances are most likely to occur if a
proponent does not consult with tree protection staff and does not clearly indicate existing trees on site
drawings included with an associated building or demolition permit (in which case building permit intake
staff may not check for applicable tree permitting requirements).

1.4.2

Organizational Structure and Resource Levels

Most respondents noted that the private tree by-law approvals process is administered by a municipal
department or division primarily concerned with planning-related matters. Oakville is a unique
exception in that all tree permitting matters, for both public and private land, are centrally delivered
through the Parks and Open Space department.
Most respondents noted that review of private tree by-law applications is typically undertaken by staff
whose primary role is to undertake such review, although such staff may perform other functions.
Kitchener employs Senior Environmental Planners to administer the private tree by-law application
process, however this task does not constitute their primary role.
Respondents noted that review of applications for private tree by-law approvals which involved infill
development of single-detached residential uses typically required several hours of staff time.

1.4.3

Intake, Processing and Service Standards

1.4.3.1 Application Volumes
Respondents noted a wide range of scale with respect to application volumes pertaining to private tree
by-law approvals processed in 2018, ranging from several files (Kitchener: six files) to several hundred
files or more (Oakville: more than one thousand files; Richmond Hill: approximately three hundred files).
Most respondents were unable to report the proportion of private tree by-law approvals accounted for
by applications involving infill development of single-detached residential uses. Kitchener reported a
single application which involved the noted type of development, accounting for approximately twenty
percent of the private tree by-law approvals files processed in 2018.
1.4.3.2 Intake Process and Fees
All respondents employ an application form which is specific to the private tree by-law approvals
process. While all respondents reported that such applications can be submitted digitally, only Oakville
has a customer-facing online application form; Kitchener and Richmond Hill allow for application forms
to be submitted by email.
All respondents levy application fees applicable to the private tree by-law approvals process. Fees vary
based on the scale of development proposed, as follows:
·
·

Kitchener charges a flat fee of $124.00 for an initial application, plus a flat fee of $64.00 if the
application is revised and resubmitted;
Oakville charges $50.00 for the first tree and $340.00 for each additional tree in cases involving
trees with a DBH of 24 cm or less, or a flat fee of $340.00 per tree in cases involving trees with a
DBH greater than 24 cm; and
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·

Richmond Hill charges a base fee of $150.00 for the first tree plus an additional $50.00 for each
additional tree, up to a maximum of $400.00 total.

All respondents reported that fee payments cannot be made online.
Respondents noted very low rates of instances of permit applications being incomplete at the time of
submission. Richmond Hill estimated that less than ten percent of private tree by-law applications in
2018 may have been incomplete, due largely to the fact that applicants generally interface with intake
staff prior to making an application. Kitchener noted the same explanation for their report of no
applications failing to meet submission requirements in 2018. Oakville estimated that less than five
percent of private tree by-law applications in 2018 may have been incomplete, due largely to the fact
that the online application form cannot be submitted until all fields are completed (however this
requirement does not apply to attachments, which can be missed).
Oakville and Richmond Hill reported that staff will not accept applications which are believed to be
incomplete, whereas Kitchener reported that while staff may accept incomplete applications, their
review effort will be limited to identifying deficiencies for resubmission. All respondents reported that
staff will not undertake fulsome permit review activities until applications are deemed complete.
1.4.3.3 Service Standards
Kitchener and Richmond Hill estimated that private tree by-law permit applications involving infill
development of single-detached residential uses typically required ten business days to complete
reviews and issue decisions in 2018. Oakville reported that such processes typically required twenty-five
business days to complete.
All respondents reported that the processing of private tree by-law permit applications is not subject to
legislated requirements regarding timing of review and issuance of decisions. Both Oakville and
Richmond Hill reported that they maintain a formal service standard with regard to permit processing
times, however only Oakville makes this target known to the applicant. Oakville targets a permit
turnaround time of five business days for high-priority applications (e.g., instances where infractions
may be likely to occur) and twenty-five business days for all other applications. Richmond Hill targets a
turnaround time of ten business days. Kitchener reported that it has not adopted any formal service
standard applicable to private tree by-law permit applications as the volume of such applications is so
low.

1.4.4

Inspections and Enforcement

All respondents reported that inspections are conducted as part of the private tree by-law permit
process, however Kitchener noted that such inspections are only undertaken if staff believe it necessary
to do so. Oakville and Richmond Hill reported that such inspections are typically undertaken during or
after permit-related construction activities have begun or finished and are primarily intended to confirm
that specific conditions of approval have been fulfilled.
Respondents noted that infractions are treated with varying degrees of priority, such that the staff
resources allocated to addressing infractions varies depending on the circumstances. For example,
Oakville noted that staff will prioritize responding to a notice of possible infraction involving an active
construction site ahead of a case involving trees which have already been removed.
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1.4.5

Information Technology

Both Kitchener and Oakville reported employing CSDC AMANDA to coordinate the private tree by-law
permitting process, the former using version 6.1 and the latter having deployed version 7.
Richmond Hill reported that it does not currently make use of a formalized permit coordination software
platform and instead uses Microsoft Excel to coordinate tree permitting files. It was also noted that
Richmond Hill plans to deploy the Tyler EnerGov permit coordination platform across the organization to
handle all development-related processes in 2021.
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City of Burlington
“As Should Be” Process
Mapping for Delegated Site
Page 1
Plan Approvals
November 2019
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Objectives of Proposed “As Should Be” Site Plan Processing Model
• Incorporate “best practices” re. streamlined Ontario municipal development approvals
• Leverage streamlined “As Should Be” Site Plan process with state-of-the-art cloud-based
Portal/Workflow technology
• Functionality of cloud-based Development Approvals Process (DAP) processing tool can amplify impact of “Best Practices”
Firewall
Sandbox World (internal)

Portal World (External)

Technical submissions (e.g.
updated/current version
drawings/studies)
Tracks “As Should Be”
workflow/process
milestones/transactions
Process drawbridges to move thru
Site Plan; driven by business rules +
Countdown Clocks
Reporting/Status Dashboard
by DAAP file or file groupings

Applicants
Region/HRCA
Other Agencies

Public reporting
Re. timelines v targets
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Countdown clocks establish processing timeframe standards/targets by Phase

Phase 1
Mandatory
Pre-consultation
(zero tolerance for
incomplete
submissions made

Phase 2
Application
Submission +
Deemed Complete

Phase 3
2 Technical Review
Cycles + Draft
Approval

Phase 4
Condition Clearance
Agreement
Production

Phase 5
Agreement
Execution + Title
Registration

clear)
Triggers overlapping “below
grade” Building permits for
Excavation/Foundation

Final Product = A “Best Practice” Delegated Site Plan Approvals Model with 2 Efficient Technical Review Cycles
& Clear Timeframe Targets
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Countdown clocks in workflow tool establish/enforce processing timeframe standards/targets by Site Plan Phase

Target

Phase 1
Mandatory
Pre-consultation
(zero tolerance for
incomplete
submissions made

Target

Phase 2
Application
Submission +
Deemed Complete

Target

Target

Phase 3
2 Technical Review
Cycles + Draft
Approval

Target

Phase 4
Condition Clearance
+ Agreement
Production

Phase 5
Agreement
Execution + Title
Registration

clear)
Triggers overlapping “below
grade” Building permits for
Excavation/Foundation

Final Product = A “Best Practice” Delegated Site Plan Approvals Model with 2 Efficient Technical Review Cycles
& Clear Timeframe Targets
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Phase 1 of “As Should Be”: Mandatory Pre-Consultation
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PAC Countdown Clock
Day 5

Step 1
Pre-Application Consultation
(PAC) Request from
Applicant

Initiate a mandatory Pre-Application
Consultation (PAC) process for all projects
requiring Site Plan approval.
Purpose of PAC is to establish technical
submission requirements for a complete
Site Plan application.
A PAC Guide setting out the process &
submission requirements can be quickly
formalized (using GTA peer municipal
“best practices”).
Burlington will only accept a PAC Request
that meets City’s PAC Guide submission
Requirements.
PAC Requests for Site Plan projects would
eventually be initiated over an e-Portal
that is imbedded inside a cloud based
Development Approvals Process (DAP)
workflow tool.

Step 2
City Schedules PAC
Meeting with Applicant

Day 1

Step 4
PAC Understanding
Prepared & Sent to Applicant Setting Out Mandatory Site Plan
Application Submission
Requirements

Burlington staff schedule a PAC
meeting in one of the
designated/recurring time slots
for PACs. Scheduling slot selected
must leave City staff with
sufficient prep time.

Following PAC meeting, City staff
prepare a customized PAC
Understanding – a contract with all the
mandatory (i.e. complete) Site Plan
application submission requirements
documented as future “check marked”
upload requirements when submitting
a Site Plan application across the ePortal. PAC understanding sent to
applicant across e-Portal.

Cloud based workflow tool
scheduling module would
automate meeting scheduling

Step 3
PAC Meeting Executed &
Submission Requirements
Established
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In future, PAC Understanding could
also contain a forecast City approvals
timeline. This approvals timeline
would be calculated according to the
City’s future cloud based workflow
tool’s countdown clock processing time
targets.

Step 5
PAC Understanding
Executed by Applicant (Signed
& electronic approval via ePortal)

Receipt of signed PAC
Understanding
from applicant triggers cloud
based work flow tool to “lower
the drawbridge” for a
subsequent applicant submission
of a complete Site Plan
application via e-Portal

Phase 2 of “As Should Be”: Application Submission +
Deemed Complete
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DAAP “Deemed Complete” Countdown Clock
Day 30 (legislated Planning Act timeframe)

Step 6a
Site Plan application
Submission via Portal

City will only accept an application
submission via the e-Portal that
populates all check marked
submission requirements documented
in a signed Step 5 PAC Understanding.
If accepted by e-Portal, drawbridge to
Step 7-8 triggered. Will crossreference building type, # floors, #
units fields against PAC Understanding

Step 6b
Application Fees Payment
Agreement

Workflow tool calculates
Site Plan fees from worksheet imbedded in application
submission form. Check marked applicant acceptance of
Site Plan fees across e-Portal triggers Step 6b drawbridge.
Actual payment of fees to be confirmed by next business
day or application file frozen.

Day 20 Target (10 business days elapsed):

Day 29-28

Step 7
Site Plan File Assigned to
Review Team – Triggering a
“Deemed Complete” Review
Cycle
Workflow tool algorithm will notify
internal City staff team to application:
Site Plan Manager
Development Engineering Manager
Forestry Manager
Zoning Manager
Transportation Manager
Region/HRCA Contacts
Managers will receive “assign the file” email to immediately set-up staff team
assignments (also Day 29). Manager
assignment to lead staff team members
by end of Day 28.
Rapid review cycle (moderate depth)
proceeds; focus on submitted materials
located in cloud-based workflow tool
Sandbox & determination of “deemed
complete”.
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Step 8
Technical Evaluation Resulting in
“Deemed Complete”
Decision/Notification to Applicant (or a
re-submission)

“Deemed Complete” evaluation cycle executed Binary Y/N check marks applied against all Step
6a submission requirements in Sandbox. City +
Region + HRCA team members responsible for
check marked Y/N review decisions.
Development Planner has final override
authority to adjust City Y/N check marks. If all
check marks Y by Day 20 or sooner…application
Deemed Complete. LPAT clock then starts at 6a
date & Deemed Complete notification letter to
applicant triggered via e-mail across Portal. If N
for any Step 6a submission requirement…then
application Deemed Incomplete & notification of
ALL deficiencies prepared/sent by Development
Planner. “Deemed Complete” clock turns off
(pending an applicant resubmission) & only
turns back on when a re-submission received.
Accepted (Y) re-submission of Phase 1 materials
eventually triggers LPAT clock to start at Step 9.

Phase 3 of “As Should Be”: Completion of Technical
Review Cycle(s) + Draft Approval (delegated to staff)
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DAP Tech Review Cycle #1 Countdown Clock
Day 30

Day 1
30 Business Days Transpire

Completed 1st Technical Review cycle
with deficiencies notification e-mail
sent to applicant via e-Portal

Step 9
#1 Technical Review Cycle Executed/Completed

* N Binary checkmarks turn Site Plan
Review Cycle #1 countdown clock off;
pending applicant re-submission for
Cycle #2

Also Sect. 29 Heritage Review if
Required

Reconsider with
Variances secured
from C of A
Potential referral to
Committee of Adjustment
for Minor Variances as
required

#1 Technical Review Cycle completed - Binary Y/N check marks
entered in workflow tool against all Step 6a submission
requirements. City/Region/HRCA team members responsible for #1
Technical Review Cycle checkmark Y/N. Development Planner has
final override authority to adjust City Y/N check marks. If all check
marks Y by Day 1 (or before)…application Technical Review cycles are
complete (an unlikely result). Realistically a Technical Review
deficiencies e-mail notification will be sent by Day 1 to applicant…email provides applicant e-Portal access to Sandbox Y/N check marks,
comments and drawing mark-ups.
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Day 15

DAAP Review Cycle #2 Countdown Clock
Day 1
15 Business Days Transpire

Step 10 Applicant ReSubmission via e-Portal for #2
Technical Review Cycle

City will only accept an applicant
technical re-submission via the ePortal that populates all check
marked re-submission
requirements documented in the
deficiencies notification e-mail
sent at end of Step 9. If accepted
across e-Portal drawbridge to
Step 11 triggered.

* NB submission requirements that received Y check
marks from #1 Technical Review Cycle do not require
any re-submission in #2 Technical Review Cycle. Thus,
submission requirements that are “in play” are
winnowed down in each cycle by the cloud-based
workflow tool.

Step 11
#2 Technical Review Cycle
Executed/Completed

2nd Technical Review executed/completed - Binary
Y/N check marks against Step 6a submission
requirements that were check marked N in #1
Technical Review Cycle. City/Region/HRCA team
members are responsible for checkmark Y/N in #2
Cycle. Development Planner has final override
authority to adjust City Y/N check marks. If all
checkmarks Y by Day 1 or sooner …application
technical review complete. A 2nd Technical Review
deficiencies e-mail notification sent by Day 1 or
sooner to applicant…e-mail provides access to
Sandbox Y/N check marks, comments and
drawing mark-ups.
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Completed 2nd cycle
with completion e-mail sent to applicant
if all Binary check marks are Y.
Target is for Burlington to be a 2-cycle
Site Plan municipality.
* Any required 3rd cycle will trigger a face-to-face issue
resolution session with applicant, and an additional
review cycle supplemental fee will be imposed.

Day 10

Day 1

Delegated Site Plan Approval Clock

Step 13 City DAP Management
Issues “Draft Approval” of Site
Plan (pending required
Condition clearances)

Step 12 Staff Report
Production
(for delegated draft approval)

Report must document zoning approval +
servicing/other approval conditions to be
cleared (appended approved
drawings/studies etc.)

Applicant notification across e-Portal re. draft Site
Plan delegated decision re. “draft approval”
•
•
•
•

Report recommendation & conditions
documented in workflow tool’s Sandbox
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Zoning compliance
Site design/drawings
Documented conditions to clear for final approval
Calculated Securities/Fees to be paid to secure
final SP approval

Phase 4 of “As Should Be”: Condition Clearance +
Development Agreement Production
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Site Plan Conditions Clearance Countdown Clock

Day 30

Step 14
Applicant submission of
information via e-Portal to
clear “draft approval”
Conditions. (Condition
clearance submission examples
below)

•
•
•
•
•

Info to populate
Development Agreement
Fees/Securities paid
Required Inspections
Construction
Management Plan
Revised drawings or
studies (servicing/other)

Workflow tool Y/N
checkmarks for
each required data
submission for
Condition
clearance… no
Upload or
progression unless
all requirements
received

Step 15a)
Technical review cycle executed by
City/Region/other staff to clear conditions
& approve final drawings for construction.
Comments received/considered from
Internal & External participants.
Cycle repeats until approval of information to
clear all conditions. Countdown clock turns off
between applicant submission cycles.

Step 15b)
Payment of required fees/securities
confirmed.

Re-submit loops
as required
(same process across portal
as earlier technical review cycles)

Day 1
Binary Y/N checkmarks in workflow tool for each Condition
cleared. Drawings designated as “approved for construction”.
Applicant notified across e-Portal of construction approval
decision & informed of Building Permit trigger for below grade
conditional permits (excavation/shoring + foundation).
NOTES:
1. No Zoning or Grading/Drainage Clearance certificates required
since Building staff notified of “approved for construction”
status of drawings via cloud-based workflow tool.
2. DC calculation by Zoning Examiners pushed downstream after
Final Site Plan approval; to above-ground Building Permit
issuance

Approval checkboxes (Y) in workflow tool triggers system
permission for building permit application submission via e-Portal
& potential conditional excavation/foundation permits by CBO.
Paid securities/fees receipt to applicant
across Portal

Post-construction Conditions refined/finalized.
Applicant notified across Portal.

Step 15c)
Conditions documented for postconstruction return of Securities.
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Phase 5 of “As Should Be”: Development Agreement
Execution & Registration on Title
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Development Agreement Production Countdown Clock
Day 15

Day 1

Step 16
Preparation & Transmission of
Development Agreement

Completed
Development Agreement sent to applicant
via e-Portal

Conditions documented for
future post-construction
commitments (e.g.

Step 17a
Applicant signoff/
acceptance of
Development Agreement,
paid securities, paid fees
and conveyances via ePortal- enabled electronic
checkmark acceptances

Step 17b)
Additional checkmark
for Planner confirming
receipt of signed back
Development
Agreement…drawbridge
for Registration

landscaping/retaining
walls/other amenities)

NOTE: Early/redundant DC calculation by Zoning Examiners (As IS process) now
deferred in “As Should Be” until Building Permit issuance.
Potential DC calculations by workflow tool fees calculation engine.
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Site Plan Final Approval Countdown Clock
Day 5

Step 18
City Agreement Execution by
Clerk/Mayors Office

Day 1

Step 19
Site Plan Agreement
Registered on Title
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Step 20
Issue Final Site Plan Approval
& Stamp/Sign All
Applicable Plans

Project Report
06 October 2019 - 04 November 2019

Get Involved Burlington
Service Review Surveys

Visitors Summary

Highlights
TOTAL
VISITS

400

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

1.2 k

98

NEW
REGISTRATIONS

102

200

ENGAGED
VISITORS
14 Oct '19

Pageviews

Aware Participants
Aware Actions Performed

199

28 Oct '19

Engaged Participants

Participants

Engaged Actions Performed

710

Informed Participants

511

Informed Actions Performed

Participants

Viewed a video

0

Viewed a photo

0

Downloaded a document

2

Visited the Key Dates page

0

Visited an FAQ list Page

0

Visited Instagram Page

0

Visited Multiple Project Pages

494

Contributed to a tool (engaged)

199

511

AWARE
VISITORS

710

Visitors

710

Visited a Project or Tool Page

INFORMED
VISITORS

199
Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

Contributed on Forums

0

0

0

Participated in Surveys

199

0

0

Contributed to Newsfeeds

0

0

0

Participated in Quick Polls

0

0

0

Posted on Guestbooks

0

0

0

Contributed to Stories

0

0

0

Asked Questions

0

0

0

Placed Pins on Places

0

0

0

Contributed to Ideas

0

0

0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

Tool Type

Survey Tool

Survey Tool

Survey Tool

0

4

0

0

0

FORUM TOPICS

SURVEYS

NEWS FEEDS

QUICK POLLS

GUESTBOOKS

0

0

0

STORIES

Q&A S

PLACES

Engagement Tool Name

Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

Archived

422

185

0

0

Winter Maintenance Survey

Archived

244

177

0

0

Archived

111

79

0

0

Draft

0

0

0

0

Pre-building permit development approval

Pre-Building Permit Development Approval
Process

Page 2 of 28

Contributors

Visitors

Loose Leaf Collection Survey

process
Survey Tool

Tool Status
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INFORMATION WIDGET SUMMARY

Widget Type

Document

Document

Page 3 of 28

2

0

0

0

0

DOCUMENTS

PHOTOS

VIDEOS

FAQS

KEY DATES

Engagement Tool Name

Visitors

Views/Downloads

CM-14-19 Provincial Audit and Accountability Fund

2

2

CM-14-19 - Appendix A

0

0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL: SURVEY TOOL

Loose Leaf Collection Survey
VISITORS 422

CONTRIBUTORS

185

CONTRIBUTIONS

Which leaf collection service are you aware of?

1 (0.5%)

5 (2.7%)

1 (0.5%)

5 (2.7%)

6 (3.2%)
6 (3.2%)

173 (93.5%)
173 (93.5%)

Question options
Halton Region Program (every other week bagged collection with garbage)
City of Burlington Program (loose leaf curbside collection in November and December)
Neither program
Optional question (185 responses, 0 skipped)

Page 4 of 28
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Both the programs

185
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Have you used the Halton Region program?

15 (8.3%)
15 (8.3%)

166 (91.7%)
166 (91.7%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (181 responses, 4 skipped)

Page 5 of 28
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If no, why not?

5 (33.3%)
5 (33.3%)

9 (60.0%)
9 (60.0%)

1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)

Question options
I live in a condo/apartment

I use a lawn service

Other (please specify)

Optional question (15 responses, 170 skipped)

Page 6 of 28
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Have you used the City of Burlington program?

33 (17.9%)
33 (17.9%)

151 (82.1%)
151 (82.1%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (184 responses, 1 skipped)

Page 7 of 28
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If no, why not?

24

21

22

21
20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

5
5

4

4

4

4

4
2
1

2

2

1

Question options
It is not available where I live
I put my leaves in a composter

I live in a condo/apartment

Optional question (33 responses, 152 skipped)

Page 8 of 28

I leave my leaves on the lawn

I bag my leaves and put them out with my garbage
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Other (please specify)
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Given this information, how important is the City’s loose-leaf collection program to
you?

5 (2.7%)
5 (2.7%)

44 (23.9%)
44 (23.9%)

97 (52.7%)
97 (52.7%)

38 (20.7%)
38 (20.7%)

Question options
Very important – I rely on it

Important – I could adjust and use the Halton Region program

Not important - I have/currently use other options to manage my leaves
Optional question (184 responses, 1 skipped)

Page 9 of 28
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Other (please specify)
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The City uses the same trucks for loose-leaf collection as for snow removal so when
the first snowfall hits, the trucks need to have snow removal equipment installed.
This can sometimes happen before all the leaves have been picked up, which could ...

4 (2.2%)
4 (2.2%)

50 (27.2%)
50 (27.2%)
76 (41.3%)
76 (41.3%)

54 (29.3%)
54 (29.3%)

Question options
Very important – I rely on it

Important – I could adjust and use the Halton Region program

Not important – I have/currently use other options to manage my leaves
Optional question (184 responses, 1 skipped)

Page 10 of 28
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Other (please specify)
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Finally, when thinking about the City’s loose-leaf collection program, what is most
important to you (select up to two responses)?

90

85
85

80
72
72

70

63
63
60
52
52

50

40

30
20
20

20

9
10

9

Question options
Being environmentally responsible (e.g. reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) production associated with leaf disposal – CO2 and other
GHGs are released from collection and processing vehicles)
Being fiscally responsible (e.g. reducing worker hours required to offer services, wear and tear on City infrastructure and the
maintenance required to deliver the service, etc.)
Safety of drivers and/or pedestrians on the roads

Convenience

Other (please specify)
Optional question (183 responses, 2 skipped)
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Not important, as leaves are not an issue on my property

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: SURVEY TOOL

Winter Maintenance Survey
VISITORS 244

CONTRIBUTORS

177

CONTRIBUTIONS

Given this information, rate your level of satisfaction with the City’s winter
maintenance of primary roads?

7 (4.0%)
9 (5.1%)

7 (4.0%)

9 (5.1%)

59 (33.3%)
102 (57.6%)

59 (33.3%)

102 (57.6%)

Question options
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Optional question (177 responses, 0 skipped)
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Very dissatisfied

177

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

Rate your level of satisfaction with the City’s winter maintenance of secondary
roads?

8 (4.7%)
15 (8.7%)

8 (4.7%)

15 (8.7%)

78 (45.3%)
78 (45.3%)

71 (41.3%)
71 (41.3%)

Question options
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Optional question (172 responses, 5 skipped)
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Very dissatisfied

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

Rate your level of satisfaction with City’s winter maintenance of residential roads?

31 (17.9%)
31 (17.9%)

46 (26.6%)
46 (26.6%)

33 (19.1%)
33 (19.1%)

63 (36.4%)
63 (36.4%)

Question options
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Optional question (173 responses, 4 skipped)
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Very dissatisfied
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Keeping this information in mind, how would you rate your satisfaction with the City’s
sidewalk, paved path clearing program?

19 (11.2%)
19 (11.2%)

57 (33.5%)
57 (33.5%)

37 (21.8%)
37 (21.8%)

57 (33.5%)
57 (33.5%)

Question options
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Optional question (170 responses, 7 skipped)
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Very dissatisfied

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

A windrow is the pile of snow that is left at the bottom of driveways by roadway
plows. The City of Burlington offers a windrow clearing program for persons with
disabilities for an annual non-refundable fee of $54.88. The program is limited to the...

3 (1.8%)
3 (1.8%)

161 (98.2%)
161 (98.2%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (164 responses, 13 skipped)
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Please rate your level of satisfaction with the windrow clearing program

1 (33.3%)

1 (33.3%)

1 (33.3%)

1 (33.3%)

1 (33.3%)
1 (33.3%)

Question options
Very Satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Optional question (3 responses, 174 skipped)
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Thinking about the windrow program, do you think the fee is:

27 (16.6%)

30 (18.4%)

27 (16.6%)

30 (18.4%)

106 (65.0%)
106 (65.0%)

Question options
Too high

Just right

Too low

Optional question (163 responses, 14 skipped)
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Regarding the windrow clearing program, what option do you think the City of
Burlington should consider?

17 (10.5%)
17 (10.5%)

36 (22.2%)
36 (22.2%)

109 (67.3%)
109 (67.3%)

Question options
Increasing the number of people accepted into the program
Increase the number of people accepted into the program and expand the program to include seniors
Optional question (162 responses, 15 skipped)
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Leave it as it is

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: SURVEY TOOL

Pre-building permit development approval process
VISITORS 111

CONTRIBUTORS

79

CONTRIBUTIONS

Has there been any infill development in your neighbourhood?

38 (48.7%)

40 (51.3%)

38 (48.7%)

40 (51.3%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (78 responses, 2 skipped)
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80
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Were there any issues or concerns throughout the construction process?

14 (35.0%)
14 (35.0%)

26 (65.0%)
26 (65.0%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (40 responses, 40 skipped)
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Please indicate the issues or concerns you experienced? Check all the apply

22
20
19

20

20

19
18

16
14
14

14

11

12

11
10

8

8

8

8

8

5

6

5
4

1

2

1

Question options
Dirt

Noise

Other (please specify)

Parking

Length of workday (too early, too late)

I did not have any issues or concerns

Optional question (26 responses, 54 skipped)
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Drainage/grading

Privacy

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

If you had concerns, did you reach out to anyone for assistance? Please check all that
apply.

16

15
15

14

12

10

8
8

8

7
7

6

5
5

4

4

4

2

1
1

Question options
Mermber of Council

Contractor

City staff

Neighbour

I did not reach out for assistance
Optional question (26 responses, 54 skipped)
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Other (please specify)

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

How satisfied were you with the response you received? Were your concerns
addressed?

1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)

6 (54.5%)

4 (36.4%)

6 (54.5%)

4 (36.4%)

Question options
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Dissatisfied

Optional question (11 responses, 69 skipped)
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Have you constructed infill development in Burlington?

5 (6.7%)
5 (6.7%)

70 (93.3%)
70 (93.3%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (75 responses, 5 skipped)
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If you have, did you have any issues or concerns with the development approval
process? Please check all that apply:

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2
2

2

1
1

1

Question options
Timing

Submission requirements

Fees

Staff contact

I did not have any issues or concerns.
Optional question (5 responses, 75 skipped)
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Inspections

Get Involved Burlington : Summary Report for 06 October 2019 to 04 November 2019

If you had concerns, did you contact anyone about them? Check all that apply:

5

4
4

4

3

2
2

2

1
1

1

Question options
Member of Council

Contractor

City satff

Optional question (4 responses, 76 skipped)
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How satisfied were you with the response you received? Were your concerns
addressed?

4 (100.0%)
4 (100.0%)

Question options
Dissatisfied
Optional question (4 responses, 76 skipped)
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Service Review Survey

The Province of Ontario has provided funding to municipalities and school boards throughout the
province to conduct independent reviews to find efficiencies while protecting important front-line
services.

The City of Burlington has received up to $250,000 of Provincial funding to review the delivery of the
following City services:





Loose leaf collection
Winter maintenance
Corporate fleet
Pre-building permit development approval process

As part of the reviews the consulting team would like to hear from residents about their satisfaction
with the loose-leaf collection program, winter maintenance and the pre-building permit development
approval process. Your input will be considered in the development of the final recommendations.
The consultant’s final report must will be delivered to the Province by December 31, 2019.
Please take a few moments to provide your input on the three external facing services under review.

Loose-leaf collection program
Burlington residents currently have two services they can use to remove leaves from their properties.
1. Halton Region bagged leaf and yard waste collection program. Every other week from April
to mid-December. Leaves and yard waste must be bagged or put into rigid reusable
containers that must be tagged with yard waste labels. More information is available here.
2. City of Burlington loose-leaf collection program. Twice in the fall (November and December)
where residents in the urban area rake their leaves to the curb and the leaves are collected
by City vacuum trucks. More information is available here.
Q 1. Which leaf collection service are you aware of?
Halton Region Program (every other week bagged collection with garbage)
City of Burlington Program (loose leaf curbside collection in November and December)
Both the programs
Neither program
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Q2. Have you used the Halton Region program?
Yes
No
If no, why not?
I live in a condo/apartment
I use a lawn service
Other, please explain

Q3. Have you used the City of Burlington program?
Yes
No
If no, why not?
It is not available where I live
I live in a condo/apartment
I use a lawn service
I leave my leaves on the lawn
I put my leaves in a composter
I bag my leaves and put them out with my garbage
I bag my leaves and take them to the Halton Region Waste Management Site
Other, please explain

The review that is currently underway on City services includes determining if and/or where efficiencies
can be gained from environmental, financial and social perspectives. In addition, the City has declared a
Climate Change Emergency, with a goal of the City operations being net carbon neutral by 2040.
Q4. Given this information, how important is the City’s loose-leaf collection program to you?
Very important – I rely on it
Important – I could adjust and use the Halton Region program
Not important - I have/currently use other options to manage my leaves
General comments (maximum 20 words)
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The City uses the same trucks for loose-leaf collection as for snow removal so when the first snowfall
hits, the trucks need to have snow removal equipment installed. This can sometimes happen before all
the leaves have been picked up, which could result in the program ending and the remaining leaves may
be plowed onto your boulevard. In addition, leaves raked to the curbside can lead to clogged sewers.
Q5. Given this information, how important is the City’s loose-leaf collection program to you?
Very important – I rely on it
Important – I could adjust and use the Halton Region program
Not important – I have/currently use other options to manage my leaves
General Comments (maximum 20 words)

Q6. Finally, when thinking about the City’s loose-leaf collection program, what is most important to you
(select up to two responses)?
Being environmentally responsible (e.g. reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) production associated with leaf
disposal – CO2 and other GHGs are released from collection and processing vehicles)
Being fiscally responsible (e.g. reducing worker hours required to offer services, wear and tear on City
infrastructure and the maintenance required to deliver the service, etc.)
Safety of drivers and/or pedestrians on the roads
Convenience
Not important, as leaves are not an issue on my property
Other (maximum 20 words):

Thank you for your input.
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Winter Maintenance Survey
Each winter, the City of Burlington provides winter maintenance services throughout the city. Our fleet
of snow clearing equipment and crews maintains 1,637 km of City owned roads, 195 km of Halton
Region’s arterial roads located in Burlington and 850 km of sidewalks.
Primary and secondary roads are plowed first to ensure that emergency service vehicles can move
quickly and easily throughout the city. Residential roads are plowed afterwards.
Primary roads such as Guelph Line, Plains Road and Upper Middle Road have greatest volume of traffic.
These roads are plowed when snow accumulation reaches 5 cm (2 inches), they are also salted to assist
in clearing the road to bare pavement.
Secondary roads, such as Townsend Road, Spruce Avenue and Headon Road, have less traffic than
primary roads, but often have bus routes and generally lead to primary roads. These roads are plowed
when snow accumulation reaches 5 cm (2 inches), they are also salted to assist in clearing the road to
bare pavement.
Residential roads have far less traffic and are plowed when snow accumulation reaches 7.5 cm (3
inches). Unlike primary and secondary roads, residential roads are NOT plowed or salted to achieve bare
pavement. More information is available here.
Q 1. Given this information rate your level of satisfaction with the City’s winter maintenance of primary
roads?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very Poor
Comments (maximum20 words):

Q 1 b) Rate your level of satisfaction with the City’s winter maintenance of secondary roads?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very Poor
Comments (maximum20 words):
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Q 1 c) Rate you level of satisfaction with City’s winter maintenance of residential roads?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very Poor
Comments (maximum20 words):

Sidewalk and paved path clearing begins when snow accumulation reaches 5 cm (2 inches). Like roads,
sidewalks are cleared beginning with primary sidewalks and then secondary and local (residential)
sidewalks.
The City aims to have sidewalks cleared with 24 hours after the end of snowfall when accumulation is
12.5 cm (5 inches) or less. For snow accumulation between 12.5 cm (5 inches) and 30 cm (12 inches), the
City aims to have primary sidewalks cleared within 18 hours, secondary sidewalks cleared within 36
hours and local sidewalks cleared within 72 hours. When snow accumulation exceeds 30 cm (12 inches),
sidewalks will be cleared as soon as possible. More information is available here.
Q2. Keeping this information in mind how would you rate your satisfaction with the City’s sidewalk,
paved path clearing, program?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very Poor
Comments (maximum20 words):

A windrow is the pile of snow that is left at the bottom of driveways by roadway plows. The City of
Burlington offers a windrow clearing program for persons with disabilities for an annual non-refundable
fee of $54.88. The program is limited to the first 150 registrants. More information is available here.
Q 3. If you are a participant in the program, please rate your satisfaction with the program?
Excellent
Good
Fair
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Poor
Very Poor
Comments (maximum20 words):
Q3 b) Thinking about the windrow program do you think the fee is
Too high
Just right
Too low
If too high or too low, what do you think a fair price would be?

Q3 c) Regarding the windrow clearing program should the City of Burlington consider?
Increasing the number of people accepted into the program
Increasing the number of people accepted into the program and expand the program to include seniors
Leave it as is

Thank you for your input.
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Pre-building permit development approval process
With less greenfield development taking place in Burlington, residential infill developments will be more
common. Infill development that conforms with the character of an existing neighborhood is important.
As part of the pre-building permit development approval process review we would like to hear from the
community about their experiences with this type of development: both from the applicant
(homeowner/developer doing the construction) and the neighbour’s perspective.

Q1. Has there been any infill development in your neighbourhood?
Yes
No
Q1 b) If you answered yes, were there any issues or concerns throughout the construction process?
Please check all that apply.
Dirt
Noise
Parking
Length of workday (too early, too late)
Drainage/grading
Privacy
Other (please specify).

Q1 c) If you had concerns, did you reach out to anyone for assistance? Please check all that apply.
Member of Council
Contractor
City staff
Neighbour
Other (please specify).

Q1 d) How satisfied were you with the response you received? Were your concerns addressed?
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
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Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
If you were dissatisfied, please explain why? Maximum 20 words

Q2) Have you constructed infill development in Burlington?
Yes
No
Q2 b) If you have, did you have any issues or concerns with the development approval process? Please
check all that apply:
Timing
Submission requirements
Fees
Staff contact
Inspections
Other (please specify):

Comments: Maximum 20 words

Q2 c) If you had concerns, did you contact anyone about them?
Member of Council
Contractor
City staff
Other (please specify):

Q2 d) How satisfied were you with the response you received? Were your concerns addressed?
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
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If you were dissatisfied, please explain why? Maximum 20 words

Thank you for your input.
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SUBJECT: Climate Action Plan for Burlington
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Capital Works

Report Number: CW-20-19
Wards Affected: all
File Numbers: 210-19
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Table the Climate Action Plan in Appendix A of capital works report CW-20-19 for public
review;
Direct the Executive Director of Environment, Infrastructure and Community Services to
report back to the Environment, Infrastructure and Community Services meeting in
March 2020 with a final Climate Action Plan; and,
Direct the Mayor to sign the commitment letter in Appendix C of capital works report
CW-20-19 for the City of Burlington to join the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate
and Energy.

Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to table the draft Climate Action Plan for Burlington for
public review. There is also a recommendation that the city join the Global Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy program.
This report relates to the following directions under the Strategic Plan:
A Healthy and Greener City: Environmental and Energy Leadership
 The City recognizes that climate change is a significant issue and is working
with the community and all levels of government towards the goal of the
Burlington community being net carbon neutral.
There is also a strong relationship between the Climate Action Plan and Strategic Plan
directions in The City that Grows; A City that Moves; and An Engaging City.
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Executive Summary:
The Climate Action Plan recommends seven key program areas to reduce the use of
fossil fuels in the community of Burlington and meet the goal to become a net carbon
neutral community. The program areas relate to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Low carbon new buildings
Deep energy retrofits of existing buildings
Renewable energy
Electric mobility and equipment
Integrated mobility
Waste reduction
Industrial processes

Background and Discussion:
On April 23rd, city council declared a climate emergency and directed staff to report
back with a Climate Action Plan by December 2019 for approval.
In addition, council approved the following staff directions in report CW-21-19 on June
17th, 2019:






Approve funding request in capital works department report CW-21-19 of
$80,000 from the Strategic Plan Reserve Fund to retain consultants for the
purpose of completing Burlington’s Climate Action Plan;
Approve the single source procurement for LURA Consulting (Land Use
Research Associates Inc.) to undertake community engagement and SSG
(Sustainability Solutions Workers Group Cooperative) to complete the Climate
Action Plan, given their experience with the Bay Area Climate Change Office
engagement process and the Low Carbon Pathway report for Hamilton and
Burlington; and,
Direct the Executive Director of Capital Works to implement option 1 to
engage the community and stakeholders; including adding two community
engagement workshops to the critical path to be held September 2019, to
develop the Climate Action Plan and report back by December 2019.

The main purpose for the Climate Action Plan (CAP) is to develop a low carbon
pathway for the City of Burlington to meet its target to become a net carbon neutral
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community1. Municipalities are at the frontline for developing and delivering actions to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve community resilience by adapting to the
current and future impacts of a changing climate.
The Climate Action Plan being presented by staff represents part 1 of the plan, focusing
on the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions through actions that will reduce the
reliance on fossil fuels in the community. Fossil fuels are used in our community for
transportation, heating buildings and hot water, cooking, landscaping equipment,
construction and industrial processes.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory
Over 40% of Burlington’s community emissions are sourced from the transportation
sector and the remaining from the building sector and waste. Under the building sector,
residential buildings are the largest contributor, followed by commercial and institutional
buildings and then industrial. A subset of the commercial sector is also comprised of
large multi-residential buildings as energy utilities classify them as commercial
enterprises. Waste is a very small part of the community carbon footprint compared to
buildings and transportation.

Emissions by Sector - 2017
Residential
25%
Transportation Diesel & Gasoline
44%

Commercial
Institutional
20%

Industrial
11%

1

Carbon neutral: balancing a measured amount of carbon released (through burning of fossil fuels) with
an equivalent amount not used or buying enough carbon credits to make up the difference.
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Climate Action Plan for Burlington
Municipalities are at the frontline of climate action because they can implement actions,
programs, services and incentives to drive change particularly in the transportation and
building sectors. However, alignment with senior levels of government through funding
and policy support is also necessary.
There are seven key program areas proposed in the Climate Action Plan to reduce the
utilization of fossil fuels in Burlington:
1. Burlington Green Building Standard – for new buildings
Traditional buildings utilize fossil fuels for thermal energy (heating of space and
hot water). Burlington has a Sustainable Building and Development Guideline
but needs to be strengthened to reflect the city’s carbon reduction goal. In staff’s
experience, building a green building does not necessarily result in a low carbon
building. Due to the longevity of buildings, it is important to design them with a
low carbon footprint upfront in the process. Retrofitting buildings after the fact is
usually costly and the building has contributed to the overall community carbon
footprint. The City of Toronto has developed a tiered approach to requiring green
buildings and takes a multi-faceted approach that includes energy modelling for
new buildings and pre-consultation review.
Action: Sustainability staff will assist City Building and Community Planning staff
to review options to update Burlington’s Green Building and Development
Standard. It is anticipated that additional resources may be required to complete
this review and implement the new requirements due to the expertise required in
reviewing energy models and development applications.
2. Deep Energy Retrofit Program – for existing buildings
Reviewing the feasibility of implementing a deep energy retrofit program was an
action in the Community Energy Plan utilizing LICs (Local Improvement
Charges). There is interest from many other municipalities to develop this type of
program. The Clean Air Partnership received FCM (Federation of Canadian
Municipalities) funding to work with municipalities to develop a program toolbox.
The underlying challenge for municipalities is a source of capital to utilize for the
loan program given the competing capital priorities they are facing.
Action: Work with stakeholders to review other programs such as Toronto’s
HELP (Home Energy Loan Program) and Guelph’s GEERS (Guelph’s Energy
Efficiency Retrofit Strategy – pending approval) and work with other
municipalities and the Clean Air Partnership to assess potential opportunities to
partner and collaborate on a home energy retrofit program utilizing local
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improvement charges. This will include a review of innovative financing
techniques to support this program, including LIC’s, private capital and senior
levels of government funding opportunities.
3. Renewable Energy Co-operative – to facilitate the implementation of
renewable energy
A co-operative has been recommended in the action plan which could advocate
for, develop, commission and finance projects, depending on which strategy is
appropriate. Renewable energy and community energy systems can include
district energy, neighbourhood micro systems, solar, storage and geothermal. A
new approach should be considered in light of the cancellation of the FIT (Feedin Tariff) program by the province. There are examples in other jurisdictions that
the city could review for best practices.
Action: Work with stakeholders to review best practices and implementation
models including a renewable energy co-operative, to support and accelerate the
implementation of renewable energy systems in Burlington and report back on
the resources required to implement this action. Similar to the deep energy
retrofit initiative, innovative funding sources will be investigated.
4. Electric Mobility & Equipment Strategy – to encourage electric modes of
transportation
Supporting sustainable mobility options is key to taking action on climate change
as the transportation sector in Burlington accounts for over 40% of community
emissions. Recognizing that Burlington is a car-oriented community, electric
mobility represents a significant opportunity to decarbonize the transportation
sector. A strategy is required to support this initiative as well as transition to eequipment such as lawn mowers, trimmers and leaf blowers. The mandate will
be to coordinate infrastructure investments, educational activities and municipal
policies relating to charging stations and incentives. The city will show leadership
by updating its Green Fleet Strategy and electrifying its fleet and equipment
where possible. One of the challenges specifically in this area is existing multiresidential buildings where the cost to upgrade electrical infrastructure to support
EV chargers can be significant.
Action: Work with Burlington Electrical Services Inc. (Burlington Hydro’s
unregulated arm) and other interested community stakeholders to develop this
strategy, confirm funding strategies, implement necessary infrastructure, and
engage the community on the benefits of low carbon vehicles, including e-bikes
and other electric mobility devices, as well as e-equipment.
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5. Integrated Mobility Approach
There are also a number of transportation related plans and initiatives that will
assist the implementation of the Climate Action Plan and help to achieve the
community emissions reduction goal to be net carbon neutral by 2050. These
include the Cycling Plan, the Rural Active Transportation Plan, the Integrated
Mobility Plan, outreach activities to encourage active transportation and transit
ridership, as well as the Burlington Transit five-year business plan. It is not the
intention of the Climate Action Plan to duplicate the efforts in these areas but
highlight the importance of the city’s efforts in the transportation sector to reduce
carbon emissions. During the community engagement process to develop this
plan, community members often repeated the need to implement safe, secure
and separate cycling infrastructure in the community.
Action: City Transportation Department staff to complete the Integrated Mobility
Plan and Transit to implement the Five-Year Business Plan (pending funding
approvals). Infrastructure improvements will be necessary to achieve the mobility
targets related to transit and active transportation.
6. Waste Reduction – to reduce the production of waste
Waste management services are primarily the responsibility of Halton Region but
the city does have a role to play with respect to its own facilities and parks as
well as events and festivals. The city did adopt a zero waste approach for its
operations with a two year seconded staff person to oversee the introduction of
the program. As a result, waste was reduced at city hall with the introduction of
centralized waste stations and removal of waste bins from individual work
stations. However, the satellite recreational facilities have proved to be more
challenging where past waste audits have shown high levels of contamination,
even with detailed signage at the waste stations. Some facilities have
discontinued GreenCart collection due to the contamination rates and not
meeting the standards for organics processing. However, there are some
success stories with events and festivals such as the annual Ribfest and Sound
of Music festival where significant amounts of waste have been diverted from the
landfill with the support of numerous volunteers to help sort waste.
During the community engagement process, comments were received related to
banning single use plastics in the community. The city has restricted the sale of
bottled water in most of its facilities and provides tap water stations to refill
reusable water bottles. Encouraging a reduction in plastic waste is a positive
step. Emissions from the waste sector is a very small part of the community
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carbon footprint, therefore the city’s limited resources are better applied to the
actions related to the transportation and building sectors.
Action: Continue to support Halton Region in waste reduction initiatives, work
with stakeholders to ensure waste reduction and diversion initiatives are
incorporated into special events; continue to support city staff in waste reduction
and diversion initiatives.
7. Industrial Processes – supporting industry to improve efficiency of
processes
The industry carbon footprint in Burlington is smaller than other communities,
however, there are businesses that can benefit from a review of their processes
to identify efficiency improvements. In the past Burlington Hydro and Union Gas
targeted this sector for energy efficiency initiatives, however, Burlington Hydro is
no longer involved in energy conservation initiatives. The responsibility for this
has been uploaded by the provincial government to the IESO (independent
electricity system operator). And Union Gas is now Enbridge Gas in Ontario.
Similar to the waste section above, it is recommended that limited city resources
at this time be focused on the buildings and transportation sectors.
Action: Provide information to the industrial sector on the city’s website to
resources to assist them in improving their production processes.

Governance and Implementation
Over the next two months staff will work with stakeholders to review their role and
assess options to oversee, coordinate and implement the Climate Action Plan. Most of
the actions in this plan will require additional resources and funding to implement.
Community stakeholders will continue to play an important role in the implementation of
this plan. In addition, staff expertise from the Transportation, Transit, Community
Planning, and Building and By-law, and Finance departments will be needed to support
the success of the plan. Staff will report back in March with the final Climate Action Plan
with recommendations for the implementation of this plan.

Strategy/process
LURA Consulting led the engagement process with city staff for the Burlington Climate
Action Plan. A summary of the engagement process is included in Appendix B which
included the following activities:


A survey and information on www.getinvolvedburlington.ca
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Five pop-up engagements at community events including: Mountainside Street
Fest; the Children’s Festival; the Aldershot BIA Community Market; the Lions
Club’s Farmers Market; and, the city’s Food for Feedback event.
Two meetings with the stakeholder group for the Climate Action Plan in August
and October;
Two public workshops in September;
One open house in October.

The following charts provide a summary of the touchpoints with members of the public
during the engagement process.
Engagement Activity

Date(s)

Number of
Events

Number of
Participants
Engaged

Pop-up Events & Digital
Engagement

Jul 27 – Sept 18, 2019

5

388

Stakeholder Meetings

Aug 9 and Oct 18, 2019

2

19

Public Workshops

Sept 16, 2019

2

41

Open House

Oct 24, 2019

2

25

Emailed Submissions

July - October

N/A

8

Number of
Responses

Engagement Activity

Location

Survey: Participants were asked to complete a
short, six question survey. Paper responses
collected at the pop-up events were inputted into
the Get Involved Burlington platform.

Online &
Pop-ups

370

Online

8

Pop-ups

10

Ideas: Participants were asked to provide their
ideas for addressing climate change.
Commitment Speech Bubbles: Community
members were invited to write in a speech
bubble sharing their commitment to an
environmentally friendly Burlington.

Throughout the engagement process, it was clear that there was support for the city to
play a role in taking action on climate change. The city must show leadership with its
own activities as well as take a lead by coordinating actions and collaborating/partnering
with community stakeholders. Council approved the Corporate Energy and Emissions
Management Plan earlier this year which provides a pathway for meeting the target for
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city operations to be net carbon neutral by 2040. Meetings were held with city staff
recognizing that their service areas can support the Climate Action Plan and can also
be impacted by the plan, such as Planning and Building, Transportation, Transit and
Forestry.
Respondents to the survey questions clearly identified that information about the
measures being proposed was needed to understand what is being asked. Education
and community engagement will be an ongoing component of the plan. Programs and
incentives were also strongly supported particularly with deep energy retrofits and
electric vehicles as cost was seen as a barrier.
The discussion questions in the workshops held in September were generally focused
on the key actions being proposed to reduce fossil fuels in the community. Overall, the
proposed direction and actions were supported. Some participants expressed concern
that many of the measures were expensive for residents and businesses. Others
wanted to raise ideas for other actions that the community could do to reduce the
impact on the environment; some individuals and groups were pro-active in submitting
their list of ideas via email. BurlingtonGreen’s submission that was made earlier this
year to the city related to climate action is also included in the full document outlining
the results of the community engagement process and is available on request.
Several of the ideas submitted relate to improving energy efficiency of buildings,
supporting active transportation, developing community energy systems, implementing
renewable energy and supporting electric vehicles, which are all in line with the
proposed actions in the Climate Action Plan. Some ideas relate to service areas outside
the jurisdiction of the City of Burlington. The level of community engagement showed a
keen appetite for climate and environmental action in Burlington, with the exception of
only a couple naysayers.
Trees were often raised as a potential solution ‘carbon sink’ to the climate crisis. It is
agreed that trees do sequester carbon but there is not enough land available in
Burlington to sequester all community emissions and achieve the city’s net carbon
neutral target. Sustainability Solutions Group calculated, based on a high rate of carbon
sequestration per hectare that if trees were planted across the entire land mass of
Burlington of 18,200 hectares, it would sequester just under 80,000 tonnes of GHG
emissions. Burlington’s emissions are estimated currently at approximately 1.2 million
tonnes of emissions. Given that much of the land is already taken up by urban land
uses (buildings and roads) and agricultural areas, the actual ability for trees to
sequester carbon in the community would be much lower.
This reinforces the overall direction of the Climate Action Plan is to focus on the
reduction of fossil fuels to meet the Strategic Plan goal of becoming a net carbon
neutral community. Trees do, however, have many benefits to improve community
resilience, particularly related to reducing the urban heat island effect, improving air
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quality, and reducing erosion. They can help to cool buildings if the correct variety are
planted and in the right location. Therefore, the importance of trees will be discussed in
part 2 of the Climate Action Plan related to community resiliency.
The proposed actions in the Climate Action Plan are difficult and challenging. The city
can pull many of the levers necessary to help implement the actions but policy and
funding alignment is necessary from senior levels of government. Climate change is
complex. There is no silver bullet to solve this problem. Action is necessary from all
levels of government, businesses, schools, community groups and individuals.
The city is active with a number of organizations on climate change where there will be
opportunities to partner and collaborate on measures and programs to reduce the use
of fossil fuels in the community. Current partnerships include the Bay Area Climate
Change Council and the Halton Climate Collective. The Clean Air Council and QUEST
are important collaboratives that the city participates in. The city also coordinates a
group of local community stakeholders who have been involved since the development
and approval of the original Community Energy Plan in 2014.
The city has also been a member of the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Program
since 2002 which is administered by FCM (Federation of Canadian Municipalities) and
ICLEI (Local Governments for Sustainability). The PCP program provides support to
municipalities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from city operations as well as
community wide. The city has been selected to work with these organizations to
participate in the new recently launched Showcase Cities program. See below for more
information about this program with a recommendation that the city join the Global
Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy.

Showcase Cities Program
The City of Burlington has been accepted as one of 25 municipalities to participate in
the Showcase Cities Program. The program is designed to help municipalities make the
transition to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy (GCoM).
One of the conditions of participating in the program is to join GCoM, an international
alliance of cities and local governments with a shared long-term vision of promoting and
supporting voluntary action to combat climate change and improve resilience. Over
9,000 cities, representing more than 800 million people worldwide and over 10% of the
total global population have committed to the GCoM.
GCoM Canada is a collaboration between the Federation of Canadian Municipalities,
ICLEI Canada, C40 Cities, the Global Covenant of Mayors Secretariat and the
International Urban Cooperation Project, supported by funding from the European
Union. The initiative combines two leading domestic climate programs, the Partners for
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Climate Protection (PCP) and Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC)
with the leading global climate program. The purpose of this collaboration is to further
advance Canadian local climate action by adding value, international
opportunities/profile and streamlined support and reporting for members.
In total, 25 Canadian municipalities will participate in the project, receiving hands-on
support to advance through the GCoM process. Participants will be a part of a ‘best
practice’ climate change community, gaining knowledge and internal capacity while
developing ambitious climate change mitigation and adaptation objectives.
Burlington is in a good position to participate in this program given:


The city has been a member of the PCP program since 2002 and has met all of
the milestones;



Council has declared a climate emergency;



The city is in the process of developing the Climate Action Plan with Part 1
focused on mitigation and Part 2 on adaptation (to be completed in early 2021);



Council’s workplan From Vision to Focus supports the Strategic Plan targets for
city operations to be net carbon neutral by 2040 and to work towards being a net
carbon neutral community;



The city has experience implementing the Community Energy Plan with effective
community stakeholder relationships;



City Council recently approved an updated Corporate Energy & Emissions
Management Plan with a path for city operations to achieve net carbon neutrality
by 2040;



Staff are actively involved in external partnerships and collaborations as noted in
this report; and,



The city is actively involved in implementing measures to improve the resiliency
of city operations and the community, particularly following 2014 Burlington flood.

It is recommended that the Mayor sign the commitment letter in Appendix C as required
for the City of Burlington to join the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy.

Options considered
Doing nothing on climate change is not an option. Those residents who participated in
the engagement process overwhelmingly supported action with an expectation that the
city would show leadership through its own operations as well as supporting community
action through collaboration and partnerships.
The Climate Action Plan being presented in this report represents part 1 with a focus on
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the use of fossil fuels. Staff will be
working on part 2 of the plan in 2020/21 with a focus on those actions that can help
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improve community resilience and adapt to the changing climate, such as extreme
weather events, urban forestry, and rising temperatures as well as fluctuating
temperatures.

Financial Matters:
There are no direct funding requests associated with this report for the Climate Action
Plan (part 1) at this time. However, resources will be required to design and set-up the
programs. Staff will be assessing the proposed actions and will report back with
recommendations related to resourcing requirements, including staff, and funding
required for operating and capital budgets. For some of the programs, it is expected that
there will be a cost to develop the programs as well as implementation. For instance,
developing a Deep Energy Retrofit program can be complex and requires capital
funding to support loans to homeowners. Implementing a program to support new green
and low carbon buildings may require incentives and additional expertise on staff to
work with the building industry to review energy models. And the implementation of a
Renewable Energy Co-operative would require capital investment dollars to support
community projects.
Staff will work with community stakeholders and partners to look for innovative and
external sources of funding to support climate action projects. As noted in the recent
presentation (CW-46-19) at the November 4th Committee of the Whole meeting from the
Executive Director of the Clean Air Council, exploring funding mechanisms to support
municipal action is a priority over the next three years.
In addition, there is no cost to participate in the Showcase Cities program and join the
Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy.

Total Financial Impact
The cost of completing the Climate Action Plan was originally estimated at $80,000. An
additional cost of approximately $7,000 was incurred to re-assess some of the
transportation emission reduction targets related to mode share.
Future reports will include recommendations on resourcing related to the development
and implementation of the programs included in the Climate Action Plan.

Source of Funding
The development of the Climate Action Plan was funded through the Strategic Plan
Reserve Fund.
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Other Resource Impacts
To be investigated.

Connections:
There are several connections between the Climate Action Plan and other city
documents including the Strategic Plan, Council’s workplan from Vision to Focus; the
Official Plan; the Integrated Mobility Plan (under development); the Cycling Plan
(pending approval); the Rural Active Transportation Plan (pending approval); Burlington
Transit’s Five Year Business Plan (pending approval); the Green Fleet Strategy (to be
updated); the Climate Adaptation Strategy (to be developed); and others.

Public Engagement Matters:
A community engagement strategy has been developed as part of the Climate Action
Plan. Community engagement will be ongoing and will be tied to the program areas of
the plan. A climate change portal on the city’s website is recommended and keeping
online information up to date will be critical. Support for community events promoting
climate action is strong. City staff will work our different partners and stakeholders to
continue delivering information sessions. The Sustainable Development Committee has
already planned an event to promote electric vehicles including free test drives with
Plug ‘n Drive at Burlington Central Library on May 7th, 2020 and the Bay Area Climate
Change Council is planning a climate forum in February.

Conclusion:
Staff appreciate the time that members of the community, staff and council members
contributed to the development of the Climate Action Plan for Burlington. The plan is
being tabled to allow time to review the document and staff will report back at the March
Committee of the Whole meeting with a final plan.

Respectfully submitted,

Lynn Robichaud
Sr. Sustainability Coordinator
905-335-7600 x7931
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Appendices:
A. Climate Action Plan for Burlington (to be circulated under separate cover)
B. Community Engagement Summary
C. Commitment Letter to Join Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Warming Stripes for Canada from 1901-2018. Annual average
temperatures for Canada from 1901-2018 using data from Berkeley
Earth. Source: showyourstripes.info

Disclaimer
This analysis has been undertaken to identify a low carbon energy pathway for the community of
Burlington. Reasonable skill, care and diligence have been exercised to assess the information
acquired during the preparation of this analysis, but no guarantees or warranties are made regarding
the accuracy or completeness of this information. This document, the information it contains, the
information and basis on which it relies, and factors associated with implementation of the pathway are
subject to changes that are beyond the control of the authors. The information provided by others is
believed to be accurate, but has not been verified.
The population and employment projections that inform the analysis are based on information from
the June 26, 2015 Region Official Plan Consolidation to 2031 at the time the document was published,
and further projections from 2031 to 2050 are an estimate for the purpose of the Burlington Climate
Action Plan, and were developed by the authors of this report for this exercise, and do not constitute
projections for the purposes of land use planning.
This analysis includes high level estimates of costs and revenues that should not be relied upon for
design or other purposes without verification. The authors do not accept responsibility for the use of
this analysis for any purpose other than that stated above and does not accept responsibility to any
third party for the use, in whole or in part, of the contents of this document.
This analysis applies to the City of Burlington and cannot be applied to other jurisdictions without
analysis. Any use by the City of Burlington, project partners, sub-consultants or any third party, or any
reliance on or decisions based on this document, are the responsibility of the user or third party.
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Adaptation (to climate
change)

Adjusting to actual or expected climate impacts to reduce negative
effects on people, society, infrastructure, and the environment

Air Source Heat Pump

An efficient system to transfer latent heat from outside of a building to
inside the building, or vice versa, typically using electricity as a fuel source

BAU

Business as Usual

BCAP

Burlington Climate Action Plan

CO2e

Carbon dioxide equivalent, a standardized measurement of greenhouse
gases based on the warming potential of given gases compared with
carbon dioxide

District Energy

A network of hot and cold water pipes that are used to heat and cool
connected buildings more efficiently than if each building had their own
heating/cooling systems

GHG

Greenhouse gases

Ground Source
(Geothermal) Heat
Pump

A central heating or cooling system that transfers heat to or from the
ground, where the earth is used as a heat source and sink.

KtCO2e

Kilotonne carbon dioxide equivalent; equal to 1,000 tonnes

LCS

Low carbon scenario

LIC

Local improvement charge

Mitigation (of climate
change)

Human interventions to reduce the sources and enhance the sinks of
GHGs

MtCO2e

Megatonne carbon dioxide equivalent; equal to 1,000,000 tonnes

PACE

Property Assessed Clean Energy is a funding mechanism that allows
individuals to make upgrades to their property.

RNG

Renewable natural gas

Solar thermal

Solar thermal technologies capture heat energy from the sun, and use it
for heating or to produce electrical energy

Solar PV

Solar photovoltaic technologies produce electricity from solar radiation

VKT

Vehicle kilometres travelled
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Climate change is the defining challenge of our time. The way in which societies confront this challenge
over the coming decade will determine whether we have a safe and sustainable world, for now and
into the future. In April 2019, the City of Burlington joined other Canadian and global municipalities
in their declarations of a climate emergency. This declaration sets a strong direction for the City and
the community to mitigate GHG emissions. It acknowledges the necessity to act now to avoid further
economic, ecological and societal impacts, and resolves that Burlington will
1. Address the operations of the corporation of the municipality as well as the functioning of the
entire community; and
2. Include a plan for a thorough and complete consultation with stakeholders and the community;
and
3. Increase action and ambition for the City’s climate change-related activities; and
4. Include performance metrics to track progress and timelines for achieving key deliverables/major
milestones, and a strategy to report back publicly on progress.
The leadership of City Council in declaring a climate emergency in response to the climate change
concerns expressed by citizens is consistent with the shift among municipalities worldwide to take bold
action to reduce emissions while creating resilient, high quality of life, and prosperous communities.
The City is undertaking numerous policies and initiatives to address the impacts of climate change,
and to reduce the energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the City’s operations
and the community. In 2018, Burlington partnered with the City of Hamilton to complete the Bay Area
Climate Change Inventory and Forecast, which accounted for the energy use and GHG emissions of
Hamilton and Burlington in 2016, and projected future energy use and GHG emissions to 2050 both
in a Business-as-Usual (BAU) scenario, and as a Low Carbon Scenario (LCS). The Climate Action Plan
incorporates the LCS as a pathway and evaluates the financial opportunities, programs and policies to
enable the pathway.
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Transitioning the Energy
System
A framework of reduce, improve and switch is used to help frame the actions in the LCS. This
approach is adapted from similar approaches such as the well-known Reduce-Reuse-Recycle (from
the waste sector) and Avoid-Shift-Improve1 (from the transportation sector). The focus is first on
reducing or avoiding consumption of energy, second, on improving the efficiency of the energy system
(supply and demand), and third, on fuel switching to low carbon or zero carbon renewable sources.
This approach minimizes the cost of the energy transition by avoiding installing capacity that is not
subsequently required as a result of energy efficiency measures.

REDUCE

OV

IT

C

H

PR

SW

E

In terms of reduction, overall energy
consumption in the City declines from 127 GJ/
capita/year in 2016 to 56 GJ/capita/year by
2050, indicating a more efficient use of energy.
Electric vehicles are much more efficient
than combustion-powered vehicles, and so
the adoption of electric vehicles is a major
contributor to the greater efficiency and lower
conversion losses in the LCS. Additionally,
the reduction in heating degree days reduces
the need for building heating, and is not
matched by the increase in cooling degree days
requiring more frequent building cooling.

IM

A second aspect of community energy and
climate action planning includes prioritizing
interventions in terms of a hierarchy based
on what lasts longest, and are therefore most
difficult to change.2 The first priority is land use planning and infrastructure, including density, mix
of land uses, energy supply infrastructure and transportation infrastructure. The second is major
production processes, transportation modes and buildings, including industrial processes choice of
transportation modes, and building and site design. The final priority is converting to energy-using
equipment including for transit vehicles, motors, appliances and HVAC systems.
This hierarchy explicitly concentrates the efforts on spheres of influence where there are fewer options
to intervene in the future and it decreases the emphasis on the easier interventions which are likely to
have greater short term returns.

1 GIZ. (2011). Sustainable urban transport: Avoid-shift-improve. Retrieved from http://www.sutp.org/files/
contents/documents/resources/E_Fact-Sheets-and-Policy-Briefs/SUTP_GIZ_FS_Avoid-Shift-Improve_EN.pdf
2 Jaccard, M., Failing, L., & Berry, T. (1997). From equipment to infrastructure: community energy management
and greenhouse gas emission reduction. Energy Policy, 25(13), 1065–1074.
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Boosting Burlington's
Economy
In the short term, annual energy-related expenditures in the LCS are somewhat higher than
in the BAU scenario, as the up-front investments in efficiency and renewables required to
significantly reduce GHG emissions generate savings over the long term. By 2029, the savings
from these investments result in the annual net costs of the LCS dropping below the BAU
scenario out to 2050. After 2029, the gap between the LCS and BAU continues to widen, and by
2050 the annual savings from the LCS reach $600 million. By 2050, the cumulative savings from
the LCS as compared to the BAU scenario reach $6.7 billion and are still growing.

Figure 1. Total annual costs in the BCAP scenarios, 2016 CAD.
Additionally, the investments required result in new job opportunities. 21,300 person-years
of employment are created between 2020 and 2050 in the LCS pathway, with 5,600 of those
person-years in the renewable energy sector. Annual person-years by category can be seen in
the following chart.
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Figure 2. Employment generation in Burlington for the LCS pathway. Personal vehicles show
negative values at the end of the period because EVs need less maintenance.

The Role of the Public
Sector
Despite a compelling economic case for many of the actions incorporated within the LCS,
these actions are not being advanced by the private sector, for a variety of reasons. The public
sector has three key roles in overcoming these barriers to enable the implementation of the
BCAP:
1. Identify the implementation strategies that maximize social benefits;
2. Create enabling conditions for private sector participation, for those cases in which
private sector participation maximizes social benefit; and
3. Provide support for, or directly deliver those actions which are not delivered by the
private sector.
A mapping process was undertaken to identify programs or policies that will support or enable
the actions identified in the LCS. In most cases, each program can support multiple actions.
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Table 1. Short-term implementation program actions
Programs

Description

Program #1: Burlington
Low Carbon New Building
Guideline: Enhanced energy
performance for new buildings.

Staff will update the existing Sustainable Building and
Development Guidelines, researching best practices
in other jurisdictions and legislative authority. It will
include a tiered set of performance measures that will
require, incentivize and/or encourage new buildings
to be built to a low carbon standard. Financing
mechanisms will be explored.

Program #2: Burlington Deep
Energy Retrofit Program:
Transforming existing
buildings.

The deep retrofits program will transform the energy
efficiency of existing buildings. Staff will develop a
program considering best practices in other jurisdictions,
including a financing package which may utilize the LIC
(Local Improvement Charge) or PACE (Property Assessed
Clean Energy) mechanisms. Stakeholders will be engaged,
including utilities, senior government agencies, industry
and post secondary institutions. Partnerships and
collaborations with third parties will also be considered.
Retrofits may be targeted to groups of buildings, such as
neighbourhoods, or sectors (restaurants, grocery stores,
etc.) to generate economies of scale. Renewable energy will
also be eligible under the program including solar PV and
thermal (for hot water), air and ground-source heat pumps,
and energy storage.

Program #3: Renewable
Energy Co-operative:
Stimulating local renewable
energy projects.

The cooperative is a partnership between local groups,
agencies and individuals to invest in local renewable
energy projects. The co-operative will advocate for,
develop, commission and finance projects, depending
on which strategy is appropriate to a particular context.
Different technologies and approaches will be considered,
including district energy, solar, storage and geothermal.
Financing options will be researched and may come from
community bonds, loans and grants from various levels of
government.
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Programs

Description

Program #4: Integrated
Mobility Plan: Transit service
improvements to reach mode
share targets.

The Integrated Mobility Plan (IMP) will develop an
innovative strategy that supports future mobility planning
with an emphasis on people movement. The Plan will be
cognizant of the city’s current demographics, recognizing
the unique mobility needs of an aging population, while
looking towards the future through a lens that focuses
on maximizing the people-carrying capacity of our
transportation network compared to road expansion. The
resultant strategy will position Burlington to respond to
technology changes and emerging mobility options, while
balancing the needs of our citizens and providing equitable
mobility in a safe, reliable and sustainable manner. The
IMP will enable council and city administration to make
future decisions relating to mobility and prioritize funding
in a manner that ensures future success and continued
livability.

Program #5: Electric Mobility
and Equipment: Encouraging
the adoption of electric
mobility and equipment.

A technical working group will be established with
representatives from relevant organizations and
stakeholders. The working group will develop a strategy
to support infrastructure investments, education and
outreach, and municipal policies to support electric
mobility options. Electric mobility may include electric
vehicles, bikes, scooters and other means of mobility.
Electric equipment may include landscaping equipment
such as lawn mowers, trimmers and leaf blowers, as well as
others where relevant.

Program #6: Waste
Reduction Initiative:
Engaging the community.

Waste management is primarily delivered by the Region
of Halton, and is therefore outside of the direct influence
of the City. The City will support the region to engage the
community to first reduce waste and secondly, properly
divert waste.

Program #7: Industrial
Innovation Program:
Reducing energy demands by
industry.

This program will support organizations that work with local
businesses to improve energy efficiency in their operations
and identify opportunities for the City to incentivize energy
efficiency in the industrial sector..
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Tracking Progress
Tracking the effectiveness of the programs in the BCAP helps to manage the risk and
uncertainty associated with the efforts, as well as external forces such as evolving senior
government policy and new technologies which can disrupt the energy system. Key
motivations for monitoring and evaluation include the following:
•

Identify unanticipated outcomes.

•

Adjust programs and policies based on their effectiveness.

•

Manage and adapt to the uncertainty of climate change.

•

Manage and adapt to emerging technologies.

Specific activities which have been identified to support the implementation of the BCAP
include an annual work plan and review, an annual indicator report, an update of the GHG
inventory every two years and an update of the BCAP every five years.
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INTRODUCTION
This document represents the first phase of the Climate Action Plan for the community
of Burlington, with a focus on mitigating greenhouse gases (GHGs) and reducing energy
consumption. The City has set a goal in its Strategic Plan to work towards being a net carbon
neutral community. The second stage of this Climate Action Plan will focus on climate
adaptation, identifying ways for Burlington to improve its resiliency and adapt to the changing
climate. Phase 2 will be completed by early 2021.

NET CARBON
NEUTRALITY
Carbon neutrality means that no additional
greenhouse gases are being released into
the atmosphere. This can be achieved by
reducing energy consumption and activities
that produce GHGs as much as possible, by
switching to energy sources that don’t produce
GHGs, like solar and wind, and by offsetting
any unavoidable GHG emissions by purchasing
carbon offsets from projects that reduce
carbon emissions. The primary objective is
to reduce GHG emissions produced by the
City or community as much as possible and
to “subtract” any remaining emissions by
purchasing carbon offsets.
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The City of Burlington
The City of Burlington covers 186 km2 at the northwestern end of Lake Ontario. The city is in
the Regional Municipality of Halton, at the western end of the Greater Toronto Area, within the
intensively developed Greater Golden Horseshoe area of Southern Ontario.
For the purpose of this plan, population growth in Burlington was modelled to increase from
189,000 people in 2016 to 219,000 by 2050, an increase of 16%. The total number of jobs in 2016
was 86,000 and by 2050, this is projected to increase to 98,0003.
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Figure 3. Population growth in Burlington from 2016-20504
Like many municipalities in the region, Burlington has a diversity of industries and employers,
including manufacturing, financial services, food processing and packaging, IT, life and earth
sciences, manufacturing and fabrication, and transportation5. No one of these industries
dominates the energy use and emissions production in Burlington.
Burlington has a humid continental climate with four distinct seasons over which the
temperature fluctuates greatly from mid-summer to mid-winter. The climate is greatly affected
by Lake Ontario, resulting in cold winters, and noticeable variability in the weather over short
distances6.
3 Methods and assumptions for these baseline numbers and projections are found in Appendix A, at the
end of this document.
4 Population growth projection as outlined in the Bay Area Climate Change Inventory and Forecast, 2018,
adjusted for census undercount.
5 Economic Development Burlington. Major Employers. Accessed Oct 2019: https://bedc.ca/majoremployers/
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burlington,_Ontario
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Climate Change and
Burlington
The City of Burlington is already experiencing the impacts of climate change, including the
ice storm that hit the region in December 2013, the localized flooding in 2014, large and
unpredictable winter storms in 2019, and an increase in invasive species7.
The city is expected to see more days above 30 C, increasing from an estimated 29 days in
2020 to 48 days in 2050, accompanied by an increased number of heat waves, and the heat
waves will last longer. Cold days are expected to steadily decrease over time and the mean
temperature is expected to increase. Total annual precipitation will increase slightly, but the
region will see more days with heavy precipitation (20 mm or more), increasing from 7 days a
year in 2020, to 9 days a year by 2050. This precipitation will also shift to more freezing rain and
ice in winter. The frost-free season will expand, which will extend the growing season, but also
result in changes to pests and invasive species success, and changes to precipitation patterns
which can change crop planting patterns and crop success.8 More frequent higher intensity
storms are expected, which will increase stress and wear on current infrastructure designed
to handle the more predictable storms in the past. The impacts of climate change will affect
people, infrastructure, industry, and natural systems within Burlington.

Climate Impacts

Variable9

Heat

Increased average temperature
More hot days (above 30 oC)
More hot nights (above 20 oC)
More and longer heat waves

Cold

Fewer days below 0 oC
Fewer freeze-thaw cycles

7 City of Burlington, 2019. City of Burlington Climate Emergency Declaration. Accessed Oct 2019:

https://www.burlington.ca/en/live-and-play/resources/Environment/Climate-Emergency/FinalBurlington-Climate-Emergency-Declaration-12-pt-font.pdf
8 Canadian Climate Atlas, 2019. Climate Atlas Report Municipality: Hamilton. Accessed Oct 2019: https://
climateatlas.ca/data/city/451/hwlen_2030_85/line
9 Ibid.
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Climate Impacts

Variable9
Increased annual precipitation

Precipitation

Increased heavy precipitation days (more than
20mm)
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A Call to Action
In April, 2019 the City of Burlington declared a climate emergency. This declaration
acknowledges the necessity to act now to avoid further economic, ecological and societal
impacts, and resolves that Burlington will
1. Address the operations of the corporation of the municipality as well as the functioning
of the entire community;
2. Include a plan for a thorough and complete consultation with stakeholders and the
community;
3. Increase action and ambition for the City’s climate change-related activities; and
4. Include performance metrics to track progress and timelines for achieving key
deliverables/major milestones, and a strategy to report back publicly on progress.
Burlington’s Strategic Plan for 2015-2040 includes three Key Strategic Directions with direct or
indirect impacts on GHG emissions:
1. A City that Grows: this reflects the vision for smooth well-planned growth for the city
•

Development of mixed-use areas and employment lands are a priority. More people
who live in Burlington also work in Burlington.

•

Active transportation and public transit are developed throughout the city, including
downtown with pedestrian-focused streets.

•

Incentives for energy-efficient buildings are provided, including the renovation of
existing buildings.

2. A City that Moves: maximizing the efficiencies and strategic growth of transportation
networks and infrastructure
•

Development of walkable neighbourhoods.

•

Connection improvement between public transit and active transportation systems.

•

Automobiles are replaced by these modes where possible.

3. A Healthy and Greener City: the city recognizes that climate change is a significant issue,
and is working with the community and all levels of government toward the goal of the
Burlington community being net carbon neutral
•

Every resident of Burlington lives within a 15 to 20-minute walk from parks or green
spaces.

•

The City’s operations are net carbon-neutral (by 2040).
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•

The City’s urban forest and tree canopy has increased and continues to thrive.

•

District energy, microgeneration, and storage technologies will be explored.

Council’s 2018 – 2022 workplan, From Vision to Focus, also provides key initiatives which relate
to the Climate Action Plan. Priorities include the completion of this plan to address the climate
emergency declaration; completion of the Burlington Transit 5-year Business Plan and the
Integrated Mobility Plan, among other actions.
The 2020 – 2024 Burlington Transit Business Plan will guide the implementation of transit
service improvements over the next five years. This plan includes goals to increase transit use: “
Over the five year life of this business plan, transit mode share is targeted to reach 8.3 percent
by 2024, translating to 6,356,818 annual rides (a 98 percent growth in ridership from 2019; or
19.6 percent per year.”
The Burlington Official Plan, still in the final approval phases, outlines the long-term vision
of Burlington, regulating both the public and private sectors on land use, development, and
resource management within the City of Burlington, with the goal of a cohesive community
vision. Within this Plan, the City aims to:
1. Increase community resiliency to climate change through mitigation and adaptation
measures, and through the maintenance and restoration of the Natural Heritage
System;
2. Work towards the goal of the city community being net carbon neutral; and
3. To enhance air quality.
The City will reach these goals by designating Mixed Use Intensification Areas (Policy 8.1),
encouraging development that promotes walking, cycling and transit, encouraging energy
generation from renewable sources and the use of community energy storage, encouraging
energy efficient buildings, developing a Climate Action Plan, and maintaining natural
infrastructure and water resources (Policy 4.1).10
The Cycling Plan11 and Integrated Mobility Plan complements the Official Plan, focusing on
achieving the transit and active transportation goals outlined in the Official Plan, and on land
use planning as it relates to cycling and walking infrastructure, transit, and transportation
infrastructure. The Integrated Mobility Plan is under development and, when implemented, will
result in safe, accessible transit and transportation options that allow for a variety of mobility
options throughout the city12.

10 City of Burlington, 2019. Burlington Official Plan. Accessed Oct 2019: https://www.burlington.ca/
uploads/21493/Doc_636610358428491805.pdf
11 City of Burlington, 2019. Cycling Plan. Accessed Oct 2019: https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-foryou/cycling-plan.asp
12 City of Burlington, 2019. Transportation Plan. Accessed Oct 2019: https://www.burlington.ca/en/
services-for-you/Transportation-Master-Plan.asp
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The Burlington Corporate Energy and Emissions Management Plan 2019-202413 was approved
in 2019 with 65 actions to reach targets set for 2020, 2024 and 2040 for city operations
(primarily buildings and fleet). Actions include electrification, solar PV expansion, geothermal,
energy audits to identify deep energy retrofits, training and awareness. The City will update
the Corporate Sustainable Buildings policy (for city buildings) in 2020 and the Community
Sustainable Building and Development Guidelines (for private development) by 2021. In
addition, the City has implemented numerous initiatives and actions to reduce corporate
energy use and GHG emissions, including adding eight plug-in electric vehicles to the
municipal fleet, adding 33 EV charging ports on city property, using geothermal heating and
a green roof on the Joseph Brant Museum, and designing the City View Park Pavilion and the
Skyway Area redevelopment to include renewable energy sources.

13 City of Burlington, 2019. The Burlington Corporate Energy and Emissions Management Plan 20192024. Accessed Oct 2019: https://www.burlington.ca/en/live-and-play/resources/Environment/Energy/
Burlington-CEEMP-2019-2024.pdf
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A Vision for the Future
What would Burlington look like in 2050 if the city follows the
steps towards a low carbon future? Here, we share this vision of a
sustainable, livable, and healthy Burlington.

Where we live in 2050
The house doesn’t use much energy, just 20% of what houses use in
2015. The roof is covered with solar PV panels, with a capacity of 4
kW. The dwelling is heated with radiant floors, using waste heat from
nearby industries transported through pipes underground; cooling is
also provided in the summer through the same pipes.

Moving around in 2050
In most neighbourhoods in the City, it is easy to walk to a school,
park, grocery store, restaurant and other key destinations. If you
are going somewhere less than 5 km away, you are likely to cycle.
Entire road lanes are physically separated for cyclists and cycling
is integrated into the culture of the City. Cycling lanes/paths
are plowed before vehicular roads in the winter because of the
demand. A personal transportation planner from the City visited
your household and helped you identify the best transportation
options for trips for work and leisure, while saving money and
increasing convenience. Private vehicles are easily accessible for all
ages for trips that are too complex for transit and too far for walking
or cycling. Transit is much more extensive than in 2016 with an
enhanced bus and train system.
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Going to work in 2050
Many more people will walk (17%), cycle (28%) and take transit (23%)
to work and less will drive (32%). If they do drive, they are unlikely
to own the vehicle, but will rely on shared electric and autonomous
vehicles provided by the transit agency. Some people travel to
work only four days a week. The workplace will incorporate more
shared office spaces and flexible work location options, and floor
space per employee will decline. Offices will be efficient, designed
to high standards if new and retrofitted if not. Indoor air quality will
be improved. The building will generate energy with solar PV on the
roof and facades, and will likely be connected to a district energy
system for heating and cooling.

Jobs in 2050
There are many new types of employment in 2050 and the low
carbon transition is estimated to directly result in 21,300 new
person years of employment. A major new industry is focused on
upgrading the energy efficiency of buildings. Companies involved in
this industry undertake major construction projects, retrofitting one
neighbourhood at a time. Businesses involved in the retrofits include
expertise in finance, law, construction and engineering. Other
sectors that grow significantly include renewable energy, particularly
solar PV, energy storage and district energy.
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A LOW-CARBON
ACTION PLAN
The Bay Area Climate
Change Inventory and
Forecast
In 2018, Mohawk College, located in Hamilton, Ontario, partnered with the City of Hamilton
and the City of Burlington to host a Centre of Climate Change Management (CCCM). The
CCCM is a regional response to shared goals around climate change action and sustainability.
The CCCM includes the Bay Area Climate Change Office (BACCO) which has a mandated to
collaboratively implement Burlington’s Climate Action Energy Plan and Hamilton’s Climate
Change Action Plan.
A key part of this partnership was the development of a greenhouse gas inventory and forecast
for the region. This inventory and forecast outlined a low-carbon pathway for the City of
Burlington to reduce energy consumption and lower greenhouse gas emissions. This pathway
included a series of actions, modelled in sequence, and a comparison of the outcomes of
implementing this pathway to continuing current actions. This analysis serves as the foundation
for the Burlington Climate Action Plan (CAP).
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Figure 4. Total GHG emissions (MtCO2e) for the Bay Area (Burlington and Hamilton).
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Low-carbon Plan
Two scenarios were developed in order to compare what might happen if no new policies or
programs are implemented to what a low-carbon future could look like for Burlington. The
Business as Usual (BAU) scenario represents current patterns of energy consumption and
extrapolates these out until 2050, while accounting for population increases, federal fuel
efficiency standards and the impacts of climate change on heating requirements in buildings.
The low carbon scenario (LCS) is a composite of ambitious actions designed to reduce GHG
emissions in Burlington through reduced energy consumption and switching to lower carbon
solutions.
The assumptions and actions for both the BAU and LCS are summarized in Table 2, below.
Table 2. BAU and Low Carbon actions and assumptions for the City of Burlington.
City of Burlington

BAU assumption

LCS assumption

Floor space per employee
held constant.

Floor space per employee
decreased by 25% by 2050 in
offices.

BUILDINGS
New buildings growth
Floor space

New buildings energy performance
Residential

Apply 2017 Ontario
Building Code (OBC) levels
of performance.

Incrementally increase the
number of buildings that
achieve passive house levels of
performance to 100% by 2030.

Industrial, commercial
and institutional (ICI)

Apply 2017 OBC levels of
performance.

Incrementally increase the
number of buildings that
achieve passive house levels of
performance to 100% by 2030.

Existing buildings energy performance
Retrofit homes built
prior to 2017

No retrofits.

98% of pre-2017 dwellings retrofit
by 2050, with retrofits achieving
thermal and electrical savings of
50%. Savings are greater for older
buildings than newer buildings.
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City of Burlington

BAU assumption

LCS assumption

Retrofits of commercial
and industrial

No retrofits.

Recommissioning
of commercial and
institutional buildings

No retrofits.

98% of pre-2017 dwellings retrofit
by 2050, with retrofits achieving
average thermal and electrical
savings of 50%. Savings are greater
for older buildings than newer
buildings.
Every building is recommissioned
on a ten-year cycle, achieving
energy savings of 15% on pre-2017
building stock.

End use
Space heating

Baseline shares of heating
systems are maintained.

Air source heat pumps are added
to 40% of residential buildings and
30% of commercial buildings by
2050. Ground source heat pumps
are added to 20% of residential
and 25% of commercial buildings
by 2050.

Water heating

Scale up to 10% of residential
buildings by 2050, and 10% of
commercial buildings by 2050.
Achieves 50% of solar hot
water load.

Scale up to 80% of residential
buildings by 2050, and 50% of
commercial buildings by 2050.
Achieves 50% of solar hot water
load.

ENERGY GENERATION
Solar PV

Scale up so that 10% of all
buildings by 2050 have solar
PV systems which provide on
average 30% of consumption
for building electrical load
for less than 5 storeys; 10%
for multi-unit and commercial
buildings.
Solar PV - ground mount 0.5 MW per year between
2018 and 2050; ~20 hectares
(ha).
District Energy
N/A

Energy storage

No storage deployed.
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80% of all buildings by 2050 have
solar PV systems which provide
on average 30% of consumption
for building electrical load for less
than 5 storeys; 10% for multi-unit
buildings greater than 5 storeys
and commercial buildings
5 MW per year between 2018 and
2050; ~120 ha.
Zero emissions district energy is
introduced into the downtown core
by 2030.
250 MWh by 2050.
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City of Burlington

BAU assumption

LCS assumption

Renewable natural gas

No additional production.

Local production is maximized and
additional renewable natural gas
is imported to displace natural gas
consumption in buildings.

Transit mode share remains
constant.

Transit service and routes
expanded; mode share impact as
per other cities.

TRANSPORTATION
Expanded transit

Active modes

Walking and cycling mode
share remains constant.

Electrify transit system

No additional electrification.

Electrify municipal fleet

No additional electrification.

Electrify personal
vehicles

~5% of personal use vehicles
are electric by 2035; 10% by
2050.
25% of the vehicle fleet is
electric by 2050.

Electrify commercial
vehicles

Transit mode share increases to
20% of internal trips.
Mode shift 50% of trips less than
1km to walking by 2050; mode shift
50% of trips between 1 and 5 km to
cycling by 2050.
Active mode share increases to
15% of internal trips.
100% electric transit system by
2040.
100% of the fleet is electric by
2040.
100% of new passenger vehicles
are electric beginning in 2030.
All commercial vehicles are electric
by 2050.

WASTE
Waste generation
Waste diversion

Waste generation is held
constant.
Waste diversion rates are held
constant.
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Waste generation is reduced by
50% per capita by 2050.
Diversion rates are increased by
50% per capita by 2050.
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The Pathway
The GHG emissions trajectory for each of the scenarios is illustrated in Figure 5. Even in the
BAU scenario, GHG emissions are reduced, primarily as a result of a decreased heating load
due to climate change and the increased fuel efficiency of vehicles as a result of federal fuel
efficiency standards. In the LCS, by 2050 annual emissions are 0.9 MtCO2e lower than in the
BAU scenario, an 88% reduction, falling from 1.2 MtCO2e in 2020 to 0.1 MtCO2e in 2050.

Figure 5. Annual GHG emissions for both scenarios, 2016–2050
The proportionate emissions reductions from each action are distributed on a year over
year basis to generate a wedge diagram, illustrated below. The wedge diagram shows the
contribution of each action to the overall LCS emissions reduction trajectory. As there are
dependencies and feedback cycles between the actions, which are captured by the model, the
wedge diagram is a simplified representation of the results.
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Figure 6. Emission reductions by action from 2016 baseline projected to 2050 for the City of
Burlington.
Major opportunities for GHG reductions include switching personal use vehicles to electric vehicles,
increased use of RNG captured from waste and other sources, efficiency requirements in new
commercial, institutional and industrial buildings, the installation of heat pumps which displace natural
gas with electricity, and installation of solar hot water for heating.
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GHG targets in the
context of the global
carbon budget
In simple words, the carbon budget is the total CO2e left to emit in order to prevent dangerous
levels of climate change. C40, a network of large cities in the world, developed an approach to
allocate per capita emissions for cities, which is coherent with global carbon budgets that are
likely to limit warming to 1.5 degrees and 2 degrees.

Annual Emissions (MtCO2e)

1.40
1.20
1.00

1.5°C

0.80

2°C

2.9 tCO2e/cap

0.60

LC
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0.6 tCO2e/cap
2050

2048
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2024

2022

2020
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Figure 7. 1.5 and 2°C carbon trajectories for the City of Burlington
The total carbon budget for the City of Burlington between 2020 and 2050, which results
from adding up all the annual budgets, is 11 MtCO2e for the 1.5°C scenario and 16 MtCO2e for
the 2°C scenario. The results indicate that additional efforts beyond the LCS are required to
reduce GHG emissions by 0.12 MtCO2eq (0.6tCO2e/cap) for the 1.5°C pathway.
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Table 3. Annual carbon budget results

1.5 degrees
[ktCO2e]

LCS
[ktCO2e]

2.0 degrees
[ktCO2e]

BAU Scenario
[ktCO2e]

2016

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

2020

1,130

1,167

1,130

1,207

2030

580

644

580

1,077

2040

36

195

338

1,043

2050

2

126

197

1,037

10,903

15,474

16,015

33,432

Year

2019- 2050

In the context of a climate emergency, the pathway to reach an emissions target is as critical
to consider as the target, because the total emissions produced until 2050 will vary greatly
depending on how quickly action is taken. In order to achieve the reductions needed to meet
1.5 C pathway, GHG emissions must be curtailed as soon as possible. If Burlington’s current
emissions patterns do not decrease, as shown in the BAU scenario, the carbon budget will run
out in 8.5 years, the same amount of time as the remaining in the global carbon budget. The
LCS reduces this total by 54% to 15.5 MtCO2e, which is a slightly greater reduction than the 2°C
budget of 16.0 MtCO2e. For the 1.5°C target the carbon budget is 10.9 MtCO2e; achieving this
level of reduction requires actions beyond those considered in the BCAP.
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Energy
Annual per capita energy

1GJ

= 2.2

135.6GJ

= 301

2016

2050 - Business as Usual

= 234

105.3GJ

2050 - Low-carbon scenario

= 126

56.6GJ

Scenario

Energy per capita (GJ)

BBQ tanks14

2016

135.6

301

2050 BAU

105.3

234

2050 LCS

56.6

126

14 1 standard 20 lb BBQ tank holds the equivalent of 0.45GJ of energy
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Emissions
Annual per capita emissions

2016
Approximately
0.64 times around
the earth.
The circumference of the Earth in
kilometers is 40,075 km

2050 Business as usual
Approximately
the distance to
Cairo, Egypt and
back.

to Burlington

to

C a i ro

Cairo is about 9,258km from Burlington.

2050 Low-carbon scenario
Approximately
the driving distance to
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Winnipeg

The driving distance between Burlington and Winnipeg
is 2170.54km.
Burlington

Scenario

Emissions per capita (tCO2e)

Km driven by average car15

2016

6.6

25,970

2050 BAU

4.7

18,490

2050 LCS

0.6

2,360

15 https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator
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The LCS reduces emissions to 126,000 tCO2e in 2050. This is equivalent to the emissions from
26,750 passenger vehicles driven for one year16. The 1.5 degree scenario described above
would mean restricting 2050 emissions to 2,000 tCO2e in 2050, which is equivalent to the
emissions from 425 passenger vehicles driven for a year.
Burlington has a goal of being a net carbon neutral community, and although the City has
not yet placed a timeframe on that goal, aiming for net carbon neutral by 2050 will allow for
measurement of success, and guide implementation planning. In order to achieve this goal,
the community and the City will need to offset the remaining 126 ktCO2e of emissions through
purchasing carbon offsets, or through further actions to reduce emissions.

16 Ibid.
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The Role of the
Municipalities
The transition to a low-carbon energy system relies on municipalities.17 Municipalities
and regions in Canada have direct or indirect control over 40-50% of greenhouse gas
emissions.18 If municipalities are not built to stringent low carbon standards, land-use
planning and infrastructure investments can lock in energy and GHG intensive patterns
of development which inhibit or make cost prohibitive efficient and low carbon
alternatives.19 Alternatively, compact urban form increases the feasibility of district
energy and the introduction or improvement of public transit, in addition to reducing
the financial cost and the GHG impact of providing municipal services such as roads,
water and wastewater conveyance, ambulance, fire protection, school transportation,
and even provision of home-based health care.
Recognizing the role of municipalities, the Province has embedded climate change
into land-use planning policy. Although the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) of 2014
required consideration of climate change directly with respect to the impact of landuse patterns on GHG emissions, the new proposed PPS (under review) only refers to
planning for the impacts of climate change. However, the new growth plan, A Place to
Grow: a growth plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019) requires municipalities
to develop policies in their official plans that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
and address climate change adaptation goals. It encourages municipalities to
develop strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address the impacts of
climate change. Municipalities rely on funding programs from both the federal and
provincial governments to support municipal investments and activities to reduce GHG
emissions. The multiple roles of municipalities are as follows:
17 The Global Commission on the Economy and Climate. (2014). Better growth, better climate:
The new climate economy report. Retrieved from http://newclimateeconomy.report/2014/
wp-content/uploads/2014/08/NCE-cities-web.pdf; Seto, K. C., Dhakal, S., Bigio, A., Blanco,
H., Delgado, G. C., Dewar, D., … others. (2014). Human settlements, infrastructure and spatial
planning. Retrieved from http://pure.iiasa.ac.at/11114/; International Energy Agency. (2016).
Energy technology perspectives 2016: Towards sustainable urban energy systems.
18 Torrie, R. (2015). Low carbon futures in Canada – the role of urban climate change mitigation:
Briefing on urban energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Stockholm Environment Institute.
Retrieved from https://data.bloomberglp.com/dotorg/sites/2/2015/10/Low-Carbon-Futures-inCanada.pdf
19 Erickson, P., & Tempest, K. (2015). Keeping cities green: Avoiding carbon lock-in due to urban
development. Stockholm Environment Institute. Retrieved from https://www.sei-international.
org/mediamanager/documents/Publications/Climate/SEI-WP-2015-11-C40-Cities-carbon-lockin.pdf
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•

A leader: Municipalities should show leadership with their own facilities, fleet, and
activities in adopting and implementing low carbon actions.

•

A mobilizer: Municipalities can engage people, municipalities and other organizations
around a vision, goals, objectives and targets. Examples include a community
engagement program and a bulk purchase of renewable energy on behalf of citizens.

•

An innovator: Municipalities can directly or indirectly support innovation by reducing
risk through investments, partnerships or policies that support low carbon projects or
enterprises. An example is the provision of electric vehicle charging infrastructure.

•

A collaborator: There are multiple opportunities for collaboration in the energy
transition; with other levels of government, transit authorities, utilities, municipalities,
regions, businesses, non-profit organizations, neighbourhoods and governments in
other parts of the world. Collaboration can take the form of shared targets or policies
or joint projects or investments. An example is a coordinated retrofit program between
municipalities and utilities.

•

An investor: Municipalities can use their access to low interest capital to make
investments directly in areas such as building retrofits and renewable energy
technologies. Alternatively, and in tandem, the City can enable investments by third
parties. An example is local improvement charges as a way to finance building retrofits.

•

An implementer: Through policies and incentives, municipalities can support
businesses and households in the energy transition. An example is the implementation
of a district energy system to supply thermal energy (heating and cooling) to a group
of buildings.

•

An incubator: Municipalities can cultivate the development of new technologies or
applications that enable the low carbon economy by supporting and attracting new
and existing businesses and creating a hub or ecosystem in which the businesses
and organizations support each other. An example is a low carbon business park or
incentives for different levels of building performance that stimulate innovation by
builders.
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BUILDING THE
ECONOMY
Economic Impact
Reducing GHG emissions is positive for the economy. The economic impact of the LCS results
from the stimulus created by the investments required to implement these actions, and the
long-term savings in fuel and electricity costs. Jobs are created as new infrastructure is needed
and new technologies are introduced and therefore new markets appear and grow.
In Burlington 21,300 person-years of employment will be created in total if the LCS pathway is
followed, with 5,600 of those person-years in the renewable energy market. Annual personyears by category can be seen in the following chart.

Figure 8. Employment generation in Burlington for the LCS pathway. Personal vehicles show
negative values at the end of the period because EVs need less maintenance.
Likewise, given the approach of “Reduce-Improve-Switch”, actions increasing the efficiency
of energy use generates savings in the long term that are directly beneficial to households. In
the BAU scenario, household energy expenditures are projected to decline because vehicles
become more efficient due to national fuel efficiency standards and because of decreased
heating requirements as the climate becomes milder due to climate change. The LCS involves
shifting away from natural gas and gasoline to electricity, a more costly energy source. The
increased cost of electricity, however, is more than offset by the increased efficiency of homes
as required by building codes and of vehicles as a result of the efficiency of electric motors.
By 2050, a household spends $2,700 on energy, just over half of the expenditures in the BAU
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scenario. Over the period between 2020 to 2050, the LCS saves households an average of
$57,000 on energy expenditures.

Figure 9. Annual household expenditures on energy for homes and transportation, 2020–2050
In terms of budget, in 2016, households, businesses and governments in Burlington spent
a total of $700 million on fuel and electricity, and in a business-as-usual future this total is
projected to slightly increase to $760 million by 2050, considering an increased population,
efficiency gains, and increasing energy prices. The actions in the LCS reduce this total by 36%
or $270 million. Beyond these savings, some of the actions in the LCS generate savings in other
areas, such as reduced operating and maintenance costs. In total, the LCS reduces costs for
the Burlington economy by approximately $6.7 billion in constant dollars on expenditures of
$100 billion over the period. The savings occur as a result of reduced operating costs, primarily
energy expenditures and lower cost of carbon.
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Figure 10. Total expenditures for all the period, for each scenario. Investment is increased in
LCS but is offset with savings in energy and O&M.
The incremental investments to put Burlington in the LCS - about $125 million per year on
average - can be compared with the $700 million per year that is already being spent on fuel
and electricity, a figure that is projected to grow to $760 million per year in the business-asusual outlook.
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Investment Opportunities
Most of the actions evaluated are GHG reduction investment opportunities, in that the actions
result in both GHG reductions and financial returns – a win-win situation. The exceptions
are heat pumps, energy storage, and passive house building code for new non-residential
buildings.
The marginal abatement cost curve (MACC) graph provides at-a-glance emissions reductions
versus costs/savings for each LCS action. It is a measure of the cumulative cost or savings of
reducing emissions for a particular action over the 2020-2050 time period. The MACC divides
the total costs or savings of an action, as represented by the net present value (NPV), by the
total emissions reductions associated with that action over its lifetime. The result is a cost or
savings per tonne of emissions reduced for each action. An action costs money overall if its
cost per tonne of emissions saved is positive. An action saves money if its cost per tonne of
emissions saved is negative.The marginal abatement costs in Figures 11 and 12 are shown for
all actions.

Figure 11. Marginal Abatement Cost Curve (MACC) for all the actions in the LCS. The width of
the bars represents the cumulative ktCO2 reduction during all the LCS timeframe, while the
height represents the cost in net present value per tCO2e reduced. The details for the actions
on the left side of the chart are shown in the next figure.
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Figure 12. Marginal Abatement Cost Curve (MACC) for the most cost effective actions in the
LCS. The width of the bars represents the cumulative ktCO2 reduction during all the LCS
timeframe, while the height represents the cost in net present value per tCO2e reduced.
The amount of GHG reductions for each action varies considerably, and this is described in
the implementation section below. An analysis of the internal rate of return (IRR) also indicated
opportunities for investment, with actions ranging from 2.5% to greater than 20%.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Burlington's role
With direct or indirect control over at least 40-50% of GHG emissions produced, municipalities
have a unique influence over demands resulting in GHG emissions, and the pathway to a low
or zero carbon future. Municipalities are integrated systems in which an action in one sector
influences emissions in another sector. Influences include elements like the location and shape
of buildings, building energy performance, renewable energy generation, district energy (heat
density), and travel behaviours (i.e. whether destinations are accessible by walking, cycling or
transit).
Municipalities also play a key role in implementing and facilitating the implementation of
policies of higher levels of government, as illustrated in Table 4. Reaching the GHG emission
targets outlined in this report assumes that the LCS will be implemented fully and on schedule,
which will require that senior levels of government are supportive of the policies and funding
required to enact the LCS.
Table 4. Municipal energy and emissions policy roles.20,21
Municipal government
role
Policy architect
& leader: Primary
body responsible
for policy design,
formulation, application,
implementation and
enforcement

Municipal role examples

• Land-use planning
• Design/development of
local transit systems or
transportation policies

Corresponding national or
provincial government role
Establish national policy
frameworks
Enable municipal government
action through:

• Development of
infrastructure projects

• Capacity building and
information sharing

• Waste management
regulations

• Access to funding
• Legal and policy alignment

20 Adapted from: Broekhoff, D., Erickson, P., & Lee, C. M. (2015). What cities do best: Piecing together
an efficient global climate governance. Stockholm Environment Institute Seattle, WA, US. Retrieved from
http://ledsgp.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/SEI-WP-2015-15-Cities-vertical-climate-governance.pdf
21 The regional government, Halton Region, is responsible for waste management and collection, and
water and wastewater treatment and distribution.
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Municipal government
role
Critical implementer:
Responsible for
key application,
implementation, or
enforcement actions
related to a policy

Complementary partner:
Undertakes separate,
complementary actions
that contribute to the
effectiveness, uptake,
penetration, or success of a
policy led by higher levels
of government

Municipal role examples

• Building code
implementation and
compliance-checking
• Implementation of
regionally coordinated,
cross-jurisdictional
infrastructure projects or
transportation policies
• Complementary
information and
outreach, green
standards development
and implementation,
certification and
incentive programs
for improved building
energy efficiency and
reduced GHG emissions
through urban design
measures.
• Permitting or active
installation of electric
vehicle charging stations

Corresponding national or
provincial government role
• Policy design and/or
standard setting
• Regional coordination
• Enabling city government
implementation role

• Policy design and/or
standard-setting
• Primary implementation and
enforcement
• Coordination/integration
of actions within and
across different levels of
government
• Enabling municipal
government complementary
actions (through capacity
building, funding or legal
reform).

• Permitting, tax incentives
and/or subsidies
for commercial and
residential distributed
energy resources
Land-use planning and infrastructure investments shape patterns of development and their
energy and emissions implications. This provides an opportunity for municipalities to make
efficient low carbon alternatives affordable. Compact urban form increases the feasibility of
district energy which requires greater energy demand concentrated in smaller areas. Further,
this form can introduce more rapid and frequent public transit and reduce financial costs and
GHG emissions resulting from increased municipal services such as roads, conveyance of
water and wastewater, ambulance, fire protection, and even provision of home-based health
care. Land use decisions, including density, urban form, and mixed uses, can therefore enable,
inhibit or prevent the transformation to a low or zero carbon economy.
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Recognizing all this, municipalities around the world are taking decisive action implementing
climate solutions. Since the climate conference of parties (COP) in Copenhagen, the C40 Cities
Climate Leadership Group estimates that cities have taken 10,000 climate actions and have
identified 2,300 high-impact actions that could save 450 MtCO2e by 2020.22 In June 2017, in
response to the U.S. President withdrawing from the Paris Climate Agreement, a bipartisan
group of mayors from over 250 U.S. cities unanimously backed a commitment for the country’s
cities to run entirely on renewable energy sources by 2035.23

22 Hundreds of US mayors endorse switch to 100% renewable energy by 2035 https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2017/jun/26/hundreds-of-us-mayors-vow-not-to-wait-for-trump-on-clean-energy

23 This analysis refers to urban populations and not all local governments in Canada.
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Programs
The BCAP represents a major new effort by Burlington to invest in the energy system, an
investment that will result in dramatically reduced greenhouse gas emissions, lower energy
costs for households and businesses, the creation of new businesses and jobs, reduced air
pollution and other co-benefits.
Implementing the BCAP is a complex, multi-faceted endeavour with multiple partners and new
programs that require:
•

Financing and innovative financial instruments

•

Training and mobilization of required human resources (e.g. building retrofits)

•

Changes to municipal policies

•

Infrastructure to support energy technologies such as EVs

•

Innovative partnerships and business models

•

Behavioural change to adapt to and implement the changes outlined in the LCS

In order to identify the programs and policies that will support implementation, the BCAP is
governed by the following principles:
•

Leadership and Vision. Provide the “big picture” of a future vision of a sustainable
energy future for Burlington, and lead by example.

•

Engagement. The objectives of the BCAP can only be achieved by the active
engagement of the stakeholders that affect the level and pattern of energy use in the
community.

•

Alignment. Identify and exploit the alignment between BCAP objectives and
stakeholder objectives.

•

Leverage. Strategic use of local government financial, regulatory and planning
resources to leverage accelerated progress toward BCAP objectives.

Based on these principles and the objectives identified in the stakeholder engagement
process, six programs of activity are identified which enable the GHG reductions identified as
a result of the actions modelled in the LCS. The ability of the program to scale up over time
and address multiple actions are also criteria which guided program development. Table
5 illustrates the relationship between the LC themes (bundled actions), the programs and
cumulative GHG reductions associated with the relevant LC actions. No specific program
area is identified for the industrial energy and emissions; a coordinated effort for this sector
needs to be developed between relevant industries, the gas utility and the IESO and municipal
governments.
Table 5.
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Table 5. Programs of activity24
Theme

Program

Cumulative GHG
reductions in LCS
compared to BAU,
2020-2050 (ktCO2e)

New Buildings

Burlington Low Carbon New Building
Guideline

Existing buildings

Burlington Deep Energy Retrofit Program

7,140

Renewable Energy Cooperative

3750

Integrated Mobility Plan

200

318

Energy End Use
Energy Generation
Waste
Transport

Electric Mobility and Equipment Program
Waste

Waste Reduction Initiative

Industry

To be developed

6,580
55
TBD

Program 1: Burlington Low Carbon New
Building Guideline
Objective: Increasing the performance of new buildings is more cost effective than trying to
retrofit them after they have been constructed. Providing a clear pathway and incentives to the
building industry gives certainty and stimulates innovation.
Design: Staff will update the existing Sustainable Building and Development Guidelines,
researching best practices in other jurisdictions and legislative authority. The Guidelines will
include a tiered set of performance measures that will require, incentivize and/or encourage
new buildings to be built to a low carbon standard. Financing mechanisms will be explored
that help reduce upfront costs.
City’s Role: Update the Sustainable Development and Building Guidelines
Connections: From Vision to Focus (council work plan)
Timeline: Q1 2021
Responsibility: Community Planning and Building and By-law Departments
Potential Partners for Collaboration: Other municipalities; Clean Air Partnership
References: Toronto’s Green Standard; Passivhaus standards; Canada Green Building Council
Net Zero standards.

24 Variation in totals is due to rounding.
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Figure 13. Residential dwelling units built to net zero energy, cumulative to 2051

Figure 14. Commercial floor space that achieves net zero energy, cumulative to 2051
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LCP Actions

1. Floor space
per employee
decreased by 25%
by 2050 in offices.

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

Percent of
total GHG
emissions

Incremental
costs

Incremental
savings

(2020–2050),
(2020–2050),
2016$,
2016$, present
present
value
value

63.0

0.3 %

$2.96 million

$-69.8 million

119.8

0.7%

$154 million

$-240 million

135.0

0.7%

$615 million

$-54 million

Net present
value
(2020–2050),
2016$,
present
value

$-66.9
million

2. Incrementally
increase the
number of net
zero new homes
to 100% by 2030.

3. Incrementally
increase the
number of
multi-residential
buildings
which achieve
Passivhaus levels
of performance to
100% by 2030.

4. Incrementally
increase the
number of
ICI buildings
which achieve
Passivhaus levels
of performance to
100% by 2030.
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Program 2: Burlington Deep Energy Retrofit
Program
Objective: The preferred scenario involves retrofitting nearly all the residential, commercial
and institutional buildings in the City over a period of 30 years. This objective requires a new
and enhanced focus on deep, whole-building retrofits, as well as a new industry and aligns with
the Comprehensive Residential Retrofit program previously recommended in the Burlington
Community Energy Plan.
Design: The deep energy retrofit program will transform the energy efficiency of existing
buildings. Staff will develop a program considering best practices in other jurisdictions,
including a financing package which may utilize the LIC (Local Improvement Charge) or PACE
(Property Assessed Clean Energy) mechanisms. Stakeholders will be engaged including
utilities, senior government agencies, industry and post secondary institutions. Partnerships
and collaborations with third parties will also be considered. Retrofits may be targeted to
groups of buildings, such as neighbourhoods or sectors (restaurants, grocery stores, etc.).
Renewable energy will also be eligible under the program including solar PV and thermal (for
hot water), air and ground-source heat pumps and energy storage.
City’s Role: Implementing agency to deliver program or partner/collaborate with a 3rd party
to deliver program.
Connections: Former Community Energy Plan: Consider incentives or financing programs,
such as using Local Improvement Charges to assist residents to finance retrofits.
Timeline: TBD
Responsibility: Building and By-law Department for support
Potential Partners for Collaboration: Other interested municipal governments; Clean Air
Partnership
References: City of Toronto HELP program; Guelph’s GEERS program (pending approval);
TRCA’s work with York Region municipalities; The Clean Air Partnership’s Climate Action
Support Centre
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Figure 15. Number of dwellings retrofit in five-year increments, cumulative to 2050

Figure 16. Non-residential floor space retrofit in five-year increments, cumulative to 2050
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LCP Actions

5. Retrofit old (pre1980) homes

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

Percent of
total GHG
emissions
(2018–2050)

Incremental
costs

Incremental
savings

Net present
value

(2020–2050),
(2020–2050),
(2020–2050),
2016$,
2016$,
2016$,
present
present value
present value
value

1,413.5

7.8

$147 million

$-547 million

$-400 million

1,154.6

6.4

$56 million

$-275 million

$-129 million

615.1

3.4

$0

$-89 million

$-89 million

9. Installation of
heat pumps

2,647.2

14.7

$372 million

$-118 million

$253 million

10. Installation of
solar hot water

1,310.4

7.3

$93.2 million

$-193 million

$-99 million

6. Retrofit new
(post-1980) homes
7. Retrofit nonresidential buildings
8. Non-residential
building
recommissions
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Program 3: Renewable Energy Cooperative
Objective: The renewable energy cooperative will coordinate and advance the renewable
energy objectives of the BCAP, using an entrepreneurial approach. In addition to the
renewable energy mandate, the cooperative’s mandate will include developing local expertise,
stimulating the local economy and providing energy security and resilience.
Design: The co-operative is envisioned as a partnership with local groups, agencies and
individuals to advocate for, develop, commission and finance projects, depending on which
strategy is appropriate to a particular context. Different technologies and approaches will be
considered, including district energy, increased use of renewable natural gas, solar PV, energy
storage and geothermal heating/cooling. Financing options will be researched and may come
from community bonds, loans and grants from various levels of government.
City’s Role: Collaborate with potential partners and facilitate the development of a co-op to
operate as a 3rd party entity
Connections: Former Community Energy Plan – increase sustainable local energy generation
in Burlington.
Timeline: TBC
Responsibility: Sustainability Staff
Potential Partners for Collaboration: Burlington Hydro; BurlingtonGreen; Green Venture;
Halton Region
References: Toronto Renewable Energy Cooperative; Ottawa Renewable Energy Cooperative;
Oxford Community Energy Cooperative

Figure 17. Annual renewable energy installations, 2018–2050
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LCP Actions

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

Percent of
total GHG
emissions
(2018–2050)

Incremental
costs

Incremental
savings

Net present
value

(2020–2050), (2020–2050), (2020–2050),
2016$,
2016$,
2016$,
present value present value present value

11. Net metering
solar PV

107.6

0.6%

$169 million

$-224 million

$-55 million

12. Ground mount
solar PV

174.0

1.0%

$129 million

$-453 million

$-324 million

13. District energy

79.8

0.4%

$13 million

$-38 million

$-24 million

14. Energy storage

0.1

0.0%

$312,000

$-296,000

$17,000

3386.0

18.8%

$3.1 million

$-181 million

$-178 million

15. Increased RNG
use, including
maximizing RNG
from waste streams

Program 4: Integrated Mobility Plan
Objective: The Integrated Mobility Plan will develop an innovative strategy that supports
future mobility planning with an emphasis on people movement. The Plan will be cognizant
of the city’s current demographics, recognizing the unique mobility needs of an aging
population, while looking towards the future through a lens that focuses on maximizing the
people-carrying capacity of our transportation network compared to road expansion. The
resultant strategy will position Burlington to respond to technology changes and emerging
mobility options, while balancing the needs of our citizens and providing equitable mobility
in a safe, reliable and sustainable manner. The IMP will enable council and city administration
to make future decisions relating to mobility and prioritize funding in a manner that ensures
future success and continued livability.
Design: The desired outcome of this project is to develop a “road map” for the next 10-years
while the city transitions from its suburban roots to an urbanized community; providing the
framework for a future transportation network that successfully meets regional mode share
targets and provides equitable access to mobility for all residents. Key challenges to be
addressed include quantifying impacts of congestion (current and future impact if no shift to
travel behaviour is achieved), how to mitigate impacts of traffic growth, and how to successfully
achieve the mode share targets through the creation of an integrated transportation network.
City’s Role: Strategic planning and operating transit system
Connections: From Vision to Focus- Increasing Burlington Transit service levels and growing
overall ridership (1% annually). Burlington Transit’s 5 year Business Plan; Integrated Mobility
Plan; Cycling Plan; Rural Active Transportation Plan
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Timeline: 2040- 20% modal split
Responsibility: Burlington Transit; Transportation Department
Partners for Collaboration: Ministry of Transportation, Metrolinx, & Halton Region.

LCP Actions

16. Expanded
transit services
to increase
mode share
17. Increased
active
transportation
mode share

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

200.1

Percent of
total GHG
emissions
(2018–2050)

1.1%
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Incremental
costs

Incremental
savings

$89 million

-133 million

Net present
value

(2020–2050),
(2020–2050), (2020–2050),
2016$,
2016$,
2016$,
present
present value present value
value

$-34 million
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Program 5: Electric Mobility and Equipment
Program
Objective: Implement measures and policies to support electric mobility options in Burlington
and electrify gas-powered equipment.
Design: A technical working group will be established with representatives from relevant
organizations and stakeholders to develop a strategy to support infrastructure investments,
education and outreach, and municipal policies to support electric mobility and equipment
options. Electric mobility may include electric vehicles, bikes, scooters and other means
of mobility. Electric equipment may include landscaping equipment such as lawn mowers,
trimmers and leaf blowers, as well as others where relevant.
City’s Role: Convert fleet, and implement infrastructure.
Connections: Former Community Energy Plan – Monitor electric vehicle market and
investigate the feasibility of electric charging stations at city facilities, including downtown
parking lots; Green Fleet Strategy.
Timeline: TBD
Responsibility: Sustainability Staff; Transportation; Transit (bus fleet); Roads, Parks & Forestry;
and Fire Departments
Potential Partners for Collaboration: Burlington Hydro; BurlingtonGreen (Make the Switch
program)
References: City of Calgary EV Strategy; Framework for Municipal Zero Emission Vehicle
Deployment (Pollution Probe & Delphi Group)

Figure 18. Conventional vs electric vehicles projection for Burlington, 2016–2050
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Incremental
costs

Percent of
total GHG
(2020–2050),
emissions
2016$,
(2018–2050) present
value

Incremental
savings

Net present
value

(2020–2050),
2016$,
present value

(2020–2050),
2016$,
present value

LCP Actions

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

18. Electrify
urban transit

71.4

0.4%

$13 million

$-29 million

$-16 million

19. Electrify
municipal fleets

63.9

0.4%

$17 million

$-42 million

$-25 million

5,591.2

31%

$728 million

$-2.00 billion

$-1.27 billion

853.3

4.7%

$39.4 million

$-289 million

$-249 million

20. Electrify light
duty personal
and commercial
use vehicles
21. Electrify
other
commercial use
vehicles
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Program 6: Waste Reduction Initiative
Objective: Develop educational programs to increase waste diversion and reduce overall
waste production by the community.
Design: Waste management services are primarily delivered by the Region of Halton. The city
will support the region to engage the community to first reduce waste and secondly, properly
divert waste
City’s Role: Encourage waste reduction and proper waste diversion
Connections: Halton Region is the lead jurisdiction for waste, Halton Region Waste
Management Strategy
Timeline: TBD
Responsibility: Halton Region Waste Management
Potential Partners for Collaboration: BurlingtonGreen

LCP Actions

Cumulative
emissions
reductions
(ktCO2e)

Percent of
total GHG
emissions
(2018–2050)

Incremental
costs

Incremental
savings

Net present
value

(2020–2050),
(2020–2050), (2020–2050),
2016$,
2016$,
2016$,
present
present value present value
value

22. Decrease
waste
generation

30.1

0.2%

$0

$-29 million

$-29 million

23. Increase
waste
diversion

25.1

0.1%

$0

$-43 million

$-43 million
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Program 7: Industrial Innovation Program
Objective: Support organizations that work with local businesses to improve energy efficiency
in their operations Increase process motors and electrical efficiency by 50% by 2050
Design: TBD upon consultation with industry stakeholders.
City’s Role: Facilitate support through the IESO and Enbridge
Timeline: TBD
Responsibility: IESO and Enbridge
Potential Partners for Collaboration: Burlington Economic Development Corporation;
Sustainable Hamilton Burlington; BurlingtonGreen
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
STRATEGY
Engagement and
Communications
25

The City of Burlington contracted LURA Consulting to facilitate public and stakeholder
feedback on the BCAP. Over the summer of 2019, various opportunities were provided for
engagement. Key engagement activities included: pop-up engagements at local events; online
survey; in-person workshops with stakeholders and members of the public; and a drop-in open
house.

In addition to facilitating and reporting on the engagement for the development of the Climate
Action Plan (outlined above), LURA was also tasked with developing a Community Engagement
Strategy for the implementation of the plan. The purpose of this strategy is to encourage and
support the widespread adoption and implementation of the actions and programs outlined in
the Climate Action Plan. Successful implementation of the Plan will require action from all of us
- residents, businesses and government.

In total, 21 actions were identified for Burlington. Stakeholder and community engagement
completed to date has focused on the program areas and related actions outlined below.
These actions were selected for their relevance to the respective audiences and was not meant
to indicate priority over other actions.

25 Lura Consulting BCAP Engagement Strategy, 2019.
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Program Area

Related Action(s)

Active Transportation
/ Transit

• Choosing sustainable transportation options like walking,
cycling or transit

Electric Mobility

• Electrify commercial vehicles
• Switching to electric vehicles (personal)

Existing Buildings

• Complete deep retrofits of commercial and industrial buildings
• Use heat pumps and/or solar hot water in industrial, commercial
and institutional (ICI) buildings
• Retrofitting your home to be more energy efficient
• Installing a heat pump or solar hot water heater at home

Renewable Energy

• Use solar PV for energy generation in ICI buildings

The following considerations were highlighted in stakeholder and public engagement sessions:
• Provide information on both how and why individuals/businesses should implement climate
action, with a focus on capacity-building
• Develop and communicate the business case or return-on-investment associated with the
suggested actions
• Highlight the benefits to the specific individual or business
• Preferred communications tactics included receiving information online (website, email,
newsletters, social media) and via in-person events
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Community Stakeholders
The City of Burlington is not acting alone in tackling climate change head-on. The Burlington
community is made up of citizens, businesses, institutions, non-profits, faith-based groups,
sports, arts and recreational organizations and many more. The following lists the key
stakeholders who have been involved in the former Community Energy Plan and are now
involved in the community Climate Action Plan.
Burlington Economic Development Corporation (BEDC) has a mandate to enhance the
growth prospects of local companies and attract new firms to the community. Its focus is on
growing the economic base to sustain a competitive and prosperous community.
Role: To foster synergies and look for opportunities with local businesses to improve energy
efficiency and promote local technologies and services in the energy field.
BurlingtonGreen is a citizen led, non-partisan -registered charity that works to protect
the environment, mitigate climate change and create a healthier, more environmentally
responsible community through awareness, advocacy and action. BurlingtonGreen is known
for their annual city-wide dual component Community Clean Up Green Up (tree planting)
event, the greening of community events through proper waste sorting, their popular youth
environmental network, Eco Film events, and many other initiatives.
Role: Engage the community in actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through its
programs such as ’Eco Score’ as well as ‘Make the Switch’ – which educates Burlington
residents on the benefits of electric vehicles, taking public transit and installation of heat
pumps.
Burlington Hydro Inc. (BHI) is a regulated local electrical distribution company (LDC) serving
the City of Burlington with approximately 67,000 customers. Burlington Electricity Services Inc.
(BESI) is its non-regulated sister company, engaging in sector related business activities such
as EV charging stations.
Role: In 2017 BESI entered into an agreement with the City of Burlington to convert its street
lighting to LED technology. BESI is also involved in expansion of electric vehicle charging
infrastructure in the city, providing programs to homeowners (detached and townhomes) as
well as working with multi-residential buildings.
Burlington Sustainable Development Committee is a volunteer citizen advisory committee
to city council, established in 1990. This committee has two mandates – to provide advice
and guidance to city council on planning and policy initiatives to support a sustainable
development community. It also engages and educates the community on sustainability
initiatives and actions through events, on topics such as green buildings, renewable energy,
energy conservation, green living, and local food.
Role: Continue to provide advice and guidance to city council on sustainable development
issues and engage and educate the community on issues related to climate change.
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The Centre for Climate Change Management at Mohawk College (CCCM) is mobilizing
support and facilitating solutions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and to adapt to the
impacts of our changing climate. Through collaboration with decision-makers, influencers
and passionate citizens, the CCCM is embarking on action to ensure a thriving, low-carbon
economy.
Role: Continue to engage students, faculty, community and businesses through the following
programs:
• Bay Area Climate Change Office
• Industry Partnership Initiative
• Campus Carbon Management Initiative
• Office of Campus Sustainability and Climate Change
Halton Catholic District School Board
There are 14 elementary schools and 3 secondary schools in Burlington under the jurisdiction
of the Halton Catholic District School Board, delivering educational programs to students in
Burlington.
Role: Engage and educate students about the impacts of climate change and actions that
students and families can take. HCDSB schools participate in the Eco School program. Ontario
EcoSchools is an environmentally educative program that aims to help school communities
across the province to develop their ecological literacy and environmental practices. The goal
of the program is for schools to reduce their eco footprints and to teach staff, students and
parents to be environmentally responsible citizens. The school board can also show community
leadership by improving the energy efficiency of the schools and implementing renewable
energy projects where possible.
Halton Climate Collective
The Halton Climate Collective (HCC) is comprised of environmental leaders and engagers
from: Conservation Halton, Halton Region, Town of Oakville, Town of Halton Hills, Town of
Milton, City of Burlington, Halton District School Board, Halton Catholic District School Board,
University of Waterloo, and the Halton Environmental Network.
Role: The collective will leverage expertise, secure new funding opportunities, promote our
organizational initiatives and support local action. The leaders of the HCC will work together
to respond to the challenge of climate change and drive successful greenhouse gas mitigation
and adaptation in the Halton community.
Halton District School Board
There are 35 elementary schools and 9 secondary schools in Burlington under the jurisdiction
of the Halton District School Board, delivering educational programs to students in Burlington.
The board delivers other programs such as adult continuing education and night school at
Gary Allan High School.
Role: Engage and educate students about the impacts of climate change and actions that
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students and families can take. HDSB schools participate in the EcoSchool program (see
above under Halton Catholic District School Board).
McMaster University – Department of Engineering & McMaster Institute for Energy
Studies
The research that the institute is involved in such as energy harvesting, thermal energy
recovery, micro thermal networks and energy storage will help to support the development of
smart community energy systems as Burlington grows and develops.
Role: Continue its research and relate the applicability to Burlington in future development
and support pilot projects. The city will also support and participate in research projects
where relevant to its strategic goals.
Region of Halton
The Region of Halton is the regional government and is responsible for providing services such
as water and wastewater treatment, distribution and collection, waste management services,
and health and social services, among others.
Role: The region has a leadership role to play on climate change by ensuring its own
operations are delivered in an efficient way to reduce the overall carbon footprint. The region
does extensive community outreach on areas related to waste reduction and diversion, water
efficiency and conservation, and the linkages between climate change and health.
Royal Botanical Gardens
The Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG) is the largest botanical garden in Canada with 400 acres of
display gardens. The RBG also shows stewardship by protecting and restoring 2,450 acres of
nature sanctuaries containing environmentally sensitive habitats, where approximately 50 listed
species-at-risk have made their home. It is actively involved in teaching and educating the
public and school children about the importance of plants, nature and maintaining sustainable
biodiversity, and how to be environmental stewards in their community.
Role: Continue to engage the public and school children on being environmental stewards to
reduce the impacts of climate change, particularly on the natural environment and biodiversity.
Sustainable Hamilton Burlington
Sustainable Hamilton Burlington is a non-profit social enterprise serving the cities of Hamilton
and Burlington. It works with local businesses and non-profit organizations to take leadership
and adopt a sustainable approach to their operations through collaborative learning,
measurable action and recognition of success.
Role: Continue to work in the business and non-profit sector to achieve positive change to
reduce the collective carbon footprint and waste.
Enbridge
Enbridge Gas Inc. delivers natural gas to homes, businesses and industries in communities
across Ontario.
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Role: Enbridge delivers residential conservation programs as well as programs to businesses.
Residential programs include a home reno rebate program, a low income ‘weatherization’
program, and support to builders to improve energy efficiency of new homes. Programs
for businesses include incentives for energy efficiency equipment, incentives to help fund
engineering feasibility studies, and building optimization programs to help improve building
efficiency, among others.
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MONITORING AND
EVALUATION
Tracking the effectiveness of the actions in the BCAP helps to manage the risk and uncertainty
associated with these efforts, as well as external forces such as evolving senior government
policy, and new technologies which can disrupt the energy system. Key motivations for
monitoring and evaluation include the following:
• Identify unanticipated outcomes.
• Adjust programs and policies based on their effectiveness.
• Manage and adapt to the uncertainty of climate change.
• Manage and adapt to emerging technologies.
Specific activities which have been identified to support the implementation of the BCAP
include an annual work plan and review, an annual indicator report, an update of the GHG
inventory every two years and an update of the BCAP every five years.
Table 6. Monitoring and evaluation activities

Activity

Purpose

Description

Frequency

1. Annual work
plan and review

Review work todate and set annual
priority actions

Annual report with
prioritized actions

Annual

2. Annual
indicator report

Track effectiveness
of actions

Annual report on set of
indicators with an analysis
of the results

Annual

3. Inventory

Update energy and
GHG emissions
profile

Re-calculate the GHG
emissions and energy
inventory

Every 2 years

4. Update the
BCAP

Update the BCAP
to reflect changing
conditions

Review each action
and the progress being
achieved. Identify new
actions.

Every 5 years
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Annual Work Plan and
Review
An annual work plan identifies all relevant activities to achieve the actions and policies in the
plan, the responsible parties, the budget and the schedule. The results of the previous year’s
work plan should be reviewed to inform the development of subsequent work plans. The work
plan is prepared by the BCAP coordinating body, as identified by the BCAP partners.

Annual Indicator Report
There are two aspects involved in the application of indicators: collecting data on indicators
(monitoring) and interpreting the results of those indicators (evaluation). Over time, the City
can also evaluate its effectiveness in embedding the knowledge and wisdom gained through
this process into the organization.
From the perspective of the BCAP, there are multiple purposes for which data is collected:
to evaluate the effectiveness of the actions, to evaluate the impact of the actions on the
community, and to evaluate the uptake of the lessons from the evaluation.
The City can launch its implementation report on Earth Day each year.
Table 7. Types of indicators

Indicator
Category

Question

1. Effectiveness indicators

Are the actions achieving their objectives?

2. Impact indicators

What is the impact of the actions on the community?
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Effectiveness Indicators
These indicators are designed to evaluate whether or not policies or actions are having an
effect; they vary from municipality to municipality according to the specifics of the community
energy and emissions plan. The results of the indicators are then compared against the
assumption in the modelling to monitor whether or not the community is on track with
projections. Indicators should be developed for each policy or mechanism.

Impact Indicators
The City should develop a set of indicators that track macro trends and drivers of GHG
emissions in the City. These are designed to be reported on each year.
Table 8. Indicators

Indicator

Trend

Data sources

Total new dwellings by type

An indication of the growth of the
building stock.

Building permits

Average total floor area of
new dwellings

An indication as to whether there
is more or less floor space to heat
or cool.

Building permits

Diversity of dwelling types

An indication of the types of
dwellings and whether or not they
have shared walls.

Building permits

Total new non-residential
floorspace by type

An indication of the growth of the
building stock.

Building permits

Total demolitions

An indication of the change in the
building stock.

Demolition permits

Percentage of nonresidential floorspace within
400m of a transit stop

An indication as to whether
commercial development
is occurring in areas more
appropriate for walking, cycling
and transit.

Building permits and GIS
analysis
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Indicator

Trend

Data sources

Number of new dwellings
that are within 400m of a
transit stop

Indication of transit accessibility.

GIS layers of transit and
building footprint

Annual or monthly energy
price by fuel (electricity,
gasoline, diesel, natural gas)
($/GJ)

Energy costs are an important
indicator of opportunities for
energy savings and renewable
energy, household, municipal and
business energy costs.

Available from the
utilities

Total energy consumption
by sector for electricity (GJ)

An indication of trends in energy
use in buildings.

Available from the
utilities

Total solar PV installs (# of
installations)

An indication of extent of
decentralized renewable energy.

Building permits or
utilities

Total gasoline sales ($)

An indication of GHG emissions
from vehicles.

Available for purchase
from Kent Group Ltd.

Total transit trips

An indication of whether nonvehicular trips are increasing.

Available from B.T. and
Metrolinx

Length of physically
separated cycling lanes,
new cycling infrastructure,
and new sidewalks

An indicator of opportunity for
people of all ages to cycle and use
active transportation modes.

City

Mode share

An indication of the use of transit/
active transportation

City

Volumes of types of waste
processed at recycling and
waste management facilities

An indicator of uptake of waste
diversion strategies, and of
overwall waste production

Region

Number of EV, PHEV and
BEV vehicle sales compared
to total vehicle sales

An indicator of adoption EVs in
the market

Province
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CONCLUSION
The BCAP is a pathway to a low carbon future. This pathway requires new investments by
the public sector, the private sector and households, and will stimulate a new economy.
Municipal interventions will be foundational. These efforts will unlock key strategies to
advance the LCS, including creating policies to support district energy, land-use planning,
supporting advanced building performance standards, financing retrofits and renewable
energy, and education and support.
The low carbon pathway nearly achieves Burlington’s GHG targets. New opportunities will
need to be incorporated into the BCAP in order to address the gap between the City’s GHG
targets and the LCS.

Recommendation #1: The City and partners continue to test novel
approaches and identify new strategies to reduce GHG emissions
as part of the monitoring and evaluation of the BCAP.
Implementation focuses on six program areas. The transition requires efforts firstly to
reduce energy consumption through high performance building codes and land-use planning,
secondly to improve the energy system by retrofitting existing buildings, and thirdly to switch
to renewable energy, primarily electricity and to a lesser degree renewable natural gas. The
BCAP outlines specific actions and programs that will implement those actions.

Recommendation #2: The partners of the BCAP will develop a
five-year implementation plan based on the six program areas
identified in the BCAP.
The City of Burlington is not alone. Many other cities and regions around the world are
exploring similar pathways, and there are opportunities to compare notes and learn from
successes and challenges going forward.
Land-use policy will enable implementation. Energy and GHG gains that occur as a result
of land-use planning are essentially free in that they require no investment and deliver a range
of other co-benefits. Therefore, municipalities should continue to advance intensification
strategies as an enabling strategy to reduce GHG emissions. Other policies in the Official Plan
will also support the delivery of the programs and the implementation of the actions.
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Recommendation #3: The BCAP be both recognized and enabled
by the forthcoming revisions of the Burlington Official Plan and local
municipal official plans.
The BCAP is an economic development strategy. There are opportunities for new and
existing businesses in the fields of heat pumps, building retrofits, renewable energy, district
energy, energy storage and others yet to be determined.
Major investments are required. This transition requires significant capital investments, an
additional amount of $4.3 billion for all the timeline of the LC pathway, compared with the BAU
scenario. However, these investments are offset mainly by reduced fuel expenditures later
on, reaching savings of $6.7 billion over the same period. The incremental capital costs of the
LCS are 4% of the total expenditures made annually on buildings, transportation and waste
management in the City.

Recommendation #4: Work with financial partners to develop a
BCAP capitalization strategy.
The LCS actions modelled have varying return on investments and risk profiles. Some
investments will be more suited to the public sector, whereas others will be more appropriate
for private businesses. Determining which action is best associated with which entity has yet to
be done but there are many promising investment opportunities.
New jobs will be created. The investments in the energy system will generate employment
in building design, retrofits, district energy, renewable energy, electric vehicle manufacturing
and other sectors. A total of 21,300 direct person years of employment will be created over the
period as a result of the implementation of the LCS.
The low carbon pathway will evolve. As new technologies emerge and new approaches to
deployment are developed, the approach to implementing the actions will change. The earlier
the City of Burlington can undertake the investments contemplated in the pathway, the greater
financial and environmental benefits will be for the community as a whole. Delay will result in,
for example, increasing household energy costs for a longer period.
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APPENDIX 1.
MODELLING AND
METHODOLOGY
Population and
Employment
Assumptions and
Projections
City-wide population is modelled using the standard population cohort-survival method,
disaggregated by single year of age and gender. It accounts for various components of
change: births, deaths, immigration and emigration. The age structured population is
important for analysis of demographic trends, generational differences and implications for
shifting energy use patterns.
The 2016 population includes an estimated census undercount, based on estimates for the
census undercount by age and gender. The Statistics Canada 2016 Census is used as the basis
for this year.
The employment numbers are adjusted to reflect the place of work of employees.
The population and employment growth rates in the BPE (2011) were used to project to 2031,
and held fixed from 2031-2050 (growth rates held fixed; not population and employment). The
Regional Municipality of Halton Best Planning Estimates of Population, Occupied Dwelling
Units, and Employment 2011-2031 for the City of Burlington were used for these projection
estimates.
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Carbon Budget Methods
In this context, a carbon budget for Burlington was developed using the per capita figures of
2.9 tCO2e for 2030, and 0.9 tCO2e and 0 tCO2e for 2050 respectively, using the C40 report as
reference.26 A logistic function was used to extrapolate per capita GHG emissions between
2019 and 2030, and 2030 and 2050 using a convergence point of 2.9 tCO2e in 2030, resulting
in an annual per capita budget for CO2e emissions. Future population projections were then
multiplied against the per capita GHG emissions factor to generate total GHG emissions year
over year.

Financial Modelling
The actions in the LCS require investments that result in savings and, in the case of local
electricity generation, revenues; it is a classic case of pay now to save later. Incremental
expenditures, (as compared with the business-as-usual case) in buildings, vehicles and other
energy-related equipment and infrastructure increase costs in the short term in return for long
term savings. By 2050, cumulative investment in the LCS reaches $38 billion with a present
value in 2016 of $23.5 billion.
On the other side of the ledger are the fuel and electricity cost savings, the monetary value
of the carbon reductions resulting from carbon pricing, and savings from a lower O&M cost.
The largest contribution to the value of the LC comes from lower energy bills; by 2050, fuel
and electricity expenditures in Burlington are a $0.4 billion per year lower than in the businessas-usual scenario. In that same category, cumulative savings reach $6.9 billion, with a present
value in 2016 of $3.5 billion.
Carbon pricing effectively increases the value of fuel and electricity savings, and especially
fuel savings, modestly in the first half of the program but more significantly in the later years as
the effective carbon price increases. In 2050, the carbon “premium” from the LC reaches $99
million and the cumulative premium over the period totals $1.5 billion, with a present value of
$0.7 billion.
Finally, the LCS pathway includes investments in local energy generation facilities in Burlington
that generate a minor stream of revenue.
The above four categories of Investments, Energy Savings, Carbon Credits, and Energy
Generation Revenue are summarized in Figure A1 below, which presents the LC scenario
figures relative to BAU. On an annual basis, the investments exceed the savings and revenues
until the breakeven point in 2029 and then the net benefits begin to exceed the annual costs
by an ever widening margin. By 2050, the annual net payback from the plan reaches $0.6
billion per year. By that point the cumulative investment reaches $4.3 billion as compared to
26 (C40, 2017, p. 40)
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the cumulative benefits of $6.8 billion. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure A2, the net present
value of the costs and benefits of the Low Carbon Pathway is $2.9 billion.

Figure A1. Expenditures, savings and revenues from the LCS, relative to business-as-usual.
(Values are presented as costs in this figure, so expenditures are above the line and savings
and revenue are below the line).

Figure A2. Net present value of expenditures, savings and revenues from the LCS, relative
to the BAU scenario. (This figure shows present value, so costs are shown below the line, and
revenues and savings above the line.)
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1. Introduction
Burlington’s City Council unanimously passed a motion to declare a climate emergency
at the April 23, 2019 City Council meeting. With this declaration came a call for staff to
create a Climate Action Plan (CAP). The City of Burlington contracted LURA Consulting
to facilitate public and stakeholder feedback on the CAP. Over the summer of 2019,
various opportunities were provided for engagement. Key engagement activities
included: pop-up engagements at local events; online survey; in-person workshops with
stakeholders and members of the public; and a drop-in open house.
In addition to facilitating and reporting on the engagement for the development of the
Climate Action Plan (outlined above), LURA was also tasked with developing this
Community Engagement Strategy for the implementation of the plan. The purpose of
this strategy is to encourage and support the widespread adoption and implementation
of the actions and programs outlined in the Climate Action Plan. Successful
implementation of the Plan will require action from all of us - residents, businesses and
government.

City Commitments for Community Engagement
This engagement strategy adheres to the City of Burlington’s Community Engagement
Charter. The commitments as outlined in the charter are listed below.










Accountability: The City of Burlington will be responsible to its citizens and
stakeholders for decisions made and policies implemented, as well as its actions
or inactions.
Capacity Building: The City of Burlington will encourage the ability of its citizens
and stakeholders to effectively participate in the development and
implementation of engagement processes with respect to issues and decisions
that affect their lives and their community.
Clear Language: The City of Burlington will use plain and clear language in
documents and public communications that is more engaging and
understandable for citizens than technical language and jargon.
City Feedback: The City of Burlington will inform citizens and stakeholders about
how their input was considered and adopted or why it was not adopted in City
projects, initiatives and policy development. Feedback will usually be provided in
a summarized format rather than on an individual basis.
Delegation Process: The delegation process, which allows citizens to address
Council and Standing Committees on issues, will be respectful and welcoming.
Delegations can learn how their input affected decision-making by reading the
minutes of Standing Committees and Council on the city’s website or by
requesting a written copy, or by viewing webcasts of discussions on the topic of
their delegation. However, it is suggested that citizens first explore alternatives
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such as approaching City staff or their ward councillor to see if their issue can be
resolved without escalation to a decision by Council.
Early and Widespread Notification: The City of Burlington will provide early
and widespread notification to citizens and stakeholders about proposed
developments, policies, initiatives and municipal projects. Widespread notification
will not be given for purely localized issues such as neighbourhood traffic
calming.
Inclusion and Accessibility: Every citizen has the right to participate in
community engagement regarding issues of concern to them. Engaging and
enabling the participation of all Burlington citizens is a goal of this Charter.
Openness and Access to Information: The City of Burlington will provide a
variety of ways for citizens, city staff and members of City Council to access and
share information and discuss ideas and options. The City of Burlington will
provide open data and information to the public in recognized and useable
formats, including routinely available information in on-line formats, print material,
and face-to-face opportunities to facilitate healthy discussion of city issues.
Resourcing: The City of Burlington will support the Engagement Charter by
ensuring that its engagement processes are adequately resourced. Charter
requirements will be met by City Council, city employees, volunteers, agents and
contractors in their efforts on behalf of the City of Burlington.
Transparency: The city's decision-making processes will be open and clear to
the public and the city will actively encourage and facilitate citizen and
stakeholder participation in them.

Key Messages and Target Audiences
The following key messages were developed as part of the initial engagement activities,
and have been amended to focus on implementation. This section also outlines some
additional considerations for specific audiences. Through the engagement process, it
was identified that these audiences have unique needs and challenges, therefore, it is
recommended that the messages below be tailored on a case-by-case basis.






Climate change is already having an impact locally, as seen by events such as
the recent ice storm (2013), flooding (2014), increased high wind events and high
lake levels.
City Council passed a Climate Change Emergency Declaration, which called for
the creation of a Climate Action Plan.
The City has a goal for its operations to become net carbon neutral by 2040 and
is working to become a net carbon-neutral community. In Burlington,
transportation and buildings present the biggest challenge – and opportunity – for
reducing our carbon footprint.
Becoming net carbon neutral will require action from all of us - residents,
businesses and government.
3
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This plan focuses on high-impact actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
While every sustainable action brings us closer to our goal, the key focus is on
implementing the pre-identified high-impact actions.

Audience
Older adults
and seniors

Challenges

Opportunities





Older adults and seniors
may have mobility issues,
making active
transportation a challenge
for them.






Renters and
residents of
multi-use
residential
buildings
(MURBs)
Young Families



Renters and residents of
MURBs may be limited in
their ability to implement
deep retrofits and/or
install EV charging
stations.





Young families may find
traditional vehicles to be
the most convenient form
of transportation given
their busy lifestyles.









Youth



Youth may feel their
influence is limited given



Highlight the new Free65 Pass
offered by Burlington Transit.
Highlight the importance of
preserving the environment for
future generations.
Older adults and seniors who
own their homes may be good
candidates for energy retrofit
initiatives.
Highlight the options of EVs
and/or e-bikes for those with
mobility challenges.
With the support of this
strategy and relevant
information, renters/residents
may be able to propose climate
action to building
owners/managers.
Showcase local families who
use sustainable transportation
and/or EVs.
Highlight the importance of
preserving the environment for
future generations.
Highlight the cross benefits of
active transportation (e.g.
walking or cycling to school).
As the needs of the family
change over time (older
children, multi-generational)
there may be increased capital
to fund home retrofits, leading
to increased home comfort and
reduced utility bills.
Encourage youth to get
involved in local climate action,
through opportunities such as
4
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Audience

Challenges

Opportunities

their lack of political and
economic power.




Employees



Employees may be
limited in their ability to
implement deep retrofits
and/or install EV charging
stations.









Vulnerable
Populations





Vulnerable populations

(such as individuals with
low socioeconomic status,
or those who are new to
Canada) are often the
most negatively impacted
by climate issues.

These groups may be
intimidated by the capital
costs required by certain
programs.

the Burlington Transit Youth
Ambassador program.
Highlight the impact of recent
climate strikes, locally and
globally.
There may be an opportunity to
lead a youth-focused
engagement surrounding the
CAP and ways youth can make
a difference.
With the support of this
strategy and relevant
information, employees may be
able to propose climate action
to employers and building
owners/managers.
Highlight the ability of
employees to choose more
sustainable methods of
commuting.
Highlight studies that show that
employees are more
productive in ‘green’ buildings
and that ‘green’ buildings could
get more rent.
Employees may be drawn to
‘green’ companies which offer
increased comfort and a
healthier indoor environment.
Highlight the existing programs
and incentives targeted to
vulnerable populations, such
as those offered through
Burlington Transit and local
utilities.
Highlight that energy
conservation measures often
result in reduced operating
costs.
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Low Carbon Actions
As outlined above, the City has a goal for its operations to become net carbon neutral
by 2040 and is working to become a net carbon-neutral community. A low-carbon future
for Burlington requires changes across all aspects of the community, including new and
existing buildings, transportation, industry, and waste management. In order to model
these changes, a catalogue of actions was developed, based on the research of best
practices of municipal actions. This catalogue was reviewed with city staff and additional
refinement and analysis was undertaken to develop a list of actions.
In total, 21 actions were identified for Burlington. Stakeholder and community
engagement completed to date has focused on the program areas and related actions
outlined below. These actions were selected for their relevance to the respective
audiences and was not meant to indicate priority over other actions.
Program Area

Related Action(s)

Active
Transportation /
Transit



Choosing sustainable transportation options like walking,
cycling or transit

Electric Mobility




Electrify commercial vehicles
Switching to electric vehicles (personal)

Existing
Buildings






Complete deep retrofits of commercial and industrial
buildings
Use heat pumps and/or solar hot water in industrial,
commercial and institutional (ICI) buildings
Retrofitting your home to be more energy efficient
Installing a heat pump or solar hot water heater at home



Use solar PV for energy generation in ICI buildings



Renewable
Energy

6
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2. Engagement and Communications Tactics
This section provides a list of potential engagement and communications tactics, organized by level of effort and
engagement. For example, Table 1 outlines primarily one-way information sharing, while Table 4 outlines opportunities for
interactive workshops and events. Within each table, tactics are included for each of the program areas highlighted in the
previous section. Separate communications materials will likely be needed for ICI and residential audiences. An important
first step for ongoing engagement and communications will be to create and maintain a master contact list (likely
stemming from the existing Get Involved Burlington list collected during the 2019 engagement).
Table 1 – Information Sharing & Communications
Program Area

Description

Target Audiences

Special Considerations

Active
Transportation /
Transit

Information on sustainable
transportation distributed
through various channels by
the City (website, social
media) and at transit stops.
Information may include:

Residents:











Bus routes and
schedule information
Fare information
Map of cycling routes
Locations of carpool
lots
The benefits of
sustainable
transportation
Safety tips





Commuters
Single occupancy
vehicle drivers
Students and
parents

ICI:





Employers
Employees
School boards
Local schools





There is an opportunity to profile
residents/employees who use
sustainable transportation, in an
effort to try and address concerns
about convenience, safety and
comfort. For example, local
businesses could provide staff with
information on the percentage of
employees that travel to work
sustainably.
Communications for ICI audiences
should highlight the benefits of
supporting employees in accessing
sustainable transportation.
There is an opportunity to work with
local school boards and individual
schools to provide parents and
students with information on Active
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Program Area

Electric Mobility

Description

Information on electric vehicles Residents:
distributed through various
 Gasoline/ diesel
channels by the City, local
vehicle owners
environmental groups, current
 Those looking to
EV drivers/owners and
purchase a new
dealerships. Information may
vehicle
include:







Existing
Buildings

Target Audiences

Types of EVs available
on the market
How, when and where
to charge the vehicle
Vehicle range
Overall lifetime costs
and potential cost
savings (return on
investment)
Available incentives, as
applicable
Locations of publicly
available chargers

Information on energy audits
distributed through various
channels by government
sources (all levels) and local
utilities. Information may
include:

ICI:












Business owners
Fleet managers
Employees

Residents:


Special Considerations

Homeowners/condo
owners
Renters



and Safe Routes to School
programs and activities.
There is an opportunity to highlight
non-monetary incentives associated
with EVs, such as the quiet ride and
the ability to use HOV lanes on 400series highways.
Communications for ICI audiences
should provide information on
electric service vehicles offered on
the market.
There is an opportunity to look
beyond automobiles and provide
information on the benefits of using
an e-assist bikes/e-scooters in
Burlington (i.e. for longer distances,
hilly sections and dealing with strong
headwinds), as well as switching
small appliances to electric options
(i.e. lawnmowers and trimmers).

Resources for renters and
employees should provide
suggested language for speaking to
the building owner.
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Program Area

Description








Renewable
Energy
Generation
(Solar PV)

Typical sources of
GHGs in-home/office
environments
The typical cost of an
energy audit
Potential savings from
an energy audit and
information about the
return on investment
Tips for finding a
professional energy
auditor
Available incentives, as
applicable
A list of the top five to
ten energy efficiency
measures to implement,
for each target
audience

Information on renewable
energy generation distributed
through various channels. The
information would likely come
from government sources (all
levels) and local utilities.
Information may include:

Target Audiences

Special Considerations

ICI:




Business owners
Building managers
Employees

Residents:



Homeowners/condo
owners
Renters

ICI:



Business owners
Building managers





Resources for renters and
employees should provide
suggested language for speaking to
the building owner.
There is an opportunity to work with
local utilities to provide information
about solar PV through bill inserts or
door hangers.
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Program Area

Description







Tips for identifying a
renewable energy
contractor
Overall lifetime costs
and potential cost
savings (return on
investment)
Available incentives, as
applicable
Comparison of feed-intariff (FIT and microFIT)
and net metering

Target Audiences


Special Considerations

Employees

Table 2 – Education & Training
Program Area

Description

Active
Encourage the use of existing
Transportation multi-modal trip planning tools
/ Transit
and applications (such as
Triplinx), which integrate
walking, transit, bicycle and
driving options. Residents could
be challenged to participate in
sustainable trip planning for trips
to work, school, errands, etc.
and compare the overall travel
time and costs.

Target Audiences

Special Considerations

Residents:







Commuters
Single occupancy
vehicle drivers
Students and
parents

ICI:






Communications for ICI audiences
should highlight the benefits of
supporting employees in accessing
sustainable transportation.
Leverage existing resources, such as
the School Travel Planning toolkit
offered by Ontario Active School
Travel.

Employers
Employees
School boards
10
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Program Area

Description

Target Audiences


Local schools

Electric
Mobility

Encourage local businesses to
implement existing fleet
assessment tools, with the goal
of building the business case for
purchasing EVs. Once
businesses have a better
understanding of their fleet
needs (e.g. required vehicle
range), they will be better
positioned to transition to an
electric fleet.

ICI:

Existing
Buildings

Develop a directory of formal
and informal training and
education programs targeted
towards energy retrofits, with a
focus on offerings within the
local area. The directory should
address both the technical
aspects of completing retrofits,
as well as strategies to increase
adoption and demonstrating
return on investment.

Residents:

Develop a directory of formal
and informal training and
education programs targeted
towards renewable energy
generation, with a focus on

Residents:

Renewable
Energy
Generation
(Solar PV)








Special Considerations


Businesses may be more receptive to
considering EVs when current fleet
vehicles are reaching end of life.



The directory may be best facilitated by
a local non-government organization,
preventing the appearance of City
endorsement of such programs.



The directory may be best facilitated by
a local non-government organization,
preventing the appearance of City
endorsement of such programs.

Business owners
Fleet managers

Youth, students
Individuals
looking to retrain
Homeowners

ICI:







Contractors
Tradespersons

Youth, students
Individuals
looking to retrain
Homeowners
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Program Area

Description

Target Audiences

offerings within the local area.
The directory should address
both the technical aspects of
renewable energy generation, as
well as strategies to increase
adoption and demonstrating
return on investment.

ICI:



Special Considerations

Contractors
Tradespersons

Table 3 – Collaborative Research
Program Area

Description

Target Audiences

Special Considerations


Active
Facilitate community
Residents:
Transportation engagement around the location
 Current sustainable
/ Transit
of future transit stops/routes,
transportation users
cycling infrastructure, etc., either
 Prospective

in-person or online, using visual
sustainable
displays and maps. People could
transportation users
use coloured dots to indicate
their preferred locations for
sustainable transportation
infrastructure.

Such an engagement program would
need to align with the City’s plans to
implement additional sustainable
transportation infrastructure.
Consider hosting such engagement
events with students and parents to
capture their views on active and
safe school travel.



Such an engagement program would
need to align with the City’s plans to
implement additional charging
stations

Electric
Mobility

Facilitate community
Residents:
engagement around the location
 Current EV owners
of future City-owned EV charging
 Prospective EV
stations, either in-person or
owners
online, using visual displays and
maps. People could use
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Program Area

Description

Target Audiences

Special Considerations

Conduct a survey with
stakeholders and local
businesses around the demand
for personal/commercial electric
vehicles within the City of
Burlington and communicate
findings with
dealerships/manufacturers.

ICI:



Existing
Buildings

Crowd-source a directory of local
contractors and suppliers that
are qualified to conduct energy
audits and/or deep energy
retrofits. Members of the public
could submit, rate and comment
on various service providers.

Residents:

Renewable
Energy
Generation
(Solar PV)

Conduct a survey with
stakeholders and local
businesses around the demand
for localized renewable energy
generation (at ICI buildings and
homes) within the City of
Burlington and communicate
findings with contractors,
suppliers and developers.

coloured dots to indicate their
preferred charging locations.
Electric
Mobility





Dealerships/
manufacturers
Business owners
Fleet managers

Such a survey could explore the
unique needs of the residential and
ICI communities in terms of EVs.



The directory may be best managed
by a local non-government
 Homeowners/condo
organization, preventing the
owners
appearance of City endorsement of
specific service providers.
ICI:
 There is an educational opportunity
of having owners/managers
 Business owners
participate in the energy audit
 Building managers
process.
 Such a survey could explore the
ICI:
unique needs of the residential and
 Contractors
ICI communities in terms of
renewable energy generation.
 Suppliers
 Developers

13
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Table 4 – Workshops & Interactive Events
Program Area

Description

Target Audiences

Special Considerations

Active
Provide community members
Transportation with the opportunity to
/ Transit
participate in complete streets
design charettes. Such an
activity could allow participants
to represent (visually and
interactively) their preferred
street design, balancing
opportunities and constraints.

Residents:



Active
Implement an e-bike/e-scooter
Transportation loan program, which would
/ Transit
allow individuals to borrow the
e-bikes/e-scooters for a set
period of time to test out the
technology.

Residents:

Electric
Mobility

Residents:

Host in-person events where
current EV owners showcase
their vehicles and answer
common questions from other
drivers. This would provide
prospective owners with an
opportunity to view EVs and










Current sustainable
transportation users
Prospective

sustainable
transportation users




Prospective
sustainable

transportation users
Those considering
purchasing an e
bike or e-scooter

Gasoline/ diesel
vehicle owners
Those looking to
purchase a new car

ICI:





Such an engagement program would
need to align with the City’s plans to
implement additional sustainable
transportation infrastructure.
The City could consider pilot testing
elements of these complete street
designs informed by the public.
Consider hosting such engagement
events with students and parents to
capture their views on active and safe
school travel.
The e-bikes/e-scooters could be testdriven at community events or loaned
out for longer periods of time.
Such a loan program would need to
be actively managed and maintained
by the City or partner organization.
There would be an initial cost to
procure the e-bikes/e-scooters, as
well as ongoing maintenance costs.
There is an opportunity to encourage
buy-in amongst EV owners through
incentives (e.g. “Ask me about my EV”
bumper stickers).
Similar events could be held for
businesses, where those who have
switched to EVs for commercial

14
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Program Area

Existing
Buildings

Renewable
Energy
Generation
(Solar PV)

Description

Target Audiences

gain first-hand experience from
local owners.




Facilitate tours of sustainable
homes and businesses that
have undergone deep retrofits.
This would provide home and
business owners with an
opportunity to view completed
retrofits and gain first-hand
experience from local
residents/business owners.

Residents:

Facilitate tours of sustainable
homes and businesses that
have implemented renewable
energy generation technology.
This would provide home and
business owners with an
opportunity to view completed
retrofits and gain first-hand
experience from local
residents/business owners.

Residents:



Special Considerations
vehicles could speak to other
businesses.

Business owners
Fleet managers


There is an opportunity to leverage
existing networks/events, such as
hosting a “Business After 5” event at a
local sustainable business.



There is an opportunity to leverage
existing networks/events, such as
hosting a “Business After 5” event at a
local sustainable business.

Homeowners/condo
owners

ICI:





Business owners
Building managers

Homeowners/condo
owners

ICI:



Business owners
Building managers
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2.1

Overall Engagement & Communications Considerations

The following considerations were highlighted in stakeholder and public engagement
sessions:





Provide information on both how and why individuals/businesses should
implement climate action, with a focus on capacity-building
Develop and communicate the business case or return-on-investment associated
with the suggested actions
Highlight the benefits to the specific individual or business
Preferred communications tactics included receiving information online (website,
email, newsletters, social media) and via in-person events

3. Other Considerations for Strategy Implementation & Evaluation
3.1

Community Partnerships

Working with new and existing partners will be vitality important to the successful
implementation of this strategy. Feedback from community stakeholders suggested that
the message be decentralized, communicating the importance of climate action through
various channels and organizations across the City, through a coordinated approach.
Potential partners are listed below, this is not a comprehensive list, but a starting point
for continued collaboration.
Potential Partners (alphabetical):

















Bay Area Climate Change
Council
Bay Area Restoration Council
Building Owners and Managers
Association
Burlington Chamber of
Commerce
Burlington Economic
Development Corporation
Burlington Hydro
Burlington Cycling Advisory
Committee
Burlington Integrated
Transportation Advisory
Committee
Burlington Sustainable
Development Advisory
Committee











Burlington Transit
BurlingtonGreen
Conservation Halton
Enbridge Gas
Environment and Climate Change
Canada
Halton Catholic District School
Board
Halton Climate Collective
Halton Community Housing
Corporation
Halton District School Board
Halton Public Health
Halton Region
Halton Region Federation of
Agriculture
Halton Waste Management
McMaster University
16
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Metrolinx (GO, SmartCommute)
Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks
Mississaugas of the New Credit
First Nation

3.2

Mohawk College
Plug'n Drive
Royal Botanical Gardens
Sustainable Hamilton Burlington

Alignment Across the City

When engaging stakeholders and the community on the CAP, it may be beneficial to
highlight the alignment of the CAP’s recommended actions with other City activities and
planning documents, reinforcing the climate lens approach as directed through
Council’s Emergency Climate Declaration. Demonstrating the alignment of the CAP with
existing plans (e.g., Burlington’s Official Plan, Strategic Plan, Cycling Plan, Integrated
Mobility Plan, etc.) may reinforce the importance of recommended actions, not only for
the climate but for the betterment of the city as a whole. Demonstrating such alignment
may also galvanize support for the CAP across departments with City operations.

3.3

Communicating Progress

An important aspect of keeping the wider community engaged in the implementation of
the CAP is communicating progress – sharing successes and lessons learned. One
possible method for communicating progress would be through an online portal. The
portal should be user-friendly and accessible to anyone working towards climate action
in Burlington.
There will also be a need to measure progress amongst the general public. This might
be accomplished through a follow-up survey to gauge the uptake of climate actions as
identified in the 2019 survey. Such a survey could also gain insight on ongoing
challenges faced by the public and ongoing engagement preferences.

3.4

Update of the Engagement Strategy

Recognizing that the CAP includes actions to 2050, this engagement strategy should be
a living document. The strategy, and its engagement and communications tactics, in
particular, should be reviewed and updated on a regular basis (every five years), as
required. Tactics such as the follow-up survey outlined above can be used to help refine
this strategy over the life of the CAP, with the goal of continuously improving the tools to
support local climate action. Ongoing review of this engagement strategy and its tactics
should be completed in partnership with the City’s Communications department.
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Appendix C of CW-20-19

Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy
Commitment of
Corporation of the City of Burlington
Ontario, Canada

I, Marianne Meed Ward, Mayor of the City of Burlington commit to the Global Covenant of Mayors
for Climate & Energy (GCoM), joining thousands of other cities and local governments around the
world currently engaged in climate leadership.
GCoM envisions a world where committed mayors and local governments – in alliance with partners
– accelerate ambitious, measurable climate and energy initiatives that lead to an inclusive, just, lowemission and climate resilient future, helping to meet and exceed the Paris Agreement objectives.
Whatever the size or location, the mayors and local leaders committed to GCoM stand ready to take
concrete measures with long-term impact to tackle the interconnected challenges of climate change
mitigation and adaptation, as well as access to sustainable energy.
To implement this vision, we pledge to implement policies and undertake measures to (i) reduce /
avoidi greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, (ii) prepare for the impacts of climate change, (iii) increase
access to sustainable energy, and (iv) track progress toward these objectives.
Specifically, within three years of this commitmentii, we pledge to develop, adoptiii, use and regularly
report on the following:
 A community-scale GHG emission inventory, following the recommended guidance;


An assessment of climate risks and vulnerabilities;



Ambitious, measurable and time-bound target(s) to reduce/avoid GHG emissions;



Ambitious climate change adaptation vision and goals, based on quantified scientific
evidence when possible, to increase local resilience to climate change;



An ambitious and just goal to improve access to secure, sustainable and affordable
energy; and



A formally adopted plan(s) addressing climate change mitigation / low emission
development, climate resilience and adaptation, and access to sustainable energy.

The targets and action plans for mitigation / low emission development must be quantified and
consistent with or exceed relevant national unconditional iv commitments defined through the
UNFCCC (Intended) Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC). The targets and action plans should
be in line with National Adaptation Plans, where these exist; and should be consistent with the

www.globalcovenantofmayors.com
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principles around energy access and urban sustainability embodied in the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
We will explore the allocation of adequate staff resources and institutional arrangements. This
includes governance processes, municipal structures and budget allocations to deliver on this
commitment and secure continuity.
We acknowledge that there may be additional regional- or country-specific commitments or
requirements that we commit to follow, and that may be agreed through our city networks or through
our direct engagement with local partners of GCoM.
The City of Burlington acknowledges that continued engagement in GCoM and associated Regional
or National Covenants, as established, is contingent on complying with the above requirements
within established timeframes.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
Marianne Meed Ward, Mayor
Angela Morgan, City Clerk
City of Burlington
426 Brant Street
Burlington, ON L7R 3Z6
Contact:
Lynn Robichaud, Sr. Sustainability Coordinator
Lynn.robichaud@burlington.ca
905-335-7600 x7931
183,314 Inhabitants, 185.7 sq. kilometres
Canada
www.burlington.ca
Mandated by the City Clerk on December 16 , 2019

i

“Avoid emission” via low emission development
Flexibility is allowed to suit differentiated local circumstances and needs.
iii According to the city and local government’s procedures
iv Many countries have submitted two sets of NDC targets: unconditional targets, to be implemented without any explicit external
support; and conditional targets. The latter are more ambitious than unconditional targets and require external support for their
fulfilment. The cities and local governments committing to the GCoM are required to commit at least to the equivalent of their
country’s unconditional targets, but are encouraged to be more ambitious where possible.
ii

www.globalcovenantofmayors.com
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SUBJECT: Framework for community recreation
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Department

Report Number: PR-11-19
Wards Affected: all
File Numbers: 900-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Approve the Framework for Community Recreation in the City of Burlington (“New
Framework”) as presented in Appendix A of Report PR-11-19 to be the guiding policy
document for the Department of Recreation Services; and
Rescind the following Council approved polices; Leisure Services Delivery Policy (PR-700), Community Development (Rec-017), and Gender Equity in the Allocation of Public
Recreation Spaces (PR-05-07).

Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to submit for Council’s approval the new Framework for
Community Recreation in the City of Burlington, Recreation Services Department. This
initiative connects with the following strategic directions of the City’s 2018-2022
Strategic Plan – From Vision to Focus (V2F):
A Healthy and Greener City
 Healthy Lifestyles
 Environmental and Energy Leadership
An Engaging City
 Good Governance
 Community Building through Arts and Culture via Community Activities
This initiative is specifically identified as a deliverable in V2F.
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Background and Discussion:
The Recreation Services department works in a very complex and continually evolving
operating environment that is affected by many factors including population growth and
demand, changing demographics, new trends and interests in recreation, prevailing
social policies aimed at improving inclusion, equity and access to services that enrich
the quality of life and well-being of all citizens. At times, the city must make some
difficult decisions on how to best use resources and funding available in a way that
provides the best value and has the greatest impact to the broader community.
Over the years, the Recreation Services department has relied on several policies to
guide decisions on service delivery, city investment and resource allocation. These
policies have served the department well over the years, but now lag more current and
progressive approaches, along with community values and expectations.
These key policies include:


Leisure Services Policy (which provides a process to determine what services
the city should be involved in and what the best delivery model should be)



Community Development (working to build capacity in the community to
provide services that are needed)



Gender Equity in the Allocation of Recreation Spaces (ensures equitable
allocation of recreational space to support participation interests of all genders)



Public Recreational Spaces Allocation (prioritizes the allocation of recreational
spaces and facilities to not-for-profit organizations providing programs open to
the community and emphasizing youth service priority).

Over the past year, Recreation Services has worked on developing a new consolidated
overarching policy Framework for Community Recreation to replace our older policies in
order to better align with current federal and provincial policy/directions, the City’s
Strategic Plan and new community expectations. The City’s proposed Framework is
inspired by the Framework for Recreation in Canada developed by the Canadian Parks
and Recreation Association (CPRA) which is the national body that we align with.
“We envision a Canada in which every citizen is engaged in meaningful, accessible
recreation experiences that foster individual, community and environmental wellbeing. The Framework for Recreation in Canada is our pathway to that goal.
The Framework for Recreation in Canada is the guiding document for public
recreation providers in Canada. We have an opportunity to work together in ways that
will enable all Canadians to enjoy recreation and outdoor experiences in supportive
physical and social environments.” CPRA
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Staff are pleased to submit for Council’s approval the new Framework for Community
Recreation in the City of Burlington (attached as Appendix A). This document
establishes a strategic foundation for the delivery of recreation services based on a
common vision, values, principles and goals. It will help the City determine priorities for
the allocation of city resources, investments and supports in a consistent and
transparent approach. Fundamentally, the framework will work to support broader
community access to recreational services.

Strategy/process
The development of the Framework for Community Recreation (Framework) involved a
2-year process that included the following steps:
1. Undertook a review of various current policies related to community access to
recreation and sport including provincial and federal policy frameworks, provincial
sport governing policies and other municipal models.
2. Undertook many project team meetings to develop a draft Framework.
3. Conducted a department-wide workshop on the draft Framework.
4. Undertook a Council workshop on the draft Framework to gain insight and
perspectives.
5. Undertook a series of user meetings (ice, sport fields, gyms, pools, arts) to get
feedback on the draft Framework.
6. Launched a public survey to get feedback on key aspects of the Framework.
7. Revised the Framework based on feedback received.
8. Final submission to Council for approval.

Next Steps
Subject to Council’s approval of the Framework for Community Recreation, staff will
undertake a variety of initiatives including:
1. Train all staff and volunteers in the new Framework.
2. Develop new and updated policies including:




Facility Rental Policy CL-21-03 (update)
Public Recreational Spaces Allocation Policy PR-05-07 (update)
Rates and Fees Policy (new)

3. Ensure that all new partnerships are aligned and adhere to the Framework. E.g.
Aquatics Special Interest Groups RFP.
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4. Update the Parks, Recreation and Cultural Master Plan to now align with this
Framework.

Financial Matters:
The implementation of the New Framework will not have any direct financial
implications. By use of the Framework in future, all and any financial implications will be
addressed with direct relation and alignment to the Framework. To note, this Framework
was also completed by the expertise of staff with strong involvement from the broader
community. No consulting services were used in the development of this Framework.

Connections:
This policy philosophically aligns with:


Burlington’s Strategic Plan – Vision to Focus



Service Plans for Recreation and Organized Sport Services



Affordable Access to Recreation for Ontarians – Policy Framework



Community Hubs in Ontario: A Strategic Framework & Action Plan



A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 Pathways to Wellbeing



Strategic Plans of most Sport Governing Bodies.

Public Engagement Matters:
Staff consulted with many stakeholders on the new Framework for Community
Recreation. Overall, staff feel that community stakeholders accept the principles of the
Framework and believe that it is in the best interest of the community. It is hard to argue
against the goal of promoting greater community access and participation in recreation
services, especially those that are supported by tax-payers of the city. The following
provides a high-level summary of some of the key points we heard:
City Council:


Ensure there is a direct alignment between the department’s Framework for
Community Recreation and that of the City’s vision, focus and direction.



Promote broader community access to recreation.



Prioritize the accommodation of general recreational interests over the elite
program interests.
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Ensure special interests are considered and properly managed.



Support city investments for multi-purpose facilities accommodating a range of
uses and skill levels.



Incorporate evidence-based decision making and data.



Replace the hierarchy diagram from a “divisional” pyramid to inclusive circles.



Ensure that inclusivity is based on a broad lens that may at times involve
focusing on a specific need or underserviced segment of the population.



Change narrative from “removing barriers” to “creating opportunities”



Can’t be everything to everyone.



Need partnerships to address community needs.



Ensure that partnerships are clearly defined, strategic, aligned and well
managed.



Consistent and transparent approach for making decisions.

Since the Council workshop on the proposed Framework in May 2019, many of
the suggestions noted above have been incorporated in this final version
attached to this report.
Service Providers/Special Interest Groups:


Most organizations felt that it was appropriate to prioritize programs at the
fundamental level.



Many organizations felt that they have similar principles and saw how they fit in
the new Framework.



Most groups appreciated the opportunity to learn and have input into this policy
initiative.



Sentiment varied from one user group meeting to another. Mostly positive and
respectful dialogue, with few organizations holding more cynical views of the
policy and hidden agenda of the City.



Some organizations were concerned about the impact to rep programs (e.g.
facility time, rates).



Some groups thought that the City already operates in a similar way to the
proposed Framework.



The hope that more facilities will be built to support the sport continuum.
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Better understand how the City will view items like inclusivity and affordability as
related to the allocation of space.



Would like to now see an updated Space Allocation Policy.

General Public:
Over the years, we have heard many different comments from the general community
as related to our department and our service delivery. A core belief that a municipally
tax supported service department should be in place to primarily serve its’ residents
first. In October this year, we put out a survey to solicit more specific feedback from the
general community on the Framework for Recreation in the City of Burlington. The
online survey was posted on the City’s Get Involved web page. Below represents some
of the feedback we received through the survey and through the ongoing dialogue we
have had with the community over the years:


Strong appreciation that access for the general community should come first.



High value in ensuring there are a variety of opportunities for the public to
participate in, while encouraging healthy and active living.



Burlington residents should come before non-residents for access to city
services.



The department should look to create meaningful partnerships while ensuring the
City offers programs that others do not, or that fill a specific need.



There is support for funding programs that enable families in need to access
recreational programs and services.

Conclusion:
The proposed “Framework for Community Recreation in the City of Burlington” is a
policy framework that refocuses the priorities of the City with respect to recreational
service investments and resource allocations that support broader community access
and optimize our resources to achieve the greatest community impact. Staff are seeking
Council’s support of this policy framework to begin implementation. Staff are excited
and look forward to moving into a new and progressive era of inclusive and accessible
recreation for all.
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Respectfully submitted,

Rob Axiak

Denise Beard

Manager of Recreation Services

Manager of Community Development

(905) 335-7600 Ext. 7353

(905) 335-7600 Ext.7518

Chris Glenn
Director of Parks and Recreation
(905) 335-7600 Ext. 7729

Appendices:
A. Framework for Community Recreation in the City of Burlington

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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A Framework for Community
Recreation in the City of Burlington

AF

T

City of Burlington Recreation Services Department

R

Jump in

Perform

Act

D

Stroll

Play
Explore

1
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Executive Summary
Recreation is the experience that results from freely chosen participation
in physical, social, intellectual, creative and cultural activities that enhance
individual well-being and create a sense of community belonging.

Benefits of Recreation (Source: CPRA: The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015)

Enhance mental and physical wellbeing
Enhance social wellbeing
Help build strong families and communities
Help people connect with nature
Provide economic benefits by investing in recreation

AF

•
•
•
•
•

T

The evidence on the benefits of recreation and exposure to nature
suggest that recreation and parks can address existing challenges with
policies and practices that:

R

The Recreation Services Department plays a vital role in
fostering a Healthy and Engaged City as defined in the
Corporate Strategic Plan.

D

More specifically, the role of the Recreation Services
Department is to act as a steward of recreation within the
community.
We do this by:

• Partnering with others,
• Providing opportunities, and
• Promoting the benefits, through providing
• Play for all
2
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Framework Context

R

AF

T

This Framework highlights our Department’s Vision, Values, Principles, and
Goals for the provision of recreation in our community. This Framework
forms a set of rules, ideas, and beliefs to be used every day. City Council
entrusts the Recreation Services Department to work with the community
to fulfill this commitment.
As Recreation Services is one department within a larger corporation made
up of a multitude of services, the Department’s Framework must align with
the broader corporate/city vision and direction which is established by City
Council. These broader corporate interests will remain at the forefront of
the Department’s Framework and will fundamentally be understood,
remain current and relevant by all staff, and align. Examples of broader
corporate/city interests include; climate, green interests, transportation,
and health & safety. As broader corporate/city interests can change from
time to time, these interests will rest at the foreground of the
Departments’ Framework, as illustrated below.

D

Recreation Services Department Framework Summary

Corporate / City
Vision &
Direction

3
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VISION
The Vision of the Recreation Services Department is to:

‘Enhance the Quality of Life for Everyone, Every Day!’
VALUES

T

We believe the Vision of the Recreation Services Department can be
achieved through our three Core Values:

AF

Everyone Has the Right to Play

Regardless of race, gender, ability, socio-economic
status or age; everyone has the right to play and
participate.

R

Individual Well-Being

D

This core value has a strong focus on the individual’s
well-being; mental, physical, and social.
Sense of Belonging
Belongingness is a human emotional need to be
connected or accepted as a member of a group or
community.

4
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PRINCIPLES
The SIX Principles shown below represents the Department’s core beliefs.
These principles act as a checklist, compass and/or filter that can be used
whenever something is in question or a decision needs to be made or when
an opportunity emerges.
Inclusive

Shared
Responsibility

Complementary

AF

FUNDAMENTALS FIRST

Evidence
Based

Affordable

T

Fundamentals
First

We believe that the fundamentals of play must be our priority as it reaches the largest
demographic of people without limitation to ones’ ability to participate.
Fundamentals, as represented through general interest activities, are open and
available to all and will be prioritized above special interests that are focused on a
few.
Prioritization Model (Fig 1)

D

R

The Prioritization Model (fig. 1) illustrates
that more City resources will be place on
recreation experiences that support
broader interests that reach most of the
population. As the skill level required
increases, the percentage of the
population participating lessens, resulting
in fewer City resources that would be
used to support those experiences. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the Department
will strive to support ALL levels of play
through a prioritization model based on
the activity provided.

5
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The X axis (base) represents the total population of the City (i.e. all residents). As
shown on either side of the illustration the Y axis (left) represents ones’ skill level,
ranging from basic to advanced. The other Y axis (right) represents the level of City
resources provided ranging from more to less. City resources include, but are not
limited to, human, financial, assets, time, effort, etc. Each level of play is further
described below.

Everyone Gets
to Play

This foundational level is considered ‘Introductory’ and/or
‘Open-for-all ages and all abilities’. These opportunities reach
the largest population at a basic, general or introductory level.

Many Get to
Play

AF

T

Some examples include; swimming lessons, recreational skating and swimming, general land and
water exercise programs, general neighborhood-based camps, open social gatherings, family or
multi-generational based programming, general interest programs, learn-to programs such as
hockey or soccer, co-ed house-league type programs, general arts and culture based programs,
community events, and open play opportunities in parks and facilities such as hiking, water play,
public tennis, pickleball and skateboarding.

This level continues to build on the introductory level, but
opportunities are targeted towards a specific or unique
population.

R

Some examples include; age-specific or targeted house league programs, general arts and culturebased programs, recreational swimming opportunities for specific groups, and targeted agespecific general opportunities like youth-only or older adult-only programs.

D

This level is focused on more competitive play. Participants in
this category have acquired high skill levels and talent. The
target market for this category is a smaller segment of the
population.

Some Get to
Play

Some examples include; rep sports, competitive-level programming, advanced programming,
leadership, competitive events and closed groups not open to the entire public. Opportunities to
support this could be at the regional level, sharing this level of play with other neighbouring
municipalities.

6
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This level is focused on the elite level of play. Participants in this
category are at the top of their game and compete at a
provincial, national or world-wide level.

Some examples include; elite level play and national or provincial level programming and sports.
While these experiences may represent a level of importance and pride within the community, the
use of tax-supported resources would be minimal. Opportunities to support this level of play
would be to leverage private sector-based partnerships, including sport tourism opportunities and
could also be supported regionally.

T

INCLUSIVE

AF

The City will demonstrate leadership by creating an atmosphere and culture where all
residents feel safe and welcome, allowing everyone to participate with dignity and
respect. An inclusive culture and atmosphere will be represented in City facilities,
parks, amenities, programs, staff, policies and services. We will seek relationships that
support inclusion and look to remove physical, social and economic barriers to
participation. Inclusive strategies can include financial assistance services, free or lost
cost programs where applicable, inclusive training for staff, tailored programming and
partnerships and pilot or try-it programs.

R

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY

D

We believe that recreation experiences should foster a shared responsibility approach.
Responsibilities can be shared between the City, an individual, a neighbourhood,
volunteers, community groups, partners and stakeholders. At times, a regional-based
approach may also be considered when sharing responsibility. A culture that has a
shared responsibility approach has the potential to create meaning, purpose and value
for all of those involved. This approach removes the notion of linear City-to-resident
service, and rather creates a more robust approach where all stakeholders are
involved. A shared responsibility approach also helps to support capacity identification
and capacity building within the community. This approach helps to create a win-winwin outcome for the taxpayer, the partner(s), and the City.

7
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EVIDENCE-BASED

COMPLEMENTARY

T

Evidence-based decision making is a process that is grounded in the review and
analysis of all relevant data. We will look to ensure that decision making is put through
an evidence-based lens to help establish the likelihood of a desired outcome. Good
decision making needs to be supported by evidence including research, data and sound
information. This approach helps to ensure that the decisions we make are both sound
and defensible. Evidence can be derived several ways, including; facts, demographics,
research, pilot projects/experiments, surveys, feedback forums, benchmarking,
statistics, feasibility studies, anecdotal and through direct feedback.

R

AF

The recreation landscape in Burlington is rich with a variety of recreation experiences
provided by not-for-profit and for-profit organizations. Where complementary to the
landscape, the City will also provide recreation experiences to the community. We
believe in providing recreation experiences that complement other providers rather
than competing. The process highlighted below is cyclical requiring on-going review
and readjustment when necessary. In many cases, when the recreation landscape
changes, so do we. We look to complement the
recreation landscape by:

D

• Understanding and being aware of the overall
recreation landscape in Burlington
• Determining service levels needed within the
community
• Identifying special or underserviced markets
• Addressing gaps by seeking opportunities to
complement existing services
• Evaluating and adjusting service delivery

Evaluate and adjust

Address gaps

Understand
recreation
landscape

Determine service
levels

Identify special/
underserviced
areas

AFFORDABILITY
We believe that everyone should have access to affordable recreation. We will provide
places where everyone can play at no cost. This includes access to public recreation
8
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spaces and facilities, parks, trails, and community events. Where fees apply, the City
will ensure affordability is considered broadly, with access to financial assistance
programs for those who require support. We will also look to seek partnerships that
upholds our interest in affordability.

GOALS

Partnerships

Variety

Thriving
Neighbourhoods

Utilization

Meaningful
Engagement

AF

Participation

T

The SIX Goals noted below will represent the desired outcomes of the
vision, values, and principles. The City will strive to Maximize:

PARTICIPATION

D

R

The City will look to maximize participation in everything we do. We want more
people active in play through supporting the recreational interests of our community.
We want our recreation facilities, parks and trails filled with people participating. We
want people to be involved and connected. Participation can be passive or active, and
includes volunteerism, participation in programs, and casual use of facilities, parks and
trails.
We will do this through active promotion of opportunities, removing barriers,
developing programs and services that are desired and are aligned to interests,
designing facilities that are conducive to maximize participation (e.g. multi-use spaces,
supporting amenities), creating volunteer opportunities, and by living what we believe
every day.

9
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PARTNERSHIPS

T

The City will maximize a broad range of meaningful community partnerships to support
the delivery of recreation. Partnerships include direct involvement with program
providers, joint venture organizations, neighbourhood organizations, social-good
agencies, regional services, local boards, government organizations, school boards and
private organizations/businesses. We will continually work towards the enhancement
of our current partnerships and seek new relationships. We will also seek strategic
partnerships to help support specific interests of need and growth. The partnerships
must align to our collective values with clear depiction of roles and responsibilities,
ensuring a clear focus on the end user/resident.

VARIETY

R

AF

With a lens on the end user (i.e. every citizen of the City), the City will look to
maximize the variety of recreation provided across the community. We believe that
residents should have the ability to choose from an abundance of recreation
experiences that represent the many interests of each individual and our community,
both current and forecasted. We will do this by staying current in our program and
service options, intentionally seeking new and emerging trends, forecasting needs,
understanding the changing demographics of the community and connecting with
program-matter experts.

D

THRIVING NEIGHBOURHOODS

The City will look to invest in programs or practices that improve our subjective quality
of life and improved social inclusion. This results in people feeling part of their
neighbourhood, people having more empowerment over their lives and more likely to
be active in civic life. By focusing programs directed at, “change makers”, there is a
greater return because these people can influence their neighbourhood based on
their robust social network of relationships. A connected neighbourhood is resilient
and inclusive and results in taxpayer saving in health, justice and social service as well
as improving a person’s employability and health.

10
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UTILIZATION
The City will look to maximize use of all physical assets (e.g. recreation centres, pools,
arenas, parks and trails). We want people freely playing in their parks, registering for a
program, joining a league, dropping in to an activity, contributing as part of a
recreation-based organization, or participating in an event. We want our assets to be
well used, all day, every day, year-round.

AF

MEANINGFUL ENGAGEMENT

T

We will do this by promoting our assets, repurposing assets if under-utilized,
enhancing amenities to support use, developing incentive pricing strategies, and to
seek year-round utilization opportunities. We will look to design assets that are multipurpose, allowing for a broad range of use. We will place priority on assets that
promote mixed/multi-purpose uses as opposed to single-purpose assets.

D

R

We believe that meaningful engagement and collaboration with residents, staff,
partners and stakeholders is essential in the planning and delivery of recreation
experiences. Collaborative strategies include, but are not limited to; public
engagement opportunities, round tables, program provider forums, pilot
programming, surveys and daily dialogue. Feedback received will be heard and
leveraged to help meet community interests. Staff will use a variety of public
participation approaches including Informing, Consulting, Involving, Collaborating, and
Empowering. The approach used will be based on several factors including the
projects goals, council direction and the outcome desired.

11
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CONCLUSION

D

R

AF

T

It is essential for a public service that is tax supported by the citizens of the
City of Burlington, to be transparent by all. This Framework represents the
Department’s Vision, Values, Principles, and Goals. This Framework is the
Department’s foundation to which all other policies, procedures and
planning will then be built upon. Once approved, we will review and update
this Framework at every term of Council, when required to do so based on
circumstance or through City Council direction.

12
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DEFINITIONS
For this Framework, unless otherwise stated, the following definitions apply:

Asset

R

Collaboration

T

Agreement

As Defined in Framework
Something that somebody takes part in or does as related to one’s
recreation interests. Activities include both passive (e.g. table-top
activities) and active (e.g. exercise classes) recreational pursuits, life
skill programs (e.g. swimming lessons), drop-in programs (public
skating), registered programs (camps), culture-rich programs (e.g.
theatre and music), and community events, all that are either hosted by
or through the City.
Formal document signed and dated by the participating parties that
outline the objectives, terms and conditions of the working
relationship. Agreements might be in the form of a memorandum of
understanding, program and activity provider agreement, sponsorship
agreement, rental agreement, license agreement, lease agreement,
service level agreement or joint venture agreement.
An economic resource that is either tangible or intangible. Assets are
either physical (facilities, parks, amenities) or human (e.g. staff,
volunteers).
To work jointly with others to pursue common goals. Collaboration
includes both cooperation and coordination in delivering programs and
activities.
A group of people living in the same place or having a characteristics or
interests in common. This includes a feeling of fellowship with others,
because of sharing common attitudes, interests, and goals. Examples
could be a neighborhood, a seniors group, a sports group or league, or
ethnic/cultural connection. A community can embody a variety of
forms that share a collective interest.
A collaborative working arrangement between two or more parties
based on mutual interest and a clear understanding. For the purposes
of this Framework, partnership is not intended as a legal term.
Pilot programming are short-term programming to measure interest
and collect data and feedback. The collection of information is then
used to help make decisions on future direction.
An individual or organization providing recreation programs and
activities that is open for the entire community to participate. A
Program and Activity Provider would be considered as a ‘partner’ with
the City as related to this Framework.

AF

Term
Activities

D

Community

Partnership

Pilot
Programming
Program
Provider
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Term
Framework
Fundamental

As Defined in Framework
The necessary structure needed to support decision making, planning,
service delivery and the daily operation.
Basic, beginner, entry level, general interest and foundational as
related to recreational based experiences. These are the building blocks
for more complex and specialized skills.
Any combination of resources by two or more persons, corporations,
collaborative relationships, or some combination thereof, whereby
each agrees to contribute money, knowledge, skills, land/property to
conduct an initiative together. The City of Burlington’s Joint Venture
Framework addresses major projects such as the development of new
facilities, major renovations to existing facilities and a variety of
financing options for program providers. The City might have complete,
partial or no ongoing responsibility for facility maintenance, capital
repair and asset preservation, hence, the City’s risk rests with the
ownership of the physical asset. Joint Venture Agreements can allow
significant freedom to operate or be very detailed about limits.
The market represents the broader community and their interests.
Recreation is an activity of leisure. Leisure is free time. The "need to do
something for recreation" is an essential element of human biology and
psychology. Recreational activities are often done for enjoyment,
amusement, or pleasure and are "fun".
All recreation experiences provided across the City by all providers.

Market
Recreation

A round table is a collective group of individuals coming together for a
common interest. Typically, round tables are facilitated by City staff and
would include representation from a group focused on a specific
initiative.
Socio-economic status is an economic and sociological combined total
measure of a person's work experience and of an individual's or family's
economic and social position in relation to others, based on income,
education, and occupation.
A sponsorship is a type of relationship whereas there is an exchange of
money, products and/or services in return for a commercial benefit. A
formal sponsorship agreement is typically associated with this type of
arrangement.
Participation Fees are Council approved rates a consumer would pay
for. Examples include membership fees, program registration fees,
rental fees, licensing fees, rent and drop-in fees.

R

Recreation
Landscape
Round Table

AF

T

Joint Venture
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Socioeconomic
status

Sponsorships

Participation
Fees
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SUBJECT: Proposed changes to the leash-free area criteria
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Department

Report Number: PR-12-19
Wards Affected: all
File Numbers: 930-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Approve the updated leash-free area criteria and process as outlined in recreation
services report PR-12-19.
Rescind Delegated Authority for the Director of Parks and Recreation to consider
piloting alternative time Leash-Free areas as an alternative to fenced Leash-Free areas
when requests come forward on a site by site basis utilizing the process outlined in
Parks and Recreation department report PR-33-12.

Purpose:
A City that Grows
 Intensification
 Focused Population Growth
A Healthy and Greener City
 Healthy Lifestyles
An Engaging City
 Good Governance
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Background and Discussion:
The City has long acknowledged the benefits of providing Leash-Free areas where
people and dogs can enjoy the outdoors. Over the past number of years, several
different reports have been presented and approved through council to accommodate
Leash-Free areas:
September 25, 2006 – Leash-Free Park Criteria for Accommodation and Potential
Locations
At the meeting of Council September 25, 2006, Council approved the following
resolution:
THAT the revised Criteria for Leash-Free Parks, the Process of Accommodation
and list of Pre-Selected Leash-Free Locations as detailed in Parks & Recreation
Report PR 30/06, be adopted for the implementation of Leash-Free parks.
PR 30/06 introduced amendments to the Leash-Free park criteria to create additional
opportunities for incorporating Leash-Free areas into parks.
May 25, 2009 – Proposed House Keeping Amendments to the Leash-Free Process
At the meeting of Council on May 25, 2009 Council approved the following resolution:
THAT the proposed housekeeping amendments to the Leash-Free Area approval
process as outlined in Parks & Recreation Department Report PR-31-09 dated
April 28, 2009, be approved.
PR-31-09 introduced housekeeping amendments, which improved administration of the
Leash-Free process, and was more responsive to community needs by receiving and
responding to requests at the time of the requests.
August 20, 2012 – Leash-Free Time Optional Opportunities
At the meeting of Council on December 9, 2012 Council approved the following
resolution:
Adopt the core principles, site criteria, and exclusion areas identified in parks and
recreation department report PR-33-12 when considering alternative time LeashFree areas in parks; and
Authorize the Director of Parks and Recreation to consider piloting alternative
time Leash-Free areas as an alternative to fenced Leash-Free areas when
requests come forward on a site by site basis utilizing the process outlined in
Parks and Recreation department report PR-33-12.
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It should be noted that to date there has not been a request or implementation of an
alternative to fenced Leash-Free areas. Staff recommending rescinding this direction.
March 25, 2019 – Council Direction
Direct the Director of Parks and Recreation and the Executive Director of Capital
Works to report to council by Q4, 2019 with proposed changes to the Leash-Free
implementation criteria through public engagement.
With this direction from council, staff developed a team to review scope of work and the
engagement plan.

Strategy/process
A staff team was created to review the current Leash-Free Area Criteria and develop an
engagement strategy to collect feedback from the community. The team included
representation from Recreation Services, Capital Works and Animal Control.
Staff reached out to the community, both non-dog owners and dog owners, to identify
three items:


Identify the community’s awareness of the City’s current Leash-Free areas:
Bayview Park

Built in 2000
Renewal in 2017

Roly Bird Park

Built in 2010

Norton Park

Built in 2012

Total area is 15,00 m2 with a
designated small dog area of 2,300
m2
1,300 m2
Total area is 4,200 m2
with a designated small dog area of
200 m2



Identify the community’s awareness of the current council approved Leash-Free
Criteria that sets out where the City may consider future areas.



Solicit input on potential revisions to current criteria in order to meet evolving
community interest.

Discussion
Over the past number of years, there have been challenges in establishing new LeashFree areas due to the requirements of the current Leash-Free Criteria. Some of the
challenges include the minimum required size and the exclusion of parks that are
adjacent to schools. To add to the complexity, most parks have competing interests. For
example, sports fields, playgrounds, community gardens, splash pads and skateboard
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parks are all other park uses that require broad planning when considering a new
Leash-Free area to minimize conflict, congestion, and risk.
Feedback from the community was collected through a city-wide survey and through
direct discussion with residents at the Food for Feedback event on September 14, 2019.
The survey resulted in over 500 responses, of these, 78% of respondents were dog
owners and 22% non-dog owners.
Below is a summary of the community feedback on the current Leash-Free Criteria:
Existing Criteria

Community Feedback

Parks must be in
Burlington

In addition to parks within Burlington boundaries, consider
other possible City owned and leased areas like the hydro
corridors.

Size

Be more flexible in design to allow for Leash-Free areas
in various sizes, shapes, with additional amenities.

Fencing

Maintain the fencing component to manage dog
behaviour and interactions with other park activities.

Parking

Parking was an important consideration because of the
limited number of Leash-Free areas in our inventory. If
there are more Leash-Free areas, including walkable
neighbourhood Leash-Free areas, the need for parking
could be reduced.

Significant barrier
required between
playgrounds, splash
pads, sports fields,
waterfront and residential
housing

Many asked what the definition of a “significant barrier”
was and felt that is was important to provide clarification
of a “significant barrier.”

Proximity to schools

Ensure that Leash-Free areas are not directly beside a
school or playground.

Proximity to waterfront

Some interest related to dogs being able to run off-leash
in designated waterfront areas.

Accessible year-round

Some interest in exploring seasonal opportunities such as
sports fields used as a Leash-Free area in the off-season.
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In addition to the summary above, there were other notable suggestions from residents
for consideration in the design and implementation of future Leash-Free areas. These
include:






seating
walking trails
shade
potable water source
disposable dog bags for waste

Based on the community feedback, the proposed updated criteria is intended to
promote the comfort and safety of all park users, the flexibility to develop additional
Leash-Free areas, the creativity to think of new design opportunities, and to help reduce
off-leash activity outside of designated areas. Considering the community feedback
along with the review of past Leash-Free reports, staff are recommending the following
proposed updated Leash-Free Area Criteria:
Current Leash-Free
Criteria

Proposed Updated LeashFree Area Criteria

Rationale

Parks must be within City
of Burlington boundaries

Leash-Free areas must be on
City of Burlington property or
land leased by the City of
Burlington.

To allow for development on
leased land, such as hydro
corridors.

0.30 hectares (3,300 m2)
(minimum size) or larger.

Two size options to
accommodate variety of
needs:

To allow for variety of sizes
to meet different needs and
suit the character of the
neighbourhood and park.

(e.g. 0.30 hectares is
approximately 1/3 the size
of a large soccer field)



Destination Leash-Free
Area – minimum 3,300m2



Neighbourhood LeashFree Area – minimum
500m2

(ex. 500m2 is approximately
half the size of Civic Square)
All Leash-Free areas must All Leash-Free areas must be
be enclosed with
enclosed with permanent
permanent fencing, which fencing.
the City will provide as
part of the budget process.
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Based on the feedback
received, having a
designated fully fenced
Leash-Free area is important
for both the public and dogs’
safety.
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Current Leash-Free
Criteria

Proposed Updated LeashFree Area Criteria

An assessment will be
made to whether parking
will be required at a
proposed Leash-Free
site, based on the size of
the Leash-Free site,
location and any
disruption to park
function. No parking
required for walk-to
Leash-Free Parks.

Parking will be determined
based on:

A significant barrier must
exist between Leash-Free
parks and the following
Facilities:

Leash-Free Areas will be
setback a minimum of 15
metres from:








children's playgrounds
splash pads
sports fields
waterfront
cemeteries
residential housing












overall park usage
size of Leash-Free
area
walkability
considerations

children's playgrounds
splash pads
sports fields
waterfront
cemeteries
residential housing

It is anticipated that
Neighbourhood Leash-Free
Areas would service users
within walking distance,
therefore parking would not
always be required.

To clarify what is considered
a significant barrier. A
minimum setback of 15
metres will allow Leash-Free
areas to be built for the
enjoyment of the entire
family, including children and
dogs.

Where possible, a buffer of
trees, hedges, or landforms is
preferable in addition to the
minimum setback.

No Leash-Free Parks to
Leash-Free areas will have a
be located beside schools. minimum setback of 15
metres from:


No Leash-Free Parks to
be located at waterfront
parks.

Rationale

Provides a defined distance.

school property line
daycare property line

No Leash-Free Area to be
located at waterfront parks.

Area must be accessible to Area must be accessible to
the public for year- round
the public for year- round use.
use.
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Staff are recommending the
continuation of this criteria at
this time.
Staff are recommending
continuation of this criteria.
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Along with above proposed updated Leash-Free Area Criteria, the following previously
approved exclusion areas identified in report PR-33-12 will remain in effect:
Leash-Free Exclusion Areas


Playgrounds, splash pads and wading pools



On school grounds



Horticultural display areas, community gardens



Skateboard bowls, tennis courts and other sport pads



Sport fields and stadiums



Artificial or natural ice rinks, toboggan hills



Designated memorial, heritage, commemorative and ceremonial areas



Swimming beaches



Municipal golf course



Natural Environmental Areas



ESAs, ravines and natural features protected by provincial regional regulations



Natural shorelines with native vegetation



Areas containing species of concern, locally or regionally rare, threatened, or
endangered



Fragmentation of natural areas

Process
In addition to the proposed updated Leash-Free Area Criteria, staff are recommending
an update to the current Leash-Free request process including a new Leash-Free Area
request application, see Appendix B for process map.
Process to Consider Leash-Free Areas:


Requests will be received through a new Leash-Free Area application process
that will streamline requests that meet the criteria and have documented
community support



Leash-Free areas may also be considered as part of a park renewal project



Staff will review each application in relation to the Council approved Leash-Free
Area Criteria and documented community support, applications may be
submitted at any time.
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Applications that do not meet the criteria and/or do not have community support,
will be communicated back to the applicant and ward councillor



Applications that meet the criteria, have community support and are received by
March 31 will be included in an annual staff report to Council in Q2 each year



Upon council approval of the recommended Leash-Free areas, staff will conduct
site specific community engagement



If the site-specific engagement does not support the request, staff will inform the
applicant and the ward councillor of the rationale for not moving forward



If the site-specific engagement supports the request, the Leash-Free area(s) will
be considered as part of the budget process



Staff will design and manage construction of the Leash-Free area following
capital budget approval

Financial Matters:
This report does not entail any specific financial information or recommendations as part
of the process.
The high-level estimated construction cost of the proposed Neighbourhood and
Destination Leash-Free Areas are:
Size
Neighbourhood
Leash-Free
Area
Destination
Leash-Free
Area

Basic Amenities

Construction
Estimate

500m2






Chain link fence
Accessible path and seating
Double gate
Maintenance gate

$26,000

3,300m2






Chain link fence
Accessible path and seating
Double gates
Maintenance gate

$103,000

Final costs would be determined on a site by site basis. Additional costs for items such
as shelter, additional paving and potable water have not been included in these
estimates. Staff will bring forward approved Leash-Free sites as part of the capital
budget process.
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Public Engagement Matters:
The Leash-Free Area Criteria survey was available on Get Involved Burlington from
August 1, 2019 to September 30, 2019. During this time, information flyers directing
people to the survey were handed out to park users by Animal Control and Recreation
Services staff. The survey was also promoted on the City’s webpage and social media
platforms. Residents were able to submit paper copies of the survey at the Food for
Feedback event on September 14, 2019. Paper responses were manually entered into
Get Involved Burlington by Clerks staff. For complete Survey Results, see Appendix A.

Climate Change:
Allowing for Neighborhood Leash-Free Areas will encourage residents to walk to their
local Leash-Free Area therefore reducing greenhouse gasses created by longer car
trips to access Leash-Free Areas.

Conclusion:
The proposed changes to the Leash-Free Area Criteria and consideration process, will
provide greater opportunities to establish Leash-Free Areas. The criteria and
consideration process continue to deliver Leash-Free areas in a thoughtfully planned
and designed manner to accommodate all park users. Once approved by Council, staff
will follow up with the community to outline the revised criteria for future implementation,
through an updated webpage and a conclusion on the Get Involved Burlington portal.

Respectfully submitted,

Rebecca Holmes

Becky Ellis

Planner – Recreation

Landscape Architect

905-335-7600 ext. 7351

905-335-7600 ext. 7363
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Appendices:
A. Complete Survey Results
B. Leash Free Process Map

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Project Report
08 March 2018 - 30 September 2019

Get Involved Burlington
Leash-Free Areas in Burlington

Visitors Summary

Highlights
TOTAL
VISITS

400

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

814

118

NEW
REGISTRATIONS

110

200

ENGAGED
VISITORS
1 Jul '19

Pageviews

Aware Participants
Aware Actions Performed

291

1 Sep '19

Engaged Participants

Participants

Engaged Actions Performed

694

Informed Participants

407

Informed Actions Performed

Participants

Viewed a video

0

Viewed a photo

0

Downloaded a document

12

Visited the Key Dates page

0

Visited an FAQ list Page

0

Visited Instagram Page

0

Visited Multiple Project Pages

125

Contributed to a tool (engaged)

291

407

AWARE
VISITORS

694

Visitors

694

Visited a Project or Tool Page

INFORMED
VISITORS

291
Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

Contributed on Forums

0

0

0

Participated in Surveys

262

0

0

Contributed to Newsfeeds

0

0

0

Participated in Quick Polls

56

0

25

Posted on Guestbooks

0

0

0

Contributed to Stories

0

0

0

Asked Questions

3

0

0

Placed Pins on Places

1

0

0

Contributed to Ideas

0

0

0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

Tool Type

Qanda

Survey Tool

Quick Poll

Page 2 of 10

0

1

0

1

0

FORUM TOPICS

SURVEYS

NEWS FEEDS

QUICK POLLS

GUESTBOOKS

0

1

1

STORIES

Q&A S

PLACES

Engagement Tool Name

Tool Status

Contributors

Visitors
Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

Q&A

Published

100

3

0

0

Leash-Free Area Survey

Published

551

262

0

0

Published

82

56

0

25

Does the City need more Leash-Free Areas?
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INFORMATION WIDGET SUMMARY

Widget Type

Document

Page 3 of 10

1

0

0

0

0

DOCUMENTS

PHOTOS

VIDEOS

FAQS

KEY DATES

Engagement Tool Name

Visitors

Views/Downloads

PR 31-09 Housekeeping Ammendments to Leashree process

12

13
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QANDA

Q&A
VISITORS 100

Q

CONTRIBUTORS

3

CONTRIBUTIONS

3

CindyP
07 August 19

Please do NOT entertain the idea of adding off leash areas to Lowville or Hidden Valley as they would ruin these
parks!

A

Publicly Answered

Thanks for your comment. We’re not looking at specifically where to build Leash-Free Areas right now; we’re only
looking at the criteria needed to build them. We’ll keep your comment in mind when the time comes.

Q

Md
10 August 19

Make use of Earl Park on Francis Rd. Neighbourhood has over 200+ dogs Park area is underutilized Promote ar
ea community Great way to get to know area neighbours

A

Publicly Answered

Thank you for your comment. We’ll keep this in mind. For now, we’re only looking at the criteria to build a park.

Page 4 of 10
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QANDA

Q&A

Q

London
15 August 19

AI live in the Elizabeth Gardens area of Burlington..Fortunately I can drive to Oakville for the closest leash free ar
ea...but when I can't drive...there is nowhere nearby to let my dog run free nearby. Why not consider leash free ar
eas in this quadrant. When considering what to do with a robert Bateman School grounds, perhaps a section coul
d be allocated to leash free for all the new residents expected with the two towers in Pineland. Also, with 7 towers
expected on Lakeshore Plaza, perhaps the city could find space in the new waterfront park for some dogs to run
free.

A

Publicly Answered

Hi London, we'll keep this in mind when the time comes to look for areas to build new leash-free areas. For now,
we're only looking at the criteria needed to build them.

Page 5 of 10
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Leash-Free Areas
VISITORS

1

2019-07-17 15:16:10 -0400

KConway
CATEGORY

Existing
Leash-

CONTRIBUTORS

1

CONTRIBUTIONS

3

Bayview Park (known as W.A.G. Park: Where Animals Gather) Bayview was funded
solely by private donations from individuals and local businesses. 1800 King Rd. (Nort
h of the North Service Road)
Address: 1800 King Road, Burlington, Ontario L7P 5A5, Canada
http://www.getinvolvedburlington.ca/leashfree/maps/leash-free-parks?reporting=true#
marker-20042

Free
2019-07-17 15:18:29 -0400
Dog

KConway
Parks
CATEGORY

Roly Bird Park 2203 Industrial St.
Address: 2203 Industrial Street, Burlington, Ontario L7P 1B4, Canada
http://www.getinvolvedburlington.ca/leashfree/maps/leash-free-parks?reporting=true#
marker-20043

Existing
LeashFree
2019-07-17 15:20:00 -0400
Dog

KConway
Parks
CATEGORY

Existing
Leash-

Norton Park 4275 Dundas St. (Northwest corner of Cornerstone Drive west of
Walmart)
Address: Norton Off Leash Dog Park, Cornerston Drive, Burlington, Ontario L7M 5B4,
Canada
http://www.getinvolvedburlington.ca/leashfree/maps/leash-free-parks?reporting=true#
marker-20044

Free
Dog
Parks
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL: SURVEY TOOL

Leash-Free Area Survey
VISITORS 551

CONTRIBUTORS

262

CONTRIBUTIONS

Do you own a dog?

79 (22.1%)
79 (22.1%)

278 (77.9%)
278 (77.9%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (357 responses, 1 skipped)

If yes, do you use any of the City's three Leash-Free Areas?

2 (0.7%)
2 (0.7%)

117 (42.7%)
117 (42.7%)
155 (56.6%)
155 (56.6%)

Question options
Yes

No

I don't know

Optional question (274 responses, 84 skipped)
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If you own a dog and do not use the Leash-Free Areas, please tell us why don't use
them. Check all that apply

125
100
100

100
65

75
51

65
39

51

50

30
39
30

25

Question options
Too far away from home

Too many dogs in the Leash-Free Area

I let my dog off-leash in other areas

Areas are unclean

Other

Optional question (187 responses, 171 skipped)

How important are Leash-Free Areas to you?

19 (5.4%)
11 (3.1%)

19 (5.4%)

45 (12.9%)
11 (3.1%)
45 (12.9%)

176 (50.3%)
176 (50.3%)

99 (28.3%)
99 (28.3%)

Question options
Very important

Somewhat important

Neutral

Somewhat not important

Optional question (350 responses, 8 skipped)
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Are you aware of the three City-maintained Leash-Free Areas?
Question options
I don't know

Roly Bird Park, 2203
Industrial Dr.

Bayview Park, 1800 King
Rd.

Norton Park, 4275
Dundas St.

10

72

No

230

Yes

10

72

230

7

71

235

7

71

235

7

89

207

7

89

207

100
Optional question (337 responses, 21 skipped)

200

300

400

Were you aware of this criteria?

91 (25.9%)
91 (25.9%)

261 (74.1%)
261 (74.1%)

Question options
No

Yes

Optional question (352 responses, 6 skipped)
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL: QUICK POLL

Does the City need more Leash-Free Areas?
VISITORS 82

CONTRIBUTORS

81

CONTRIBUTIONS

Does the City need more Leash-Free Areas?

4 (4.9%)
10 (12.3%)

4 (4.9%)

10 (12.3%)

67 (82.7%)
67 (82.7%)

Question options
I don't know

No

Yes

(81 responses, 0 skipped)
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81

Leash-Free Area Request Process Map

Staff will conduct sitespecific community
engagement

Submit capital
request through
budget process

Build in year
approved

yes

Leash Free
Application

yes

Application meets leash free
criteria and has community
letters of support
Park Renewal
Project

Staff review
applications and
prepare
recommendations
to council based on
criteria, community
support and
geographical
location

yes

Council Approves staff
recommendations
annually

Community
Support

No
No

Communication
back to applicant
and councillor

No

Report PR-12-19
Appendix B
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SUBJECT: Open air burn permit review
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Fire Department

Report Number: BFD-05-19
Wards Affected: 1
File Numbers: 755-04
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019
Recommendation:
Endorse the open air burning permit areas, with no changes, as detailed in Appendix A,
Schedule A, of fire department report BDF-05-19; and
Approve updated by-law xxx-2019 open air burning for the City of Burlington, attached
as Appendix C, as outlined in Burlington Fire Department report BFD-05-19.
Purpose:
Respond to staff direction MO-09-19 for the Fire Chief to investigate revising the City of
Burlington’s (city’s) open air burn permit areas to consider including rural areas south of
Dundas Street and report back with options.
Definition Reference
For the purpose of this report;


Yard waste means leaves, grass, and non-woody organic garden waste. Yard
waste does not include sod, dirt, sand, gravel, tree stumps or rocks. Brush is wood
waste from bushes and trees that is less than 3 inches in diameter.



Open air burning means the burning of any materials outside of a building, including,
but not limited to, fire pits, chimineas and outdoor fireplaces, wherein the flame is not
wholly contained, and is thereby, open to the air.

Background and Discussion:
A resident from the North Aldershot area “requested a change in permits as a way to
have sensible fires that assist with managing large properties and brush (all properties
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in the area are a minimum half acre or more in size. North Aldershot is a unique
community of semi-rural properties and farms.” “The suggestion is to consider following
the basic fire permit rules from Haliburton (Highlands) County, which have distance
separators and time conditions”.
Note: “semi-rural” is not documented or recognized in the city’s official plan, nor a term
used by the fire department as a description for fire protection services.
Open air Burning Overview
The process for regulating open air burning includes:
1. The submission of an application from a property owner who resides within the
approved open air burning areas (please see Appendix A)
2. A site review by a fire prevention Inspector or fire suppression crew
3. Upon satisfactory completion of a site review an open air burning permit will be
issued within the provisions of the by-law.
The Fire Chief has the authority to revoke permits or enact an open air burning ban
when conditions threaten public safety.
Ontario Regulations
There are a number of regulations that mandate open air burning in the Province of
Ontario. These regulations have been outlined below, along with the city’s open air
burning by-law.
Outdoor Fires (O. Reg 207/96)
Regulation made under the Forest Fires Prevention Act, R.S.O 1990; is applicable for
the northwestern, northern or central areas of Ontario. This legislation guides open air
burning (outdoor fires) for the northern and central areas of Ontario. Haliburton County
referenced by the North Aldershot resident is part of this regulatory area. Guidance for
open air burning in municipal areas of southern Ontario is detailed in the Ontario Fire
Code and Fire Protection and Prevention Act.
Ontario Fire Code (O. Reg 213/07)
Section 2.4.4.4 (1) of the Ontario Fire Code states that open air burning shall not take
place unless;
(a) it has been approved, or
(b) the open air burning consists of a small, confined fire that is used to cook food
on a grill, barbecue or spit, commensurate with the type and quantity of food
being cooked and is supervised at all times.
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Fire Prevention and Protection Act, 1997, S.O. 1997, c.4
Section 7.1 (1) of the Fire Prevention and Protection Act states that council of a
municipality may pass by-laws,
(a) regulating fire prevention, including the prevention of the spreading of fires;
(b) regulating the setting of open air fires, including establishing the times during
which open air fires may be set.
Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c.25
Section 128 (1) Without limiting sections 9, 10 and 11, a local municipality may prohibit
and regulate with respect to public nuisances, including matters that, in the opinion of
council, are or could become or cause public nuisances.
Section 425 (1) A municipality may pass by-laws providing that a person who
contravenes a by-law of the municipality passed under this Act is guilty of an offence.
Open air Burning City By-law
The city’s open air burning by-law takes into consideration Ontario legislation and many
other factors. When developing or updating by-laws and programs to manage open air
burning the municipality must ensure that their practices are suited or modified to fit
their particular needs and consider geographic location, terrain, population density, burn
frequency, meteorology and social responsibility. In addition, staff consider the
protection of life and property and evaluate any associated risk or potential risk. All of
these factors were taken into consideration as part of this by-law review and guides the
options and recommendations provided in this report for councils’ consideration.
Emergency Fire Response
Firefighting emergency response considers risk and the required fire resources; building
stock risk by occupancy classification, known hazards, population density, response
time, available resources and water supply.
For the purpose of emergency response, the city’s urban area is generally defined as
the area south of Dundas Street and 407 ETR. The lands to the north and far west of
this area comprise the rural area of the city. North Aldershot is located in the far west of
area of the city.
In developed urban areas and lands where future development is expected, water
supplies for firefighting operations are provided through municipal water via hydrants.
Portions of North Aldershot are supplied with municipal water in preparation of planned
future development.
In areas without municipal water supplies (waterless areas) the fire department must
coordinate alternative measures to move water from a source location to the scene of a
fire incident. This is accomplished through a water Tanker Shuttle Service process. A
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fire departments ability to provide a Tanker Shuttle Service is assessed and graded by
the Canadian Fire Underwriter’s Survey.
The Burlington fire department is accredited with Superior Tanker Shuttle Service
(STSS).
Fire Underwriter’s Survey – Tanker Accreditation and Insurance Grading
Fire Underwriters Survey (FUS) evaluates a fire departments ability to provide fire
protection services to all areas of a community. FUS also decides fire insurance grading
for residential and commercial properties based on a community’s fire protection
services. FUS provides that information through the Public Fire Protection
Classification (PFPC) and Dwelling Protection Grades (DPG) insurance grading
systems.
Superior Tanker Shuttle Service (STSS) Accreditation is a recognized equivalency to
hydrant protection. Burlington fire services has successfully achieved Superior Tanker
Shuttle Accreditation, which has been administered by FUS to the Insurance Advisory
Organization.
As part of this review, staff inquired with FUS to ask if any changes to open air burning
area(s) would impact the City’s existing PFPC or DPG insurance rates and/or if FUS
would need to reassess the Superior Tanker Shuttle Accreditation or the existing
insurance grading for the City.
FUS responded as follows: “there will be no impact to STSS accreditation or fire
insurance grades. Areas where open air burning is permitted versus not permitted does
not have a direct impact on STSS accreditation or cause a change to fire insurance
classifications for the properties in that area.”
Staff do not have any further concerns that insurance rates may be impacted due to the
information provided by FUS, as part of this review.
North Aldershot
The North Aldershot boundary identifies lands located north of Highway 403 and south
of the City of Hamilton. The westerly limit is Highway number 6 while the easterly limit is
the Dundas-Burlington Ontario Hydro Transmission Line, as detailed in Map 1 below.
The North Aldershot area has land use policies that allow for future development for
infill residential, detached residential, cluster residential and office.
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Map 1: Schedule A: North Aldershot (City’s Official Plan, 2018)

The current open air burn by-law does allow for an area in North Aldershot to conduct
open air burning, as shown in the shaded area in Map 2 below. This was determined
after taking into consideration many factors such as proximity to exposures, structures,
geographical barriers, highways and roadways, etc. The non-shaded area outlines the
areas that are not allowed to conduct open air burning due to the same rationale, as
well as taking into consideration the commercial/industrial properties that are located on
the northside of North Service Road from Brant Street to Waterdown Road.
Map 2: North Aldershot Designated Open air Burning Area

North Aldershot Planned Growth
Staff inquired with city planning to better understand the potential planned growth in the
North Aldershot area. City planning staff advised that the area of Waterdown Road,
Flatt Road and an area just south of Craven Avenue and Nevarc Drive has already
been approved for development within the adopted Official Plan. Based on the number
of development applications this area will likely experience significant residential
development over the next few years.
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The development proposed for this area is estimated to increase to a total count of
approximately 1,280 private dwellings from the current 360. This number is based on
the current number of development applications focused in the Waterdown Road and
Flatt Road area. Following this growth, the area will align more with an urban footprint
based on property size and population density. Appendix B is provided to show the
concept for proposed development in this area.
Staff are recommending that the city’s existing open air burn areas remain in effect,
which excludes portions of the North Aldershot area, as detailed in Appendix A.
Rural Area Review (North end of City)
As part of the review, the resident from North Aldershot asked for staff to “consider the
possible similar characteristic of those found in the rural permit areas north of Dundas
Street.”
The northern rural area of the city is defined as “being located on the edge of a major
urban area.” The protection and strengthening of the rural community has been
adopted as the policy framework guiding planning for the Rural Area” (City’s Official
Plan, 2018).
Staff inquired with city planning to get an estimate of the planned development in the
rural area of the City. The response provided indicated that there are only a few
applications in this area; however, these consist of new homes, residential additions,
garages, decks, etc. on existing properties only. There is no significant increase to
population density planned in the rural area in the north of the city.
Staff are recommending that the city’s existing open air burn areas remain in effect, as
detailed in Appendix A.

Fire Department Concerns and Challenges
Smoke Reducing Driver Visibility on Highway and Roadways
Open air burning of yard waste and brush can create dense smoke due to the matter
being burned. The concern and rationale in the past for excluding open air burning in
areas of the North Aldershot area (Appendix A) is due to these properties and their
proximity to Waterdown Road, North Service Road and Highway 403 and a portion of
the 407 ETR (Express Toll Route). Although the properties in this area may share
similar property size characteristics to those in the rural area, the difference is their
location respective to highly traveled arterial roadways and highways. There is the
potential for dense smoke to travel from some areas creating a dangerous situation
where drivers visibility may be reduced creating unsafe driving conditions. The areas
that are approved to conduct open air burning in the North Aldershot area have enough
natural geographical barriers to limit the travel of smoke.
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Staff consulted with the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) on this matter and they offered
the following concern “Proximity to the highway is the main concern and the burns close
to the highway could cause potential impacts to the highway including reduced visibility,
damage to MTO property, and cause distractions to the travelling public which could
ultimately cause accidents”.
Adding additional restrictions in this area for open air burning may be a possible option
for council to consider; however, staff must reiterate their concern. There will always
remain an associated risk that dense smoke could impact visibility on major thruways.
Extinguishing a fire may also cause an increase in smoke and should also be noted.
Increase in Public 911 Concern Calls, and Use of Fire Resources
Another item for concern is the anticipated increase in the number of public concern
9-1-1-calls due to visible smoke. From department experience, when smoke is visible,
public 9-1-1 calls of concern increase due to visibility and proximity. There are many
variables that come into play; such as, what is being burned, wind speed, weather
conditions, time of day, visible distance of the smoke, where the caller is calling from,
etc. In all cases, the fire department will respond by sending resources to determine the
cause of the smoke. This ties up emergency fire resources and limits what is available
to respond to an emergency call. While it is impossible to estimate the potential
increase in 9-1-1 calls it should be taken into consideration.
Open air Burning Nuisance Complaints
The typical fire department experience is that more densely populated areas and open
air burning don’t mix well. Smoke from open air burning can include haze and odour
problems. When there are no physical barriers (such as buildings and fences) and little
air flow to clear the air from open air burning activities, then visibility can be obscured by
smoke and the smell of burnt material may be noticeable both indoors and outdoors for
extended periods of time. This creates nuisance conditions that can impact the general
quality of life in a community.
The common nuisance complaints received are smoke migration, odour and fire hazard
concerns. Burning complaints are investigated by on-duty fire crews when the burn is
being conducted. Based on individual circumstances various measures are taken to
mitigate the incident which may include; immediate extinguishment of the fire, cost
recovery fees for non-compliance, Ontario fire code fine(s) and/or rescindment of an
open air burn permit.
Based on the concerns mentioned, in combination with other factors already noted, staff
are recommending that no changes be considered to the allowed burning areas, as
detailed in Appendix A.
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Comparison of Surrounding Municipalities
Staff reviewed local municipalities and also included Highlands East in the comparison
information provided in Table 1 and Table 2 below. Highlands East was specifically
mentioned by the North Aldershot resident, who suggested staff “consider following the
basic fire permit rules from Haliburton (Highlands) County, which have distance
separators and time conditions”, “small fires are permitted in most areas of Highlands
East.” Ontario legislation for open air burning mandates that all municipalities restrict
when and how burning can be conducted.
Residential Open air Burning
The local comparators provided in Table 1 below shows the restrictions outlined for
residential open air burning.
Table 1 – Open air Burning Municipal Comparators
Municipality

Exposure
Distance

When

Fire Height
& Width

Burlington

20m

1m

Halton Hills

Not specified

Not allowed between
sunset and 7 a.m.,
except as permitted
Not specified

Hamilton

30m

Not specified

Milton

15m

Not
specified
2m

Wind
speed
(less than)
25km

Not
specified
Cause
annoyance

Allowed between dawn 0.6m
30km
to 1 a.m.
Oakville
45m
Allowed between 10
0.6m
30km
a.m. and 11 p.m.
Highlands
10m
Not allowed between 7 0.6m
30km
East*
a.m. to 7 p.m., except
as permitted
“Not specified” – outlines that restrictions are listed independently on an issued permit.
Note: Additional conditions may be outlined on a burn permit issued by a Chief Fire
Official based on needs and circumstances.
Residential Open air Burning Permit Fees
The North Aldershot resident also suggested that “a minimal online fee could be
collected for the permit to defray any city costs.” Note: Staff review comparator fees on
an annual basis as part of the annual budget preparation and approval process.
Comparator open air burn fees is provided in Table 2 below.
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Table 2 – Residential Open Air Burn Permit Fees Municipal Comparators
Municipality
Burlington
Halton Hills
Hamilton

Fee
$0
$25
$10

Milton
Oakville
Highlands East

$50
$0
$50

Non-Compliance Fee
$470.75 (per truck)
Up to $450 (per truck)
$350 (per truck) per hour
$175 (per truck) each additional ½ hour
$572.31 (per truck)
$231 (per truck)
$477 (per hour)

Burlington fire has never billed for residential open air burn permits and is not
recommending any changes to the fee structure. While it has been reviewed as an
option in the past there are a number of reasons why a fee hasn’t been implemented in
Burlington, rationale is listed below for reference;
1. Fees tend to hinder someone from seeking a permit, which doesn’t proactively
support fire safety and prevention initiatives,
2. Burlington fire continues to take the approach of fining for non-compliance
behaviours and encouraging compliance. Fines for open air burning noncompliance are already included in the departments rates and fees and is based
on cost recovery for fire resources along with the number of resources required,
3. Fire prevention programs are included in residential tax dollars as part of the
services provided by the fire department,
4. The fire department considers any open air burning permit requests as a fire
safety education opportunity, which encourages and supports community
engagement.

Environment and Health Impact
Staff consulted with the city’s sustainability coordinator to ask if there were any
environmental concerns from their perspective. The following comment was provided:
“Open air burning releases a number of air pollutants which have health and
environmental impacts. From a climate change perspective, open air burning does
contribute to greenhouse emissions; however, in Burlington the primary sources of
emissions are from transportation and buildings.
Any open air burning approved by the city outlines the provision that only wood, wood
by-products, leaves and brush can be burned. The open air burning by-law strictly
prohibits anyone from burning garbage, petroleum-based products, such as tires,
shingles and/or plastics.
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Open air Burning Ban During Special Air Quality Statements (SAQS) or Smog
Advisory
If a Special Air Quality Statement (SAQS) or Smog and Air Health Advisory (SAHA) is
issued by Environment Canada and/or the Ontario Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks, an open air burning ban is issued and remains until such time
the advisory is lifted.
Drought/Dry Weather Conditions
During any periods of drought there is an increased risk of open air burns escaping
containment and/or spreading into a wildfire. During these conditions fire bans are
issued and remain in effect until such time conditions improve and allow for safe
burning.

Options considered
The options below are provided for information and are not listed in any particular order;
Compost Yard Waste and Brush
Residential properties have the option of composting yard waste and brush, larger
properties do not necessarily have to bag their yard waste. Any non-woody yard
waste such as fallen leaves, grass clippings, weeds, and the remains of garden plants
make excellent compost.
Halton Region Yard Waste Program
Curbside Yard Waste Pickup: yard waste is collected every other week on the same day
as garbage, starting the week of April 1. Note: The Region provides yard waste pickup
in the North Aldershot area as part of the Region’s yard waste program.
Recycle Yard Waste and Brush: Halton Waste Management Site (HMWS) Halton
residents can recycle residential mixed yard waste, leaves and brush up to an unlimited
quantity for $5/load.
Yard Maintenance Service
Property owners can consider using a yard maintenance service that will cleanup
yard/brush waste and dispose of the waste. This comes at a cost that may not a viable
option for all property owners, however, is provided for information as part of a full
review of options considered.
Pilot Open air Burning North Aldershot (Year 2020)
Pilot an open air burning program in some portions of the North Aldershot area.
Although this is not supported by staff due to the concerns outlined earlier in this report,
the Chief Fire Official (or designate) has the authority to add additional restrictions on an
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open air permit, (e.g. this may include wind direction, additional distance from
exposures and roadways) along with any other factors to mitigate concerns. As part of
the pilot, any open air burn permit(s) issued would only be allowed for the 2020
calendar year between March 15th and expire on November 15th. The Chief Fire Official
(or designate) will have the authority to approve or deny an open air burn application
based on the factors and circumstances of each request individually ensuring fire safety
at all times. If a property owner is denied open air burning; however, goes ahead and
conducts open air burning, they will be issued non-compliance fine(s) immediately with
no exception.
If this is the approach that council prefers to take, staff are recommending that
performance measures be established to measure the outcome of the pilot. The
following performance measures would be used and reported back to council in 2021,
along with any other findings and/or recommendations, following the completion of the
pilot. This will allow staff to measure and assess the outcomes of smoke and fire safety
management efforts by establishing and tracking appropriate indicators.
Performance Measures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

# of permits issued,
# of complaints,
# non-compliance,
# calls for visible smoke and required response by firefighters,
# staff hours dedicated to this pilot program,
# of additional education programs specific to this pilot program,
End of pilot community feedback.

Furthermore, staff request that the Fire Chief have the authority to end the pilot at any
time due to significant concerns; such as smoke impacting visibility on any thruways,
increased number of complaints, calls from MTO, a negative impact to fire resources,
etc. and that the Fire Chief advise council if the pilot program is ended.
Financial Matters:
Not applicable.
Connections:
City of Burlington – Roads, Parks and Forestry (RPF) Leaf Pickup Program
Staff inquired with RPF as part of this review and was provided with the following
information; “As part of the provincial audit and accountability fund project, a consultant
has been retained to conduct a review of the leaf collection service. The review must be
completed by Nov 30, 2019.” RPF will be providing information in a separate report
once the consulting work has been completed.
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Public Engagement Matters:
Staff will communicate any changes, as required, to the open air burning program using
various mediums, such as web, social media and distribution of public education
materials.

Update Open air Burn By-law (Appendix C)
Due to the review of the open air by-law, staff are recommending the following revisions
to clean up the wording of the open air burn by-law;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Update Ontario Fire Code reference,
Add Municipal Act S. 429 for municipal fees,
Add “special air quality statement” to definitions and restrictions,
Remove all reference to fire dispatch notification requirements; this is an internal
department procedure and not required as part of the by-law provision. This
process may change over time due to improved technology solutions. All
required procedures are included on the permit for property owner reference.

This amendment request does not include any changes to the allowed open air burn
areas as detailed in Appendix A.
Conclusion:
The Burlington Fire Department recommends no change to open air burning areas in
the city.

Respectfully submitted,

Colin Lahey / Dawn Jarvis
Chief Fire Official / Manager, Fire Administration, Prevention, Public Education and
Emergency Management
Ext. 6217 / 6222
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Appendices:
Appendix A: Open air Burn Permit Map (Schedule A)
Appendix B: N. Aldershot Plan for Proposed Eagle Heights Development
Appendix C: Revised Open air Burning By-law (2019)
Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
References:
Website: Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME). 2016. Guidance
Document for Canadian Jurisdictions on Open air Burning; Referenced: Oct. 17, 2019
Website: Halton Recycling-Waste Management: https://www.halton.ca/ForResidents/Recycling-Waste/Halton-Waste-Management-Site; Referenced: Oct. 23,
2019
Website: Highlands East Municipality - Burning By-law and Application:
https://www.highlandseast.ca/article/burning-by-law-application; Reference: Oct. 17,
2019
Website: Air Quality Ontario.
http://www.airqualityontario.com/science/alert_description.php; Reference: Oct. 27,
2019
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The Corporation of the City of Burlington By–law

BFD-05-19 Appendix C

City of Burlington By–law "enter by-law number"
Description
A by–law to regulate the setting of open-air fires and the times when openair fires may be set. File: 755-04 (BFD-04-19)
Whereas section 2.4.4.4. (1) of the Fire Code, Ontario Regulation 213/07, as amended,
prohibits open air burning unless approved, or unless such burning consists of a small,
confined fire, supervised at all times, and used to cook food on a grill, barbeque or spit
and is commensurate with the type and quantity of food being cooked;
Whereas section 7.1 (1) (b) of the Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997, S.O. 1997,
c.4, as amended, provides that Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington
(“Council”) may pass by-laws regulating the prevention of spreading of fires, regulating
setting of open-air fires, including establishing the times during which open air fires may
be set;
Whereas section 429 (1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c.25, as amended,
provides that a municipality may establish a system of fines for offences under a by-law
of the municipality passed under this Act. 2006, c. 32, Sched. A, s. 184.
Whereas section 128 (1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c.25, as amended,
provides that, without limiting sections 9, 10 and 11, a local municipality may prohibit
and regulate with respect to public nuisances, including matters that, in the opinion of
Council, are or could become or cause public nuisances;
Whereas section 425 (1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c.25, as amended,
permits Council to pass by-laws providing that any person who contravenes any by-law
of the municipality is guilty of an offence;
Whereas Council considers excessive smoke or odour from open air burning as having
the potential to cause public nuisance by creating negative health effects on
neighbouring residents, increasing fire hazards and infringing on the enjoyment of the
use of neighbouring properties;
Now therefore the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington hereby enacts as
follows:
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Definitions
1. In this By-Law,
(a) “barbeque” means an appliance or structure designed and intended solely for the
cooking of food, where the heat and/or flame is imparted or produced by charcoal,
natural gas or propane.
(b) “burning ban” means a prohibition on all burning issued by the Fire Department of
the Corporation of the City of Burlington.
(c) “burning permit” means a permit issued by the Fire Department of the Corporation of
the City of Burlington to allow open-air burning for a specified time period.
(d) “campfire” means a fire lit at a campsite to serve the following functions: light,
warmth, insect deterrent and to cook.
(e) “chimenea” means a free-standing, front-loading fireplace, with a bulbous body and
a vertical smoke vent or chimney.
(f) “City” means the Corporation of the City of Burlington.
(g) “Chief Fire Official” means the Chief of the Fire Department of the Corporation of the
City of Burlington, or his or her designate.
(h) “Council” means the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington.
(i) “Fire Department” means the Corporation of the City of Burlington Fire Department
and any member thereof.
(j) “Nuisance” means excessive smoke or odour that is likely to interfere with the
enjoyment of neighbouring properties.
(k) “OpenAir Burning” means the burning of any materials outside of a building,
including, but not limited to, fire pits, chimineas and outdoor fireplaces, wherein the
flame is not wholly contained, and is thereby, open to the air.
(l) “Owner” means the registered owner of property.
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(m)“Special Air Quality Statement or Smog and Air Advisory” means an alert issued by
Environment Canada and the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
(n) “Urban Area” means the urban area as denoted by the non-shaded area on the map
of the City, attached as Schedule A to this by-law.
Administration
2. The Chief Fire Official shall be responsible for the administration and enforcement of
this by-law. For the purposes of sections 11, 12 and 13 of this bylaw, all members of
the Fire Department, attending in response to open air burning, are appointed as
designates of the Chief Fire Official, acting under direction of the Chief Fire Official.
General Provisions
3. Any person eighteen years of age or over, who is the owner of a property within the
City, or who has been authorized in writing by the owner of such property, may apply
to the Chief Fire Official for a burning permit to conduct an open-air burning.
4. No person shall set, permit to be set, maintain or cause to be maintained, an openair burning in the City of Burlington unless:
a) a burning permit has been issued from the Chief Fire Official;
b) that person complies with the conditions set out in the burning permit; and
c) that person complies with all applicable provisions of this by-law.
5. No burning permit shall be issued for an open-air burning within the urban area of
the City.
6. The Chief Fire Official may refuse to issue a burning permit if he or she determines
that:
a) the proposed open-air burning would be in contravention of this by-law;
b) the person applying for the burning permit has contravened the provisions of this
by-law in the past;
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c) the person applying for the burning permit has not complied with any conditions
attached to a burning permit for an open-air burning that may have been imposed
on a previous occasion;
7. A burning permit issued pursuant to this by-law is valid for the life of the permit from
the date of issue until such time as;
a) The property changes ownership;
b) The location of the approved burning is changed,
c) Designated burn areas allowed in the city no longer allows for burning in the
area,
d) Property or area development,
e) Changes to legislation,
f) The permit has been rescinded by the Chief Fire Official for non-compliance or
any other reason.
8. A person who has obtained a burning permit pursuant to this by-law:
a) shall be limited to open-air burning of wood, wood by-products, leaves or brush;
b) shall not permit the open-air burning of garbage or petroleum-based products,
including but not limited to, tires, shingles and/or plastics;
c) shall maintain, in person, constant supervision and control over the open-air
burning from the time the open-air burning commences until the open-air burning
is completely extinguished;
d) shall ensure that a suitable means of extinguishing the open-air burning is
available at the site during the open-air burning, including, but not limited to, a
fire extinguisher or a garden hose.
9. Except for otherwise provided for in a burning permit, a burning permit holder shall
not set or maintain open-air burning, or permit open-air burning to be set or
maintained, or cause open-air burning to be set or maintained:
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a) between sunset and 7a.m.
b) that consists of more than one (1) cubic metre of material to be burned;
c) that exceeds one (1) metre in height;
d) when the wind speed is greater than twenty-five (25) kilometers per hour;
e) within twenty (20) metres of a building or roadway;
f) if there is a Special Air Quality Statement and/or Smog and Air Health Advisory
issued by Environment Canada and the Ontario Ministry of the Environment;
g) if there is a burning ban;
h) if it creates a nuisance.
10. Every person that sets, permits to be set, or causes to be set, open-air burning in the
City shall:
a) be responsible for any damage to property or injury to persons occasioned by the
said open-air burning; and
b) be liable for costs incurred by the fire department, including personnel,
equipment and apparatus necessary and called in to extinguish the said open-air
burning.
Enforcement
11. The Chief Fire Official shall be permitted to enter upon land to inspect an area for
which a burning permit has been issued to ensure compliance with the provisions of
this by-law.
12. A holder of a burning permit pursuant to this by-law shall produce the burning permit
on a demand from the Chief Fire Official conducting an inspection of the open-air
burning.
13. A burning permit may be cancelled or suspended at any time by the Chief Fire
Official and immediately upon receiving notice of such cancellation or suspension,
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the burning permit holder shall extinguish any open-air burning commenced
pursuant to the burning permit.
Exemptions
14. Permission of the Chief Fire Official is not required for open-air burning that consists
of a small, confined fire, supervised at all times, and used to cook food on a grill,
barbeque or spit that is commensurate with the type and quantity of food being
cooked.
15. Backyard fire pits, chimineas, and outdoor burning devices that utilize propane or
natural gas as fuel supply are permitted in all areas of the City, except apartment
building balconies and where prohibited by condominium corporation rules.
16. The Fire Department shall be exempt from the provisions of this by-law with respect
to open-air burning set for the purposes of educating and training of staff and
individuals.
17. The Fire Department has the authority to approve the setting of any open-air
burning, based on individual needs and circumstances, subject to restrictions and
conditions listed on the permit as specified by the Chief Fire Official.
Headings
18. The headings of each section of this by-law are inserted for convenience of
reference only and do not form part of this by-law.
Penalty
19. Every person who contravenes any provision of this by-law is guilty of an offence
and on conviction is liable to a fine as provided for in the Provincial Offences Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 33, as amended and any successor thereto.
Severability
20. Should any provision of this by-law be declared by a Court of competent jurisdiction
to be invalid, or of no force and effect, or beyond the power of Council to enact, such
provision shall be deemed to be severable from this by-law, and it is the intention of
Council that the remaining provisions will nevertheless continue in full force and
effect without being impaired or invalidated in any way.
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Short Title
21. This by-law may be cited as “Open Air Burning By-Law”.
Effect
22. This by-law shall come into force and effect upon the final passing thereof.
Enactment
Enacted and passed this 1 November 2019
select signatory
select signatory
Online version of this document does not contain signatures. Please contact City Clerk
to obtain a copy of the signed original.
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SUBJECT: Mundialization trip to Itabashi, Japan – Mayor’s trip report
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Mayor’s Office

Report Number: MO-18-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 160-05
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file Mayors Office report MO-18-19 regarding the Mayor’s trip to Itabashi,
October 2019.

Purpose:
This action supports our goals of:
A City that Grows
 Promoting Economic Growth
An Engaging City
 Community Building through Arts and Culture via Community Activities

Background and Discussion:
The City of Burlington began its twinning relationship with Itabashi, Japan thirty years
ago as part of our mundialization efforts. Mundialization is the act of a city or local
authority declaring itself a "world citizen" and being aware of global issues with a sense
of shared rights and responsibility. Through the belief that peaceful cooperation
depends on mutual trust and appreciation among peoples of different nations, races,
cultures and systems, mundialization encourages citizen connections as a way of
fostering world peace and global understanding.
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Every five years, as an anniversary of our twinning, representatives from each city
including the Mayor, City Manager and Committee Clerk, and select members of the
Mundialization Committee visit one another to maintain and grow our shared
relationship. A delegation from Itabashi visited the City of Burlington in July of 2019, and
our delegation travelled to Itabashi this past October in reciprocity.
The Mayor’s trip resulted in some new ideas for Burlington, including:
a) Creating an annual public event to celebrate our city’s history, arts, culture and
community, with a proposed name of “Burlington Day”
b) Creating an art exchange between the Art Gallery of Burlington and the art
community in Itabashi, Japan.
Appendix A is a full recap of the Mayor’s trip and experiences.

Financial Matters:
The cost of the Mayor and key city staff attending these trips are budgeted for in the
city’s budget process via input from the Mundialization Committee, who reports to City
Council through Committee of the Whole.
The budget for mundialization is positioned to cover the greater expenses associated
with anniversary years. The approval for anniversary trips was done by council in
January of 2007 via report CL-01-07.
The Mundialization Committee has its own operating budget as a citizen committee to
support its programs on an annual basis. This is presented annually as part of the
citizen advisory committee budget. They also have a corporate mundialization initiatives
account that exists to support anniversary years. Additional reference to this account is
found in report CL-06-19 to Committee of the Whole on April 1st of this year.
The expenses for this trip can be found in Appendix B.

Public Engagement Matters:
Feedback from the community throughout the trip as a result of the Mayor’s social
media posts was overwhelmingly positive. The Mayor’s posts garnered 3500 likes and
489 comments including such feedback as:
Hiro M. – “I really admire how you and delegates are not doing just fun “tourism” stuff,
how you are all deeply going into areas and history of devastating parts of Japan as well
- which will help move forward with understanding and knowledge on how to better
promote friendship, peace and camaraderie between both communities and cities and
countries! I’m learning so much from your posts. Thank you for sharing.”
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Bridget S. – “Thank you Mayor for representing our community in Japan! Sounds like
and awesome, informative and important trip. I can’t imagine a better representative! I
appreciate you doing this for us.”
Kilcoo70 – “You are a great ambassador for us. Well done Madame Mayor.”

Conclusion:
Celebrating the 30th anniversary of our twinning initiative with the people of Itabashi was
a remarkable experience. Sharing parts of their history and community with us helped
build an even stronger bond between our two communities and further deepened our
understanding of their people and culture. The goals of mundialization continue to be
successfully achieved through this long-standing relationship and related events.

Respectfully submitted,
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
905-335-7607

Appendices:
A. Full trip recap
B. Trip expenses

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Mundialization Trip to Itabashi, Japan – October 2020
Official Delegation / City Business Trip Itinerary and Mayor’s Recap

Tuesday October 15th:
Depart Toronto for Itabashi (overnight flight + 13-hour time difference ahead)
Wednesday October 16th:
Arrive in Tokyo in afternoon
Dinner with Mayor of Itabashi and colleagues
Thursday October 17th:
Embassy tour at the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo
JETRO meeting (Japan External Trade Organization)
Tour of Tokyo
Friday October 18th:
Welcome ceremony in Itabashi at Itabashi City Hall (public event)
Courtesy Call group meeting at Itabashi City Hall with Itabashi Mayor and staff
Traditional lunch
Sharing of ideas
Tour City Hall
Itabashi Art Museum Visit
Visit local school
Visit to their Emergency Management Operations Centre
Welcome dinner, gift exchange, Key to the City presented
Saturday October 19th:
Soba noodle-making experience
Kimono dressing
Formal tea ceremony
Japanese drumming lesson
Annual Itabashi Citizen’s Festival
Traditional Folk Entertainment Show
Sayonara Dinner
Sunday October 20th:
Bullet train to Sendai
Visit Yuriage Minato Market Cooperative in Natori & meet with CEO of the market
(learn about the 2011 Tsunami and Canada’s support for rebuilding the market and presented them
with a Canadian flag)
Guided Tour of Sendai Castle ruins, Gokoku Shrine, Zuihoden Temple
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Overview:
As part of the dual exchanges that take part in our twinning relationship with Itabashi, Japan, both of
our cities send reciprocal official delegations to each other every five years. This year marks the 30th
anniversary of the City of Burlington’s twinning agreement with the City of Itabashi.
Earlier this year, the Official Itabashi Delegation and Mayor Takeshi Sakamoto visited us during our
Canada Day celebrations. As Burlington’s Mayor, I was part of the Official Burlington Delegation that was
in Itabashi from Oct. 15-18.
DAY 1
After a full day of official meetings and ceremonies, some of the highlights from our first day in Itabashi
included a visit to the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo (about a 20-minute car ride from Itabashi) and a
meeting with JETRO — Japan’s External Trade Organization — to talk economic exchange.
We then toured Tokyo starting with a visit to the Sensoji Temple where you can read your fortune and
incense is burned outside for people to wave good fortune. We next headed to Ueno urban park that
features many stones and historic markers, a shrine, and a giant lake with massive water lilies.
We also toured famous commercial streets in Tokyo, including the largest intersection in the world —
Shibuya Crossing — where approximately 2,500 people cross at a time.
DAY 2
To start off Day 2 of our official visit, we headed to Itabashi City Hall where our hosts literally rolled out
the red carpet to welcome us. There is a subway stop right in City Hall — the rail lines are privately
owned, earning revenue from development around stations.
Itabashi City Hall was filled with displays commemorating the 30-year anniversary of our twinning
relationship. There was even a paper “maple tree” where people could write messages to Burlington
and our citizens. Their appreciation for our city and what makes it so special and unique made me think
about how we could celebrate it back home each year with the creation of an event, perhaps called
“Burlington Day”. One million people are served at Itabashi City Hall each year and the city has a
population of about 550,000 citizens.
I was honoured to bring greetings from Burlington and on behalf our Official Delegation that included
Ward 3 Councillor Rory Nisan, who is Council’s representative on the Mundialization Committee (the
committee that maintains our twin city relationships).
Children at the on-site day care made us paper frogs. The frog is considered a Japanese lucky animal,
seen as good fortune in things returning. We also had a tour of the Assembly Hall where I had an
opportunity to sit Mayor Sakamoto’s chair and the large elevated chair reserved for the Chairman, who
presides over the meetings. There are 46 Assembly Members, seated by parties or affiliations, similar to
a parliament.
We then had a spectacular traditional lunch of sushi, soup, rice and sweets, served in a traditional-style
Bento Box. These lunch boxes were used by Samurais when they would visit the Sakura trees in the
spring.
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After lunch, we toured City Hall and got a glimpse into the City’s disaster operations room. They have
two high-altitude cameras in Itabashi that are used to detect fires or floods. They also have 7 rivers
through the city with rain gauges. In one rainfall, more than 3 metres fell in 30 minutes.
Itabashi aims to be very environmentally sustainable. The tiny tiles on a street they named “wine block”
are made with recycled wine glass bottles. Silver seats for seniors and the disabled are also made with
recycled wine bottle glass. Itabashi aims to be “green” with planted medians on their streets.
We next visited the newly-renovated Itabashi Art Museum where the work of their extremely talented
local artists are put on display. We got to meet the artists and learn about their craft techniques and
brushes. I met an artist who was seven years old in Hiroshima when the atomic bomb was dropped
during the Second World War and saw her painting that depicts her sister and other citizens who ran to
the water to escape the bomb, only to be swept out to sea.
There was also a photography exhibit at the Museum with incredible talent on display. The visit
prompted a goal for me as Mayor to develop a formal art/artists exchange between our Art Gallery of
Burlington and local guilds with the Itabashi Art Museum and its artists.
The afternoon ended with a visit to a local school where Mayor Sakamoto’s wife works. The children
gathered around us and practiced their English.
Day 2 ended with an official Welcome Dinner. It was an honour to present Mayor Sakamoto and the City
of Itabashi with two special gifts: an original artwork with bark and blossoms from a Sakura tree in
Burlington’s Spencer Smith Park, and the new Key to the City.
DAY 3
This was a day to learn about and immerse ourselves in Japanese culture. We were given traditional
Kimono to wear to take part in their local festival’s official opening ceremonies. They were such
beautiful works of art. The Kimono are complicated, and one of the ladies with us said she couldn’t put it
on by herself and needed help. She also showed us pictures of herself and her grandkids all wearing
Kimono for special occasions, such as graduations and weddings.
Once in our Kimono (the men in our Burlington Delegation also donned them), we were taken to a
traditional tea room for a formal tea ceremony. We were told you wash your hands before entering the
tea room by drawing water from a nearby pot. Similar pots were also seen outside of shrines. Inside the
tea room were people playing traditional instruments. We noticed the door height of the tea room was
very low and that is to force everyone who enters the tea room to bow down and lower their head —
we were told it is meant as a symbol that when you are in the tea room, everyone is equal, and no one is
better than the other.
In the afternoon, I joined Mayor Sakamoto, Chairman Yoshiyuki Motoyama and the Burlington
delegation to lead the dancing at the close of the day-long parade for the annual Itabashi Citizen’s
Festival.
We had time to explore the festival, where I tried fried fish on a stick (think a large sardine — and yes,
you eat everything but the head). It was sweet and salty at the same time. I also tried a bit of fish sake
(fish floating in a homemade brew pan) that was locally crafted by those operating the Canadian beer
tent at the festival.
We also tried candy-covered bananas (some with candy faces on them) that were a big hit at the
festival, and some roasted tea that was very smooth and has no caffeine.
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Earlier in the day, we saw how Soba noodles were made from scratch. Our teachers were retired people
who do this as a hobby at the local community centre. It takes 3 years to master mixing, rolling and
cutting Soba properly. The Soba teacher taught all the chefs at the community centre the fine art of
Soba noodle-making.
We ended the afternoon with a lesson in traditional Japanese drumming where several of us in the
Official Burlington Delegation were called onto the stage to teach us how to do it. The performance was
at a community centre in Itabashi where Robert Bateman prints hang — they were a part of a previous
gift exchange.
Day 3 ended at one of Japan’s best restaurants (according to Mayor Sakamoto) for the Sayonara (goodbye) dinner. In addition to everything tasting fantastic, great care was taken to make sure the food and
area looked good.
Before saying farewell for now to the Mayor of Itabashi at the dinner, I presented him with several gifts
from our community, including a Cherry Blossom Vase that was intricately designed by two Burlington
woodcarvers: Hugh Widdup and John Mills. The wood for the vase came from one of the original Cherry
trees given to the City of Burlington by Itabashi during a twin-city presentation. The design was carved
using chisels. All the branches, leaves and flowers were wood-burned for shading before they were
painted and sealed. The inside of the vase is gilded in gold leaf and glazed with magenta pearl paint and
then shaded with the same colour of pink as the cherry blossoms on the outside of the vase.
DAY 4
This day was one to learn more of the history of Japan and visit sites of historical significance. Our first
stop was a bullet train ride to Sendai (about a two-hour train ride from Itabashi) to visit the Yuriage Port
Market Cooperative in nearby city Natori.
The market there was hit by a devastating tsunami in 2011 that was caused by an earthquake under the
sea. It was the most powerful earthquake ever recorded in Japan, and the fourth most powerful
earthquake in the world since modern record-keeping began in 1900. The earthquake triggered
powerful tsunami waves that may have reached heights of up to 40.5 metres (133 foot) and that
travelled, in the Sendai area, at 700 km/h for up to 10 km inland. Residents of Sendai had only eight to
ten minutes warning, and more than 19,000 were killed, many at the evacuation sites — more than 100
of which were washed away.
The tsunami was still travelling at about 60 km/h when it hit the coast — too fast to outrun or out-drive.
Many people who tried to get away in their cars drowned. We were told a story of five adult children
who came back to Sendai from a neighbouring city to rescue their parents, who had already been
evacuated. The children ended up drowning.
There is a memorial at the Natori market to the residents who died as a result of the natural disaster. A
concrete statue of a bean shows the height of the waves when they hit.
A Canadian doing business in Japan offered to help rebuild the market, and secured lumber and funding
from Canada to build the new welcome centre and museum. We had an opportunity to meet the CEO,
Mr. Satori, and present him with a Canadian flag to fly at the museum. He told us more than 7,000
people visit there for the market and to see the Canadian flag. It was certainly a proud moment for me,
and for our country.
Our next stop was Zuihoden, the mausoleum of Date Masamune, one of the most powerful feudal lords
of the Edo period and founder of the modern-day city of Sendai. Masamune was the first in a long line of
Date lords to rule over Sendai from Aoba Castle. His son and grandson, Date Tadamune and Date
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Tsunamune, are entombed in nearby mausoleums. Zuihoden was designed in the ornate style of the
Momoyama Period. It features intricate woodwork and a rich variety of vivid colors.
Massive cedar trees surround the paths in the area and are meant to symbolize the long history of the
Date clan. A museum beside the Zuihoden main building shows some of the personal artifacts of the
Date family, and even some specimens of their bones and hair.
Our last stop was a visit to the Aoba Castle, built in 1600 by Masamune. He built the castle on Mount
Aoba, 100 metres above the town below. Now all that is left of the castle are remnants of the outer
stone walls and a guard tower. It provides a lookout onto the city. A statue of Masamune, samurai
armor-clad and horseback, recalls the site’s origins.
We ended the day with another amazing dinner where the restaurant’s specialty was beef tongue. And
yes, I ate it. And yes, it was delicious — very tender and flavourful.
Day 5 and onward were personal travel that I paid for myself while enjoying some time with my eldest
daughter. Among our adventures, we visited the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum and Park to learn,
pay our respects and commit to peace among nations and peoples.
The entire journey to Japan was life-changing and we all learned so much. I’m grateful for the
experience and the new ideas and relationships that resulted.
For more details on my personal trip along with photos from the entire trip, please visit my blog at
https://mariannemeedward.ca/twin-city-itabashi/overview-official-burlington-delegation-visits-itabashijapan/.
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Mundialization Trip to Itabashi, Japan
October 2019
Estimated Final Trip Costs as of Nov 14, 2019.

Attendees:

Mayor Meed Ward
Rory Nisan
Tim Commisso
Lisa Palermo
Ed Dorr
Rob Lyng

Mayor, City of Burlington
City Councillor & Mundialization Committee council
representative
City Manager, City of Burlington
Mundialization Committee Clerk, City of Burlington
Chair, Mundialization Committee
Chair, Itabashi Subcommittee

ITEM

COST

Flights and Accommodations (6 people)

$21900

Transfers (6 people)

$638

Per Diem (4 individuals x $70/day x 5 days)

$1400

Wifi Hotspot

$85

Official City Gift

$2500

Other Gifts and packaging

$4638

Total Costs

$31161

Notes:
The cost of the Mayor and key city staff attending these trips are budgeted for in the city’s budget
process via input from the Mundialization Committee, who reports to City Council through Committee
of the Whole.
The budget for mundialization is positioned to cover the greater expenses associated with anniversary
years. The approval for anniversary trips was done by council in January of 2007 via report CL-01-07.
The Mundialization Committee has its own operating budget as a citizen committee to support its
programs on an annual basis. This is presented annually as part of the greater citizen advisory
committee budget. They also have a corporate mundialization initiatives account that exists to
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support anniversary years. Additional reference to this account is found in report CL-06-19 to
Committee of the Whole on April 1st of this year.
While many gifts to the City of Burlington were received while on the trip, such as a beautiful picture
presented to us by Mayor Sakamoto, in addition to many gifts they brought during their trip here in
July, it is challenging to accurately estimate their costs since we were not involved in their creation or
purchase.
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SUBJECT: Free Transit for Students
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Office of the Mayor

Report Number: MO-19-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-17
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file the update on MOU discussions with all related school boards (public
and Catholic) to further partnership terms and funding towards student transit passes
and appoint Councillors Rory Nisan and _________________to the MOU discussion
team.
Consider as part of the 2020 budget discussions free transit for students age 12 and
under, to take effect January 1st to align with Metrolinx fare changes in March of 2019
that saw all children age 12 and under not charged any fare for GO trains or buses.
Report back on MOU progress by June with a recommendation for council to consider
approving the program. The recommendation would include timing options and funding,
including the potential to begin the program in September 2020, identifying a one-time
funding source from September to December and adding the annualized cost to the
2021 budget.

Purpose:
A City that Moves
 Increased Transportation Flows and Connectivity
A Healthy and Greener City
 Healthy Lifestyles
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Background and Discussion:
On Sept. 23, 2019, Council approved the following staff direction:
“Direct the Mayor and Director of Transit to develop a draft Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) regarding free transit for Burlington students, outlining the
program, costs, eligibility, and commitments in more detail,
in partnership with Halton
Region and the four school boards that serve Halton students: Halton District Sc
hool Board, Halton Catholic District School Board, and the two French school boards,
Conseil scolaire Viamonde and Conseil scolaire catholique MonAvenir, and report back
to council for a decision. “
This report provides an update on those discussions and next steps.
There are 4500 students living in Burlington who presently do not have access to yellow
bus services and may be driven to school each day. Offering free transit to this
demographic is a way to get more students riding the bus to school, work, after-school
programs or recreation activities
We have already seen a positive response and ridership increase as a result of our free
transit for seniors and low-income residents pilot launched earlier this year.
School boards already contribute funding towards the partial cost of student passes.
The City of Burlington is asking them to maintain this funding to help offset the loss in
revenue that would be seen as a result of this initiative.
Stakeholders from all four English and French public and Catholic school boards that
operate in Burlington, along with Sue Connor from Burlington Transit have been
engaged in MOU discussions throughout 2019.
The Halton District School Board has passed a resolution supporting, in principle,
working towards an MOU regarding free student transit in Burlington. (Appendix A)
The French public (Appendix B) and Catholic (Appendix C) boards have submitted
letters of support of this initiative to the City of Burlington.
The English Catholic board is currently working on their own resolution.

Financial Matters:
None as of this time. Future financial impacts will be considered during budget 2020
and 2021.
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Total Financial Impact
N/A

Source of Funding
N/A

Other Resource Impacts
N/A

Conclusion:
Free transit for the students of Burlington will help reduce their dependence on cars,
thereby reducing emissions and helping our environment, as well as increase overall
ridership of our public transit system.

Respectfully submitted,
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward

Appendices:
A. HDSB resolution
B. French public school board resolution
C. French Catholic school board resolution

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Appendix A of MO-19-19

HALTON DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
Meeting will be livestreamed from www.hdsb.ca
J.W. Singleton Education Centre, 2050 Guelph Line, Burlington, ON
Public Session Agenda – Wednesday, October 2, 2019
Public Session: 7 p.m. (Private Session precedes Public Session)
PUBLIC SESSION AGENDA
1.0
Opening
1.1
Welcome, Call to Order and Attendance
1.2
Motion to Move into Private Session
1.3
Rise into Public Session
1.4
Acknowledgement of Traditional Lands
1.5
Declarations of Possible Conflict of Interest
1.6
Approval of the Agenda
2.0
Presentations/Delegations to the Board
2.1
Inspire Award Presentations
2.2
Delegations
2.3
Presentations
2.3.1 EQAO Presentation (D. Boag)
2.4
Acknowledgement by the Chair re: Delegations and Presentations
3.0
Consent Agenda Items
3.1 Approval of Consent Agenda Action Items
3.1.1 Minutes of the Halton District School Board Meeting, September 18, 2019
page 2
3.2
Receipt of Consent Agenda Information Items
3.2.1 Order Paper
page 5
3.2.2 Admin Procedure Update (Report 19111) – S. Miller
page 8
3.2.3 Board Report Schedule (Report 19112) – S. Miller
page 9
3.2.3 Annual Report – Ombudsman’s Office Involvement (Report 19113) – D. Boag
page 12
4.0
Ratification/Action
4.1
Approval of Business Transacted in Private Session
4.2
For Action: September 18, 2019
4.2.1 2018-2019 LTAP Boundary Reviews (Report 19109) – M. Puccetti, D. Renzella
page 13
5.0
Communication to the Board
5.1
Student Trustee Report
5.2
For Action: October 16, 2019
5.2.1 Audit Committee Annual Report to Board of Trustees/Ministry (Report 19115) J. Gray
pg 22
5.3
For Information: September 18, 2019
5.4
Notice(s) of Motion
5.5
Director’s Report
5.6
Communication from the Chair (Report 19114)
page 27
5.7
Committee Reports
5.8
Trustee Questions and Comments
6.0
Adjournment
6.1
Motion to Adjourn

1
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Halton District School Board
Public Session: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 -- 7 p.m.
Present:
1

K. Amos (phone), A. Collard, D. Danielli, T. Ehl Harrison, H. Gerrits, J. Gray, A. Grebenc,
J. Oliver, L. Reynolds, T. Rocha, M. Shuttleworth, M. Burnes, O. Lau

Opening
The Chair called the meeting to order at 6:04 p.m.
M19-0125

J. Oliver / T. Rocha
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board move into Private Session.
Carried Unanimously.
The Board rose from Private Session at 7:10 p.m.
The Chair called Public Session to order at 7:20 p.m.
Student Trustee Matthew Burnes recognized Halton’s rich history and modern traditions of many
First Nations and Métis. On behalf of the Board, acknowledgement and thanks was given to the
Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation for sharing their traditional territory.
The Chair reminded Trustees of the requirement to declare any potential conflicts of interest.
M19-0126

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3
3.1

4
4.1

M. Shuttleworth / H. Gerrits
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the agenda as
distributed.
Carried Unanimously.
Delegations/Presentations to the Board
Inspire Awards
There were no Inspire Awards for presentation at this meeting.
Delegation
There were no delegations for this meeting.
Presentations
There were no presentations for this agenda.
Acknowledgement by the Chair
There were no presentations for this agenda.
Consent Agenda Items
Approval and Receipt of the Consent Agenda Items
Questions were posed regarding the Admin Procedures, specifically relating to Optional
Attendance and the process for siblings, as well as the Asbestos Management AP and
consultation with the unions in the development of the document.
M19-0127
J. Oliver / T. Rocha
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the Consent Agenda
Action items for September 18, 2019.
Carried Unanimously.
Ratification / Action
Approval of Business Transacted in Private Session
M19-0128
T. Ehl Harrison / H. Gerrits
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board accept the tender from
Everstrong Construction Ltd per Tender No. RFT 19-168 for the construction of the
new Milton SW #1 secondary school in Milton, Ontario
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve a budget of
$43,712,066.00 for the construction of the Milton SW #1 secondary school. This
project is to be financed as follows;
▪ Capital Priorities Funding of $32,555,603.00 as allocated by the Ministry in
November 2016;
▪ Educational Development Charges of $8,137,345.00 (excluding land purchase costs
and EDC eligible costs relating to expropriation);
▪ Building Capacity (Unencumbered Capital Savings) of $191,481.00 to cover the
budget shortfall;
▪ Proceeds of Disposition funding in the amount of $2,827,637.00 to cover the
budget shortfall.
Carried Unanimously.
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4.2

5

Carried Unanimously.
S. Miller offered appreciation to those who had contributed to the success of this project during
the lengthy planning/approvals process: local trustees Donna Danielli, Heather Gerrits; Chair
Andréa Grebenc and Vice-Chair Tracey Ehl Harrison; past Superintendents Gerry Cullen and
Lucy Veerman, as well as current Superintendents Maia Puccetti, Roxana Negoi; Associate
Director David Boag, Superintendents Jacquie Newton and Julie Hunt Gibbons; Dom Renzella
(General Manager, Planning), and Mike Wildfong, (Manager, Capital Projects), and Sonya
Clayton, (Manager, Budget).
For Action: September 18, 2019
4.2.1 Committee of the Whole Recommendation
A. Grebenc spoke to Report 19110, highlighting discussions at the Committee of the Whole.
J. Gray asked if clarity could be added within the motion to state “secondary school students”
as referenced later in the report.
M19-0129
M. Shuttleworth / L. Reynolds
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board support, in principle, the concept
of free transit for Burlington secondary school students through Burlington Transit,
and direct staff to investigate with partners, the details of a Memorandum of
Understanding, and to report back regarding this opportunity by December 2019.
Carried Unanimously
Communication to the Board

5.1

Student Trustee Report
Olivia Lau and Matthew Burnes provided an overview of the upcoming Student Senate meeting
(Tuesday, September 24, from 6-9 p.m.), and responded to trustee questions.

5.2

For Action: October 2, 2019
5.2.1 2018-19 LTAP Boundary Reviews
D. Renzella spoke to Boundary Reviews proposed in Report 19109, and responded to
trustee questions regarding the scope and staff time involved in the reviews.
M19-0130

A. Grebenc / A. Collard
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct the Director of Education
to undertake a review of legacy boundary issues in conjunction with the 2019-2020
LTAP process, and prepare a report that gives consideration to addressing
boundaries while reducing costs, minimizing community upheaval, and other
pertinent criteria.
Carried Unanimously.

5.3

For Information: September 4, 2019
There were no items for Information on this agenda.

5.4

Notice(s) of Motion
T. Ehl Harrison raised the issue of Parent Reaching Out (PRO) Grants, and clarity regarding the
process that is required from the Ministry. She introduced the following motion, asking for her
colleagues’ support to deal with this at tonight’s agenda.
M19-0131

5.5

T. Ehl Harrison / D. Danielli
Be it resolved that the Chair write a letter to the Minister of Education expressing
the valuable contribution that school councils and PRO grants play in engaging the
community in support of student achievement and well-being, encouraging the
continuation of the program, and requesting that information be made available as
soon as possible so that school councils can submit meaningful and timely
proposals for consideration.
Carried Unanimously.

Director’s Report
S. Miller asked J. Hunt Gibbons to speak to materials she circulated regarding class sizes. She
also responded to trustee questions.
S. Miller also asked R. Eatough to speak to the keynotes slated for this December.
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5.6

Communications from the Chair
A. Grebenc spoke to a recent meeting with a local MPP.

5.7

Committee Reports
J. Oliver spoke to discussions and activities at this month’s SEAC meeting, highlighting the
election of a new Chair.
T. Ehl Harrison spoke to this week’s Environmental Management Committee discussions,
including efforts to promote environmental efforts within the Board.
J. Gray spoke to this week’s Audit Committee, including items under discussion that will come to
the Board in future weeks. J. Gray was elected as Chair of the Audit Committee, with L. Reynolds
elected as Vice-Chair.

5.8

Trustee Questions and Comments
T. Ehl Harrison asked for information regarding the Ministry’s Program and Policy Memorandum
regarding use of cell phones in classrooms, and if there was any action required to change the
Board’s current practice. S. Podrebarac indicated changes are being integrated into the Board’s
existing administrative procedures and the student code of conduct. It is intended the documents
will be shared with the appropriate educational stakeholders, and then revisions will be shared
with the Board at a future meeting.
J. Gray spoke to the upcoming “Benefit Bash” hosted by the Halton Learning Foundation, slated
for November 7.
At 8:50 p.m., the Board reconvened in Private Session.
M19-0132

6

H. Gerrits / T. Rocha
Be it resolved that the Board reconvene in Private Session. Carried Unanimously.

The Board rose into Public at 9:19 p.m.
Adjournment
M19-0133
J. Gray / M. Shuttleworth
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board adjourn at 9:20 p.m.
Carried Unanimously.

Recorder’s Signature:

Chair’s Signature:
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Halton District School Board
ORDER PAPER – PUBLIC SESSION
Wednesday, October 2, 2019
(Items shaded/in bold have been completed and will be deleted from the list prior to the next edition.)
Motion #
M13-0073

Resolution
Be it resolved that in recognition of the role of SEAC and the motions passed
at the SEAC Meeting of April 2, 2013 and conversations at the table this
evening, that the HDSB defer the Assessment of Gifted Entry/Gifted
Screening Process Review, and that the Board direct the Director to:

Responsibility
Director of
Education

1. develop and implement a consultation plan to seek input from SEAC, parents of
gifted students, teachers, school staff on improving our gifted assessment process.

M14-0158

M15-0071

M16-0099

M16-0133

M17-0088

Be it resolved that the HDSB consider the following option related to the
Director of
establishment of a second entry point (Grade 5) for French Immersion: Option C Education
(Defer the decision on second FI entry point): Defer the decision regarding a
second FI entry point until we have implemented Primary Core French.
Be it resolved that HDSB support HSTS utilizing a third-party consultant to
SO/Business
undertake a bell time analysis study for elementary and secondary schools, in
order to find route efficiencies and determine the financial impacts or cost savings,
AND THAT prior to the analysis being undertaken, study parameters will be
established jointly by the Halton DSB and the Halton Catholic DSB; and
THAT the cost of undertaking a bell time analysis study be provided to trustees for
approval.
Be it resolved that Halton DSB refer to the Policy, By-law & Governance Cmte,
Policy, By-law
the creation of a policy that incorporates the concepts regarding internal
& Governance
processes and public concerns identified in the admin procedure.
Committee
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board appoint the
Facility
architectural firm of Hossack and Associates Architects Inc. to prepare the Services
design and tender documents for the proposed new secondary school, SRA
104 (Milton SW #1 HS) to be built in Milton area for September 2019. In the
event Ministry approval is not received for this project, all expenses
incurred for design and development of tender documents be funded
through Close the Gap.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board close Robert Bateman
Director of
High School, effective June 30, 2020.
Education
a)
Effective September 1, 2019, the Halton District School Board revise
b)

M17-0097

M17-0184

Be it resolved that, as part of implementation of any PAR-related changes,
the Board direct the Director that the responsible Superintendent develop
and deliver a consultation and communications plan to engage with affected
and interested stakeholders in an early and ongoing way
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the continuation
of the Close the Gap program, as outlined and
THAT specific projects be undertaken as follows, funded subject to these
cost estimates and budget availability:



M18-0087

the existing catchment area for Robert Bateman HS to redirect English
program students entering Grade 9 to Nelson HS;
Effective September 1, 2020, the HDSB revise the existing catchment area
for Robert Bateman HS to redirect the Grade 10, 11 and 12 English
program students to Nelson HS.

Director of
Education

Superintendent of
Facility Services

air conditioning/electrical upgrades to 2nd & 3rd floor area of schools, $5,180,000
support for installation of elevators to address building accessibility, $6,000,000
support development and installation of a turf field at White Oaks SS, $1,200,000


Be it resolved that the HDSB approve the use up to $5,000 of the “Reserve
Account for Trustee Professional Development” for DiSC/ comparable
alternative training for Trustees elected for the 2018-22 term, with training
recommended to occur early in 2019.
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Chair

Motion #
M18-0117

M18-0173

M19-0016

M18-0174

M18-0220

M18-0221

M19-0037

Resolution
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct the scope of the
Special Education Internal Audit to be presented to SEAC for information,
and return to the Board for approval.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to undertake a
secondary school boundary review for the new Milton SW #1 hs, with an
expected completion date of no later than June 2019.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board amend the motion
directing staff to undertake a secondary school boundary review for the new
Milton SW #1 high school, to reflect the delay in construction timelines, with
the boundary review to be completed by the end of June 2020.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to undertake an
elementary and secondary school boundary review for the Samuel Curtis
Estates subdivision (ERA 111), which will include schools in ERA 103
(Pineland and Mohawk Gardens PS and SRA 100 (Nelson HS), as well as
schools in ERA 112 (Eastview, Gladys Speers, Pine Grove PS) and SRA 102
(TA Blakelock HS); with an expected completion date no later than June 2019.
Be it further resolved that a subsequent meeting of the Director’s
Performance Review Committee be struck to review and amend, as
necessary, the Director of Education Annual Performance Review Policy.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board authorize staff to tender
and award the 2018-2019 Facility Services Projects, Operations and
Maintenance, either individually or combined, as outlined in Report 18149.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board adjust the boundaries for
the elementary schools in Oakville as outlined in Scenario 14c and detailed in
Report 19024, effective September 2020, with some boundaries to be
partially implemented as follows:

Responsibility
Director

Director
Delayed: see
below M19-0016

Director

Director

Vice-Chair,
Board of
Trustees
Superintendent
Facility Services
Director

1.

Sunningdale Public School boundary for new students entering Grades 2-8
French Immersion, effective September 2019; and
2. Remaining Kindergarten spots at Oodenawi Public School, as of February 22,
2019, will be filled by students newly registered at Palermo for September 2019
who live within the Oodenawi Public School boundary, as defined in Scenario 14c.

M19-0048

M19-0074

M19-0080
M19-0103

M19-0109

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve $1,875,000 from
2019-2020 Capital Renewal funds to complete the Community Pathway
Program renovation at Nelson High School.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board accept the tender from
Everstrong Construction, in the amount of $2,876,900 as contained in RFT
No.19-094 (issued by Snyder Architects Inc.) for the Phase 1 Renovations
related to the Pupil Accommodation Review (PAR) work at Nelson High
School, 4181 New Street, Burlington, ON, and
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve a budget of
$3,390,634 for the Phase 1 renovations including the electrical services
upgrades at Nelson HS, 4181 New Street, Burlington, ON. Funding for this
project is available in the 2018-19 School Renewal allocation as well as
Accumulated Surplus designated for creating CPP Outdoor Learning Spaces.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct the Director of
Education to undertake a review of the Board’s French Language Policy.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct the Director of
Education to communicate with the southwest Oakville community, the
Board’s decision regarding the disposition of the SW Oakville #1 property,
and the staff report coming back to the Board regarding the reinvestment in
SW Oakville community schools.
Be it resolved that the Board direct the Director to initiate a process to
hire an outside stakeholder engagement firm, up to a maximum of
$50,000, to support consultation with families and the broader
community in the development of a new HDSB Multi-Year Plan.
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Director of
Education
SO, Facilities
Director of
Education

Director of
Education
Director of
Education

Director of
Education

Motion #
M19-0111

M19-0113

M19-0119

M19-0128

Resolution
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the
Revised 2018/2019 Regional Internal Audit Plan which defers the audit
of Continuing Education due to the review of the program by the
Associate Director, and
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the
2019/2020 Regional Internal Audit Plan which includes an audit of
Privacy and Information Management, and follow-up reviews of the
Information Technology Vulnerability and Security Assessment,
Insurance Program Administration and Board Partnerships and
Sponsorships.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board adjust the boundaries
for the elementary schools in ERA 102 and 103 as outlined in option 3b and
detailed in Report 19087, effective September 2020.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board approve the projects as
identified in Report 19103 to be submitted to the Ministry of Education as
part of the next request for Capital Priorities.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board accept the tender from
Everstrong Construction Ltd in the amount of $33,665,879.00 contained in
Tender No. RFT 19-168 for the construction of the new Milton SW#1
secondary school in Milton, Ontario.
Be it resolved that the HDSB approve a budget of $43,712,066.00 for the
construction of the Milton SW#1 secondary school. This project is to be
financed as follows:

Responsibility
Superintendent
of Business

Superintendent
of Facilities with
Planning
Superintendent
of Facilities

 Capital Priorities Funding of $32,555,603 as allocated by the Ministry in November
2016;
 Educational Development Charges of $8,137,345 (excluding land purchase costs
and EDC eligible cost relating to expropriation);
 Building Capacity (Unencumbered Capital Savings) of $191,481 to cover the
budget shortfall; and
 Proceeds of Disposition funding in the amount of $2,827,637 to cover the budget
shortfall.

M19-0129

M19-0130

M19-0131

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board support, in principle, the
concept of free transit for Burlington secondary school students through
Burlington Transit, and direct staff to investigate with partners, the details of
a Memorandum of Understanding, and to report back regarding this
opportunity by December 2019.
Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct the Director of
Education to undertake a review of legacy boundary issues in conjunction
with the 2019-2020 LTAP process, and prepare a report that gives
consideration to addressing boundaries while reducing cost, minimizing
community upheaval, and other pertinent criteria.
Be it resolved that the Chair write a letter to the Minister of Education
expressing the valuable contribution that school councils and PRO grants
play in engaging the community in support of student achievement and wellbeing, encouraging the continuation of the program, and requesting that
information be made available as soon as possible so school councils can
submit meaningful and timely proposals for consideration.
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Director of
Education

Director of
Education

Chair of the
Board

Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19111
Date: September 26, 2019
FOR INFORMATION
TO:

The Chair and Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

Stuart Miller, Director of Education

RE:

Administrative Procedure Update

Background:
This report is the next in the regular updates of Administrative Council’s ongoing review of
all administrative procedures for the 2019-20 school year.
The procedures are appended for your convenience.
Admin Procedure Name
Dealing with Public Concerns
Distribution of Materials
Election Audit Compliance Committee
Inclement Weather
Naming Schools
Active Transportation

Revisions / Additional Info
Review date change only (not appended)
Review date change only (not appended)
Review date change only (not appended)
Review date change only (not appended)
Review date change only (not appended)
Review date change only (not appended)

Respectfully submitted,
Stuart Miller
Director of Education

8
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Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19112
Date: September 25, 2019
FOR INFORMATION
TO:

The Chair and Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

S. Miller, Director of Education

RE:

Board Report Update

Background:
First introduced in September 2014, this monthly report outlines reports scheduled to
come to the Board during the current school year.
The report schedule outlines the planned dates for the 2019-20 school year. The
document is reviewed periodically at Admin Council with updates provided as required.
Changes are noted in bold. These updates will help keep Trustees apprised of what
reports have been presented, completed, and/or have had to have timelines revised.
Respectfully submitted,
S. Miller
Director of Education
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REPORT SUBJECT
Admin Procedure Update
SEAC Membership
PAR Update
2018-19 LTAP Boundary Reviews
Capital Update with Financials
Budget Approval/Tender Award SW Milton #1
EQAO Update
Ombudsman Report
September Staffing Adjustments
Annual Audit Committee Report to the Ministry of Ed
Capital Update
Trustee Honoraria (Sched.1)
Operational Plan Progress Report
French Immersion Enrolment Report
Community Planning and Partnerships
Annual Water Testing
Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives
Budget/Tender for Nelson Phases 2 & 3
PAR Update
Capital Update with Financials
Deferred Maintenance Update/2019-20 School Renewal
Trustee Expenses
P/VP Placements/Transfer
Financial Statements
Response to Trustee Motion re Oakville Schools &
Lakeshore Woods property
Annual Statement of EDCs
Spec Ed Review w/ Primary Gifted Recommendations
Community Funding Facility Enhancements
Confirmation of Capital Priorities funding
Banking Resolutions
Director’s Annual Report
Close the Gap Update
PAR Update
Striking Committee/ Appointments
Capital Update
School Generated Funds
Revised Estimates
Boundary Review(s)
Budget Schedule
Welcome Centre Update
Self-Contained Locations

2019-2020 STAFF INITIATED BOARD REPORTS
2019-20 DATE
RESPONSIBILITY
(ongoing)
Stuart Miller
(as required)
Mark Zonneveld
September 4
Terri Blackwell
September 18
Stuart Miller
September 18
Maia Puccetti/Roxana Negoi
September 18
Maia Puccetti
September 18
David Boag
October 2
David Boag
October 2
Debra McFadden
October 2
Roxana Negoi
October 16
Maia Puccetti
October 16
Roxana Negoi
October 16
David Boag
October 16
David Boag
November 6
Roxana Negoi
November 6
Maia Puccetti
November 6
Maia Puccetti
November 6
Maia Puccetti
November 6
Terri Blackwell
November 20
Maia Puccetti/Roxana Negoi
November 20
Maia Puccetti
November 20
Roxana Negoi
November 20
Jacquie Newton
November 20
Roxana Negoi
November 20
Maia Puccetti/Roxana Negoi
November 20
November
(as required)
December 4
December 4
December 4
January 8
January 8
January 8
January 22
January 22
January 22
February 5
February 19
February 19
March 4

Roxana Negoi
Mark Zonneveld/Stuart Miller
Maia Puccetti / Roxana Negoi
Maia Puccetti / Roxana Negoi
Roxana Negoi
Stuart Miller
Maia Puccetti / Roxana Negoi
Terri Blackwell
Striking Committee /Stuart Miller
Maia Puccetti
Roxana Negoi / Stuart Miller
Roxana Negoi
Stuart Miller
Roxana Negoi
Gord Truffen
M. Zonneveld
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September 24, 2019
COMMENTS
Info
Info
completed
Info
completed
Action
completed
Info
completed
Action
Private (October 2: Public)
Info
Info
Info
Info
Info
Action
Info
Info
Info
Testing occurs in October
Info
Presentation (includes solar update) Info
Private Session
Action

Private

Info
Action
Info
Info
Action
Action
Info
Info
Info
Action
Action
Info
Info
Info
Action
Info
Info
Action
Action
Info
Info
Info

Capital Update with Financials
Annual Portable Inspection Update
Innovation Update
PAR Update
Operational Plan Update
Draft Special Education Plan
EDC By-law Timelines
Multi-Year Plan
Draft Op Plan Targets/Strategies
School Year Calendar
Capital Update
Budget/Tender for Milton No. 11 PS
P/VP Placements/Transfer
Teachers Redundant to the Board
Gifted Screening
Community Funding - Facility Enhancements
Capital Update with Financials
PAR Update
LTAP
EDC By-law Amendment (if required)
Disposition of Property/Acquisitions
Transportation/Policy Exemptions
School Bell Time Change Requests
Boundary Review Report
Capital Update
Budget
Special Education Plan
Operational Plan Targets/Strategies

March 4
March 4
March 4
March 4
March 25
March 25
March 25
April 1
April 1
April 1
April 15
May 6
May 6
May 20
May/June
(as required)
May 20
May 20
May 20
May 20
(as required)
June 3
June 3
June 3
June 3
June 3/17
June 17
June 17

Maia Puccetti/Roxana Negoi
Maia Puccetti
Jacquie Newton
Terri Blackwell
David Boag
Mark Zonneveld
Maia Puccetti
Stuart Miller
Stuart Miller
David Boag
Maia Puccetti
Maia Puccetti
Jacquie Newton
Debra McFadden
Mark Zonneveld
Maia Puccetti / Roxana Negoi
Maia Puccetti / Roxana Negoi
Terri Blackwell
Maia Puccetti
Maia Puccetti
Maia Puccetti
Roxana Negoi
Roxana Negoi
Stuart Miller
Maia Puccetti
Roxana Negoi
Mark Zonneveld
Stuart Miller
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Action
Action
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Action
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Action
Action

Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19113
Date: September 26, 2019
FOR INFORMATION
TO:

The Chair and Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

D. Boag, Associate Director

RE:

Annual Report – Ombudsman’s Office Involvement

Background:
The Ombudsman’s Office is an independent office of the Legislature that investigates and
resolves public complaints about Ontario government organizations and municipalities,
universities, and school boards. The Ombudsman recommends solutions to individual and
systemic administrative problems.
The Ombudsman Requests and Responses to Complaints Administrative Procedure
requires an annual information report be provided to the Halton District School Board of
Trustees in September each year, summarizing issues or concerns identified by the
Ombudsman relating to the Halton District School Board.
Ombudsman’s Office Involvement 2018-2019
The Ombudsman’s Office produces an annual report each June for the period of April 1 of
the previous calendar year to March 31 of the current calendar year. The 2018-2019 report
stated that during this time period there were 873 complaints related to school boards, 29
of which referenced the Halton District School Board.
When the Ombudsman’s office receives a complaint, they have several avenues by which
to deal with the complaint including, but not limited to, providing advice to the complainant,
contacting the school board to receive information related to the complaint and/or initiating
a full investigation.
During this reporting period, the HDSB had one recorded contact with the Ombudsman’s
Office. The issue reported on was related to an attendance matter. In this case senior
administration discussed the matter by phone with the Ombudsman’s Office and provided
clarification. Following the phone conversation, there was no subsequent follow-up with the
Board on this complaint and the matter was then deemed to be closed. Staff have no
information regarding the remaining 28 reported complaints to the Ombudsman’s Office.
Respectfully submitted,
David Boag
Associate Director
Stuart Miller
Director of Education
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Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19109
Date:
September 12, 2019
FOR DECISION
TO:

The Chair and Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

Maia Puccetti, Superintendent of Facility Services
Stuart Miller, Director of Education

RE:

2019-20 LTAP School Boundary Reviews

Background:
The 2018/2019 Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP) provided enrolment projections for 2019
to 2028 for each Elementary and Secondary Review Area (ERA and SRA) in the Board as well
as for each elementary and secondary school within the system.. The LTAP provides the
opportunity to identify school boundary review initiatives as a result of the construction of new
schools and ongoing accommodation pressures in existing review areas. In order to proceed,
trustees must approve the initiation and undertaking of school boundary reviews.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to recommence a
school boundary review for the new Milton SW #1 hs, which will include schools in
SRA 101, SRA 104 and SRA 105; with an expected completion date of no later than
June 2020

2.

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to recommence an
elementary and secondary school boundary review for the Samuel Curtis Estates
subdivision (ERA 111), which will include schools in ERA 103 (Frontenac PS,
Mohawk Gardens PS , and Pineland PS) and SRA 100 (Nelson HS and Robert
Bateman HS), as well as schools in ERA 112 (Eastview PS, Gladys Speers PS, Pine
Grove PS) and SRA 102 (T.A. Blakelock HS); with an expected completion date of no
later than February 2020.

3.

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to undertake a school
boundary review for the two communities north of Upper Middle Road and west of
Bronte Road in ERA 114 (Village Common/Chateau Common to the north and
Deerview Common/Trawden Way to the south) that are currently attending Heritage
Glen PS (ERA 115) with an expected completion date of no later than February 2020.

4.

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to undertake an
elementary and secondary school boundary review for the Acton community in the
Town of Halton Hills, which will include schools in ERA 126 (McKenzie-Smith Bennett
PS and Robert Little PS) and SRA 107 (Acton District High School) with an expected
completion date of no later than June 2020.

5.

Be it resolved that the Halton District School Board direct staff to undertake an
elementary school boundary review for the To Be Determined Area, located at the
south-east corner of Derry Road and Regional Road 25, which will include Milton
schools in ERA 119 and ERA 120; with an expected completion date no later than
February 2020.
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Discussion:
The 2018/2019 Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP) provided enrolment projections for 2019 to
2028 for each Elementary and Secondary Review Area (ERA and SRA) in the Board as well as for
each elementary and secondary school within the system. The LTAP provides the opportunity to
identify school boundary review initiatives that are to be undertaken as a result of ongoing capital
initiatives or as a result of new development and/or enrollment pressures on schools.
1.

Burlington SRA 101, Milton SRA 104 and SRA 105 – Milton SW #1 hs

The Board received Capital Priorities funding approval for the new Milton SW #1 hs in October
2016. The new school is to be constructed Bronte St., south of Louis St. Laurent Blvd. The project
was tendered during the summer of 2018, however, the tender came in above Ministry allocation.
As a result, HDSB did not receive permission to proceed from the MInistry of Education and the
project was returned to the design stage. Cost-savings measures were found in the redesign of the
school and the Ministry granted permission to proceed to tender on July 19, 2019. The school is
now projected to open for 2021/2022 at the earliest.
It is recommended this review also include SRA 101, in particular the area impacting Kilbride PS,
north of Dundas St. and 407 ETR. Dr. Frank J Hayden SS is currently above capacity and is
projected to remain above capacity for the next ten years. Kilbride PS is currently directed to Milton
District HS and Dr. Frank J Hayden SS. Including Kilbride PS in this review will review the
opportunity to have a united cohort that would attend one high school.
In the boundary review report that was presented to the Board in September 2018, the boundary
review was scheduled to be completed by June 2019, in anticipation of the school opening for
September 2020. As a result of delays in approval from the Ministry, this boundary review for the
new Milton SW #1 hs was put on hold. Given the recent Ministry approvals it is recommended that
this boundary review be recommenced, with an expected completion by no later than June 2020, in
anticipation of the school opening for September 2021.
2.

Burlington ERA 103 and SRA 100 and Oakville ERA 111, 112 and SRA 102 -Samuel
Curtis Estates (SW Oakville) Redirection

The 2017-18 LTAP identified that in ERA 111, there is an area that currently attends schools in
Burlington (ERA 103 - Frontenac PS, Mohawk Gardens PS and Pineland PS; SRA 100 - Nelson HS
and Robert Bateman HS). This area is commonly known as “Samuel Curtis Estates” and is located
at the SE corner of Burloak Drive and Lakeshore Road and was the first residential development in
this area with no residential development of the Petro Canada lands that are located to the north
and to the east of Samuel Curtis Estates. Historically, this area has been directed to Burlington
schools because of proximity to existing Burlington schools and relative isolation from the existing
residential in ERA 111. With the redevelopment of the Petro Canada lands (now known as the
“Lakeshore Woods” community), there has been interest in redirecting public school students from
Burlington to Oakville schools in ERA 112. Currently those English program students in the
Lakeshore Woods community attend Gladys Speers PS for JK to Grade 6 and Eastview PS for
Grade 7 and 8; while FI students attend Pine Grove PS (Grade 2 to Grade 8). Therefore the 20172018 LTAP identified that consideration should be given to the potential redirection of that area to
elementary and secondary schools in Oakville. The undertaking of this boundary review was
approved by trustees in the fall of 2018.
The first Boundary Review Steering Committee (BRSC) meeting took place in February 2019.
Through the preliminary discussions on procedure and initial scenarios, it was apparent that the one
issue that needed to be addressed was the Oakville SW #1 ps school site located on Nautical Blvd
in ERA 111. Further discussion revealed that any boundary changes and development of
accommodation strategies for the schools involved in this boundary study would require a decision
14
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on the status of Oakville SW #1 ps before the start of the review. It was determined that the review
needed to be put on hold until this issue was resolved.
In May 2019, trustees recommended that the Oakville SW #1 ps school site be declared surplus to
the needs of the Board and the property be disposed of in accordance with Ontario Regulation
444/98. Given the Board will no longer moving forward with a new school in this area it was
concluded that the boundary review be recommenced, which was identified in the 2018-2019
LTAP. It is the expectation that this boundary review will be completed by the end of February
2020.
3.

Oakville ERA 114 and 115 - NW Oakville - Ward 4 elementary boundary review

There are two communities north of Upper Middle Road and west of Bronte Road in ERA 114
(Village Common/Chateau Common - “north pocket” and Deerview Common/Trawden Way - “south
pocket”) that currently attend Heritage Glen PS in ERA 115. Under the recommendation of the NW
Oakville French Immersion boundary review during the 2011/2012 school year, Heritage Glen PS
opened in Sept 2012 as a JK-8 ENG and 1-3 FI elementary school, growing by one FI grade every
year until 2017/2018. As part of this boundary study it was also determined that elementary
students in the two communities would attend Heritage Glen PS for ENG and FI.
As of October 31, 2018 there are 62 elementary students attending Heritage Glen PS from these
two communities (24 elementary students from the north pocket and 38 elementary students from
the south pocket). Therefore, given that these two communities are within the Palermo community
and enrolments are projected to decline over the next 10 years, it is concluded that these
communities should be redirected back to Palermo PS. It is the expectation that this boundary
review will be completed by the end of February 2020.
4.

Halton Hills ERA 126 and SRA 107 - Acton schools boundary review

There has been discussion within the Board and school board staff about student enrolment
numbers in Acton, and the three schools located there (McKenzie-Smith Bennett PS, Robert Little
PS and Acton District HS). Currently, McKenzie-Smith Bennett PS is a JK -8 ENG and 6-8 FI school
and has a current OTG utilization of 85%. In the 2018/2019 LTAP, this school is projected to
decrease to 69% OTG utilization by 2028. Robert Little PS is a JK -5 ENG and 2-5 FI school and
has a current OTG utilization of 75%. In the 2018/2019 LTAP, this school is projected to decrease
to 70% OTG utilization by 2028.
Acton District High School is a Grade 9-12 ENG and FI school and has a current OTG utilization of
68%. In the 2018/2019 LTAP update, OTG utilization is projected to decrease to 62% by 2028.
There has been discussion regarding the opportunity to reconfigure the grade structures at these 3
schools. This would include investigating the moving of the Grade 7 and 8 program from McKenzieSmith Bennett PS to Acton District HS. It is the expectation this boundary review will be completed
by the end of June 2020.
5.

Milton ERA 119 and 120 -To Be Determined Boundary Review (Milton -Derry Road and
Regional Road 25)

As a result of the Viola Desmond PS boundary review recommended scenario (Board Report 18020) a
“To Be Determined” area was created for the Briarwood Development (24T-17001) located at the
southeast corner of Derry Road and Regional Road 25. This development is directed to Craig
Kielburger HS, but no elementary school. The development consists of three apartment buildings as
well as five 3-story stacked townhouse buildings backing on to Sixteen Mile Creek Valley In total the
development is planned to have 82 medium density units and 606 high-density units. As of May 2019,
the developer has indicated that groundbreaking is tentatively expected for June 2020. It is
recommended to commence a boundary review and designate elementary school (s) for this area prior
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to the sale of units. It is the expectation that this boundary review will be completed by the end of
February 2020.
6.

Burlington ERA 100, ERA 101 and SRA 100 - Grade 7 to 12 French Immersion
Enrolment Monitoring at Aldershot HS.

During the Burlington PAR process, there was some concern with respect to the viability of the
French Immersion program at two secondary schools, Aldershot HS and Burlington Central HS. As
a result in the final Burlington PAR report, there was a commitment to monitor FI enrolment at both
Aldershot HS and Burlington Central HS.
Historically, the Aldershot HS Grade 9 FI class averages 26 students; however, the introduction of
the ISTEM program for September 2019, has impacted the FI enrolment at the school. The chart
below indicates that there are only 9 students enrolled in Grade 9 FI at Aldershot HS.

Grade 9 Aldershot

English

ISTEM

FI

Total

56

112

9

177

As the introduction of the ISTEM program has only been introduced this year at the school, the
longer term impact on enrolments in the FI program is still unknown. Moving forward, Board staff
will continue to monitor FI enrolments at Aldershot High School and Burlington Central High School
to ensure program viability.
Respectfully submitted
Maia Puccetti
Superintendent of Facility Services
Stuart Miller
Director of Education
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Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19115
Date: September 26, 2019
FOR DECISION
TO:

Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

J. Gray, Halton Hills Trustee
Chair, Audit Committee

RE:

Audit Committee Annual Report to the Board of Trustees and
Annual Report to the Ministry

RECOMMENDATION:
Be it resolved that the HDSB Board of Trustees accept the 2018/2019 Audit
Committee Annual Report to the Board of Trustees and the 2018/2019 Annual Report
to the Ministry.
Background:
The Halton District School Board (HDSB) Audit Committee met on September 17, 2019. The purpose
of the meeting included;
1. To review the 2018/2019 Annual Reports to the Board of Trustees and to the Ministry.
Review of 2018/2019 Audit Committee Annual Report to the Board of Trustees
Under Ontario Regulation 361/10, S. 15 (1), the Audit Committee shall submit to the board an
annual report. The annual report contains the information prescribed under the regulation.
Review of the 2018/2019 Audit Committee Annual Report to the Ministry
Under Ontario Regulation 361/10, S. 15 (2), the board shall submit information to the Minister on
audit work performed since the last report and work planned for the upcoming period. The annual
report contains the information prescribed under the regulation.
The Audit Committee has reviewed the Audit Committee Annual Report to the Board of Trustees
and the 2018/2019 Annual Report to the Ministry.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeanne Gray
Chair of the Audit Committee 2018/2019
Halton District School Board
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Halton District School Board
Annual Report to the Board of Trustees
For the year ended August 31, 2019
Public Session
This report summarizes the audit committee’s actions for the year ending August 31, 2019.
Audit Committee Members
The Audit Committee consisted of the following members:
-

Jeanne Gray – Chair, Trustee Representative
Ann Harvey Hope, Vice-Chair (to September 2018), Trustee Representative (to December
2018)
Amy Collard, Vice-Chair, Trustee Representative
Leah Reynolds, Trustee Representative (effective January 2019)
Mary Caputi, Public Representative
Dan McKerrall, Public Representative

In addition, staff attendees at the Committee meetings included:
-

Stuart Miller – Director of Education
Lucy Veerman – Superintendent of Business Services and Treasurer (to January 2019)
Roxana Negoi – Superintendent of Business Services and Treasurer (effective February
2019)
Jackie Sweetman – Controller of Financial Services
Heather Camastro – Manager of Accounting
Carrie Salemi – Manager of Accounting, School Financial Services
Kathryn Samarin – Supervisor of School Financial Services
Jenny Baker – Regional Internal Audit Manager
David Tonin – Partner, Audit & Assurance, Deloitte LLP
Lilian Cheung – Audit Manager, Audit & Assurance, Deloitte LLP

Additional trustee guests attending Audit Committee meetings are noted in the minutes.
Administrative Tasks
At the beginning of the year and in accordance with recommended good practice various
administrative tasks were completed. These included:
-

requesting declaration of any conflicts of interest
appointing an Audit Committee Chair
developing a work plan;
developing a meeting schedule and agenda for the year; and
updating the Audit Committee Terms of Reference
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Halton District School Board
Meetings
The previous annual report (approved at Audit Committee meeting in September 2018)
summarized the meetings up to September 18, 2018 and dealt with matters related to the
2017/2018 fiscal year. For matters dealing with 2018/2019, there were four meetings throughout
the year. All meetings were held as planned. The regulation requires that the attendance record
of the members of the committee be included in the report.
The members in attendance at each meeting were as follows:
Member’s Name

Jeanne Gray
Ann Harvey Hope (to Dec 18)
Amy Collard
Leah Reynolds (eff. Jan 19)
Mary Caputi
Dan McKerrall

November 13,
2018

January 22,
2019

April 30,
2019

September
17, 2019

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

Absent

X

Absent

X

X

A meeting will be held in November 2019 for the presentation of the draft 2018/2019 audited
financial statements.
The Regulation also requires the Audit Committee Chair to provide an oral or written report to the
Board of Trustees summarizing the matters discussed at each meeting and a written report of any
recommendations for the Board to approve. Information was provided to the Board of Trustees
after each of the meetings.
Governance
The Audit Committee operated throughout the fiscal year ending August 31, 2019. All of the
members satisfied the eligibility requirements in accordance with Ontario Regulation 361/10.
Halton District School Board Internal Auditor
The position of Internal Auditor at the Halton District School Board was vacant during the
2018/2019 fiscal year. The position of the Audit and Compliance Officer was also vacant during
2018/2019.
Several postings for the recruitment of the Internal Auditor were unsuccessful. As part of the
2019/2020 budget process, the positions of Internal Auditor and Audit and Compliance Officer
were eliminated.
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Halton District School Board
External Auditors
The external auditors, Deloitte LLP, presented the scope and extent of their work for the
2018/2019 audited financial statements to the committee, which the committee reviewed and
recommended for approval at the April 30, 2019 meeting. The external auditors confirm their
independence in conjunction with the presentation of the draft financial statements. The Audit
Committee reviewed and recommended the approval of the annual audited financial statements for
the 2017/2018 year on November 13, 2018.
As per the Board Executive Limitations Policy, external audit services were tendered for the
2018/2019 fiscal year. The Audit Committee recommended the re-appointment of Deloitte LLP as
the board’s external auditors for 2018/2019 fiscal year during the meeting held April 30, 2019.
Regional Internal Audit Team
The Audit Committee reviewed and approved the internal audit plans for the school board,
reviewed, and discussed interim and year end reports summarizing the results of the audit work
and recommendations made by the Regional Internal Audit Team.
Summary of the work performed
In addition to the items noted above, the following outlines further work performed by the Audit
Committee in the last 12 months:
-

Reviewed the fees charged by the external auditors in respect of the 2018/2019 financial
statement audit;
Followed up on any issues discussed at previous meetings;
Discussed External, Internal and Regional Internal Audit Assessments;
Held private meetings (i.e. exclusive of Management) with External Auditor and Regional
Internal Auditors.

The Audit Committee is grateful to all of the participants for the interchange of ideas and expertise
from the attendees. It is the interaction of all involved that allows us to be successful and to satisfy
our duties and responsibilities under Ontario Regulation 361/10.
On behalf of the Audit Committee
_________________________
Jeanne Gray
Audit Committee Chair 2018/2019
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Halton District School Board
Annual Report to the Board of Trustees and
Forwarded to the Ministry of Education
for the year ended August 31, 2019
District School Board Name: Halton District School Board
Fiscal Year: 2018/2019
Re: Annual audit committee report to the Ministry of Education as per Ontario Regulation 361/10
During the 2018/19 fiscal year, the following internal audits or other engagements were completed
by the regional internal audit team but not presented to the Audit Committee by August 31st:
● Special Education
● Information Technology – Vulnerability and Security Assessment Follow-Up Audit
In addition to those listed above, the following audits were completed in the 2018/19 fiscal year:
● Board Partnerships and Sponsorships Audit
● Follow-up Audit:
o Information Technology – Backup, Disaster and Recovery
o Entity Level Controls Assessment
Based on the multi-year internal audit plan, we are not expecting any enrolment audits to be

performed.

Date

Jeanne Gray
Audit Committee Chair, 2018/19

Signature
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Halton District School Board
Report Number:
19114
Date: September 26, 2019
FOR INFORMATION
TO:

Members of the Halton District School Board

FROM:

Andréa Grebenc, Chair of the Board
Trustee, Burlington Wards 3 and 6

RE:

Chair’s Correspondence

Periodically, the Chair receives correspondence addressed to the Board.
Correspondence appended to this report includes a letter from Elena DiBattista, Director, Our Kids
Network, and the appended “Youth Voices Matter” (North Oakville).
Respectfully Submitted
Andréa Grebenc
Chair, Halton District School Board
Burlington Trustee, Wards 3 & 6
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Subject: Final Report - Youth Voice Matter in North Oakville
Sent on behalf of Elena DiBattista

Dear Stuart, Andréa and Tracey,
Thank you for participating in the Youth Voices Matter in North Oakville Survey. Almost 1400
students between Gr 7 and Gr 10, in 10 schools from the North Oakville neighbourhood,
told us about the Developmental Assets, relationships and youth experiences that are important
to them in their community.
Your partnership and continued collaboration has provided this amazing opportunity to listen to
our students. As a result, we now are able to share their voice with the communityso that
together, as service providers, we can plan and support youth. Your Board, as an active
member of OKN, works with community service providers from across sectors to best provide
youth with the conditions to optimize opportunities to thrive.Your Board’s contributions to
research in Halton and the partnership have been extremely valuable to the community and to
Halton youth. Thank you for your great contributions and for your support.
Attached you will find a document with key findings that you can share with staff, students
and parents. The results may also be helpful for your School Improvement Plans and your
Safety and Well-Being committees.
As you explore the data, you may wonder….
1. How might students give back to your school community?
2. How might we build positive relationships between students, teachers, parents?
3. How can we collaborate with partners to strengthen our school communities?
We are here to help.
For more information about the data, contact Elisabeth Wells, PhD, Our Kids Network Research
& Knowledge Broker at elisabeth@ourkidsnetwork.ca.
To learn about the North Oakville Youth Development Initiative, contact Siobhan Laverdiere,
Youth Engagement Coordinator at siobahn@ourkidsnetwork.ca.
To request a presentation on Developmental Assets and Relationships for your staff,
students or community, contact Mary Tabak, Project Manager at mary@ourkidsnetwork.ca.
Thank you for being part of the village in North Oakville. We look forward to your continued
collaboration and voice around the table. Please contact us if we can support you in your work
or assist you in connecting to the community.
Best regards,
Elena DiBattista, Director
Our Kids Network
T 905-333-4226
C 905-802-2933
@OurKidsNetwork
www.ourkidsnetwork.ca
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Appendix B of MO-19-19
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Appendix C of MO-19-19

Bureau de la direction
de l’éducation

Toronto, October 10, 2019

Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
City of Burlington
426 Brant Street, P.O. Box 5013
Burlington (Ontario) L7R 3Z6
Email : mayor@burlington.ca

Subject : Proposal for Free Transit Passes for City of Burlington students through
Burlington Transit
Dear Mayor Marianne Meed Ward,
The City of Burlington has approached the Conseil scolaire catholique MonAvenir for our
support in regard to the concept of free transit for Burlington students through Burlington
Transit.
We understand that the goal for free student fares is to remove some of the barriers to
taking transit; reducing the number of vehicles on the roads, thus reducing Green House
Gas emissions and introduce students to transit so they will become lifelong riders. Above
all, these students could use these passes from the city to get to co-op education
placements, volunteer positions, part-time jobs, getting to recreation activities, shopping
and personal appointments.
We believe that this initiative is a big step forward for the students and for the
community. The Conseil Scolaire Catholique MonAvenir supports this initiative and looks
forward for its implementation.
Respectfully,

André Blais
Director of Education
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Page 1 of Report MO-20-19

SUBJECT: Council committee and Deputy Mayor assignments for
2020
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Office of the Mayor

Report Number: MO-20-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 130-02
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Appoint Councillors Kelvin Galbraith and Lisa Kearns, as chair and vice chair
respectively to the Environment, Infrastructure and Community Services Committee
effective January 1, 2020 for the term to expire December 31, 2020; and
Appoint Councillors Shawna Stolte and Rory Nisan, as chair and vice chair respectively
to the Community Planning, Regulation and Mobility Committee, both regular and
statutory public meetings, effective January 1, 2020 for the term to expire December 31,
2020; and
Appoint Councillors Rory Nisan and Paul Sharman, as chair and vice chair respectively
to the Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk and Accountability Committee effective
January 1, 2020 for the term to expire December 31, 2020; and
Appoint Councillors Angelo Bentivegna and Lisa Kearns, as chair and vice chair
respectively to the Council Workshop Committee effective January 1, 2020 for the term
to expire December 31, 2020; and
Approve the Deputy Mayor rotation as outlined in report MO-20-19; and
Amend the procedure by-law to permit chairs to serve in the Deputy Mayor rotation.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
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 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
The chair and vice chair of council standing committees rotates annually according to
calendar year. Typically, the vice chair of the committee moves into the chair role, and
the chair rotates off; however, with the recent reorganization, an additional standing
committee has been added. This will mean that all members of council are either a chair
or vice chair, and some will have more than one role.
The current 2019 committee chair/vice chair:
Committee of the Whole, Regular and Budget:
Chair: Lisa Kearns
Vice-Chair: Kelvin Galbraith
Planning & Development Committee, and Planning & Development Public
Meeting:
Chair: Paul Sharman
Vice-Chair: Rory Nisan
Audit Committee:
Chair: Paul Sharman
Vice-Chair: Lisa Kearns
(Note: As there are citizen members on this committee, there is opportunity for one of
them to serve as chair, vice-chair or both)
Committee of the Whole - Workshop:
Chair: Shawna Stolte
Vice-Chair: Angelo Bentivegna
City Council:
Chair: Mayor
Vice-Chair: Deputy Mayor

After careful consideration of skills, experience, priorities and exposure, as well
as seeking input from each councillor, the recommended new Chairs/Vice Chairs
for the new committees is as follows:
EICS: Environment, Infrastructure & Community Services Committee
Chair: Kelvin Galbraith
Vice Chair: Lisa Kearns
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CPRM: Community Planning, Regulation & Mobility Committee; AND CPM:
Statutory Public Meeting
Chair: Shawna Stolte
Vice Chair: Rory Nisan
CSSRA: Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk and Accountability Committee
(includes Budget special meetings)
Chair: Rory Nisan
Vice Chair: Paul Sharman
Council Workshop:
Chair: Angelo Bentivegna
Vice Chair: Lisa Kearns
Audit:
Chair: To be determined by Audit
Vice-Chair: To be determined by Audit
Deputy Mayor:
Chairs can’t be a deputy mayor, according to our current procedure bylaw. We will need
to modify that part of our procedure to better distribute the deputy mayor role among
more council members.
Currently the deputy mayor role is on a one-month rotation, which can lead to confusion
as to who’s on deck. During this term, I will be bringing forward a report providing better
definition of, and outlining an enhanced role for, the deputy mayor. In the short term, I
am recommending the role rotate quarterly, and that two deputy mayors serve each
quarter, to provide additional backup for the mayor and opportunity to councillors.
Q1:
Kelvin Galbraith
Angelo Bentivegna
Q2:
Lisa Kearns
Shawna Stolte
Q3:
Rory Nisan
Paul Sharman
Q4:
Angelo Bentivegna
Kelvin Galbraith
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Financial Matters:
Not applicable

Total Financial Impact
Not applicable

Source of Funding
Not applicable

Other Resource Impacts
Not applicable

Conclusion:
The above recommendations will provide the desired level of governance, focus and
expertise to successfully oversee committees and council in the City of Burlington, as
well as provide the necessary support for the function of the Mayor’s office through
assigned Deputy Mayor rotations.

Respectfully submitted,
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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COW-15-19

To:

Mayor and Members of Burlington City Council

From:

Councillor Rory Nisan

Cc:

Tim Commisso, Angela Morgan, Mary Battaglia

Date:

November 22, 2019

Re:

2019 Leaf Collection Changes

Background:
We have all heard the concerns of Burlington residents regarding the reduction in service levels for the 2019
leaf collection programme, both in terms of the decision and in how the change was communicated.
I will be bringing the following staff direction to committee:
Direct the Director of Roads, Parks and Forestry to prepare a report to committee in January 2020
explaining the root and proximate causes of the need to change the leaf collection programme in
November 2019, and provide any lessons learned from the experience of the 2019 programme.
This direction may be added to upon further consideration before the committee meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Rory Nisan
Councillor, Ward 3
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SUBJECT: City-wide private tree bylaw implementation
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Roads, Parks and Forestry Department

Report Number: RPF-18-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 820-01
Date to Committee: December 2, 2019
Date to Council: December 16, 2019

Recommendation:
Approve proposed City-wide Private Tree Bylaw XX-XXXX, Appendix ‘A’ to report
RPF-18-19 and repeal existing bylaw 43-2018 Pilot Private Tree Bylaw, effective
April 1, 2020; and
Approve the proposed operating and capital budget impacts for the administration of
both public and private tree bylaws, through the budget processes (Business Case
2020-003 and VE-VN-1956); and
Amend rates and fees by-law #52-2019 by replacing page 38 of Appendix A
effective April 1, 2020; and
Direct the Director of Roads, Parks, and Forestry to develop a program for tree
planting incentives on private property within the City of Burlington.

Purpose:
This report outlines the options to consider in following the Vision to Focus plan and the
City’s declared climate emergency:


Focus Area 3: Supporting sustainable infrastructure and resilient environment
- Increase the tree canopy City-wide
- Promoting and working towards a lower carbon footprint community
- Promote the development of trees to provide improved air quality; carbon uptake;
cooling effect for urban heat islands; shade from UV rays; storm water uptake;
wildlife habitat; and psychological well-being benefits for residents.
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Executive Summary:
Report RPF-15-19 was tabled at the October 10th Committee of the Whole meeting
which recommended the implementation of a private tree bylaw City-wide. Staff
committed to reporting back to members of council with a draft bylaw and include
additional information in a follow up report based on questions raised at committee.
The information contain within this report should be read in conjunction with information
contain within the previously submitted report, RPF-15-19.
This legislation will help to protect and grow the urban forest as a long-term community
resource while respecting homeowner rights. This bylaw will also provide mechanisms
to incentivize private landowners to actively participate in the continued preservation
and growth of the City’s Urban Forest through subsidized planting opportunities.
Staff recommends Option 4 for implementation, which prohibits the removal of a tree
greater than or equal to 20 cm diameter at breast height, and more than 5 trees
between 10 and 20 cm in diameter in a calendar year. This option provides a high level
of protection for private trees City-wide.
If approved, implementation of this program will take approximately 4 months.

Background and Discussion:
1.0 The Proposed Private Tree Bylaw at a Glance
The proposed City-wide Private Tree bylaw will apply to the injury or destruction of:
a) Any tree greater than 20 cm in diameter
b) More than 5 trees in one calendar year with a diameter range between 10 cm
and 20 cm
c) Heritage Trees under the Ontario Heritage Act, 1990 are protected
d) Trees classified as endangered, threatened, or at-risk species, as defined by the
Species at Risk Act, 2002.
The application of the bylaw would apply to all trees located on private property within
the geographic boundary of the City of Burlington.
The Halton Region Woodlot Preservation Bylaw 121-05 would supersede the City-wide
Private Tree Bylaw.
There are exemptions under the bylaw to allow for residents to be able to sufficiently
manage risk and maintain trees in good health on their property. The following
exemptions are proposed and consistent with other municipalities:
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a) Pruning in accordance with good arboricultural practice
b) For emergency work (e.g., work of an urgent nature, i.e., utility repairs)
c) For an imminently hazardous tree
d) If the tree is classified under the Invasive Species Act, 2015, or listed as a
noxious weed defined by the Weed Control Act, 1990. (e.g., European
Buckthorn)
e) Other aspects of provincial legislation supersede the private tree bylaw which are
discussed in Section 3.0: Applicable Legislation.
This bylaw does apply in the following scenarios, without a permit fee:
a) If the tree is dead (verified by City of Burlington Forestry staff)
b) If the tree is terminally diseased, i.e., Emerald Ash Borer
c) If the tree is within 2 m of an occupied dwelling
It is of important note that the private tree bylaw cannot prevent or restrict the approval
of development applications, however, its intended application is to:
1) Encourage homeowners and developers to give tree removal a sober second
thought through consultation with City staff. This lends the opportunity for staff to
educate applicants on the importance of trees and work with them to consider treefriendly construction methods and techniques in a collaborative way.
2) Ensure that if trees are to be removed on private property, they are replaced either
through replacement plantings or by compensation as cash in lieu of replacement.
If an applicant intends to remove tree(s), they would be required to submit a tree permit
application to the City’s Forestry section for review and approval.
Compensation for tree removal would be calculated according to an Aggregate Caliper
Method, detailed below. Replacement planting on site, cash-in-lieu of replacement, or a
combination thereof, would be evaluated as part of the application process. The
average cost of $700 per replacement tree is currently recommended. It is preferred
that trees are replaced on the subject property by the applicant.
The proposed process is consistent with the site plan application process in terms of
permitting and compensation calculations.

2.0 Application Process & Associated Fees
It is critical that the administration of the private tree bylaw be incorporated into existing
development processes already in operation within the City. The Forestry section has
been actively participating in the Development Application Process (DAP) Review, and
the recommendations herein are consistent with this review.
Figure 2 below identifies the process by which an applicant would follow and the
associated time for a Forest Protection Officer to review.
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Figure 1: Development related application Process Map

Non-development related applications would follow a similar process for permit review,
with fewer steps:
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Figure 2: Non-development related application Process Map

Permitting:
The Forestry section recommends amending the existing Forestry permit fee within the
Rates and Fees Bylaw to fully compensate for the time required for application review
for both development and non-development applications. The same fees would apply to
both Public (068-2013) and Private Tree Bylaws. Each of these permit application fees
would apply for both the injury or destruction of a tree. The compensation fee would
differ according to the Aggregate Caliper Replacement Method.
Development related Tree Permit Applications per property:

$680

Non-Development related Tree Permit Applications per property:

$390

Tree Replacement Compensation:
Staff recommend using the Aggregate Caliper Method for calculating compensation for
tree removal. This method requires the user to replace the equivalent cm diameter of
the removed tree with the equivalent cm of replacement trees. This method also
considers the condition of the removed tree and construction risk factor in the
calculation. Examples are noted below. Replacement trees are required to be 50 mm
caliper deciduous trees, or 200 cm conifers (considered the equivalent to a 50 mm
deciduous tree), both in wire baskets, or cash in lieu of replacement of $700 per
replacement tree. The City reserves the right to hold securities on replacement trees for
a 2-year warranty period to ensure replacement trees are growing in good health. After
the warranty period is complete, the applicant can apply for a release of securities.
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Example 1:
30 cm Norway Maple, Fair condition (70%). Removal
(30 cm X 70%) = 21 cm.
Construction Risk Factor: 100 % (removal)
21 cm / 5 = 4.2.
4 replacement trees would be required, or cash in lieu of $2,800.00 payable to the City
of Burlington Forestry Section.
Example 2:
30 cm Norway Maple, Poor condition (55%). Injury
(30 cm X 55%) = 16.5 cm
Construction Risk Factor: 20% (root impact; tree retained)
16.5 cm X 20% = 3.3 cm
3.3 cm / 5 = .66
1 replacement tree would be required, or cash in lieu of $700.00 payable to the City of
Burlington Forestry Section.
Using the Aggregate Caliper Method, it is estimated that on an annual basis,
approximately 735 trees would be replaced on private property, either through
replacement, cash in lieu, or a combination thereof.
Investing in the Urban Forest:
Funds that are received as cash-in-lieu of replacement are recommended to be reinvested into planting initiatives on private land. Some examples of programs are:
1) Free tree giveaways with tree planting workshops
2) Discounted rates for homeowner tree purchases at participating nurseries
3) Caliper tree planting on private land through a third-party vendor
4) Subsidized naturalization planting initiatives for rural property owners
5) Grant programs in participation with environmental groups and local school
boards.
Violations:
Violations under the bylaw would be covered with 3 mechanisms that may operate
independently or combined, depending on the scope.
1) Contravention Fine: This fine would apply to an individual on site found to have
contravened any section within the bylaw, i.e., placing soil within a tree
preservation zone.
2) Contravention Fee: Part of the Rates and Fees Schedule, a contravention fee
would be applied to the property owner. This fee would cover the additional staff
time required to conduct an assessment of trees on site that have been
impacted. If the fee is not paid, it would be incorporated into the property owner’s
annual tax roll.
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3) Provincial Offences Act: In some cases, pursuit of fines through a Part III
summons under the Provincial Offences Act is desirable.
Each Forest Protection Officer would have the authority and discretion to utilize one or
all of these measures under the bylaw which would be evaluated on a case by case
basis.

3.0 Applicable Legislation
The implementation of a private tree bylaw by a municipality is governed by section 135
and sections 139 to 141 Municipal Act, 2001.
Section 135 (12) identifies exemptions from tree bylaws as a result of existing provincial
legislation which includes the Planning Act, among others.
The following table provides additional details regarding these exemptions as it relates
to development:
Table 1: Tree Bylaw Exemptions under the Municipal Act, Sec. 135 (12)

Existing
Provincial
Legislation

Application COB
Type
Applicable
Guidelines

Tree
Notes
Related
Guidelines

Planning Act,
Sec. 41

Site Plan
(Multi-unit
residential
and
commercial)

City of
Burlington
Site Plan
Guidelines

Section 9.0:
Tree Saving
Plan

Planning Act,
Sec. 51

Plan of
Subdivision

N/A

N/A

Planning Act,
Sec. 53

Consent

N/A

N/A

Electricity
Act,
Sec. 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aggregate
Resources
Act/Planning
Act, Sec. 34

N/A

N/A

N/A
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- All trees greater than 10 cm
identified on plan
- Permit Fee of $208 (applies to
public tree bylaw only)
- Private trees serving a deemed
purpose that are removed or do not
survive, are to be replaced using an
aggregate caliper formula.
-no specific applicable
guidelines/policies related to tree
removal.
-general guidelines encouraging
tree replacement if removed.
-no specific applicable
guidelines/policies related to tree
removal.
-general guidelines encouraging
tree replacement if removed.
Owners of a transmission and/or
distribution network would be
exempt of the bylaw for the injury or
destruction of trees to maintain their
network.
the injuring or destruction of trees
undertaken on land described in a
license for a pit or quarry.
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AND
In order to lawfully establish and
operate or enlarge any pit or quarry
on land on which a pit or quarry is a
permitted land use under a by-law
passed under section 34 of
the Planning Act

The proposed official plan will include a chapter on Urban Forestry and a more
comprehensive guideline pertaining to tree replacement, including the use of the
Aggregate Caliper Replacement method.
Although there are exemptions from a private tree bylaw under specific sections of the
Planning Act, it is important to recognize the extent the private tree bylaw would have
over low density residentially zoned areas within the City. Low density residential does
not fall under site plan control and the private tree bylaw would apply. As a result, it is
anticipated that a minimum of 250 development related applications will be received on
an annual basis.

4.0 Private Tree Bylaw & Canopy Growth
It is estimated that the canopy cover within the urban boundary of the City of Burlington
is approximately 15%. The 2010 Urban Forest Management Plan estimated a 17%
canopy cover within the urban boundary (pg 6). The decline is due mainly to the
impacts of Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) over the last 10 years to both private and publicly
owned trees. Several studies have confirmed that urban forests contribute to mitigating
the effects of climate change as well as providing countless additional ecological
benefits (Foster, Lowe, Winkelman, 2011; Safford et. al, 2013).
Urban Forest Canopy Cover is a two-dimensional metric that is used to quickly and
easily gain a general understanding of the overall condition of an urban forest.
A more accurate measure is to calculate changes in leaf area, as this allows the longterm impacts of tree removal to be evaluated. This can also be a useful measure to
evaluate the positive impacts of tree planting through a restoration process.
Using an estimate of 175 development related private tree removals annually (70% of
the total 250 applications received), an average diameter of 30 cm per tree was
assigned to calculate the leaf area impact from tree loss over a ten-year period. There
are two measures the City can take to recover the urban forest through tree
replacement initiatives, either replacing on a 2:1 replacement ratio, or via the Aggregate
Caliper Replacement Method.
Given the leaf area of the subject tree, replacing using a 2:1 ratio will not sufficiently
replace the canopy loss in year one, nor will it recover over a ten-year period.
Replacement of trees using this method will continue to reduce the urban forest
aggregate leaf area and overall canopy cover percentage.
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Single Tree Removal - Canopy Impact Over 10 years
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Figure 3: *The analysis of 175 trees is an estimate of development related tree removals on an
annual basis. It assumes a ‘Fair’ tree condition and considers an average of 4% mortality for all
trees replaced.

By replacing trees using the aggregate caliper method, leaf area can be replaced in
year one and exceed the ten-year target by a factor of more than 6,000 m2 and
contribute to canopy growth on private property.

5.0 Staffing Requirements
The role of the Forest Protection Officers will be to administer both the public and
private tree bylaws. Their responsibilities will be:
1) Educating residents and developers as to the nature of the bylaw and the
importance of trees
2) Plan review as part of the development process and liaising with homeowners as
a valued partner in the discussion of tree preservation within the City
3) Conducting ongoing tracking and analysis as to the effectiveness of the bylaw
and providing residents and members of council with these metrics on a regular
basis. This would be the role of both the protection officers and the Supervisor.
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4) Ensuring permit conditions and all other aspects of both the public and private
tree bylaw are adhered to and administer fees and fines as required.
Development Related Applications:
Forestry staff estimate that a minimum of 250 applications per year would require a
permit under the combined administration of the proposed Private Tree Bylaw and
existing Public tree bylaw (68-2013). Development related applications are considered
as those requiring approval from Committee of Adjustment, and/or obtaining a Zoning
Clearance, Grading and Drainage Clearance certificate, or a building permit.
Non-Development Related Applications:
It is estimated an additional 750 ‘non-development related’ applications will require
review and subsequent permitting under the bylaw. Non-development related permits
are considered minor landscaping, pool installations, outbuilding construction, and other
removals of healthy trees due to maintenance concerns. This value is consistent with
other surrounding municipalities.
Applications received by the Forestry section that aren’t related to a development would
be able to be processed in less time due to a simpler process, as shown in Figure 1.

6.0 Implementation
If the private tree bylaw is approved, a detailed implementation plan will be required to
successfully execute it. This includes a comprehensive communications plan, updating
policies and procedures for the new bylaw, hiring and training of staff. Given the
amount of preparation, it is recommended the bylaw become effective April 1, 2020.
Communications Plan: Q1 2020
To successfully implement the new private tree bylaw and educate all stakeholders on
its administration, several open houses are recommended to be hosted City-wide.
Additional information will be posted onto the Forestry web site and shared with other
media partners.
Policies & Procedures: Q1 2020
At present, the Forestry section relies on the Tree Protection and Preservation
Specification SS-12A for the administration of both public and pilot private tree bylaw.
To communicate the application process and associated permit fees, the Forestry
section will need to conduct a significant review of this document to incorporate the new
specifics of the City-wide Private tree bylaw including but not limited to - new permit
fees; method for calculating compensation; tree preservation plans; and general
specifications for working around trees during the construction process.
In addition, collaboration with the Legal Department will be required to develop short
form wording for submission to the province for approval of standard fines.
Internal & External Process Development: Q1/Q2 2020
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As part of the roll out of the new private tree bylaw, the Forestry section will liaise with
other city departments that would be affected by the change to ensure processes are
efficient and understood.
Human Resources: Q1/Q2 2020
Time is needed to post and fill new jobs, provide training and prepare for the bylaw
implementation.

Options considered
OPTION 1:

Status quo
A status quo approach was considered as part of this report. This would
allow the current Pilot Private Tree Bylaw in Roseland to run the original 2
years.

Pros:

Allows for more time to evaluate the pilot.

Cons:

This does not consider the implications of a declared climate emergency,
and delays protection of trees citywide.

OPTION 2: Bylaw approval with staffing; no increase to rates and fees
Approval of the bylaw with no increase to the existing $208.00 permit will
require additional funding from the tax levy, consistent with the submitted
business case 2020-003.
Pros:

Addresses climate emergency declaration and investment in the urban
forest

Cons:

Increased financial burden to the Tax Levy

OPTION 3: Invest in tree planting; no private tree bylaw
Invest the equivalent value into tree planting initiatives on private and
public land with no private tree bylaw approval
Pros:

Addresses climate emergency declaration and investment in the urban
forest

Cons:

Does not allow for any formal mechanism for private tree protection or
compensation City-wide.
Increased financial burden to the Tax Levy
Additional staffing resources will be required to administer additional
planting.

OPTION 4:

Repeal the Pilot Private Tree Bylaw and approve a City-wide private tree
bylaw

Pros:

This option provides the highest level of protection by including the entire
city.

Cons:

Increased resource requirements in both operating and capital budgets.
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Financial Matters:
Staff recommend amending the existing rates and fees bylaw to represent the true cost
of permit application review. In addition, a dual stream fee structure is recommended
for development and non-development related permit applications, below:
Development related Tree Permit Applications per property:

$680

Non-Development related Tree Permit Applications per property:

$390

Total Financial Impact
Option 1 – No impact
Option 2 – The annual operating impact of $520,000, and one-time capital funding of
$220,000, will be subsidized by approximately $200,000 annually at the current permit
rate. The remaining operating costs will need to be recovered through the tax levy
($320,000). In addition, approximately 735 trees could be planted on private land
annually.
Option 3 – Invest the equivalent shortfall amount of $320,000 as estimated from Option
2 into tree planting, an additional full-time employee would be required inclusive of
vehicle and external costs ($135,000). This staff member would be tasked with
developing a program which focuses on developing partnerships with several public and
private partners to facilitate tree planting operations City-wide. The remaining funds,
$185,000, would fund 470 caliper tree plantings City-wide, annually, based on current
contracted planting rates.
Option 4 - Pending amendments to the rates and fees bylaw, the bylaw administration
as proposed is estimated to cover 80-100% cost. Staff estimate an annual revenue of
$170,000 for development related permit applications for both public and private tree
applications (250 applications @ $680.00/application), and an additional $290,000.00
for non-development related permit applications (750 applications @ $390/application).
Total revenue: $460,000. This means a net cost of $60,000 funded through the tax
levy. The one-time capital funding request of $220,000 will require funding through the
tax levy (refer to VE-VN-1956). In addition, approximately 735 trees could be planted
on private land annually.

Source of Funding
The Private Tree Bylaw will be funded through both the operating and capital budget,
and a business case has been prepared for consideration in the 2020 budget process:
2020-003 (operating). This program is estimated to recover 80 to 100% of annual
operating costs through the administration of development and non-development
related permit fees, approximately $460,000.00. The remaining annual cost of
$60,000.00 would be funded annually through the tax levy. Bylaw contravention fees
through site inspection would be an additional recovery. This cost recovery is contingent
upon approval of the amended fees.
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Other Resource Impacts
Additional resources, and advanced training through the Municipal Law Enforcement
Officers Association, are included in the business case for consideration. A one-time
capital purchase of 5 electric vehicles will be required (refer to VE-VN-1956).

Connections:
Burlington’s 2010 Urban Forest Management Plan (UFMP) included a recommendation
to complete a detailed study to evaluate the appropriateness of a private tree Bylaw for
Burlington.
Committee report, RPF-15-19 presented to committee on Oct. 10th, 2019, aligns with
the recommendations within this report
Vision to Focus: Focus Area 3
Supporting Sustainable Infrastructure and a Resilient Environment; Supports
commitment #5 - increasing the tree canopy City-wide; supports the initiative “Use the
results and outcomes of the Roseland Private Tree Bylaw Pilot to determine where tree
Bylaws are appropriate.”
Red Tape Red Carpet and Development Application Process
The development of a Forest Protection Branch within the Forestry Section will improve
the service delivery for residential construction by providing more resources and
improving coordination with site engineering and zoning staff. Similar discussions
related to amending existing permit fees have been discussed as part of the
Development Application Review Process. Recommendations made within this report
are consistent with the DAP Review.
Environmental Impact
The proposed program as presented aligns well with the City’s Climate Action Plan. All
vehicles to be purchased for this program would be fully electric cars.

Public Engagement Matters:
Public engagement was managed and reported on in Report to Council, RPF-15-19.
No additional formalized community consultation was conducted after the October
meeting to council.
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Conclusion:
The proposed City-wide Private Tree Bylaw will help to protect the urban forest as a
community resource while respecting homeowner rights. This bylaw will also provide
incentives to private landowners to actively participate in the continued preservation and
growth of the City’s Urban Forest through subsidized planting opportunities. Staff
recommends Option 4 for implementation, with regulating removal of one tree greater
than or equal to 20 cm diameter at breast height, and no more than 5 trees between the
diameter of 10 and 20 cm being allowed to be removed in one calendar. All
compensation would be used for investing in tree planting initiatives on private land.
This option provides a high level of protection for private trees City-wide.

Respectfully submitted,

Steve Robinson
Manager of Urban Forestry
905-333-6166 ext. 6167

Appendices:
A. Draft City-wide Private Tree Bylaw (to be distributed under separate cover)
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BURLINGTON
BY-LAW NUMBER XX-20XX
A by-law to conserve and protect trees on private land within the City of Burlington and to repeal By-law
43-2018, The City of Burlington Pilot Private Tree By-law
(RPF -XX-XX, File 820-02)
WHEREAS, without limiting the broad municipal powers, section 135 and sections 139 to 141 of the
Municipal Act, 2001 provides municipalities with further authority to regulate and prohibit the destruction
or injuring of trees; and
WHEREAS Council has determined that it is desirable to enact a by-law to protect, prohibit and regulate
the injury or destruction of trees and encourage the preservation and planting of trees throughout the
municipality.
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington hereby enacts as follows:

PART I: DEFINITIONS
1.1

For the purposes of this by-law, the following definitions shall apply:
“Accessory Building or Structure” a detached building or structure not used for human
habitation, the use of which is naturally or customarily incidental and subordinate to, or
exclusively devoted to a principal use, building or structure and located on the same lot therewith.
Accessory Buildings may include a detached garage, workshop, shed or pool house. Accessory
Structures may include arbours, gazebos, pergolas, play structures or detached car port exclusive
of patios or decks.
“Arborist” means an expert in the care and maintenance of trees as certified by the International
Society of Arboriculture, a Registered Professional Forester, a Registered Consulting Arborist with
the American Society of Consulting Arborist or an arborist certified by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities;
“Boundary Tree” means a Tree whose trunk from the ground level to the first branch straddles or
bisects the property line of the lot;
“City” as the context requires, means “The Corporation of the City of Burlington”;
“Contravention Fee” means the amount collected by the City for any contravention of this By-law
as may be prescribed from time to time in the City’s rates and fee schedule pursuant to the City’s
approved Current Budget;
“Council” means the Council for the City of Burlington and includes its successor;
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“Director” means the Director of Roads, Parks and Forestry for the City of Burlington, and includes
the Director’s designate or successor;
“Diameter at Breast Height or dbh” means the measurement of the diameter of the trunk of a
Tree from the outside bark at a height of 1.37 meters above the existing ground adjoining its base
or where there are multiple stems, the total of the diameters of the stems measured from outside
the bark on each stem;
“Drip Line” means the outer boundary of an area on the surface of the ground directly below and
which corresponds with the outer edge of the crown of the Tree;
“Emergency Work” means any work of an urgent nature, including but not limited to work
associated with drain repairs, utility repairs, structural repairs to a building and work required to
prevent soil erosion, slipping of soil or damage to trees and must be corroborated with supporting
documentation, including, but not limited to photographs, work orders, and arborist reports;
“Good Arboricultural Practice” means the proper implementation of removal, renewal and
maintenance activities known to be appropriate for individual trees in and around urban areas to
minimize detrimental impacts on urban forest values, and includes pruning of trees to remove
dead limbs, maintain structural stability and balance, or to encourage their natural form, provided
that such pruning is limited to the appropriate removal of not more than one-third of the live
branches or limbs of a tree, but does not include pruning to specifically increase light or space;
“Heritage Tree” means Trees designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act or Trees
recognized as heritage trees by the Ontario Heritage Tree Program of Trees Ontario;
“Imminently Hazardous Tree” a destabilized or structurally compromised Tree that is in imminent
danger of causing damage or injury to life or property as verified or confirmed by an Arborist or
by the Manager;
“Injure/injury” means to injure or destroy a Tree by an action that causes physical, biological or
chemical damage or death to a Tree, but does not include pruning or removing branches for
maintenance purposes which is done in accordance with Good Arboricultural Practice;
“Lot” means a parcel of land having specific boundaries which is capable of legal transfer;
“Manager” means the Manager of Urban Forestry for the City of Burlington, and includes the
Manager’s designate or successor;
“Nursery” means a Lot on which the principal business of selling plants, shrubs and Trees occurs;
“Occupied Building” means a building used for human habitation and does not include an
Accessory Building or Structure;
“Officer” means a City employee whose duties include the enforcement of this by-law, including
but not limited to those persons holding the positions of Director of Roads, Parks and Forestry,
Manager of Urban Forestry, Supervisor of Forestry Planning and Health, Supervisor of Forestry,
City Forester, Forestry Technician, and Arborist;
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“Orchard” means a Lot on which the principal active business is the growing of fruit for sale to
the public;
“Order” means an order issued under this by-law;
“Permit Fee” means the amount collected by the City at the time of application for a Tree Permit
as may be prescribed from time to time in the City’s rates and fee schedule pursuant to the City’s
approved Current Budget;
“Private Property” means land other than Public Property;
“Public Property” means any land or property owned by the City;
“Terminally Diseased” means advanced and irreversible decline in tree health, that has resulted
in the majority of crown die back or failure, due to sever insect infestation or infection by a
pathogen;
“Tree” includes all woody vegetation, which at maturity, will reach of height of at least 4.5m;
“Tree Permit” means a permit issued by the City pursuant to Part 6 of this by-law;
“Tree Protection Zone” means specifications describing the measures required to protect Trees
not designated for removal that may be impacted by the proposed works and as prescribed by
the City’s Standard Specifications for Tree Protection and Preservation.

PART 2: BY-LAW TITLE
2.1

The short title of this by-law shall be “The City of Burlington Private Tree By-law”.

PART 3: APPLICATION OF THE BY-LAW
3.1

This by-law shall apply to all Trees growing or living on Private Property within the geographical
boundaries in the City of Burlington but does not apply to woodlands that are governed by the
Region of Halton by-law 121-05, as amended or replaced.

PART 4: AUTHORITY
4.1

The Director and Manager are responsible for the administration and enforcement of this bylaw.

4.2

The Manager is authorized to:
(a) issue notices of contravention, orders to comply and stop work orders in relation to
contraventions of this by-law;
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(b) issue Tree Permits;
(c) issue work orders directing as to how and when particular aspects of any authorized work is
to be conducted. The authority to issue work orders shall include the authority to order a
stoppage of work and the authority to order the proponent of the work to obtain a revised
report from an Arborist; and
(d) make forms, notices, applications, policies, guidelines and documents not otherwise
prescribed by this by-law for the administration and enforcement of this by-law.
4.3

Municipal Law Enforcement Officers employed by the City and Officers are hereby authorized to
enforce this By-law
PART 5: PROHIBITIONS

5.1

5.2

No person shall:
(a)

cause or permit the Injury, destruction or removal of a Tree with a dbh of 20cm or greater;

(b)

cause or permit the injury, destruction or removal of more than five (5) trees with a
Diameter at Breast Height of greater than 10 cm and less than 20 cm in one calendar year.

(c)

cause or permit the Injury, destruction or removal of a Heritage Tree, unless they
receive approval to do so under the requirements of the Ontario Heritage Act, 2005; or

(d)

cause or permit the injury, destruction or removal of any tree classified as an endangered,
threatened, or at risk species, as defined in the provincial Endangered Species Act, 2007,
c. 6 or any tree classified as an endangered or threatened tree species or a tree species
of special concern, as defined in the federal Species at Risk Act, 2002, S.C. 2002, c. 29; or

(e)

cause or permit the contravention of the terms or conditions of a Tree Permit.

The provisions of this by-law do not apply to the Injury, destruction or removal of Trees:
(a)

with a Diameter at Breast Height of less than 20cm, subject to clause 5.1 (b) of this bylaw;

(b)

for the purpose of pruning in accordance with Good Arboricultural Practices;

(c)

for Emergency Work;

(d)

for an Imminently Hazardous Tree;

(e)

if the Tree is located in a Nursery or Orchard;

(f)

if the Tree is classified as prohibited or restricted as defined in the provincial Invasive
Species Act, 2015, S.O. 2015, c. 22- Bill 37, or if the Tree is listed as a noxious weed as
defined by the Weed Control Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W5;
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(g)

for activities or matters undertaken by a municipality or a local board of a municipality;

(h)

for activities or matters undertaken under a license issued under the Crown Forest
Sustainability Act, 1994;

(i)

where the Injury, destruction or removal of the Tree is done by a person licensed under
the Surveyors Act to engage in the practice of cadastral surveying or his or her agent,
while making a survey;

(j)

where the removal of the Tree is for the purpose of satisfying conditions to the approval
of a site plan, a plan of subdivision, or consent under sections 41, 51 or 53 of the Planning
Act, or as a requirement of a site plan, subdivision or consent agreement entered into
under those sections of the Act;

(k)

where the Injury or removal of the Tree is for the purpose of satisfying a condition to a
development permit authorized by regulation made under section 70.2 of the Planning
Act, as a requirement of an agreement entered into under the regulation;

(l)

where the Injury or removal of the Tree is by a transmitter or distributor as defined in the
Electricity Act 1998 and is for the purpose of constructing and maintaining a transmission
system or a distribution system as defined under that Act;

(m)

where the injury or removal of the Tree is undertaken on land described in a license for a
pit or quarry or a permit for a wayside pit or wayside quarry issued under the Aggregate
Resources Act;

(n)

where the injury or removal the tree is undertaken on land in order to lawfully establish
and operate or enlarge any pit or quarry on land,

(o)

5.3

(i)

that has not been designated under the Aggregate Resources Act or a
predecessor of that Act, or

(ii)

on which a pit or quarry is a permitted land use under a by-law passed under
section 34 of the Planning Act; or

where the removal of a Tree is specifically required in an order made under the City’s
Property Standards by-law.

The provisions of this by-law shall apply to the Injury, destruction or removal of the following
Trees, however shall be exempt from all fees payable under this by-law:
(a)

if the Tree is dead, as confirmed by an Arborist or by the Manager;
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(b)

if the Tree is Terminally Diseased;

(c)

if the Tree is within 2m of an Occupied Building (measurement from the edge of the
building to the centre of the Tree at dbh);

5.4 Where Emergency Work is required, the owner shall notify the City as soon as may be practicable with
documentation including but not limited to an arborist report, if available, and photographs of the
size/height of the tree and distance to building.

PART 6: TREE PERMIT
6.1

A person seeking to undertake any of the activities described in section 5.1 above shall apply to
the Manager of Urban Forestry for a Tree Permit to undertake or do the specified activity.

6.2

An application for a Tree Permit shall include the following documents and information:
(a)

the Permit Fee; and

(b)

a report from an Arborist in a form satisfactory to the Manager showing, where
applicable:
(i)

the Tree(s) to be removed or Injured, including the
location, size and species and condition of each;

(ii)

a proposal for the replanting or replacing of Trees that are to be
removed or that will be Injured by the works;

(iii)

confirmation that the Tree Protection Zone established and
maintained around any Trees on the property is in accordance with
the City’s relevant policies and procedures;

(iv)

the minimum frequency of site inspections by an Arborist during
proposed works, where applicable;

(v)

specifications as to the goals of the work;

(vi)

for Boundary Tree(s) located within 3 meters of both sides of a mutual
Lot line, a letter of agreement to the proposed work, signed by the
adjacent neighbour(s); or documentation from an Arborist attesting that
the Boundary Tree(s) will survive the proposed work in healthy condition,
and include preservation methods not limited to pruning and fertilizing,
according to Good Arboriculture Practices; and

(vii)

any additional relevant information as may be required
by the Manager.
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(c)

(d)

6.3

6.4

a scaled 2-dimensional tree preservation plan in a form satisfactory to the
Manager showing, where applicable:
(i)

the Tree(s) to be removed or Injured, including graphical reference to a
key that identifies the species, diameter, condition, and ownership to
each;

(ii)

identification of all applicable minimum tree protection zones illustrated
graphically in accordance with the City’s relevant policies and
procedures; and

(iii)

identification of site access, material storage, tree preservation fencing
(hoarding), and root protection hoarding where applicable, illustrated
graphically.

a scaled 2-dimensional tree replacement plan in a form satisfactory to the
Manager showing, where applicable:
(i)

All proposed trees to be replaced, illustrated graphically, and referenced
in a planting key which identifies the size, species, and planting form of
the tree; and

(ii)

Overlaid estimated canopy coverage expected at 70% full growth.

The Manager shall determine the appropriate conditions to attach to each Tree Permit, in
accordance with Good Arboricultural Practices. The conditions for the issuance of a Tree Permit
may include, among other things:
(a)

a requirement to pay all associated permit fees, securities and compensation as
cash in lieu of replacement to ensure that the performance of the work is in
accordance with the conditions of the Tree Permit;

(b)

a requirement that the authorized work be carried out under the supervision of
an Arborist;

(c)

a requirement to replant or relocate a Tree or Trees of a certain size and species;

(d)

a requirement that the site of the work be restored to its original condition;

(e)

a requirement that a Tree Protection Zone be established with the installation of
tree preservation fencing around any Trees that will be preserved on the property
in accordance with the City’s relevant policies and procedures.

The Manager may refuse to issue a Tree Permit if he or she determines that:
(a)

the application for a Tree Permit is incomplete;

(b)

the proposal is for the Injuring, removal or destruction of a healthy Tree;

(c)

the methods proposed to be used or the results to be achieved are not in
accordance with Good Arboricultural Practice;

(d)

a person or property will be adversely affected;
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6.5

(e)

a nuisance or unsightly appearance may occur;

(f)

as a result of the removal of the Tree, flood or erosion control, slope stability or
the ecological integrity of a natural area will be negatively affected; or

(g)

the Tree is relevant to the heritage designation of a Lot as determined by the City
in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act.

The Manager may revoke a Tree Permit that has been issued:
(a)

if the terms and conditions of a Tree Permit are not complied with;

(b)

if the specifications and recommendations in the report of the Arborist and
associated plans are not followed;

(c)

if the work orders and directions of the Manager are not followed;

(d)

for any of the reasons listed in section 6.4;

(e)

if any term of this by-law is violated by the work undertaken in connection with
that Tree Permit; or

(f)

if the Tree Permit was issued because of mistaken, false or incorrect information
received by the Manager.

6.6

Upon the revocation of a Tree Permit, the holder of the Tree Permit shall immediately cease or
ensure the immediate cessation of all activities for which a Tree Permit had been issued.

6.7

Any Tree Permit issued pursuant to this by-law shall be valid for a period of one (1) year from
the date of issuance.

PART 7: ENFORCEMENT, REMEDIAL ACTIONS AND RECOVERY OF EXPENSES
7.1

For the purposes of conducting an inspection to determine compliance with this by-law, an order,
a permit, or any condition of a permit, any person authorized to enforce this by-law may, upon
producing the appropriate identification, at any reasonable time, enter and inspect any lands or
property to determine whether the provisions of this By-law, an order issued under this by-law or
a permit or a condition of a permit issued under this by-law have been complied with.

7.2

When the City becomes aware of a contravention of this by-law or a tree permit, by any person,
the City may make an Order in writing to the person to rectify and remedy the contravention
within a certain time, including an Order to cease and desist all work relating to the injury,
destruction or removal of trees.

7.3

An Order shall set out:
(a)

The name of the owner and the municipal address of the land or property that is the
subject of the contravention;

(b)

Reasonable particulars of the contravention;
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7.4

(c)

What the owner or any other person must do to rectify the contravention;

(d)

A statement that if the work is not done in compliance with the order within a specified
time period, the City may have the work done at the expense of the owner or other
person;

(e)

The date and time by which the order must be in compliance with the By-law; and

(f)

Information regarding the City’s contact person.

An Order may be served by:
(a)

Delivering it personally to the owner and/or person conducting work on the owner’s
property;

(b)

Sending it by registered mail to the last known address of the owner, which service
shall be deemed five (5) days after mailing;

(c)

Or posting it on the owner’s property.

7.4.1

In the event that the Order in section 7.2 is not complied with by the person within the time
stipulated in the notice, then the City may take such action as is necessary to rectify and remedy
the contravention of this by-law at the expense of the person, and the City may send an invoice
to the person of the expenses incurred by the City thereto. In the event of failure to pay the
entire invoice amount within thirty (30) days of the date of the invoice, at the discretion of the
City, the outstanding balance of the invoice may be added to the tax roll of the person’s
property as municipal taxes and collected in the same manner as municipal taxes.

7.5

The City may also recover all expenses owing under this by-law by a court action as a debt due
to the City.
PART 8: OFFENCE

8.1

Any person who contravenes any provisions of this by-law or an Order issued under this by-law
is guilty of an offence.

8.2

Any person who obstructs a by-law enforcement officer in carrying out an inspection or who
provides false or misleading information to a by-law enforcement officer is guilty of an offence.

8.3

Upon conviction of an offence under this by-law, a person is liable to a fine as follows:
a) the minimum fine for an offence is $500 and the maximum fine for an offence is
$100,000;
b) in the case of a continuing offence, in addition to the penalty mentioned in clause (a)
above, for each day or part of a day that the offence continues, the minimum fine shall
be $500 and the maximum fine shall be $10,000, and the total of all daily fines for the
offence is not limited to $100,000; and
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c) in the case of multiple offences, for each offence included in the multiple offence, the
minimum fine shall be $500 and the maximum fine shall be $10,000 and the total of all
fines for each included offence is not limited to $100,000.
8.4

Any costs payable or associated with an order of the court are in addition to, and not in
substitution for, the payment of any penalty imposed by the court for the commission of an
offence under this by-law or any other applicable legislation.
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PART 9: MISCELLANEOUS
9.1

Should a court of competent jurisdiction declare a part or whole of any provision of this by-law
to be invalid or of no force and effect, the provision or part is deemed severable from this bylaw, and it is the intention of Council that the remainder survive and be applied and enforced in
accordance with its remaining terms to the extent possible under law.

9.2

References in this By-law to any legislation or by-law means as may be amended or preplaced
from time to time and include any regulations thereunder.

9.3

By-law 43-2018 shall be repealed effective on the coming into force and effect of this By-law.

PART 10: EFFECTIVE DATE
10.1

This by-law shall come into force and take effect on________, 20XX. Any tree permit applications
or tree removal notifications received prior to this date will be processed in accordance with Bylaw 43-2018.

ENACTED and PASSED this

day of

, 20XX.

________________________ Mayor Marianne Meed Ward

_______________________

Angela Morgan, City Clerk
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